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11IE MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION. BOMBAY. 

Evidence of Mr. H. P. MODY. Chairman, Mr. S. D. 
SAKLATVALA, Mr. AHMED F. CURRIMBHOY, 

. Mr.H. M. MEHTA, Sir MANMOHANDAS 
RAM]l and Mr. T. MALONEY. Secretary, 

recorded at Bombay, on Tuesday, 
the 16th August, 1932. 

PTuident.-Mr. Mody, you are Chairman of the Bombay Millowners' 
Associatian ? 

Mr. Modll.-YeB. 
Pre.ident.-And your colleagues who are appearing with you are members 

of the Committee of your Association? 
Mr. Modll.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-I should like to get some idea of the constituency that your 

AssoCiation represents, that is to say how many mills are there which are 
represented in your Association at present? 

Mr. Modll.-101. 
Presiden-t.-'How many of these are situated in the City and Island of 

Bombay? 
Mr. Mod1/.-63. 
President.-May I take it that you are authorised to represent the up

country members of your Association P 
Mr. Modll.-Yes, all our members. 
Pre.ident.-As far as the general issues are concerned, you represent 

the up-country members as well? 
Mr. Modll.-Yes. 
PTesident.-I feel probably the ll\ost convenient way in which we can 

proceed with your examination is to take up the various points in the 
order in which we have set them out in the questionnaire and if there 
are any points which are left over, I propose to discuss them at the end 
of the discussion of the questionnaire? Would that suit you? 

MT. Modll.-Yes . 
. PTesident.-As far as the cost statements are concerned, you have expressed 

a desire that the· statements of costs of individual mills should be kept 
confidential and in accordance with the undertaking the Board gave you 
in our questionnaire what we propose to do is' to hold them over till we 
have discussed all the other issues in the questionnaire and probably I 
think, as far as I am able to figure 'it out, on Thursday our sittings will 
be entirely confidential, assmmng that all the other issues are finished by 
to-day and to-morrow P 

MT. Modll.-Yes. 
PTesident.-The first question which we have raised in the questionnaire 

is the extent and range of external competition by which the Indian 
textile industry is faced and we stated t.hose conclusions in Mr. Hardy'S 
report because we felt that they formed a sort of peg on which we could 
hang the essential points in that question. The first point raised therein 
is the progress that you have made in respect of bleached goods. I consider 
that rather an important question because to some extent I take it that 
the progress made by the Indian textile industry in respect of bleached 
goods is an indication of the progress which is made in respect of finer 
classes of goods-I don't say entirely but to a large extent it ll\ay be 
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taken as an indication. Then, of course, it is also connected with the 
question. of co~petition between the Indian industry and the imports from 
the Umted KIngdom, because the United Kiugdom has always been a 
large importer inwthis country of bleached goods. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-Now the point is this. You remember that when the Tariff 

Board ~eported in 1926, they gave a figure of 671 million yards as the 
productlOn of the Bombay Mills of bleached goods. 

Mr. Maloney.-Yes. . 
President.-I think 67'6 million yards i~ the correct figure. 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. . 
President.-As a matter of fact the figure which was given in the 

:Bombay Custom House returns was 4'3. They rejected that figure on the 
ground that the Custom House figures did not show bleached goods which 
were bleached at separate bleach houses outside the mills. The Custom 
House figures showed only the production of bleached goods to the extent 
they were bleached on the mill premises. Therefore they acrepted 671 
million yards as the correct figure. Mr. Hardy in 1929 went into this 
question and he rejected the Tariff Board's figure on the ground that the 
higher figure which the Tariff Board gave in 1926 represented not merely. 
goods consisting entirely of bleached yarn but also goods which consisted 
in the main bleached yarn but also coloured and woven patterns although 
the coloured and woven patterns were classified for import purposes as 
coloured goods. He therefore stated that the lower figure ought to be 
taken for the purpose of bleached goods as understood by the Trade Returns 
and he gave a figure of 1 per cent. I have been examining these figures 
which you have sent in recently and I am rather glad that you have shewn 
separately the figures of coloured yarn bleached: goods because if we exclude 
that we are in It position straightaway to check Mr. Rardy's figure. Work
ing out your figures, the result that I get is this. Taking the year 1927 
which is very close to the year on which the Tariff Board reported if I 
leave out all coloured yarn goods and leave out also what you call un
accounted goods, the proportion of bleached goods to the total production 
in Bombay City and Island is 6'5 per cent. I think you have calculated 
your percentages on a different basis. I think you have probably taken 
unaccounted goods into account? 

lIfr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-If you leave that out, you get a figure of 6'5 per cent. 

which is the proportion of bleached goods to the total production. 
1I1r. Maloney.-Yes, leaving goods made out of coloured yarns. 
President.-I think that the Tariff Board's figure of 67'6 million yards, 

taking the total production which I got from one of your reports, gives 
7 per cent. Leaving out coloured yarns, the proportion is 6'5. Therefore 
it looks to me tllat the Tariff Board was correct and Mr. Hardy wrong. 

lIfr. 'Modll.-Anyway, in our replies to the questionnaire we have g~ven. 
detailed figures under each hend of bleached goods. If you leave out goods 
containing coloured yarn, you will find that our production as regards 
plain goods has gone up by 100 per cent. In dhotis, it has gone back 
a little. 

President.-I was trying to look at it this way. I want to know precisely 
the progress which has been made in respect of bleached I!oods, that is to 
say, entirelv bleached with no admixture of O?loured yarn ?ecause that ~s 
the thing that matters when you come to conSIder the questlOn of competI
tion in t.he white bleached line. Then, you see in 1927 it was 6'5 per cent. 
and in 1931. including the goods bleached lit the four llew bleach houses, 
the figure is 9'7 per cent. 

Mr. lI{odll.-Yes. 
Fresident.-That is to sav the proportion of bleached goods has increased 

in the past 5 yeaTS froIll 6'5 to 9'1 per cent.!' . 



YT. Modtt.-50 per cent. increase. 
PTeBident.-That gives one a fairly accurate picture of the progress 

made in respect of bleached goods? 
Mr. Modll.-Yes. 
PuBident.-There is one point which I don't quite understand. If YOIl 

could explain the point, it would be useful. I cannot .understand how the 
Custom House could exclude from their returns goods bleached at separate 
bleach houses by mills. The Custom House must get these figures from 
you only. There is no independent source from which they could get figures. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-They get the production figures from us. 
Pre.ident.-In the production you show goods bleached outside the mill 

premises? 
Mr. SaklatT)ala.-No. 
Pre.!idellt.-Then, it is a natural error that th~ Custom House ma, 

make? 
Mr. Mody.-I cannot say. 
Mr. Boag.-Would these goods bleached in outside bleach houses appear 

in your returns a8 grey l' 
Mr. Malon,ey.-I don't say always but the n:;s>babiJity is that they would 

be returned as grey. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Very often the selling agents buy as grey an~ put in 

the production returns as grey. Then they get them bleached outSIde. 
President.-The bleaching is done by people who have taken it off your 

hands? 
Mr. Saklat'vala.-Yes. 
President.-That is how the mistake arose? 
lVr. Mody.-Not always, but often enough. 
President.-Is it possible for you to tell lIle approximately, taking the 

bleached goods used by Bombay Mills, what range of counts of yarn they 
represent-never less than 80s? 

Mr. Muloney.-That would not be correct. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-In some years there has been a substantial 'demand for' 

bleached khadi. 
Pre.!ident.-That would be somewhere about 20sl' 

MT. Saklatvala.-Coarser still; there would be some lOs. 

Pre.!ident.-Taking the current practice, would you Bay that your bleached 
goods represent eounts above 3Os.? ' 

Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes, as far as plain'goods are ooncemed. I just want 
to point out one thing. The progress in respect of goods containing coloured 
yarn does not seem to be much, and the reason is this. In Bombay we can 
scarcely compete against Ahmedabad where the bleaching is don~ by the 
local washermen. That is why in respect of bleached goods where there
is coloured yarn, Ahmedabad has got the bulk of the trade. 

pu.ndent.-In Ahmedabad, bleaching is a cottage industry-that is what 
it amounts to l' 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. But I think as a general proposition it can be stated' 
so far as plain goods are ooncerned, a great deal of the stuff that is ,bleached, 
would be about 30s. As Mr. SakIatvala pointed out, a great deal of khadi 
is bleached which is made of coarser yarn. 

President.-Then, I come on to the next point, that is the shiue of 
the grey goods market which Calcutta represents. There is no essential 
difference of opinion between you and Mr. Hardy. The only point is that 
Mr. Hardy fixed tbe fi!;ure. at a slightly higher. level than you do, but 
you admit that Calcutta 18 still the largest market lD respect of grey goods ~ 

}'Ir. Mody.-Yes. ' 
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President.-Have you any particular reason for suggesting that the 
iigures are now lower than what Mr. Hardy suggested? 

.It!r. Mody.-I cannot say whether Mr. Hardy's estimate when it was 
orlgmally fram,ed was accurate or not. We can form only general ideas. 
What we ha~e stated is "As far as Bombay mills are concerned, it certainly 
can'not be sa.ld ~hat ~O per cent. of the dhoties or 65 per cent. of other grey 
;goods a.re dlstnbuted from Calcutta. It is difficult to say what the exact 
proportlOns are. General enquiries which have been made seem to indicate 
that about 70 per cent. of dhoties made ill' Bombay are sent to Calcutta 
but less than 50 per cent. of other grey goods". 

President.-You contest the original estimate itself? 
Mr. Mody.-I do not know where he got his estim;~ from. 
President.-I am wondering, if Mr. Hardy's figures for 1927-28 were 

correct and yopr figures are correct at present, whether the difference 
-could be accounted for in this way, that there is at present in Bom,bay 
mills a much larger production of grey dhoties and when you have a large 
increase in local production often as we have seen in other industries, it 
stimulates a local demand. Therefore as a result of active selling arrange
ments, it is possible for you to sell a larger proportion of grey goods that 
you make here in the local market instead of shipping them out to distant 
markets. 

Mr. Mody.-It would not be correct to say that our trade in Calcutta 
has fallen off. It has not fallen off. It is not known where Mr. Hardy 
obtained his figures from. , . 

President.-As far as dhoties are concerned, the Calcutta Custom House 
had kept special returns and I think it is on the basis of those special returns 
that he made that statement. But as you point out, it is not an entirely 
reliable basis. It is a very rough way of estimating it. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 

President.-There is one point on which I should like some information. 
From the statements that Mr. Hardy makes I gather that when goods are 
shipped from Bombay to upper India markets which are naturally catered 
for from Calcutta, it is sometimes the practioo for the goods to be sent in 
the first instance to Calcutta and then from Calcutta they are shipped 
over again, that is to say instead of sending it direct from Bomhay to a 
place like Amritsar you send it first to Calcutta and then from Calcutta 
to Amritsar. To rdy mind, it appears that it is a very circl!itous way of 
selling goods? 

Mr. Modl/.-We have such direct C'onnections ,that we would not think of 
selling in tbe way now suggested. If we did, 'we should be entering into 
competition with people who are sending goods direct to those places. 

President.-The only condition under which such sort of things may 
happen is if there are any special station'to station rates? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-I don't think that there are such station to station rates? 

Mr 'Mody.-No. Further I should consider it improper to do like that. 

Presidenf.-Even an your figures Calcutta is the largest market for grey 
goods and grey goods form your staple production. The question of freight 
from here to Calcutta is a very important point. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
, President.-You have given us freight figures. Is the practice generally 

to send goods at O. R. or R. R. rates P :, " 
Mr. Mody.-I had Btatisti~ taken out !some time ago and I fotlnd that 

goods were going in increasing quantities by rail rather than by sea. 

President.-What I am asking is' whether you send them at owner's 
risk or ail railway risk P , 
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Mr. Saklatvala.-Sometimes the merchants ask WI to send them at owners' 
ri.k, and we do so. - , 

President.-If the milla themselves ship goods, they generally send them 
at railway risk? 

Mr. Saklatvala.-No. 
President.-For our purposes, as we are looking at the thing entirely 

from the lI\ill point of view, it would be necessary for us to calculate the 
freight on the R. R. basis? 

Mr. Modll.-No. 
Mr. Mehta.-We cannot afford the railway risk rates. The railway risk 

rate is sometimes 25 per cent. more than the owner's risk rate. 
President.-Let us take for the present the owner's risk rate. The_ 

owner'. risk rate from Bombay to Howrah is Rs. 1-9-9. Approximately it 
works out to about 3! pies per lb. Is that correct? 

Mr. Malonell.-Yes. 
President.-I was trying to . look at it from this pomt of view: You 

have given us quotations for steamer freights from Japanese ports to 
Indian ports. I am afraid I am unable to make very much use of the 
ateamer freight that you have given because it is calculated per ton of 
40· c.ft. Unless we know the equivalent freight in respect of the leading 
classes of cloth in cubic tons, it would be difficult to make any calculations. 

Mr. Modll.-It would be somewhere about 3f bales. 
President.-When you speak of a bale of piece-goods, how much is it? 
Mr . .lllody.-300 lbs. 
President.-Would you put it at so high Ii figure? A few stray, invoices 

that we happened to see give us for standard plain grey goods a ~gure 
of somewhere about 500 Ibs. Would it be possible for you to give us 'some 
information ? 

Mr. 1I10dy.-I shall try. 
Pre.tident.-In respect of about half a dozen classes of, goods. Normally 

we might take it at about 1,050 Ibs. 
Mr .. Mehta.--One cubic ton, taking an average of 300 Ibs., comes to 

1,050 Ibs. - \/ 
President.-What kind of cloth are you thinking of? 
lIr. Mehta.-All classes except very fine goods-4!Os, 60s and'so an. Al,l 

the bales are over 300 lhe. , 
President.-Taking all the kinds with which the industry is normally 

(,(>D('ern .. d? 
Mr. M,ehta.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing we took the cubic content as the equivalent of 

1,050 lbs .• at 13'50 yen less 10 per -cent. rebate, taking about, 100 as the 
current rate of exchange, what kind of steamer freight does it come to 
per lb .. from Japan to the Indi~n ports? We h~ve got a figure of It pies 
calculatmg on 500 Ibs., so that If you calculated It on 1,050 Ibs. it would be 
about half of -that. Supposing you took it at a pie per lb. and if you
added a pie per lb. as the freight' on cotton from here, then the total 
freight on raw material from here to Japan and from Japan to Indian 
ports is 2 p~es, where~s your. freight to Calcutt~ whic~ is your principal 
market on piece-goods IS 3t pies per lb. The fretght paid on raw material 
and piece-goods put together _ in the c'!-Se of Japan is lower than the freight 
that you have to pay on piece-goods to your most important market in 
India. Will you look ,into this question in some detail and let us know? 
If you could give us six different lines of piece-goods and give us the freight 
rates, it would be useful. -

Mr. Mody.-I shall try to give you the information. 
Presid6nt.~There are various other questions that arise out of the question 

of freight. but I will raise them in detail when we come ioIJ the question of 
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freights. Now ,,\1 come to the question of ooloured goods. You suggest 
that the percentage of coloured goods is now less in the Calcutta market 
than at the time of Mr. Hardy's report. The total production of coloured 
goods in 1927-28 was 681 million yards; it is now 678, so that the total 
Indian production remains more or less the same. Your production has 
fallen off because your export trade has fallen off. If the total Indian 
production is more or less the same now as in 1927-28, is there any reason 
why the proportion of business done in coloured goods in Calcutta should 
be less now than it was four or five years ago? 

Mr. Mody.-I can only answer that by suggesting that the Ahnwdabad 
Pl"Oduction of coloured goods mostly go to other markets than Calcutta. 

President.-Four or five years ago you were the principal Indian manu-
facturers sending goods to the Calcutta market? 

Mr. Mody.-About half and half. 

President.-8ince then Ahmedabad has increased its production? 
Mr. Mody.-They have. 
President.-With regard to this question of fine counts, that is the 

progress made in respect of goods woven from fine counts, we shall' take 
the lluestion of dhoties first. That is a very important point in this enquiry 
because we have got to form an estimate of the extent to which the 
industry has been able to comply with the recommendations made by the 
Tariff Board in 1926 with regard to diver~ification. This has a very im
portant bearing on the question of competition. Your suggestion is that 
the ratio of goods woven out of medium and fine counts is considerably 
higher now than when Mr. Hardy reported, and I'eading your replies in 
connection with your l'epresentation I gather that the main grounds on 
which you base your statement is this: first you show that ·there is a 
large increase in the output of dhoties made in Bombay and since dhoties 
made in Bombay mills are largely medium and fine counts, therefore the in-

. crease in production consist of cloth of 40 counts. Then you take the 
lines "Oambrics and Lawns" which are above 40s. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Presidimt.-Then there is the question of improvement in the average 

counts of yarn spun. Taking Bombay there ii an increase of about 3'5 and. 
taking India as a whole it is 2'1 per cent. 'Then you give us the returns 
of individual mills who have considerably increased their production of 
finer dhoties. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-In addition to these points is not one justified in pointing 

to the increase in the imports of raw cotton from other countries than 
America.? If you have increased your imports of r~w cotton from East 
Africa and Egypt you are obviously importing staple cotton which is more 
suitable than that from Amerca. 

Jlr. Mody.-A considerable portion of the cotton ..... . 

Presid/l1lt.-What I was til inking of is this. Take 1926-27: the total 
import of raw cotton was 474.000 bales and in 1930-31 the amount is more 
or less the same. What hIlS altered is the distribution, that is to say from 
East Africa in 1926-27 the total import was 85,000; last year it was 179,000: 
from Egypt was 3,026 in 1926-27 and it wall 146,000 last year. Therefore 
although the total remains about the same the impGrt from countries which 
specialise in staple cotton has increa&ed considerably.· 

:tIro Sakl.atvala.-Ma':l' I point out that in 1926-27 more American cotton 
came in not because of fine counts but because of the scarcity of Indian 
cxttton, but in later years because m,ore and more finer yarns are being 
spun. 

Dr. MaUhai.-There is one point on which I want you to help me. The 
usual way in which progress in respect of finer counts is estimated in the 
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;publicationa that I have seen ill this: they say the total Indian pz-oduction 
is so much, out of that the total amount made out of finer counts is so 
.much and therefore the proportion of finer count to total production is so 
.much. To my mind that is rather a misleading way of stating the position. 
t:"nless you Btate the proportion of cloth of finer counts to the total amount 

·of cloth from medium and fine counts-there are certain kinds of goods 
that are produced from below 20s rule that out and take cloth made from 
above 20s. - Out of that what is the actual proportion of cloth IIl3de out of 
.30s and above? That is a much better criterion. The way I would like 
to calculate it is this. I would like you to tell me if there is any flaw 
in this calculation. We take the year 1926-27 to start with and compare 

·that with 1931..a2. Take the total Indian production in 1926-27 which is 
628'7 million Ibs., in 1931..a2 it is 672. The first thing I am going to do 
iI this. There are some kinds of cloth which are definitely wov~n out of 

'20s and below. I presume they are chaddars, jeans, sheetings, khaddars 
and so on. I rule these out entirely as coarse cloth. 

][1' • .lIlodll.-That is 80. 

Preswent.-Your total production includes also various classes of goods 
which are not piece-goods. There is, for example, an entry in the Indian 
production returna of "grey and coloured goods other than piece-goods". 
'When we are calculating piece-goods it is necessary to leave out "Other than 
piece-goods". Then take hosiery. We must leave out hosiery which is 
included in the total production. ';rhen there is a certain amount of pro
-duction of goods which is mixed with silk or wool. I take all these out in 
order to get the piece-goods which are made of counta above 20s. Leaving 
all these out you get for 1926-27 a production of about 409 million lbs. and 
for 1931..a2, 513 million lbs. The' resultant figure is entirely dhoties, 
~ambrics and lawns, shirtings, langeloth and ooloured piece-goods. Those 
-definitely are cL'lsses in which counts above 20s are used. 

][1'. J[odll.-Yes . 
.lIlr. S'aklat"ala.-There is a substantial production of goods from oounts 

'below 208. 
President.-Could you suggest a proportioni' I think I am justified in 

uying that this figure is on the high side . 
.111'. Saklatvala.-Yes. 
Preswent.-To get the production of cloths froIq counta 20 and above 

l: take the total Indian yarn production of 31s to 40s in 1926-27 and 1931..a2 
llnd the Indian production of oounta above 40s in the two years. Then I 
~et a total for 1926-27 of 39 million lbs. of yarn of counta above 30s and 
105 million Ibs. f~r 1931..a2: In orde~ to get the Indian production of piece
J(onds, correspondmg to thiS production of yarn I have got to make certain 
deduction on account of handlooms, yarns that you have reeled and sold. 
You remember the figures given by Mr. Hardy showing the proportion of 
warp, weft and reels in the Bombay mills. The last year for which he 

'bas p:iven figures is 1928. Taking the 1928 figures I find counts above 30 
reeled yarn representa about 5 per cent. of the total quantity of yarn of 

'these counts made in the mills. 

][1'. Mody.-That would be so even to-day. 

President.-Therefore if I take 5 per cent. off the total production of 
yarn over 80s in 1926-27, the resultant figure shows the quantity of yarn 
'above 80s which is uied in the Indian mills, and that would be right. ' 

J[1'. JIody.-Yes. 
Pr •. (ident.-J am assuming all'O that imported yarn above 30s is almost 

·entirely used by handlooms . 
.111'. ][odll.-Yes. 
Pre .• ident.-Therefore in calculating your production of flne cloth, I need 

'not take into account imP!ll'ted yarn above 30s. 

J[1'. ][od!/.-No. not for practical purpoSes. 
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President.-For practical purposes it may be left off. 
Mr. Modll.-Yes. 
Pre's~dent.-I~ that gives a correct estimate for our purposes of the

productl?n of piece-goods, of 31s and above; the proportion that I get in 
1926-27 IS 9 per cent. of all the goods which are woven out of' yarns of 
counts above 20. O~ the. figures that I have for 1931-32, it is 18'4 per 
cent. Therefore taklllg sllI\ply the classes of goods in which the counts 
above, 20 are used by the mills, the proportion has more than doubled 
which, I think, is probably a more vivid way of presenting the situation. 

Mr. Mod!l.-Yes. 
President.-{)omi·ng 'to the 5th point, that is the question of the extent 

to. which trade in dhutis imported from the United Kingdom competed 
With those of the production of Indian mills is that because Mr. Hardy 
reported on 1927-28 figures and he came to the conclusion that the over-, 
lapping took place only to a small extent. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-This would be of interest to you. Out of the total 
production of yarn by the Swadeshi Mills, the production of finer counts of 
30 and above was 7 per cent. in 1927-28 and in 1931-32 it was 17 per cent. 

President.-Mr. Hardy came to that conclusion. It is a question of the' 
extent to which imports from the ,United Kingdom in dhutis overlapped 
with, the .Indian production. It is a question first of estimating what is, 
the proportion of these counts imported from the United Kingdom and 
the second is the proportion in which it is made in India. With regard to 
the first what Mr. Hardy apparently did was to take the proportions of 
various kinds of dhutis imported from the United Kingdom as registered' 
in the Calcutta Custom House special returns. He took shirtings, dhutis, 
jaconets, mull dhutis, shirting dhutis between 30s and 40s and jaconet 
dhutis between 40s and 50s. He got the proportions of these. and he 
took 308-40s figures and compared them with the production here and 
that is how he came to this conclusion. While his statement might ha.e 
been perfectly correct judged by the Calcutta Custom House returns, a 
fact which has perplexed me a great deal is a statement that I found in 
the Tariff Board's report in 1926, page 39. That was when they were drafting 
the report. If that statement as given in the Tariff Board's report is 
correct, in that case the position is that on 'the total imports from the 
United Kingdom in 1926-27, 40 to 45 per cent. consisted of 30s to 40s. 

Mr. Modll.-As it has been supplied by the Manchester Chamber of 
Commerce, it must be a very reliab~e figure. 

P1·ssident.-Much more reliable than anythin/l: we can get locally. The 
total imports from the United Kingdom in 1926-27 was 1,457 million yard!). 
Taking the lower figure of 40 per cent. you get 580 million yards of 30s 
to 408. Out of the 1,457 million yards imported from the United Kingdom 
in 1926-27, 550 million yards were bleached goods. Now I am rigllt in 
thinking judging by actual practice, the whole of the bleached goods 
imported from the United Kingdom is above 60s. 

Jlr. lIIodll.-Yes. 
P'resident.-I ha.e found that statement elsewhere and I found it also 

in Mr. Hardy's r('port. Therefore we can 'take' 550 out of that. 1£ it is 
abo.e 40s yoli can take 550 out of 1,457. You get 870 million' yards. 580 
million yards' out of 870 million yards of the geods whicll. are generally 
made ot'medium and fine ('()unts imported from the 17nit.~d Kingdom were 
30s-405.' That is very nearly 60 per cent. That consists of plain .grey, 
bol'del'('d grey, priuted an~ woven .goods. If you assume that a very .con
siderable proportion o~ plnm grey !s of counts belo.w.30s, a very conslder
allle ,proportion of p1'lnh>d. gOO~s 1S below 30s. SmJllarl~ woven coloured 
goods are below 305. Tak111g 51mply bordered grey' dhutls. more than 60 
nel' <,pnt. in 1926-27 must have consisted of 30s and 405. If that was so, 
1\Ir. Hardy's conclusion is rather rash. 
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Pre.ident.-t"nless the statement of the Manchester Chamber of Com

merce which the Tariff Board quotes was simply not an accurate statement 
-but a sort of approximate statement. 

J!r. J!odY.-I don't think the lfanchester Chamber of Commerce is likely 
to make approximate statements. 

President.-In the invoices they don't show the counts. 
JIr. Mody.-The Manchester Chamber of Commerce would be in a posi

tion to know the facts better than any of us. 
President.-Question Xo. 1 (vi): C01llnts of Japanese goods. I do not 

know whether you have any remarks on Mr. Hardy's report. 1£ you will 
look at page 48, Table XXII, the second part of the table is Japan. From 
those figures one would rather say that 80 to 90 per cent. of dhutis from 
Japan was then below 4Os. What is your general impression about the 
time when these figures were collected? Would that be a correct statement 
of the position P 

J!r. Mody.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-You make a reference in your replies to the analyses of 

Japanese dhutis. Have you got any definite statements on the results of 
these analyses? 

J!r. JIaloney.-We will send you the analyses later. 
President.-Question No.1 (vii): Heavy shirtings: With regard to the" 

question of grey shirtings the position is interesting, interesting in this 
sense that there has been a very large reduction in the imports of plain 
grey goods as compared with H.l29-30. I mean 1929-30 is the year imme
diately preceding the introduction of specific duties. It was 310 million 
yards in 1929-30 and in 1931-32, 127 million. yards. It is less than 
half in spite of the fact that it still constitlltes the largest single 
item of imports from Japan. In other words although there has been 
a reduction of more than half since 1929-30, the competition which the 
Indian industry has to face in respect of that class of goods is still very 
~~ . 

J!r. J[odl/.-Yes. 
President.-As far as sheetings are concerned, there is hardly any import. 

It has completely disappeared. The explanation that Mr. Hardy gives for 
the disappearance of sheetings from the import trade figures is not so 
much that there has been an actual reduction in the imports, liut it is 
simply a question of the way that Customs classify these goods for customs 
purposes. In other words supposing you have a bale of sheetings, sheetings 
for all their general appearance are exactly like shirtings. Therefore a 
particular piece of sheetings was described as shirting. 

Mr. Mody.-That was being used for sheetings and shirtings. On enquiry 
bein/l: made we found that that particular type of sheeting although it 
would be easily called sheeting, they were used for pyjamas in Karachi. 

1I1r. M1lIkherji.-It was described as shirtings and it was passed as 
shirtings to all intents and purposes. That partiCUlar type of cloth -was 
used in the Karachi District for pyjamas. 

President.-Was there a. considerable import of that class? 
)[r. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-It has completely ceased now? 
Mr. 'Mody.-Yes. 
President.-The reason why this still constitutes the largest single item 

in spite of the high duty is because this is precisely the kind of cloth that 
lends itself t~ standardised production. 

]Ir. 1IIehta.-They are weavin/l: it on automatic looms. One Japanese 
workman is able to manage 20 to 25 looms. Automatic looms imported into 
India by some of the mills have been given to Indian workmen and they 
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could not run even 4 looms satisfactorily. As a matter of fact one of the· 
Japanese mills in Bombay ordered out several of these automatic looms 
and they tried them. They brought their own men and women to teach.. 
the Indian workmen. They got tired and went away. The Indian work
m(3n could not operate <these looms. 

Mr. Mody.-As a matter of fact the experience of one of our members 
is that the automatic looms do not produce more than the ordinary looms .. 

M'I'. Saklatvala.-Here is a. statement which will int~rest you. (Handed 
in.) 

Pf"esident.-Automatic looms are no good in respect of goods in which. 
constant adjustment is required. 

Mr. Mody.-Quite. It is only in the case of plain goods that automatio 
looms can be made use of. 

President.-I am entirely a layman in this matter. The more I read, 
the more I feel puzzled about the whole matter. Why it is that everybody 
when he talks of Japan describes the automatio loom as an enormously useful 
piece of machinery, but in Lancashire and Bombay they apparently take 
a different view P Why should the a.utomatic loom succeed in Japan and 
not succeed here or in Lancashire P 

Mr. Mody.-Japan has perfected the automatic looms and has made a 
success of it . 

. Mr. Saklatvala.-It is more the number of hours they work than the 
automatic looms that have made Japan a successful competitor. In Lanca-
shire also the automatic loom is not a success . 

. President.-It coincides with the experience in Bombay? 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-It is unfortunate that Bombay should look to Lancashire 

as their spiritual home. 
Mr. Mody.-There is no doubt that Japan has made a success of the 

automatic loom. 
Mr. Mehta.-Bombay has come to look upon Great Britain as its 

spiritual guide. We have also been following Japan and America very 
closely. But there are difficulties in this country. 'Ve cannot get the same 
amount of work from our workmen as they do in other countries. Further, 
the climate is against it and the machinery is so intricate and complicated. 
that it requires an engineer to supervise it. The other point is that in 
Japan one' woman looks after 20 automatic looms. Besides, they run two· 
shifts. 

President.-In these days of rapid mechanical advance I am not a 
believer in the theory that climate and other things are fundamental factors. 

Mr. Oummbhoy.-There is certainly advantage in automatic looms but 
we cannot introduce them for financial reasons. 

President.-That argument has never been put forward as the most. 
important. So far, the argument has been against its working. . 

Mr. Mehta.-If it has not been so, why have the Toyo Poddar Mills given 
up the automatic looms in this country? 

Mr. Mody.-The primary consideration is that we cannot experiment with 
..it on a large scale. I am certain that when times improve, a lot of mills· 
will try automatic looms. Up to the present moment, for one reason or 
IlIlother, they have not been a success. At the same time, it is just possible 
that when finances improve and when we instal automatic looms on a large· 
scale, we may be able to get better results. At present, the automatic 
loom has failed. I have known mills which have installed a dozen or twenty 
looms, but that is not good enough. We must impOJ:t in consider.able quan-· 
tities, have special weaving sheds and provide other special facilities. 

Mr. Sa.klatvala.-Automatic looms have not been invented recently. Even' 
when there was nO financial difficultr, these looms were not tried. We tried': 
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lou. of loolW! in 1898 to 1899. We had about 8 loolW! and after years of
trial, we came to the conclusion that there was no special. advantage. 

l"ruident.-I have no right whatsoever to express any opinion, but l
am trIlconvinced. 

3fT. Modll.-Mr. Maloney has attended to 20 1001W! in Lancashire more' 
than twenty years ago. Standardised goods only can be produced satis-
factorily in those looms. 

l'resident.-Coming to point (xii) and the following points, ~hat is to' 
lay, the extent of dyed goods, coloured goods, and so on which are still, 
importsd, the figures seell\ to throw a great deal of light on the relative 
effectiveness of specific and ad valoTem duties. I took out all the figures. 
The position is this. We find in regard to plain grey that in 1929-30,
the year just before protection was introduced, the total import from ,Japan, 
was 310 and in 1931-32 it was 127. That is' a line of goods to which a 
minimum specific duty was applicable. The other class of goods to which, 
a minimum specific duty is applicable is coloured woven goods. If you take
the total imports of coloured woven goods, in 1929-30 it was 74 million 
yards and in 1931-32 it is only 17·4 million yards. That is a very big 
drop. Take the other class of goods to which the ad velorem duty is 
applicable. If you take the bordered grey, in 1929-30 it was 57·5 million 
yards and in 1931-32 52·6 million yards-practically stationary. As regards 
bleRe-hed goods, in 1929-30 13'8 million yards were improted and 
in 1931-32 59'8 million ,"ards were imported. As regards printed 
goods, the total imports in 1929-30 were 52·5 millions yards and: 
in 1931-32 48'0 million yards-fairly stationary. In 1929-30, 27'6 million 
yards of dyed goods were imported and in 1931-32, 28·6 million yards of 
d~·ed goods were imported. It seems to me that these figures throw an 
interesting light on the way in which ad, valoTem and specific duties operate. 
They seem to bear out the contention of your Association that if protection 
is to be effective, it, ought to he granted in the form of alternative specific-
duty. . 

Mr. Modll.-Yes_ 
President.-I do no~ know if your experience agrees with the statement' 

that I have often heard made and my own observation leads me to think 
that that is right-the way in which Japan has been cOIIlpeting in the' 
Indian market particularly since the introduction of protective duties., 
As regards plain grey goods, Japan imports goods which are of slightly 
better quality than the imports from the United Kingdom but sells them· 
at the same price; whereas in regard to bleached goods, Japan imports goods· 
which are of a lower quality than the imports from the United Kingdom' 
but sells them at a lower price. Is that right? . 

MT. Mukherji.-With regard to plain grey, and white bleached goods, 
the quality of Japanese imports is slightly inferior to Manchester but 
hetter tban the Indian production. 

President.-The inferiority is considerably greater in white bleached goods, 
and it shows their intelligent way of adjusting trade to the purchasing 
power of the people. 

ilIT. Modll.-There is no doubt about that. 

Pusident.-I come now to point (xiv), viz., the question of exports of 
Indian coloured goods. There has been no improvement as far as that' 
is concerned. 

Mr. Mody.-Exports have fallen off. 
President.-In view of tllis rapid decline in your exports of coloured' 

goods which are the main line in your export trade, I am wondering how 
far it is true now to say what the Tariff Board did in 1926 that one solu
tion for Bombay as distinct from other centres of production in India is 
to give increased attention to the export trade. If the Indian industry
finds it difficult to hold its own in a protected home market, how is the 
Indian industry going to face competition in an unprotected export market? 
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Mr. Mody.-At the present moment it is impossible. 
Presid~nt.-I am not speaking of the position since the exchange began 

··to depreCIate but of the time before the depreciation of· the exchange. 
Mr. lI{ody.~We bad.a certain advantage before, due to the cheapness 

-(If the rates at which we could get our dyes. That advantage has vanished. 
The price of dyes has also gone up now and so far as manufacturing 
-costs are concerned; we cannot market the goods at that price. Besides the 
facilities which the Government and shippers in Japan afford to their 
manufacturers are killing our trade. 

President.-Various suggestions have been made to us ever since the 
-enquiry was referred to us that the textile industry in India ought to set 
about sending Com,missioners of Trade, Commercial Travellers and people 
to report conditions in foreign markets and so on. Looking at actual 
figures of exports from India and comparing them with the exports from 
Japan to those export markets and looking at the relaive levels of Japanese 
and Indian prices, I find that 'no amount of trade commission is lil,ely to solve 
this point. . 

Mr. Mody.-No. At the same time we have requested the Government 
~f India to appoint Trade Commisioners ..... . 

President.-If the difference is represented by a small mar&in, visits 
·of Trade Comm,issioners and the provision of satisfactory information might 
help but where there is an enormous margin, to what extent can mere 
provision of information help? 

lIlr. lIIody.-Let alone the question of expansion, if we are to retain the 
markets which are important to us, the appointment of Trade Commissioners 
is a preliminary step. 

President.-As regards that, I think that Dr. Meek is perfectly right 
when he says that if after all the export markets represent 5 per cent. of 
the Indian production, as, a solution of the depressed condition of the 
Indian textile industry, its contribution is negligible. 

Mr. Mody.-I agree with that. 
P-resident.-I want to raise that question again in ~nnection with our 

discussion of freights because looking at the position of the Indian export 
trade in coloured goods and a) so the question of the railway freight rates, 
I must say that my examination of these two figures has suggested some 
exceedingly pessimistic reflections with regard to the Bom,bay mill industry. 

Mr. Sak/at'IJala.-It is not because of want of information that we have 
lost our old markets, We had every available information. We had been 
·doing a good deal of export trade with Egypt, Levant, ana certain Turkish 
ports. It is not because of the quality or want of information that we 
have lost the trade. It is because of this Japanese competition that we 
have lost our export trade. 

President.-The price factor is the determining factor? 

Mr. Saklat'IJala.-Yes. It is not that we did not try or that we had ;no 
information .. We did a considerable trade with those parts. We had our 
agents. We had all the necessary information but gradually we began to 
lose those markets and specially during the war we could not send goods to 
those countries. Somehow the Japanese manufacturers maintained their 
production and their exports and thus kept those markets. Then finally 
came the question of price. 

President.-On the evidence that we have received so far, the way in 
'which I visualise the probleJl1. is this. As Mr. Saklatvala pointed out, this 
question of India's export trade is one that has got to be solved entirely 
with reference to the price factor. The price factor means your cost 
factor out here. Now the only way in which you can reduce costs is by 
having a sufficiently large Indian market at home which may enable you 
to raise your output and invest reserve funds in capital extensions and 
improvements. If costs are brought down in that way be increased output 
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and increased capital extensions, then there may be a possibility in some 
distant future of your winning your export market j that is to say, the 
essential with regard to the capturing of the export market is a sufficiently 
increased output ensuring the home market. 

Mr. Jlody.-Yes. 
president.-Economically and logically, that is the only way. As for 

DJ~'self, I don't believe in Trade Commissioners? 
J/r. 11Iody.-The position however with regard to' yarn is somewhat 

diHerent. So far as exports of low count yarns are concerned, trade could 
until recently be carried on. 

President.-That is a question that I want to deal with when we come 
to the handloom industry. There is one statement which Mr. Hardy made 
iu his report which has been quoted to us ever since we started this 
enquiry, and that is this proposition that area for area fine cloth is often 
cheaper than coarse cloth. One may not have had any experience of 
manufacturing cloth but one has always worn piece-goods. This proposi
tion seems to be at variance with one's experience. Is this really a correct 
statement? Mr. Hardy bases it on a Table which he gives on page 85. 
The pri.-.e given i. price per unit per area. There the prices vary in such a 
hnphazard way. J do not know' if these prices necessarily suggest this: 
inf .. rence. Take the following examples:-

40/40 
70/110 

Counts of yarn. Weight. 
lbs. ozs. 

1 9 
o 131 

Price. 
-Pence. 

36! 
~1i 

J csnnot understand this. If it is really true that area for area a fine· 
dhoti is cheaper than a coarse dhoti, you could not on that account 
possibly account for this large reduction in i~ports from the United Kingdom. 
It has gone down as a result of the decline in purchasing .. power. 

llr. 11Iody.-I think that it cannot be .supported as a general conclusion. 
Where there is a difference of 10 or 12 counts, it is possible that the 
price variation would be very small. 

President.-There is hardly a representation from an important com
mercial hody in India in which this has not been quoted. Supposing you 
had cloth, say, 29sx30s in which the reed and pick was 17 x 14 and if you 
had cloth 80s x 100s would they sell at much the same rate? 

.llr. J/ehta.-¥ou can't wear it without outraging decency? 
llr. Jlodll.-It would apply to a very limited range. 
President.-To the extent to which it was true, even to that extent

the reason is that if you· take the quantity of raw cotton that goes into
R particular area of fine cloth it would -be less than the quantity of raW' 
cotton that goes into a particular area of coarser cloth. 

Mr. Mody.-That is so. 
P-resident.-On the other hand, manufacturing charges above cotton mnst 

be greater in the case of fine cloth? 
JIr. Jlodll.-Yes. 
President.-Therefol'e what you gain in raw cotton you lose in manufac~ 

turing charges? 
Mr. Cu7'Timbhoy.-That is correct. 
President.-With regard to 1 (xvi)-price of Japanese goods as compared 

with the fall in the price of cotton-I find from the figures that .you have 
given that Mr. Hardy was right at the time he wrote. 

Mr. Maloney.-I· think he was more or less correct. 
President.-On your figures of 1929 there was a fall of over 20 per cent. 

in the price of cotton, and if there was a fall of over 20 per cent. in 
the price of cotton- the fall in the price of piece-goods was about 8 per cent. 
H nd that is corr!!ct, is it not? 
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1Ilr. lIlaloney.-Yes. 
Presidcnt.-But since :Mr. Hardy reported the position has changed: 

in other words, the protective duties have been made ineffective by a 
,-eduction in prices' almost entirely in accordance with the measure of the 
,duty. 

lIlr. Mody.-I think we have compiled figures on that showing a .much 
.greater drop in relative prices. 

President.-I hope you will send us a table showing the fall in prices. 
I was looking at the Calcutta wholesale index number. If you take the 
index number of Indian manufactures in 1927, it was 159.; in 1931 it was 
123. That is a fall of 22l per cent. That is the average fall in the 
price of cotton manufactures between 1927 and 1931. If the prices of 
Japanese goods that you give in this table are correct, then during that 
period the fall at any rate in that particular class of Japanese goods is 
45 per cent. against a general fall in cotton manufactures of 22t per cent. 

Mr. Mody.-That is so. 

President.-On this question of artificial silk yarn, I think you made 
,a suggestion in one of your representations that artificial silk yarn is 
mainly used by handlooms. It is only to a relatively small extent that 
ihe mills are using it? 

Mr. l110dy,-ln fact the Bombay mills have stopped using it since 1931. 

president,-I will tell you why I feel rather puzzled about that state
ment, Looking at the imports of art·ificial silk into India I find that the 
bulk of the imports are into Bombay, 'We get a bout 7 to 8 million lbs. 
of artificial silk yarn; out of that I should say about 4 to 5 millions are 
imported into Bombay. If it were true that the handloom industry were 
the chief users of artificial silk yarn I should say that Madras would 
llave the largest share of the imports. 

Mr. l11ody.-so far as the Bombay mills are concerned they have given 
up its use. 

Mr. Boag.-Are you speaking of the mills in Bombay alone? 

Mr. lIIodll.-At the moment I am speaking of Bombay but I think 
the Ahmedabad mills also are not using it. We have adopted a policy of 
etopping altogether the use of artificial silk yarn and all the members of 
our association, whether in Bombay or outside, have loyally abided by it. 
Mr. Saklatvala has got mills outside Bombay and he has stopped its use 
In those mills. 

President:-I raise this question in connection with a suggestion which 
has been made by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, that if a high pro
tective duty is to be levied on artificial silk goods then it stands to reason 
that any restrictions on the manufacture of such goods in the country should 
be immediately removed. There is this much logic in the contention of 
the Bombay Chamber of Commerce that the rate of protective duty which 
you have proposed and which is suggested by the figures will be a very 
1Iigh rate on artificial silk goods if a ("ase for protection is established. In 
the case of a. particular class of goods on which an exceptionally high 
protective· duty is asked it is a somewhat anomalous position that produc
tion on that class of goods should bc definitely rendered inlpossible in the 
country. 

1Ifr. lIIody.-I shall deal with it at length later and explain to you the 
position. 

I'rnident.-With regard to artifidal silk goods I think in your repre
sentatiml you /l:ive a figure of 5 annas for yarn and in your replies to 
questionnaire 41 annas! 

JIr. Maloney,-41 annas is quite correct. I think it is less than 4 annas 
now. 
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Pre.ident.-W~at is your suggestion with regard to artificial silk mixtures? 
'This 50 per cent. duty applies to goods made wholly of artificial silk: There 
i.8 an item in the Tariff Schedule "Artificial Silk l\lixtures" on which 
the. duty admissible is 341 per cent. ad 'lUlU/rem. What is your proposal 
with regard to that? 

J!r. J!ody.-I should certainly tax them heavily. 
President.-Do they compete as heavily as artificial silk? 
Mr. Mody.--Our contention is that inspite of the fact that for various 

reasona, in 1JI'hich we need not, go into now, Indian mills have stopped 
the UHe of artificial silk yarn and have st()pped producing goods composed 
of artificial silk yarn. Competition, particularly from Japan, has increased 
very considerably; they are sending much larger quantities of these goods 
and they are hitting not only similar class of goods but they are hitting 
tvpes whic-h are e"Iltirely different-finer class of goods, fancies and things 
like that. That is why "'e say that the imports of artificial silk piece-goods 
are hitting our industry very badly. A man who is given the choice of 
the two claHHes of goods-our finer goods and these beautiful looking artificial 
iiilk good_will naturally go in for the artificial silk stuff, particularly 
if it is much cheaper. 

President.-Artificial silk mixtures are, I understand, much cheaper still. 
Some of the prices that we saw in connection with artificial silk mixtures, 
in the majOl·it~· of cnses the prices were lower. As far as you are concerned 
your proposal applies to both? 

Mr. lIIodJ/.-Yes, but artificial silk mixtures are coming in much smaller 
quantities. 

President.-When it was decided to increase the duty on artificial silk 
goods to 50 per cent. for what reason was no action taken with regard to 
iDllxtures? 

.l/r . .l/odll.-As a matter of fact our attentiml was not directed to that 
at all. We asked for prohibitive duty against artificial silk piece-goods 
but J don't remembec our making any special differentiation with regard 
-to silk mixtures . 

.llr. J!aloney.-They are really covered hy section 21 of the Sea CustOlns 
.Act. 

Pruidprd.-Now I j!;0 on to question 3. You have not given us any 
information with regard to question 2. 

1I1r . .lIody.-We have expressed our inability to give it. 
PrP,8id~lIf.-Whnt I find from the figures you have given in answer 

-to question 3 is this. I have taken for the purpose of colllparison the 
figures from January 1928 to July 1930, my reason being that· since July 
1930 various inftuences have been at work in the market which have disturbed 
the normal state of affairs. Taking that period the costs that you show 
in this tahle are mostly for coarser counts. The fall is from 15 to 20 
per cent. If you take Rs. 0-12-6 for January and Rs. 0-10-6 for. July 
1930 the fall is somewhere about 15 to 20 per cent. If you take your lower 
"Table for 30s/40s dhoties and if you take the period from January 1928 
up to August 1930 the fall is 5 per ·cent. Before the protective duties 
were introduced and prices "'ere disturbed in consequence--if you take a. 
more or less normal period such as January 1928 to July 193~piece-goods 
woven from lower counts have shown a higher perce"lltage of fall than goods 
'made of finer counts of yarn • 

.lIr. Mody.-That is BO. 

Presiden.t.-Wltile that is true on the fij!;ures that you have given here, 
·it seems to me that the data that you have given are not sufficiently 
wide for us. Could you give us for the same period a few other superior· 
classes of cloth besides dhoties of 30s and 40s which are sufficiently repre
sentative. Give us such figures as you have and if they are good enough 
"We will use them. It is rather an important point. Give us for the same 
period as in the first Table. 
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Mr. Mody.-I should make an effort. We will probably be able to giv& 
you individual mill prices: that will probably be better. • 

President.-If you could give us individual mill prices I think we could 
utilise them. On the answers to Questions 4 and 5, I have no comments to 
make, but I think the statements are what one would expect. As regards. 
Question 6, I am afraid we are rather responsible. As it is phrased, it is 
somewhat enigmatic. The point that we had in mind when we framed 
this question was this. The Tariff Board said in 1926 that if the Bombay 
industry did not require protection, there would be no claim for p'rotection 
and there would 1>e no case for protection. Supposing that was the position 
to-day and the need for protection on the discriminating basis was confined 
to the Bombay section of the industry, if the protective duties were with
drawn in 1933 and Bombay production on that assumption fell off very 
considerably, could the rest Df the industry afford to stand by with folded· 
hands so to speak? What happens in Bombay, is it a matter of 'entire' 
indifference to the rest Df the Indian Textile industry? 

Mr. Mody.-It c'annot possibly be. 

President.-That is a very speculative kind of question on which it is 
very difficult to arrive at any statistical conclusion, but then it occurred 
to' us there was a very fDrtunate circumstance that the effect Df the big 
strike in 1928-29 was alsO' tantamount to a suspension of protective .duties. 
fs that not so? 

.lIr. Mody.-Yes, in SDme measure. 

President.-There the figures are rather interesting. I find that the way 
in which I proceed to calculate the figures in that connection is this. 
1927-28 is the period immediately preceding the strike period when your 
production was 1,031 million yards. In 1928-29 and 1929-30 you and your 
labour were amusing YDurselves with strikes at that time. I took the average 
Df 1928-29 and 1929-30 as the average production during the strike period. 
Take the total of these two years and divide it by half. You find. the 
average production during the periDd as 713 million yards as compared 
with the year before' of 1,131 million yards which shows a loss in Bombay 
due to' strike of 418 million yards. In Ahmedabad in 1927-28 the produc
tion was 526 million yards. The average of the twO' succeeding years when 
you had these strikes here was 618 million yards. Ahmedabad and all the 
other centres increased their production during your strike by 156 million 
yards. The total loss in Bombay was 418 million yards. In other words 
the rest of !-ndia supplied about 37 pel' .cent. of the Bombay's loss. Japanese. 
imports increased during the same period taking the average Df the two 
years by 137. In other words Japan got 33 per cent. of YDur loss as against 
37 per cent. which was gained by the rest Df India. That accounts for 
70 per cent. The rest was due to' the fall in general consumption. If you 
look at it in this way it would appear as if the rest of India got half 
and Japan got half. From our point of view the really impDrtant point 
is this. The Indian gain of 156 million yards during this period represented 
an increase of 30 per cent. on their original production. That is to' say' 
tlie\" werE' ahle when an extraordinary 'situation like this arose to' increase 
thE'ir production in the course Df two years to the extent of 37 per cent. and 
Japan increased its imports in the course Df two yeRrs to the E'xtent of 42 per 
cent. In other words the adaptability Df the Indian industry as compared 
with Japan when a big DPportunity of this kind offers itself is very much 
grE'ater. In my opini.on therefore as~uming th.at these figt'1res are correct, 
Bupposing the protective d\l~y was Withdrawn In 1933 .. what wou!d hap,,!en 
would be something on, the hnes of ",hat happened during the strike period 
in Bombay. 

]fr. lIfodll.-Did Lancashire imports increaseP. 
P're.~irlent.-The dE'cline in thE' 1)UrCllRSin!! power was reRlly reflected in 

the decline of iUl1)orts fl'OI:n tIle United Kingdom. It looks to me as if' 
t.he re.st of India llOwever prosperOllS under a tariff system they might be· 
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cat present, if the pro1:e<'tive duties were withdrawn, the position ~ight be 
entirely different from what it appeared to be to the Tariff Board In 1926. 

Mr. Mody.-We are proceeding on the assumption that the rest of India 
js in a very happy condition. I can't admit that. 

President.-I am not Buggesting that either. 
Mr. Mody.-We are proceeding on the assumption that in case the Borqbay 

alone •.•.. 
President.-That is anly if the assumption made by the Tariff Board still 

holds good. We have not had time to examine the figures of costs received 
.from other centres. Therefore I am not making any suggestions at all. 

Prelident.-We have come to the question of freights. 
Mr. Mody.-Regarding question 6, there is one point arising which has 

not been touched. Apart from the question whether the decrease in the 
produ'ctiou by Bombay will he made up entirely by mills in up-country or 
Dot there is this question of price. There is no doubt whether production 
inc;eases in other centres or Dot, that the prices realised by the whole 
industry will be absolutely uneconomic. That is a, factor of great import
ance. It is not 80 much the actu&l quantity that is coming into the 
country though that is large !ln~ugh. but the price at which it is coming 
that is hitting the industry. 

President.-Therefore considering the question of the connection in this 
matter between Bombay mills and mills situated in other parts of the 
country, we had to take into account both the factor of output and the 
factor of prices. That is to sa~ if in the ,absence of protection Bombay 
being situated i':l a port exposed directly to external competition prices are 
seriously depressed, then there is an inevitable reaction upon the prices 
likely to be fetched by' mills in other, parts of the country. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-Before I 'make any comments on these figures of railway 

freight, one thing I would like to know is th!Lt this freight rate from 
Bombay to Howrah is & special rate. That is to sal' it is not the ordinary 
class rate? 

Mr. Mody.-No. 
President.-Do you know what is the class of freight ill which piece

-goods are included say by the Great Indian Peninsula Railway? 
Mr. Mody.-I shall get that for you. 
President.-There is' a railwa~ classification. The freight that you give 

here-I am talking of the O. R. rates for the time being-works out 
"Rs. 1-9-9. If you reduce it to maund mile rate, what is t~ rate per 
maund per mile? I find the figure that I get is lower than the lowest class 
-rate. The lowest class rate for raiIw&y purposes, I think is ·as pies. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-Because it is a special' rate. 

President.-It is lower than the lowest class rate, but higher than the 
'minimum rate which r&ilways levY which is·1. The point that I want to 
get at is supposing it was found on an examination, that there was a case 
'for ~Lving freight assistance since the actual freight rate which is given to 
you as a speci&l measure on my calculations is '25 pie per maund higher 
than the lowest freight rate which may be charged by the railways unde: 
the arrangements, viz., ·1, if a case is established for further reduction 
-there is a margin. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-You have not actu&lIy reached the rock bottom. 
Mr. Mody.-Couple of years ago I attempted to get a reduction in that 

Tate. Even supposing that part of onr goods which came by sea would br. 
·diverted, to the rail routes, I could not get ;mything out of them. 

President.-Actually the steamer freight is lower. ' 
Mr. Mody.-Certainly,lower. ' 
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President.-The figures thlllt you give here seem to give a lower rate· 
~er lb. than this special rate, but then when you take the steamer freight 
mtl? account, yo~ have got to add the regular freight, landing charges and' 
Vall'lOUS other thmgs. . 

Mr. Mody.-Yes, other ~harges such as interest, godoW'Il rent and so on._ 
That is why in spite of the steamer freight being cheaper a good deal of our 
goods go by rail. 

Mr. Currimbhoy.-The steamer takes more time. 
Mr. Mody.-That affects interest charges and other things. 
Mr. Mehta.-Fulfilment of the contract is also another important matter .. 

For October delivery contract I can prepare goods in the first week of' 
October IIInd deliver them in time if I send them by railway. On the-
other hand if I am to send them by sea, to prepare for October delivery-
goods, I must be ready with them in September. _ . _ 

President.:-What time .does it take for a steamer to go to Calcutta? 
Mr. Mody,-8 to 10 days. Nowadays it takes only 7 days. 
President.-So that the time bctor is really more important than the' 

question of landing charges. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes, it is a question of one month's interest. 
President.-The most important point to which I want to draw your

attention with regard to freight rates is this. Calcutta is the largest market 
for grey goods and therefore the largest mlllrket for the bulk of your' 
production. That is right? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-The big increase that Bombay mills have been able to make-

in output since protection was granted has been striking. 
Mr. Mody.-It is a most notab}e increase. 
President.-For which the market is almost entirely Calc1l.tta. 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore the freight to Calcutta is a very essential element 

with regard to your position here. 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-I am trying to look at it from the point of view of the

relative competitive power of Bombay mills and Calcutta mills. The point· 
is this. Suppose we decide as a result of this enquiry to recommend a 
continua·nce of duties on an adequate scale for an' adequate period, the-
benefit of the protective duties will apply equally to Calcutta and Bombay. 
The most serious difficulty that Calcutta mills have is that they are up 
directly against Japanese competition. If there were no protective duties, 
the biggest piecegoods market, viz., the ClIIlcutta market is equally accessible
to Japanese imports. Supposing we give adequate protective duties then 
Calcutta mills are saved from the menace of external competition. Then 
the question arises how are they going to stand in this matter as compared' 
with you. There the point is that your advantage is that you are nearer
to the centres of cotton cultivation whereas they are not merely nearer, 
but right in the middle of the market. As far as I am able to judge 
Bupposing it is 'a question of producing piecegoods in India out of Indian 
{'ott on , then the nearest importnnt centre of ('otton {'ultivation, I take it is, 
Amraoti. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-I took the railway freight on raw cotton from Amraoti to

Calcutta. I took the railway freight on ra.w cotton from Broach to Bombay. 
Now the difference between that is your freight advantage on raw cotton' 
as fa.r as Indian cotton is concerned. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-The whole of the. freight that you incur on piecegoods from 

Bombay to Calcutta is your disadvantage as compared with Calcutta, because
Calcutta has no disadvantage in the matter at, aU. 
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Mr. Mody.-Quite. 
President.-Comparing the Calcutta's freight disadvantage on raw cotton 

-with its advantage on piecegooas, I find on the balance they have an 
advantage over you in the Calcutta market. 

Mr. Mehta.-They can't get everything from Amraoti. They have to 
go to South of India, to places like Hubli, or they. hlllve to go to Broach 
or Surat. They can't make 20s from Amraoti cotton. 

President.-It would be a question of using different kinds of cotton. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-The position as regards that is the same with ~ombay 

:mills. They also have to get it from the Punjab. 
Prerident.-That is III small quantity. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Also from the Nizam's Dominions. 
Mr. Mehta . .,-All the Ahmedabad mills buy nothing else but Surat. 
President.-Is it possible for you to make a suggestion; supposing 

Bombay mills were going to use entirely Indian cotton for their manu
facture, to what extent would they depend on raw cotton other thllln 
Oomra? 

Mr. Jlehta.-They would have to use Surat. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Very little of Oomra cotton is used by the Bombay 

mills. I 8m speaking of the weaving mills. It is only for our reeling yarn 
that we use Oomrlll cotton. Otherwise for warp and weft we use C. P. No. l. 
In the main for onr warp and weft we use other cotton which as I said 
we get from the Nizam's Dominions. 

President.-Which are nearer Calcutta? 
Mr. Sa1clatvala.-They are nearer Bombay, but there would not, I agree, 

"be much difference. 
President. -The difference cancels out? 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes. 
President.-8o that the position would not be materially different if 

we calculated it entirely on Broach basis for you and Oomra basis for them? 
Mr. SaklatVf1,za.-No. 

President.-If it becomes necessary for us to make a detailed calculation 
·on that basis, I will. take that factor into IIICcount. 

Mr. Mody.-The advantage in the way of cotton does not lie very much 
in the matter of freight. After all cotton has got to come from a great 
many places from the south, from Raichur and other districts in the 
Nizlllm's Dominions. The advantage really comes out of the fact that 
Bombay is a very large market for cotton and there we get a certain 
advantage. But it is not in the matter of freight. 

President.-What does it amount to? It is possible for you to get 
right quantities, is that the point? 

Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes, the point really is this. We are not in the same 
position as up-country mills such as my friends here who have to take in 
-their full quantity of cotton. 

President.-It is a question of stocking it? 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes. 
Pre.!ident.-Since the market is here vou are saved the expenses con-

nected wit.h stocking of cotton? . 
Mr. Modll.-We are not compelled to buy pur cotton for the whole 

year. 
President.-Yo"u save interest on the working capital? 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Mr, Saklatvala.-Again that is offset in a great measure by quality. We 

maintain that by. having our own ginning factories on the spot and 
-Examining the cotton and converting it, we get a better stuff and naturally 
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as the season i.s confined to three or four months we. buy all our cotton. 
and store it. In Bombay cotton ca·n be bought whenever it is wanted but. 
not -the quality that one gets when cotton is bought direct. That is the
difference. 

Mr. Mody.-That does not apply to Calcutta, Mr. Saklatvala? 
Mr. Sal.latvala.-No. 
President.-I take it that if the continuance of protection is going to. 

help the Indian textile industry to capture the rest of the Indillln market 
represented by imports now, to a large extent it would be cloth made out of 
imported cotton and of counts finer than those which you can make out of 
Indian cotton P 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-Taking last year's figures approximately about three-fourths 

of the Indian mark-et have alrell!dy been captured and one-fourth is still 
ea.tered for by imports. Now, much the greater part of that is cloth which 
would have to be made in India out of imported cottOJ;l.. 

Mr. lIIody.-Yes. 
President.-Well then, supposing the Indian industry is going to proceed 

as a result of protection to make those finer cloths how do you stand in 
relation to Calcutta? As far as imported cotton is concerned, you hlllve no 
advantage over Calcutta? 

Mr. Mody.-No. 
President.-Because it would b~ landed in Calcutta more or less at the

eame rate as in Bombay. 
1I1r. lIIody.~An American cottO'll would have to go to Calcutta through 

Bombay. 
Si:r Manmohandas.-Bombay is connected with foreign markets by regular 

services of steamers whereas the ports in other 'parts of the country have 
yet to dev~lop on those lines. 

President.-Do· you refer to Calcutta? 
Sir lIIan11lohandas.-Yes. In that way they have to begin using large 

quantities before they will be able to get those facilities. 
Presidellt.-Supposing as a result of the continuance of protective duties, 

Calcutta is able considerably to increase its production very naiurally the 
port facilities would grow up? 

Mr. Mody.-Sir Manmohandas is referring to present conditions. If the 
mills in Calcutta went in for finer counts and were in a position to use 
large quantities of imported cotton then they could import just as easily 
as we could. 

Presidenf.-Compa.ring the figures of production now with those of 1925-26 
I find that the Bengal mills, although they still represent only a small 
portion of the total production, have advanced a great deal? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-And it looks to me therefore as far al' the production of 

finer connts of clotb which are now represented by imports is concerned 
in the course of a few years, provided protection is continued for a· ~ufficiently 
long period in the Calcutta market. it would be more and more dlfficult for 
Bombay to compete? . 

Mr. Sa1dafvala.-1f I,ancashire is shut out more and more, Bengal being 
the market for Lancashire goods, the Ca·lcutta people will certainly look 
forward to manufacturing all thesE' goods themselves. As far as Bombay 
is concerne<l if we are to he enahled to competp in the. Calcutta markpt, 
the on Iv sol{ltion will be that the railway freight should be considera·hly 
reduced' so that the Bomhay goods may be sent to Calcutta at It nominal 
rate. 

Pre.~iae71t.-What 1 feel is this. Supposing you made your proposal in 
that form, then the Railway B03!rd which has to consider this question will 
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cefer it to the Railway Rates Advisory Committee. They cannot differenti
ate between Calcutta and Bombay. The Calcutta mills will say .. the 
railway freight which already is on a special basis for Bombay happens to be 
one protection against Bombay. If you reduce it, you are not taking into 
consideration the interests of the Calcutta mills". That would be the 
obvious answer P 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-It is not merely the Calcutta market or the immediate area 

round Calcutta. If you take all those upper India markets, I find from 
the figures that you have given and from the figures that we have got from 
the Railways, 86 far as Delhi is concerned, it is. more or less the same from 
Bombay and Calcutta whereas in Cawnpore Calcutta has an advantage of 
about 3 annas per maund; in Lucknow they have a tremendous advantage 
of about 12 annas and in Amritsar you are more or less on the same 
footing; so that it looks to me it is not merely with regard to the im
mediate area round about Calcutta. but also with regard to a considerable 
number of those upper India markets, Calcutta may have a considerable 
advantage over Bombay and if Calcutta develops, then the increase that has 
been possible for you to make in the type of finer grey goods may be 
checked? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes, in grey dhotis. 
President.-There is a considerable room for expansion in that direc

tion. 
Mr. Saklatl1alu.-The railways have been giving preference to Calcu~ta 

over Bomba.y always and now' there is nothing to prevent them from giving 
preference to Bombay. 

President.-It is not a preference in the true sense of the word; it is :t 
special rate. That point has been puzzli~g me a great deal. 

Sir Manmohandas.-Bombay has .to consider, when she expands, the 
whole of India and not Ca.lcutta alone or Bengal alone, because cloths' made 
of finer counts are consumed all over the country by certain classes of 
people, that is, the richer and ·better class of the middle class. They use 
all these finer goods. 

President.-But unfortunately the people who do use all these finer goods 
happen to be much nearer Calcutta than Bombay. 

Sir Manmohandas.-Not necessarily in respect of all goods. That is true 
only of dhotis. At present the trade has been developed to supply one 
portion of the country, that is Bengal. Therefore all the goods that are 
mlllnufactured from medium counts and even finer counts go to supply that 
market. But that should not lead us to conclude that the trade will be 
confined to that portion of the country. Finer goods are consumed all over 
the country by a greater number of people and India will have to cater in 
future for· all that demand. 

Mr. Mody.-8ir Manmoha·ndas will agree that the supposition holds good 
as regards dhotis. 

Sir Manmohalldas.-Yes. 
President.-It· represents more than 50 ·per cent. of these grey goods. 

Although it· is true that finer goods are consumed in other parts of the 
country, you have 50 per cent. of this consumption more or less coucentrated 
in an area much nearer Bengal mills than Bombay mills. I am. quite 
prepared to admit that there are large parts qf the country where large 
quantities of grey goods are consumed. Here is a part of the country where 
50 per cent. of the demand is con centra-ted. 

Mr. Mody.-What do you deduce from that? 

Presidellt.-I am stating the problem, Bombay still represents, in spite 
of the decline, 40 per cent. of the Indian production. The city of 
Bombay and the Presidency of Bombay-in fact the whole of Western India
is in a real sense economically dependent upon. this industry. Therefore we 
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cannot altogether ignore the importance of the textile industry as main
tained on the present .basis in Bombay. It is of national importance, 
What our predecessors said in 1926 looking at the question as to how to 
provide a solution fo( Bombay as compared with up-country was: "let 
Bombl\!V look first to the "export market and secondly to the market for 
finer goods". Now if in the export market the price factor is entirely 
against you- more against you now than 5 or 6 years ago--and if in 
respect of finer goods· there is a possibility under protection that Calcutta 
may become very strong competitors then it looks to me from the point 
of view of Bombay the problem of the future is one of very great difficulty. 

Mr. Mody.-I think that it would take some years before Calcutta 
develops even under protection, say, in the matter of the production of 
finer goods. In ordinary circumstances I think Bombay will be able t~· 
hold its own even in centres where the industry is developed. For instance, 
a great deal of our goods goes to Delhi, Amritsar, Cawnpore and other
places. There are mills in Delhi, in Amritsar and round about those places. 
Indore is more favourably situated than Bombay and still we are able to· 
Bend goods to those places. Under normal circumstances Bombay, I am sure, 
will be able to hold its own. While I admit that the Calcutta will have' 
an enormous advantage for instance in dhotis in Bengll>l, still I don't 
think that that is a danger which !leed make us apprehensive fOI; prac-" 
tical purpose for quite a long time. 

Si.r -lIlanmohandas.-Labour is the chief factor in all these things. 
Bombay labour has gained such a knowledge and experience by working" 
for such a long number of years that it would take a very long time for" 
labour in 'lny other place· to develop to that pitch. 

President.-C~Icuttll> labour does not happen to be so organi~ed as Bombay' 
labour to give trouble. If any idea occurs to the Millowners' Association' 
on this point, that is to say. if y.ou have any views as regards this· 
probllful or any suggestions that you think it might be desirable to make, 
we should be obliged if you would communicate them to us. I feel that 
in considering the recommendations of the Tariff Board in 1926 this· 
development is one which has got to be taken into account. 

Mr. Mody.-As I said, the chances of Calcutta some day replacing a great" 
deal of the goods which go out from Bombay to Bengal are somewhat 
remote at the moment at any rate. 

President.-You have had protection now only for two years. Calcutta 
would not develop except under protection. Therefore it is the progress" 
that Calcutta has made since protection was granted that should be noted. 
If protection is not granted there is no chance of Calcutta developing a·t 
all. But the progress that hB' heen made in the last "two years has been 
very striking. 

Mr. Mody.-Calcutta has an enormous market in Assam, in Bengal a-nd· 
in Burma. These markets have not been developed. Leaving out the finer
counts, what about the enormous quantity of ('oa"~e,. goods for which the 
Calcutta mills are fa.vourahly situated P 

Mr. Saklat'Vala.-Because there was no protection, they have hitherto' 
concE'ntrated on jute and now that the jute mark-et has fallen they ma.y· 
eoncentrate on cloth. 

Mr. lIlody.-Later on but not now. 
President.-Neither in your represE'ntation nor in your replies to the 

questionnaire has your Association made any suggestion for .giving special' 
assistance to BombayP 

lIlr. Mody.-No. 
President.-On the ot-her hand it is your friends, the Bombay Share

holders' Association, who have put forward a proposal for specia.l assist
ance? 

Mr. Modll.-We have tried to be moderatE' and modest in our dE'mands •. 
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l'reaident.-l'he proposal that they ha,"e made is that a bounty shouidl 
be given. We have not bad timOl to consider the proposal which is not a 
fascinating one? 

Mr. JIodll.-No. 
President.-I shall leave the question at present at that. As regards 

the export question we have discussed it 8ufficienJ;ly. With regard to the 
handloom industry, there is only one point that I want to raise it with you,. 
and .that is the question of specific duty on y8lrn. I find it difficult to 
accept the position that you have put forward in your note. You remember 
we sent you a copy of some correspondence that we had from a provincial 
Government and then you sent us a note on that. We have had a grea·t 
many letters about the handloom industry not merely from Associations and 
bodies interested in the handloom industry but from Directors of Industries. 
and provincial Governments. I thmk I am right in saying that in pradicaliy 
all these representations from provincial Governments there is almost a 
unanimous demand for reconsidering the. question of the specific duty on 
yarn aud I want therefore to put before you such ideas-they are purely 
tentBotive ideas-as I have been able to gather from the evidence so far 
receh·ed. Taking the figures that you gave to Mr. Hardy regarding the 
qnantity of each class of yarn reeled and disposed of to handloom weavers, J 
gather from that Table that nearly 80 per cent. of the ya·rn sold by YOUI'" 
mills, yarn below 20s produced in your mills, is sold to handloom wea.ers.· 
If you take. &:ll the yarn that you are able to sell of all grades, I should say 
that quantltles of 208 and below that is about 80 per cent. Is that 
correct? . 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore the class of yarn which in the main the handloom' 

industry takes from the mill industry is below 20s? 
Mr. Mody.-That is correct. 
President.-Am I right in suggesting that as regards yarns of counts 20s, 

and below the Indian industry must be in a position of great advantage as 
compared with exporting countries? That is to say, your .competition witw 
importers must be not merely much less but must be very little as regards 
yBl'ILS of counts 20 and below for the obvious reason that the manufacturing 
charges, that is to say charges above raw cotton, would be considerably less
the coarser the yarn you make, Bond if industries in other countries are able· 
to compete with you it is because by means of large scale production and' 
things of that kind they arEi able to reduce the margin of charges above 
raw cotton to the rock bottom. But to that extent as regards 20s and' 
below you are in a strong position. 

Mr. Mody.-one reason why we are. in a strong position is undOUbtedly" 
the duty that we have on yarns. 

President.-I don't agree with you. 
Mr. Mody.-Even then we are not realising an economic price at all. 

Japanese yarn even today is selling at an abnormally low rate. The quanti-· 
ties have come down since these duties were imposed. If y.ou take off the 
duties and return to old ,}onditions Japan will certainly be able to supply" 
India at a much cheaper rate . 

. President.-For the moment I want to confine our attention to the' 
coarser counts-20s Bond below. 'You state that if the position of the Indian 
mills with regard to 20s and below is strong now, it is because of the 
protective duty. I was looking at the figures of imports previous to 1927" 
when there was no specific duty on yarn and I find that the imports of 
counts of yarn of 208 and below were negligible. There has been no 
difference in the quantities of coarser yarns imported before the duty was' 
imposed and afterwards. -

Mr. Modll.-I am not thinldng so much of the Japanese mills as the' 
mills in China where the danger is much greater than ever it was from 
Japa·n because they are working under primitive conditions. The Japanese 
~wn a considerable number of spindles in Shanghai and other places and' 
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'we who once used to send yarn to China are now receiving considerable 
~uantities of yarn from China. 

President.-Thlllt is perfectly true, but the point of view from which I 
would look at it is this .. Take the handloom industry. Before 1926-27 don't 
you think that the excise duty that was in force was of some assistance to 
the handloom ind~stryP They lost that measure of assistance. In. 1927 
you p~aced III ~andlCap oIl: them by levying a duty on their principal raw 
materIal. Dun~g the penod the mill industry has been receiving assistance 
the handloom mdustry has not merely lost the assistance but has been 
exposed to fresh handicaps. That is the point of view I would like to look 
at it. 

Mr. lI-Iody.-I would entirely agree with' you if you were saying that 
through that measure of assistance which we have received since 1927 .we 
have been able to exact whatever price we liked from the handloom weavers. 
We can give you figures which will show to you that even with that assist
.a·nce we have not done anything wonderful in the shape of price at which 
we are supplying yarn to the handloom industry; we are supplying yarn at 
no more than -the ec'onomic price. 

Mr. Cummbhoy.-As regards our mills I may tell you that we are 
·selling this yarn always below our cost of production. We hlllVe never been 
able to realise any profit. 

Mr. Mody.-This raises the question whether the consumer of yarn is 
·entitled to get his yarn at .rates which are not economical to the mills. 
That is the problem. 

pj'esident -If tha·t is the problem I would like to put this point before 
Sou. When the Government of. India decided in 1927 to give the mill 
industry assistance in the shape of duty on yarn, for various reasons they 
refused to give you assistance on cloth. Suppose as a result of our recom
mendations now you get adequate protection on cloth, tha,t is to say pro
tection sufficient not merely to cover your works expenditure but also ,L 
reasonable allowance for depreciation and profit, and supposing they are 

·calcula,ted on the capital value of the whole plant, then is it not possible 
for you to sell your yarn--tmpposing there was sharp cSlmpetition from 
-outside-practically at works cost because you get your depreciation and 
,profit? 

311'. Mody.-If I were to look into the future. in that eventuality, namely 
the period of protection during which we are a,ble to manufacture and scll 
our cloth at remunerative rates,. then I say that all the spindles which are 
used for the production of yarn would be devoted to the production of cloth. 
Then what would happpn? Then the whole handloom weaving industry 
would be depende~t on the imported yarn for its livelihood a,nd then what 
the position of the handloom inclustry will be is llot difficult to conceive. It 
IS imaginable that for the time being they may derive a certain advantage 
·from cheap imports of yarn. But supposing foreign importers had the grip 
of 'the market; then they would be able in the end to fix whatever price 
they wanted. We wo~tld turn out cloth and the whole field would be left 

·open to the importer of yarn. 
President.-Even in the best of conditions, that is to say ,the most 

effective meaSlll'e of protection, the extra yarn that you would convert into 
·cloth would hll yarn of DlPdium and finer counts and not yarn of coarser 
counts. 

Mr. lIfody.-Which means that WA would not' have any yarns for sale, 
for the simple real>'On that yarn would not pay us good prices we wouldn't 
sell any yarn whlllte,"er. That tendency. is in existence even now; nobody 
thinks of installing more ·sPlndles. People are continually going in for 
IUore looms. 

President.-I take it that 30 per cent. at present of your total yarn 
TJroduction is sold to handlooms. Assuming that protection applies to 
India as a whole. The total production in India to-day is somewhere about, 
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700 million pounds: 80 per cent. is absorbed by handlooms. That :would: 
be approximately 200 million pounds. The sugges~ion IS that a~ this 200· 
million pounds which is now Bold to handlooms will be turned. ~to cloth. 
200 million pounds of yarn would mean approximately 1,000 mIllIon yards. 

Mr. Modll.-About 800 to 1,000 YBll"ds. 
Prendent.-There im't that market in this country for coarser counts. 

of cloth. 
Yr. Saklatvula.-Supposing the -duty on yarn IS removed altogether 

that means that .Japan can send yarn very cheap especially from ~hinese
milia. Then they sta.rt having weaving sheds in India and get theIr ya:r:n
cheaply from China and Bood the market with cheap cloth: what wlll 
happen then P 

President.-We are really between two firea. There is the mill industry, 
there is the handloom industry and there is the cultivator of cotton. We
have got to balance all these ('onsiderationa. 

Mr. Modll.-I entirely agree. 
President.-All the fignres we haove seen seem to show that the handloom 

weavers are steadily deteriorating. You are undoubtedly pa.<!Sing through 
a period of depression. But when the mill industry passes thrdugh a 
period of dept-ession it can curtail production or close down, but when tha
hand/oom industry passes through a period of severe depression they don't 
close down, they starve. 

Mr. Mody.-I agree. But surely you don't put the depression in the· 
handloom industry to the fact that they are weaving from yarns purchased 
at prices which are unremunerativeP 

President.-I RhouId say the greater part of the difficulties experienced' 
by handloom weavers is due to general depression but I should sa.y that 
there is 8 part of the depression which is due to the cost of raw material. 

1I1r. Mody.-We are selling our yarn to handloom weavers at rates which 
are uneconomic. That is what you haove got to consider. I maintain that 
the rate at which the handloom industry is getting its yarn is not more 
than the economic rate and in some cases at an uneconomic rate. So· 
that I don't agree with you that his ra.w material is uneconomic. I don't 
think that the handloom industry has a right to receive its raw material 
at an uneconomic price. You have to satisfy yourself by considering the· 
pri('e which the Indian mills have received in the last few yea.rs and then 
satisfy yourself whether the handloom industry has beeu placed at the· 
mercy of the mills. 

President.-I am prepared to concede from these figures that I have 
received that the price that you have cha.rged in spite of the protective duty 
on yarn for ('oarser counts is lower than the c.i.f. price pl·us duty. You 
might have charged a higher price but you have not. I concede that 
but what I don't concede is that since the protective duty was introduced 
you have been sble to charge a higher price relatively to import price. 

Jlr. 1IIodu.-That would be the ohject of protection. 
Pre .• ident.-But on account of internal competition between the mills the· 

p .. ire of co&rser counts should not go up. 
Mr. Sa,k/atvala.-This result is entirely due to their being sufficient duty 

on yarn and insufficient protective duty on cloth. If you give sufficient 
"rotection to cloth then the handloom weaver will get a better price fol" 
his cloth. As you Y\lUrself said we have not raised prices abnormally and I 
don't think we will do that even if there is better protection and then the 
handloom weaver will Tle in a better position to realise a higher price for his 
cloth. 

Pre.~;aent.-The Government of India, when they propo_ed the present 
protective duties in 1930. did not go into the question of higher costs or the 
rate of depreciation or profit that you were to get. They arrived at an 
nbitrHry figure. The result was that the rate of protection., which they 
arrived at for cloth was not the rate of protection the industry required 
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,for cloth. We are alttempting to recommend on entirely different lines . 
. Supposing we arrived at a rate of duty on cloth which covered a reasonable 
estimate of works expenditure, reasonable profit and .depreciation, taking 
depreciation and profit not merely on plant required for we3!ving but on 
the whole plant, don't you think your position would be infinitely better 

.than what it is to-day? 

Mr. Mody.-Certainly it would be. 

President.-I have been reading the Assembly debates and the Finance 
'Member's speech in 1930 and 1927. When the Government decided in 1927 
. to give assistance to the textile industry, by means of a specific duty on 
yarn and no duty on cloth, it was assistance to the industry where it was 
not needed and refusing to give assistance where it was actually needed. 
It was given in a form which placed unfair burden on other classes of 
manufactures. It was a topsy-turvy measure. 

lIfr. Mody.-To a certain extent it was rectified by subsequent duties. 
We have to consider the other implications of the proposals which ·you have 
put forward. As we have pointed out, if yarns become an absolutely 
unremunerative proposition to us then this tendency to turn our spindles to 
looms-a tendency which have been going on for some years-will be accen
tuated: we would give up manufacturing yarns altogether, even under the 
shelter of a duty. Even though, as you say, we may have realised a better 
price than before, it is still unremunerative: we shall simply have to give it 
up. As we have more and more reserve we shall instal more looms. This 
has been going on all the time under normal circumstances and if the duty 
on yarn was tak.en away I positively anticipate this result and the handloom 
weaver will be left entirely at the mercy of the foreign producer of yarn. 
'This is not so much a matter of concern to us as to the mills in Southern 
India. It would create an impossible position for them. 

President.-The mills in Southern India are largely producing yarns, are 
they? 

Mr. Mody.-They are purely spinning mills, and they will find their trade 
entirely gone because it will be unremunerative. 

President.-Supposing you look at the question from the point of view 
of medium counts of yarns, leaving for the moment 30s-40s, from all the 

·figures that I have seen the handloom weaver finds it most difficult to 
compete with the mill industry in medium counts. They are fairly strong 
·in regard to coarser counts, for the same reason that you are in a fairly 
strong position compared with foreign countries because the ma.rgin is small. 
In medium counts they do very little. They do a considerable amount in 
the higher counts not necessarily because they can compete economically with 
you, but because it is in cloth of higher counts artistic designs are used. 
It is a different class of quality. 

Mr. !tfodll.-Yes. 
President.-If it is so difficult for purely economic reasons for the ha.nd

loom weaver to compete with the mill iudustry in respect of the medium 
counts then to increase the price of medium counts to the handloom weaver 
is to destroy the market for medium ya.rn. 

Mr. Mody.-We sell very little of medium cot{n.ts. The position resolves. 
itself into this. As you yourself have said that so far as the coarser counts 
are concerned, the hllndloom weaver Clln hold his own against as. Then 
we go on to the medium and finer counts. With regard to the medium 
counts of yarn, I don't think we are selling a lot .. 

Presidellt.-I had better explain a bit. 
Mr. Ourrimbholl.-In our group of mills the counts of yarn we sell are 

2s to 20s and over 40s. 
PresidplIt.-You don't sell anything between 20s and 40s. 
Mr. Ourrimbhoy.-No. Medium counts we don't eell. We can't com

,pete. 
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Mr. Baklatllala.-In Nagpur we sell 18,000 to 20,000 bales regularly to 
handloom weavers. They take mostly 12s. 

Pruident.-The position as you put it, is exactly the opposite ~f the 
.ease for the specific duty on yarn which Sir George Rainy put forward In ~he 
Assembly. What you want is an increase in the price of coarser yarn which 
precisely could not have been the object of the duty. 

Mr. Mod1l.-I am merely placing my point of view and asking you to 
.take into consideration the various other factors which cettaiuly have a 
value in the consideration. of this problem. I should probably be able to 
·deal with a great deal more facts and figures before we have done with this 
~ubject. 

President.-I should welcome it very much, because I am worried very 
much. 

Mr. Mod1l.-1 ask you to believe this at any rate for the moment what
·ever protection we have enjoyed in the shape of duty on yarn that has 
not turned our fortunes in tbe sense that we have made money. We have 
been able to market our producu.. Here are two members at this table 
-who will speak on the point. 

Mr. Baklatllala.-There is one important consideration. As far as the 
weaving milia are ·concerned, they have got to make use of the waste that 
they produce. Our we\l,ving is generally done with about 20s and the 
yarn that we use in 20s and above are required for weaving. Then we 
get a waste which has also got to be manufactured. 

Preaident.-You can put it on tbJil market at very low prices. 
Mr. Saklatllala.-It is all waste. That does not mean we can produce it 

-cheap. First of all it is superior cotton. It has got certain properties 
but we can't use it for superior yarn. 

Preaident.-If the handloom weaver in the village to-day makes six annas 
a day and the removal of the duty would enable him to malte a wage of 
1 ann as a day. It seems to me that it is a. matter of enormous importance 
to the country. 

Mr. Mody.-We entirely agree. 
President.-If we can guarantee against any loss that you may sustain 

'and give you suitable protection ou cloth. is not that a satisfactory arrange
ment from all points of view. 

Mr. Saklafllala.-Cannot some other arrangement be made keeping this 
duty on yarn and a.s~isting the handloom weaver in other ways. 

Preside7lt.-'-What other wavs? 
Mr. Modll.-The method of marketin/!: yarns. We have written in our 

letter somewhat vaguely. We havA ma.de the suggestion in a way. Sup
posing the handloom weaver is enabled to get the yarn without the inter
vention of middlemen, that would be something. Supposing Provincial 
'Governments made it possible fol' Co-operative Stores to supply the hand
loom weavers with yarn purchased from the mills. we should be most willing 
to co-operate. In dealing with this question we want to be as fair as 
possible. In dealing with higher 'counts of yarn. we would not at present 
be able to supply. the requirements of handloom weavers because a good 
deal of yarn that we produce is used in the manufacture of ('loth. If 
you remove the duty on yarns on "ounts of 60s and above, it would possibly 
be a help to the hand loom weavers 

Presiden.t.-Supposing the duty i" removed above 30s, since you say that 
medium counts do not matter? 

Mr. Mody.-J agree, but supposing the Japanese importer was able to 
place his 80s on the market at a rate which is equal to our 20s, where will 
ve be P That has happened. 

Mr. Cummbholl.-That is also happening to-day. 
Mr. Mody.-I thinlt you have got the prices at which yarns are marketed. 
President.-Ye8. We have 1Z0t various prices. 

COTTON TEXTILE-VOL. IV :0 
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lIlr. lIlehta.-2/40s imported Japanese 9 annas a lb. The price of cottOIL 
to spin that yarn is 7 annas. The cost of spinning single yarn is As. 2-6; 7 
annas for the raw cotton, As. 2-6 for the spinning of that, plus half anna 
for doubling it; freight from Japan to Bombay half anna and Port Trust
and landing charges one anna and a half. The cost price to them would be 
As. 12, but they are selling at 9 annas. 

P1·esident.-You are speaking of current prices. 
Mr. lIlody.-Yes. 
Sir lIlanmohanda-s.-V;e are to look to the prices of medium counts of 

yarn, finer counts of yarn and coarser counts of yarn that are charged_ 
to-day in Bombay and compare them with the cost of production of those 
yarns. You will see there is not much of a margin. 

lIlr. lIIehta.-All the surplus yarn that is left over after weaving we 
sell. Even if we lose a quarter of an anna or so per lb. we sell. 

President.-What is your final suggestion, Mr. Mody P Supposing it was 
a question of fixing this at such a rate that it would mean no more burden 
than the revenue duty on counts above 405, would you be agreeable to that? 

1If.r. lIIody.-Would you fix it at as low as 405. 

President.-Supposing we brought it down to 40s, would that suit you? 
Mr. Mody.-No. I would like to think it ovel'. I shall have to work 

it out. 
President.-I want to say that it 1S a matter on which evidence that 

we ha\'e received so far does not enable us to frame a recommendation that
would be entirely in accordance with vour suggestion. I am personally very 
worried about it. I will tell you what raises this question in my miud. 
If you look up your prices here. (I think· it is page 328) if you take the 
year ending 1927, your average price of yarn per Ih. was As. 10-10. The 
duty was introduced about October or end of September. 1927. If you look 
at next year's price it is As. 11-10, a rise of one anna. 

Sir lIfanmohandas.-Wha·t was the price of cotton in September? 
P-resi.dent.-What Sir Manamohandalf says is perfectly true. About Sep

tember, 1927, there was a sharp rise in the price of cotton which lasted
for about five months and then it dropped. The price of raw cotton in 
1927 was Rs. 15-1-0. In 1928 it was Rs. 15-4-0_ That I take is what it 
represents the rise in the price of cotton. 

Si-/' lIIanmohandas.-Not necessarily. 
Presiden-t.-Wbat I suggest is this. If the rise in the price of cotton 

made it nece~sary for you to increase the price of yarn by one anna, it is 
necessary for you to increase -the price of cloth by much more than :I 
pies. 

Sir lIIanmohandas.-Provided the goods are made from similar kinds (.f 
yarn. 

Presiden-t.-On the whole unless there is a break in the prl<'e relation, 
the prices (If different cotton rise and fall. and in this period 1928-29 there 
is no hreak in the price relation. The break disappeared a bout the f>nd 
of 1927. . 

Mr. !tfody.-I have already attempted to answer the question that this 
duty on yarn did help us to stabilise a better price and the result was· 
reflected in the better price that we were able to obtain. If you watch 
:-he course of prices, you will realise whllIt I have all along contended that 
compared with the price of cotton the price of yarn is more or less closely 
following the drop in the price. 

P'resident.-I am not for the moment suggesting that you have charged 
for 205 and below a price below the oj.f. All that I am Buggesting is thut 
this duty apparently has been felt ilJmost in its entirety by the handlooln 
welliver during that period. 

lIfr. Mody.-The price is now As. 61. 
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Pre~ident.-But the handloom weaver is correspondingly getting a lower 
price. for his cloth. He is not helped. After all you must compal'e what 
he pays for his raw cotton with what he gets for his cloth. 

lIr. Modll.-We are proceeding on the assumption that the ha.ndloom 
weaver will also benefit. by any protection that mwy be given to .the cloth. 
Weare proceeding on that assumption. Therefore the answer IS he may 
get his yarn at a higher price than the ruling price if there were no 
protection. At the same time if he gets protection in the form of cloth, he 
will get protection in the same way as the mills. 

President.-The object of the protective duty is two fold. First is to 
t'na.ble you to get a better price and the second is to keep the importer out 
of the market. When there is a severe internal competition and a large 
quantity of a particular kind of goods is P!oduced in the country, then 
the legitimate use of a protective duty is not to raise prices because the 
internal competition keeps it down, but what it does is to keep the im
porter out of the market. Supposing you a.re able to keep the importer 
out of the market, because you are able to get a better reserve in regard 
to the prices realised under protection, can't you ignore the factor of price, 
because the internal factor of competition keeps down the price. 

Mr. llody.-We should be able to ignore the price factor, but the tendency 
which I foresee will largely be in evidence, that the mills will discaord their 
8pindJ('~ and will in_tal ~ufficient looms to take all their superfluous yarn 
production. 

Presiden.t.-I should" lilUI to make a final suggestion. We have debated 
this question now. I should like you to get· away from this atmosphere 
of debating and we have both been using arguments against one another 
I should like the Association to reconsider their decision with regard to this 
matter and let us know in the form of a note what is the change they are 
prepared to make with regard to this question. 

Mr. llody.-I don't want you to carry the impression that we are out to 
crush the ha·ndloom weaver. On the contrary, we are prepared to co-operate 
to the fullest possible extent in bettering the fortunes of the handloom 
weaver. I am merely pointing out that if this protection is withdrawn, 
the handloom weaver, instead of being dependent on us, will be dependent on 
the foreign manufacturer, and that his last condition will be much worse 
than the first. That is all that I am trying to impress on you at the present 
moment. 

Prpsident.-Would you be able to give any definite suggestions in that 
note? Supposing this duty is left as it is, is there any kind of arrange
ment that the Millowners' Association can make with the obiect of enabling 
the handloom wea.ver to get his yarn at that end at a lower price than he 
does now while your mills realise the same price? 

Jfr. Mody.-I can only offer my co-operation. I am not in the same 
position as the Directors of Industries of the various provinces and people 
who are in close touch with the handloom weaver in those centres in which 
the handloom weaver is established, to say exadly by what measures co-opera
tion can be achieved between the handloom industry and the power loom 
industry. All I can Bay is that if any pra.ctical suggestions are forthcoming, 
we shall be most ple36ed to deal with them. But the suggestions should 
come from the other side, from people who have really dealt with the 
handloom industry, that is to say from people who have made suggestions to 
you with a ,-iew to removing the middlemen who exist between the mill 
industry and the handloom industry. They probably get a good deal more 
cut of this business than the mills do. . 

PTuident.-It is a.n enormous problem to remove the middleman. Co
operative societies are always suggested as' a solution of the difficulties 
faced by the handloom wea"'er. 

Mr. Saklat'Vala.-As far as the Bombay Presidency is concerned. the 
(''()-{)perative Bank has branches in various places where the handloom 
industry is flourishing. Co-operati,e Banks can either buy direct from the 

B2 
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mills or assist weavers to buy their reqw .... ments from mills. If they do
that, it will be of great assistance to the handloom industry. 

President.-If co-operation is the only remedy that you can propose my 
reply is that your remedy will remain alwlllYs a pious aspiration. It has· 
worked for over 20 years. Although the weaver has been talked about in. 
relation to co-operation for the last so many years nothing has been done. 
It is a very difficult problem. I am not blaming the Co-operative Depart-- . 
ment. 

Mr. ModY.-If the handloom weaver is receiving his yarn from foreign 
countries, . then many of our spindles would have to remain idle. 

Presiderd.-For the moment I do not entirely accept your premise, that 
is to say, when you say all the coarser kinds of yarn which are now being' 
sold in the' country by .the Indian textile industry would be converted into 
cloth or the spindles would be left idle. I don't accept that premise. Any
way, we have discussed this matter fairly fully and I should be very grateful 
if the Millowners' Association could send us a considered statement. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to the question of the duty on raw cotton, I 

think probably I would reserve that question for discussion with the Indian 
Central Cotton Co=ittee because it involves a discussion of the extent 
to which imported cotton now competes on the one hand with the Indian 
long staple cotton and on the other hand with the Indian short staple 
cotton. Unless one is clear about the figures, it is impossible to discuss that 
question. . 

Mr. Mody.-As you know, I opposed this duty in the Legislative Assembly_ 
President.-Do you still hold that view? 
Mr. Mody.-If anybody can establish that this duty is doing good to the 

cultivator, I am prepared to give in. I only took up the position I did 
in the interests of the cultivator of Indian cotton. If it could be estab
lished that this duty on raw cotton benefits the Indian cultivator, I am 
prepared to withdraw my opposition even though it affects the mill 
industry. 

Pr8sident.-Supposing we succeeded 'in extracting that confession from 
the Indian Central Cotton Committee P 

Mr. Saklatvala.-Their opinion would be more authoritative on this' 
subject than that of the Millowners' Association. 

President.-You are appearing on behalf of both. 
Sir Manllwhandas.-This duty on ra'w cotton will nullify the effect of. 

protection to the extent of 6 pies per lb; 
President.-Six pies per lb. is the duty on raw cotton, which forms 40 per 

cent. of the cost of the finished cloth. Supposing we gave you 2! pies extra 
on cloth, that should satisfy you? 

S'ir Manmohandas.-Yes. 
President.-After that, the questions deal with costs which I propose t() 

hold over, tha.t is to ·say questions beginning with 13 to practically 25. 
Regarding Question 25, the interesting. poiut that emerges out of these 
figures is the figure given in reply to that question. Your yarns of counts 
below 20s generally realise a price which is lower than the c.i.f. plus duty 
and your yarns of counts of 30s and above generally realise a higher price 
than the c.i.f. plus duty. 

Mr. Maloney.-There is no business possible in finer counts. 

President.-If your figures menn anything, they mean this that in the 
case of coarser count~ your price is lowet- than the c.i.f. plus duty and in 
the case of higher counts your price is higher than the c.i.f. plus duty. 

'Mr. lI.fQdy.-That is so. 
President.-How ure you able to get a higher price than the c.i.f. plus 

duty in the case of finer counts P 
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Mr. Mody.-AB a. matter of fact, we cannot sell. 
President.-Can you give· me the re ... lised prices? After all you sell 

about 5 per cent.? 
Mr. Mody.-We sell very little of the higher counts. We oo~d not se~ 

to-day even if we hoo yarn to sell. We would not be able to sell lDcompetl
tion with the imported yarn. There is no doubt about this that the imported 
yarn is cheaper than we can make. 

President.-If these figures are accepted as correct, would it imply this? 
Since you produce very small quantities, you are able to sell in very small 
Iota against nrgent requirementa and thus sometimes you are able to get a 
better price. ' 

Mr. Mody.-It does not mean that at all. These figures must not be taken 
to mean that we are realising these prices at all. 

Mr. Mehta.-These yarns are produced mainly for consumption in the 
mills and not for sale. 

Mr. Mody.-I find again with regard to the selling of medium ana 
higher connta of yarn, these people are interested in seeing that Swadeshi 
yarn is used by the handloom industry. My experience has been that it is 
impossible to sell these yarns in competition with the imported yarns even 
with the duty. . 

President.-As regards medium counts, it does not matter very much, 
bec&>Use you can easily convert them into cloth. The problem does not arise 
at all if the cloth does not get adequate protection. I am banking entirely 
on that. On this question' of hosiery yarn, supposing we decide ,to give 
protection to hosiery goods, then it seems to me tha.t there is a very consider
able market for hosiery yarn in the country. I estimate it at not less 
than 10 million lbs. Is it very difficult for Indian mills to produce the 
hosiery yarn? Is 8IIIy special equipment necessary? I think it is a ques
tion of the way in which it is reeled. It is reeled on cambs and so it is 
simply a matter of reels. 

Mr. Mehta.-We want doubling machines for that. 
President.-It is a question of arrangementa for doubling and thell cheea-

ing. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-A better class of cotton is required. 
President.-If you are going to use imported cotton, you can get that. 
Mr. Saklotvala.-Yes. I 

Mr. Mody.-It will be quite easy. If there is a considerable demand, 
there should be no difficulty in producing it. 

Pre8ident.-So that it can easily be done. 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-But you make 81 statement that certain mills have spent a 

considerable amount . 
• . . . . compete." 

Mr. Mody.-The Colaba mills have put down I:' plant. 
President.-How long ago was this? 

Mr. Mody.-About six years ago. They installed the winding machinery 
but they have not been able to get 8IIIy orders. . 

. Mr. Saklat~ala.-We were considering the q~estion of installing a plant 
IU .our. own mIll. We fo~nd that vesta were bemg sold at a price, against 
whICh It would be very difficult for us to produce yarn. A vest weighed-I 
forget how many ounces.' To produce so m ... ny ounces we required more 
than 5 annas. But 5 annas is the price at which vests are being sold in the 
country. Naturally a ,man who wants to make these goods will want his 
yarns a.t a cheap price. If that is protected and if the imported stuff is 
kept out of the country, then there would be no difficulty in producing 
the yarn. 
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Sir lllanmohandas.-They are producing in large quantities in Japan 
and therefore they can afford to sell cheap in competition. Besides they 
are well organised as regards bleaching, packing, and everything else. 

President.-It is'avery well organised cottage industry. 
Sir lllamll-Qhandas.-Yes. Organisation is necessary to create a new 

industry in India. It should be a special trade by itself. 
President.-I believe we ha\'e the elements of a very good hosiery cottage 

industry in this country; provided you can help against more severe forms
of external competition, the necessary organisation will develop later on. 
Now I come to the question of capital expenditure. I think I hll!Ve po 
criticisms to offer on this estimate-not that I know anything about the cost 
,of a textile plant. I have looked at it this wa,y. Your total estimate at 
present is Rs. 46 lakhs. Now that per loom of 40 spindles is Rs. 4,621. 
I find that the Tariff Board in 1925-26 took.a figure of Rs. 5,450 for one 
loom with 30 spindles. Calculating on a basis of Rs. 70 per spindle, it is 
more or less right. Then, I find that one loom with 40 spindles on the 1926 
blMlis would be Rs. 6,150 against your estimate of Rs. 4,621. Taking the 
variation in the general level of prices between 1926 and now, your estimate 
is quite correct; in fact, it is a very careful estimate. 

Mr. Mody.-We have exercised great care. We have asked more than 
-one man who knows something about, the mill machinery a,nd arrived at this 
estimate. We have certainly not over-estimated. 

President.-As far as I can check it by methods which I have outlined, 
this estimate is quite close. I should like however to make one altera
tion-not for any intrinsic merit but in order to make our own calcula,tion 
easier. You have taken for bleaching and dyeing plant a capacity equiva..
lent to one-fourth of the total output. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes, as a working basis. 
President,~I took the whole consumption in this country of bleached 

goods as compared with the whole consumption in this country of piece
goods and I found the proportion to be 15 per cent. For dyed goods you 
get more or less the same kind of proportion. 

President.-If I take 15 per cent. of the total output and make a cor
responding reduction I get Rs. 45 lakhs; that would be a reasonable esti
mate. 

Mr, Mody.-We have tried to give an economic unit. All I sa,y is that 
15 per cent. capacity and 25 per cent. will mean almost the same. What 
we have given is an economic unit. 

P1'esident.-Taking the total output of a plant of this cost it will 
come to 28,50,000 lbs. of cloth. We suggest that we may ra,ise it to 30 
lakhs Ibs. That gives us a capitalisation of Rs. 1-8-0 per lb. of cloth. 
That you accept? 

Mr. ltfody,-I will accept tha,t. 
P1'esident.-With regard to depreciation you accept the income-tax rates 

as suitable? 
Mr. Mody,-We ha.ve already indicated what our views are. The view

point from which I look at it is this. There are many administrative 
difficulties about giving double allowance for working double shift. If how
-ever double shift working he('omes general there would be a good case for 
giving double. allowance. 

President.-As far as the Tariff Board are concerned I don't know if we 
could take this matter into considemtion at all. The question whether a 
higher rate should he allowed on double shift production is a matter between 
the industry and the income-tax depa.rtment. In the first plae'e you may 
take the actual rates of depreciation, 2, per cent. on buildings, 5 pE'r cent, 
on ordinary machinery. 7t per cent. on bleaching and dyeing machinery. 
I take your tota,1 capital expenditure in the proportion represented by land. 
buildings, ordinary machinery and blE'aching and dyeing machinery and 
~alculate the rate of depree'iation on these various items and then arrive 
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at a lIat rate on the whole block of 3'75 per cent. Supposing we 31llowed 
"ou a lIat rate on the whole block of 3 to 31 per cent. It works out 
ilke this: let us assume that with Rs. 100 capitalisation you make about 
50 lbs. of cloth. I aUow you in yonI' fair selling price a. lIat rate of deprecia
tion on the whole capital of .31 per cent; that would be per lb. of cloth. 
Supposing you work double shift then on a 100-rupee plant you make 100 
lbs. of cloth; I allow you n per cent. Then per pound of cloth the rate 
of depreciation that you realise is per lb. As far as we are concerned 
it we allowed you this lIat rate on a single shift basis per unit of cloth, 
then you are safeguarded whatever the income-tax rates are . 

.lIr. Mody.-Per unit of cloth would be quite' all right. 

President.-This question of working capital if! rather an important 
(juestion and I should like you gentlemen to see that the calculations that 
I ha"e got here are correct because in view of various suggestions which 
hne been made with regard to the management of Bombay mills, it would 
be ne<.'68Sary for us to arrive at some kind of conclusion regarding the pro
portion of working finance that is locked up in the industry, because if 
there is unseasonable purchase of cotton, too much commission on stores, 
too many outstandings as well as delay, all that must be reflected in th6t 
proportionate working capital locked up in the industry. Therefore I con
sider this question of working capital as important. The way I am looking 
at it is this. Here you have got your published figures of working ca·pital 
O\'er a period of six years. The total amount of working c3lpital locked up
in the industry is the sum of the last two columns. If I added all the 
items in column 8A in column 9, find the sum of these two totals and 
divide that by the total number of mills shown here which is 400, then r 
get the a.verage working capita.l locked up in the industry pel' mill per 
~'ear; is that right? 

Mr. Mody.-That is correct. 

Pregident.-That gives you an average working capital per mill of 
Rs. 15-73 lakhs per year over a period of six years. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-What I wa-nt to try is to find what proportion this bears to 

the average total works expenditure of the Bombay mills during this 
period. In order to get that I take the average production in the City 
and Island of Bombay from your figures which gives me an average produc
tion of 92'2 million yards. That I think is correct. At 4'25 ya-rds per pound 
this is about 217 million Ibs, If 217 million pounds is the average produc
tion per year of the City and Island of Bombay the production per mill is 
2·8 million pounds, taking the total number of mills in 1927-31 on an 
average at 75. From an examina-tion of your figures of reeled yarn, the 
proportion of yarn sold and yarn used t take it generally at 40 per 
('ent. 

Mr. ·Maloney.-It would probably be something lesS'. 

Preridmt.-Ta!ce the year 1928: warp and weft about 100; reeling is 
about 41. That IS how I get 40 per cent., that is to say the proportion 
of yarn sold to yarn used is 40 per cent. I am taking the average of six 
~·I"ars. 

Sir Ma.IIT1lohandas.-Yarn reeled does not mean yarn sold. 

President.-The bulk of it is sold. If you don't accept this figure of 40 
per cent. you can send in some other figure. If you take the average 
prod~ction of cloth per ~ill per year as 2'8 million pounds, 40 per cent. of 
that IS the yarn productIOn. That gives you 1'15. Now I want to convert 
this yarn on the basis of price into cloth. I take your average price of 
yarn as 8 annas over this period and the price of standard cloth as 14 
Bnnas 6 pies. In that proportion I reduce the Y3!rn poundage to cloth 
poundage. That gives me about 640.000 Ibs. Adding that to the cloth 
production you get a total production in terms of cloth per mill per year of 
3t million Ibs. Taking your average cost of longeloth at 14t annas-
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because you have not been earning any depreciation and any profit, it 
would be correct would it not? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-Now, the average capitllli that we estimated was Rs. 15·73 

lakhs and the average production per mill that we estimated was 3t 
million lbs. j therefore the working capital per pound is 7 annas. 

Mr. Mody.-That would be more or less right. 
President.-If your works cost on your typical cloth is 14t annas then 

the proportion to your working capital is per cent. That would be a 
correct way of calculating. 

President.-Coming now to the question of fIIIcilities available for borrow
mg working capital (question 31), I do not want to go into the actual 
arrangement required with regard to the banking organisation of the country 
and so on because various recommendations have been made by co=ittees 
more competent to deal with the question than we are. The only point on 
which I would like to ask for information is this. I do not know if you 
remember the chapter in the Banking Enquiry Co=ittee's Report where 
they give figures showing the proportion of working finance derived by 
Bombay mills from various sources. The proportion they give for Bombay 
mills---I think you supplied figures for 64 mills-is as follows:-

Loan by Managing Agents 21 per cent. 
Loan by Banks 9" " 
Public deposits 11 " 
Share Capital 49 " 
Debentures 10 .. 

It is more or less correct now? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-If we assume a capitalisation for an ordinary mill of about 

Rs. 45 lakhs and if we assume that the working capital is about Rs. 15 
lakhs, then the total capital required is Rs. 60 lakhs. If I take loans hy 
Managing Agents, loans by banks, public deposits, share capital and deben
ture in the proportion shown in this statement, then I find that out of a 
total of Rs. 60 lakhs of capital that you require, Rs. 36 lakhs would he 
supplied by share capital and debentures and your fixed capital is Rs. 45 
lakhs. Rs. 36 lakhs out of Rs. 45 lakhs in Bombay mills is financed by long
term loans and share capital? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. \ 
President.-& that 80 per cent. of your fixed capital expenditu~e is met 

by share capital and debentures. The whole point is that it is considered 
unsatisfactory that tbe fixed capital expenditure should be met by short
term loans. What happens in· Bombay is that 80 per cent. of the fixed 
elllpital expenditure is met from other than short-term borrowing funds. 
If these proportions are right. Working on the same basis on the Ahmeda
bad proportions I find about 30 per cent. of the fixed capital expenditure 
is met by share capital and debentures and the bulk of the fixed capital 
expenditure is met by short-term loans. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. They believe in short-term loans. 

Continued on the 17th August 1932. 
President.-There are just a few points of detail that I want to raise 

with regard to the working capital. I should like to get an idea of the 
normal rates of interest which are paid now by mill companies in the case 
of loans by their agents and loans by banks taking what may be called 
normal current rates of interest. 

Mr. Mody.-I should say so far as banks are concerned, somewhere about 
6t to 7 per cent. 
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P,·erident.-Even now? 
Mr. ModY.--i per cent. over the bank rate. 
President.-Supp08ing we took the bank rate at the low level at which it 

Btands now? 
Mr. Currimhholl.-The average throughout the year comes to about 61 

per cent. 
Pre8ident.-Supp08ing for example the average bank rate is not going 

to be more than 5 per cent., the rate of 5t per cent. to 6 would be the proper 
figure to take. 

Mr. Modll.-That would be on the low side. 

President.-What would you consider an appropriate rate? 

Mr. Modll.-6 per cent. at the least. I was saying 61 per cent. with refer
ence to the conditions of the last two years, but if you ask me with refer
ence to conditions prevalent to-day, I should say at least 6 per cent. 

President.-When loans are ¥lade by Managing Agents to their Companies, 
are these loans made more or Jeas at the rates of interest at which loans 
are secured from banks? . 

Mr. Modll.-In cases where the loans given to the mills by the Managing 
Agents reach a figure of BOrne crores, the Managing Agents are charging 
less than what the banke charge. 

President.-Is it possible for you to make a statement at all about the 
normal relation between rates of interest charged by the Managing Agents 
and the banks? 

Mr. Modll.-I can give you a few examples. 
President.-That is all that I want. Supposing 61 per cent. was the rate 

charged by banks, would there be any addition to that? 

Mr. Mod·y.-It would be normally so. I am talking of individual cases. 

President.-If you could give us some typical individual cases, that would 
give us some idea. 

Mr. Modll.-In cases where the Managing Agents have advanced very 
heavy sums, they have actually charged less than what the banks would 
charge. 

President.-How much less? 
Mr. Modll.-l per cent. less. 
Mr. Ourrimbholl.-In our case it has been so. 

President.-Supposing I asked you for a statement regarding the general 
position, you would say the Managing Agents' loans are given at a lower 
rate of interest at which the banks would charge. 

Mr. Modll.-It depends on the bank rate. 

Pre~ident.-If the bank rate appears to be exceptionally high, the 
Managmg Agency rates are lower. If the banks' rates are exceptionally low 
it would be otherwise. ' 

Mr. Modll.-Yes. I can give you some cases. In the case of Sir 
Manmohandas Ramji's mills, he lends money to his mills at 6 per cent. even 
though the bank may charge fit per cent. 

President.-It is a sort of usual rate that he charges irrespective of the 
bank rate. 

Mr. Modll.-It is just possible that in view of the lowering of the bank 
rate the agents may lower their rate to that extent. It is much too recent 
for me to express an opinion. I am telling you of the conditions of the last 
6 or 1 years' during which agents in some cases have actually charged less 
and in. other cases have charged just the same as the banks would. 

Mr. Boag.-Do you know. of any cases in which they have charged more? 

Mr. Modll.-I am not aware of any. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it not a fact that the Managing Agents charge a. 
uniform rate of interest at 6 per cent. irrespective of what the bank 
rate is. 

Mr. Modll.-Quite true, but if you take the average bank rate and if 
you arrive at a figure of over 6 per cent., my contention would be correct 
that the Agents would have charged no more and in some cases less. 

President.-The Managing Agency agreements seem to suggest that the 
rate of interest at which the Managing Agents make loans to the mill com
panies is a rate which is fixed in the agreement itself. There is a statement 
for example that any loans advanced by the Managing Agents shall be 
made at 6 per cent. interest. 'I don't say it is a general feature of agree
ments, but I have come across provisions to that effect. Supposing for the 
purpose of fixing the rate of interest on working capital to be included 
in the fair selling price for the Indian mills, we took a rate of 6 per cent., 
would you consider that on the whole a reasonable one? 

Mr. Modll.-Supposing the bank rate was increased-1 am not· anti
·cipating that-if it went over 6 per cent., the mills finance would be on an 
unsatisfactory basis. 

President.-Supposing we grant you protection for a long period we have 
got to make a 4ecision one way or the other. 

Mr. Mody.-If you make an intelligent anticipation of events, I say 
that 6 per cent. will not be unreasonable. ( c , 

Sin- Manmohandas.-Wben we get loans from banks, it is also guaranteed 
by the agents. In the case of loans advanced by the Agents, there is no 
guarantee. 

President.-I was just coming to that. I want to get some idea of 
the security on which these loans are made. I understand that the 
Imperial Bank of India cannot advance any money to mill companies except 
on two signatures. It is a statutory obligation as far as they are concerned. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Presiden.t.-Do the other banks invariably follow that practice? 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.-I suppose it is right to maintain that the practice of ba.nks 

asking for two signatures is probably from the practical point of view the 
main justification for the Managing Agency system. 

Mr. Saklah·ala.-I was going to point out that in our case the Managing 
Agents had lent to the Tata Mills about Rs. 25 lakbs of which a. portion was 
given hy Sir Dorab Tata personally. For 4 or 5 years we charged no interest 
at all because the conditions of the mills was rather bad. Ultimately of 
course we had to write down the capital and out of Rs. 31 lakhs we wiped 
out Rs. 21 lakhs and took shares to the value of Rs. 10 lakhs. But for the 
loan over a period of five years we charged no -interest. 

President.-That of course is a. special case. 
Mr. SaJclatwua.-Yes. 
President.-From some statement that you make in your representation 

I gather that even in the case of banks supposing it was possible for a mill 
to pledge its liquid assets, then the second signature is unnecessary. Suppos
ing it was not a charge, but a pledge, if a particular mill was prepared 
to make a pledge of its stocks. 

Sir lIIanmohrrndas.-It is only on a pledge of liquid assets that we can get 
loans. 

Pj'esident.-Is it a charge or pledge? What I mean by pledge is the bank 
gets physical possession. 

Mr. Mody.-As a matter of fact the bank is in physical possession through 
a. clerk in Borne cases through whon~ all stores or stocks have to be passed 
out or regular daily statements have to be submitted to the bank showing 
the position at the end of each day of the liquid assets which are pledged 
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to the hank. So far as that is concerned the ,bank is not in physical posses
lion in every case, but the liquid assets are there. 

PTesident.-You have got to give a security with regard to your liquid 
assets. If it is a charge, it is not so to speak a. definite thing that operates 
with regard to the quantity of liquid assets. . 

M'T. Modll.-My answer would he that even if the banks were physically 
in possession of liquid assets, I don't think they would dispense with the 
signature of the Managing Agents. 

MT. Rahimtoola.-The present practice is two fold. One is that the bank 
puts its own board on the godown showing that this Company has taken 
loan from the particular bank and the oth.er system is that they appoint 
a clerk who goes through the regular accounts. I think there is a very 
distinct difference between these two systems. One is not very popular 
with the millowners and very unusual. 

MT. Modll.-It is very unusual. In either case I don't think that any 
hank would advance without the countersignature of the Managing Agents. 

Sir Manmohandas.-The system is where the liquid asset is pledged, the 
hank insist upon a regular supply of information of stocks and also a clerk 
is there. In the ordinary case where the Agents' countersignature is 
required, there is a statement in the agreement when the loans arEl negotiated 
that the mills cannot pledge without the consent 1)f the advancing bank 
any of their assets. 

President.-Supposing it was a regular pledge that was given, what is 
your experience? In that case have you got to find a second signature? 

MT. Modll.-Yes. 
PTesident.-There is a clerk and regular information is supplied? 
Mr. Modll.-Yes. 
President.-The second signature is never dispensed with. 
M·T. Currimhholl.-In some cases the bank has advanced if the goods ar' 

in their possession without the second signature. 
Mr. Modll.-As a general rule it may be stated that two signatures arc 

required. I am connected with several Companies. That is my experience 
and the experience of the Association. . 

President.-In the case of deposits which account for 10 per cent. of your 
working capital in Bombay, these deposits are in the first place placed 
with the Managing Agents or with the Mill Companies? 

M-r. Modll.-With the Mill Companies. 
Pl'eside'nt.-Whether deposits are attracted by a mill company would 

depend to a considerable extent on the standing of the Managing Agents. 
who are responsible for them. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
SiT 1IIanmohandas.-Both the position of the Company and the Agents~ 
President.-What generally is the rate at which these deposits are. 

attracted? . 
Mr. ModY.-If the financial position of both the mills and the Managing 

Agents is very sound you would get deposits at reasonable rates. 
P'/'esiden.t.-What do you call reasonable rates? 
Mr. Saklatvala.-In connection with one of the points made by the 

Shareholders Association, our mills have been mentioned as giving loans to 
sister companies. In that connection I have prepared a statement show-· 
iug what our borrowings were and the rates at which we had advanced! 
the sister companies. I don't say we have made money over this. 

lIfr. Rahimtoola.-I am afraid that point is quite different. The reason 
for lending money to allied concerns as stated by the shareholders is not as 
regards the rate of interest, but as regards the system prevailing . 

. Mr. Saklatvala.-As far as our mills are concerned, they have raised 'thai' 
pomt. 
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President.-The point that we are on now is the rate of interest at 
which deposits are attracted. 

Mr. Modll.-I hl!;ve got a statement of different mills which will give 
you the rate of interest on deposits. 

President.-What are the rates of interest? 
Mr. Sa.hlat1·ala . .-In 1924-this is our .Swadeshi Mills-it was 5'99. 

1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 

President.-It was round about 51 per cent. 
Mr. Saklat·vala.-Yes. 

Per cent. 
6 
5·56 
5·29 
4'97 
4·99 
5'50 
5'67 

Mr. Modll.-When both the mills and the managing agents are in very 
good financial position, they certainly get it at a rate which is at least 
~ per cent. below the Bank rate. 

President.-I understand that the practice of deposits. is falling off? 
Mr. Modll.-As far as the good mills are concerned, deposits are still made 

with them. 
President.-Perhaps it is due to the depressed conditions all round that 

the depositors are not so keen now? 
Mr. Modll.-Not at all. 
President.-Has there ever been a time when the proportion of the total 

capital in the Bombay section of the industry in the form of deposits was 
much higher than 10 or 11 per cent.? 

Mr. Ou,rrimbholl.-During 1923-24, when the capital of Fazalbhoy mills 
was only Rs. 18 lakhs, the deposits were Rs. 30 lakhs. 

Mr. Modll.-Apart from the financial position of mills and their managing 
agents, everything would depend upon the fluidity of capital available for 
industries, whether industries were doing well or not, whether Government 
securities were more attractive or not. On these combinations of circum
stances would depend the amount of deposits. To-day, for instance, when 
it is di·mcult to realise 5 per cent. on Government securities, it is possible 
that good mills with good managing agents can attract deposits in the same 
way as a good firm. 

Mr. Sa7clatvala·.-In the case of our Nagpur mills, we sold off a lot of our 
heavy investments and had enough money. We wanted to payoff the 
deposits, and therefore we brought down the deposit rate from 5 to 4t per 
per cent. That was offered only for renewals. We .were not for taking in 
more deposits. To-day the rate is 4t per cent. and still renewals are made. 

Mr. lIfodll.-That is a very happy position. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-We do not know what to do with the money. 

President.-I suppose as far as we are concerned for the purpose of deter-
mining the rate of interest to calculate the fair selling price, the rate for' us 
to take would be the rate of interest at which the Banks may be expected 
to lend money? 

Mr. Modu.-Hnlf per cent. over the Bank rate would be generally reason
able but taking the .present day conditions 6 per cent. would be reasonable. 

President.-As far as we are concerned, supposing we took the rate of 
interest at 6 per cent. on your working capital, it would be fair considering 
thl' actual conditions? 
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Mr. Modll.-Yes. 
President.-There are just a few points I want to ask you as regards your 

reply to 'question 32. In the first place let us take the tabular statement 
that is given here. I was trying to look at it this way. The total amount 
rereived by managing agents in respect of the mills for which ;figures are 
given is on the same basis as that on which your working capltal figures 
have been ~alculated. The total amount received by managing agents is the 
8um total of the amounts shewn in columns 3 and 4. 

Mr. Mody.-That would be the total amount earned by them. 
Prnident.-And the total of these two columns divided by the total 

number of mills gives you the average per mill per year. That works out 
to Rs. 28,690 per mill per year. 

Mr. Modll.-Yes, taking the average of alI these mills for aU these 
.years. 

President.-Yes. A good deal depends upon the actual figure. If the 
arithmetic is wrong, the conclusion may be vitiated. If you took the totals 
of the two columns and divided it by 400, you would get the average per 
mill per year. That ae~ording to my calculation is Rs. 28,690. That on a 
monthly basis is about Rs. 2,400. Now that is the amount received by 
managing agents per mill for the services rendered by them as Managing 
Directors and for the services rendered by them as managing agents. In 
order to get an idea of the fairness or otherwise of that remuneration, if 

,you take the total output of Bombay mills on recent figures after the 
strike period, it will be somewhere about 250 million lbs. That is the total 
production. To get the average per mill, it may be divided by 75. 

Mr. Modll.-Yes. 
Presiden,t.-That would be about 3! million lbs. per mill per year? 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.--Supposing I took the average price of cloth of aU classes of 

·grades at about 12 annas a lb., would that be a correct figure? 
Mr. Mody.-I would not be a correct figure if you took the average of 

-all these years. 
President.--Suppose I took the average of all these years? 
Mr. Maloney.-It would be higher. 
President.-About a rupee per lb. of cloth? 
Mr. Maloney.-Yes. 
President.-That would be Rs. 35 lakhs. 
Mr. Malonell.-Yes. 
President.-I do not know anything about the standards of remuneration. 

I am a complete stranger. The point I want to raise is if there was a 
business of which the annual turnover was 35 lakhs and if your Managing 
Director was paid Rs. 2,400 a month, according to the standards prevalent 
here, would that be considered excessive? 

Mr. Mody.-As a matter of fact it would be considered low considering 
the fact that the superior staff in 1\ mill_pecially the Manager-would 
get very often in the neighbourhood of, Rs. 2,000. It would be difficult to 

. get a Managing Director on anything less than Rs. 3,000 a month. 
President.-Would the general feeling in business circle be that if a man 

'was paid Rs. 2,500 for looking after a business with Rs. 35 lakhs of business, 
he was being paid on a reasonable basis? 

Mr. Mody.-If you take to-day's unemployment conditions, a good many 
people would be willing to be employed on Rs. 1,500, but if you take the 
average of all these years, I would not regard Rs. 2,400 as at all an adequate 

. 'wage for a man who is placed in a position of responsibility as Managing 
Director of a mill . 

. Mr. 8aklatrala.~Managing A~ents do not mean individual Managing 
Directors. The servlces of managmg agents are not rendered by an indivi

.dual. There are gpnerally thrpe or four people. 
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President.-Supposing it was a question of finding an alternative to the 
present system, it would not be reasonable, whether they are three or one, 
to expect anything more than the remuneration that would be paid to a 
single Managing Director P • 

Mr. Mody.-To put it very briefly, the position would be if instead of 
managing agents you had a system of Managing Directors, then it would 
be quite reasonable to expect a Managing Director to be paid Rs. 3,000 
a month without any obligation to finance. 

President.-With regard to the office allowance, I am rather confused in 
my own mind as to the precise purpose of this allowance and I should like 
to know what it really represents. According to the system generally pre
valent in Bombay I understand that the commission is calculated on profit 
before depreciation. . 

Mr. Mody.-l"es. 
P·l'esident.-That is calculated at rates varying from 10 to 12. 
Mr. Mody.-Mostly 10. 
Pl'esident.-Now in several cases, that commission is subject to a 

minimum? 
Mr. lIIody.-l"es. 
Presiden.t.-May I say generally it is subject to a minimum P 
Mr. Mody.-I would not say generally but in quite a number of cases 

there is a minimum attached to the managing agents' commission. 

President.-It is frequently seen in managing agents' agreements
whether it is universal or not-that there is a minimum commission provided 
for. Is there really room for o'ffice allowance in addition to that? 

Mr. Mody.-The position with regard to office allowance is this. In 
Bome cases it is in view of the office est3lblishment which has to be main
tained, that is to say, the office allowance goes to pay for the office establish
ment. In some other cases the office establishment may be regarded as an 
addition to the commission but out of that {iffice allowance superior staff 
at the oIffice is maintained. In some other cases again it is just possible 
that the office establishment may be in addition to the remuneration. 

Pnsident.-The point I want to be clear about is this. Supposing 
for example at the head oIffice of the managing agents there was a person 
employed for looking after exclusively the affairs of a particular company, 
in that case would his salary be met by the Company or by the Managing 
Agents? 

M1'. lIIody.-As I say there is no uniform practice. In some cases it 
would be met by the agents; in other cases it would be met by the Company. 
If you wish to have detailed information I can get it for you from every 
mill. As I say, there is no uniform practice. In some cases it goes to 
pay the establishment; in other cases a part of it at any rate goes to pay 
the superior staff. 

President.-I will tell you why I am raising this point. I am not con-
. cerned to-day with any individual cases or anything of that sort, but I have 
been trying to study this question with reference to the practice in Calcutta 
which is the home of managing agency system, and looking through the 
Calcutta agreements that I have seen, the idea that I have got is this that 
what is called the office allowance in a contribution made by the constituent 
company towards the expenses of the managing agents' general office and 
staff. If there is any particular staff at the head office of the managing 
agents which is employed exclusively for the purpose of the Company, then 
the expenses are met by the Company and not by the Managing Agents. What 
the office allowance stands for is so to speak the contribution made by a 
unit in a federal system towards the expenses of the federal arrangement. It 
does not pay for any particular staff exclusively employed for the purpose of 
any particular company. It is simply a contribution made by the unit 
towards the expenses of the federal constitution. Supposing the affairs of 
a Oompany got into a serious tangle and it was necessary to straighten them 
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out and the managing ag .. nts decided to employ a special staff in order to 
clear up. all the expenses would have to be paid by the Company. After 
all, the managing agents husiness is to look after the various companies. 
He has'a big office; he has a big staff, the whole purpose of which is looking 
after the varions constituent companies. Somebody has got to pay for the up
keep of that office staff, for the accommodation and things of that kind. The 
idea is that the constituent companies make contributions towards that and 
this ('ontribution is the office allowance. The office allowance therefore is 
5Om .. thing in addition to lrhatev .. r .. xpenses may be met by the managing 
agents exclusively for the company. If that is the Calcutta idea, does the 
Bomhay idea square with the Calcutta idea? 

Mr . • Vodll.-I would not be able to say that for the simple reason as I 
have already explained that th .. re is no uniformity of practice. If it is 
intend .. d to convey that this office allowance is in addition to the agents' 
remuneration and is another lray of getting a little more out of the com
pany, then I say that it would not be a proper presentation of the case. I 
{'an gin· figures to the Board in regard to every mill if it so desires with 
a view of showing what this office allowan{'e is and what it is employed for. 

Proident.-I cannot see any definition of office allowance in the agreements 
themselv .. s that I have seen, but I have seen a fe..,. phrases indicating the 
objects towards which it is utilised. 

Mr. JJodll.-1f you take tbe average, it amounts to Rs. 7,000 for every 
mill. 

Pruident.-I have seen as high a rate as Rs. 36,000 a year. 
Mr. JJodll.-It is just possible. I would not say that this Rs. 36,000 

..... nt into the poc'kets of the managing agents. 
Pr~ .• ;,IMt.-We hRd b .. tter keep the few individual cases out. I am talk

ing of the SystE'lll. I have beE'n talking of the Calcntta system. With the 
"lr!'t'ption of onE' rather big firm of managing agents, I find that the general 
practif'E' in Calcutta is not to make any provision for a minimum commis
sion. In the case of one particular agency firm there is a minimum commis
.ion prO\-id .. d for on thE' lines of the system but there they definitely say in 
this case th .. re is no office allolrance drawn hy the managing agents, which 
seem .. d to me to indicaw that where there was a minimum commission it sort 
of repla('(>d the office allowance . 

.lIr. JIooy.-In some {'ases, the ollic·e allowance is drawn in addition to the 
minimum. commission, but as I have already pointed out in most cases 
it gOt's towards the payment of the superior staff. 

Presiden,f.-Employed at the office? 
.\Ir. JJody.-Yes. 
Presiden,t.-Xot at the mill? 
Mr. Mody.-No. I haw ~ot a note here .... hich says" This office a1l0w

a nce dOt'S not even cover the cost· of the servic .. s rendered to the mill com
pany by the superior staff of the agency firm. In some instances even the 
office allowance has been gi .... en up in times of depression" . 

• V·r. SaHaft:ala.-If you want a general stnwment I would say that office 
allowance dOt's not form any shape of remuneration. 

Mr. Boag.-Does it not represent additional remuneration? 
.Vr. JJody.--Office allowance in most instances goes to the payment of 

the superior staff. 
Pre.~ident.-You don't recognise that to he remuneration for the managing 

agents themselves? 
Mr. Mody.-I don't. 
Pre3idenl.-1 don't want to go into this questiou at the present stage. 

I propose to discuss this question with the Bomhay Shareholders' Association 
and my idea is that if in the course of that discussion any points arise on which 
I consider it necessary to get more information from you or an expression of 
opinion from you, then I propose to emhody those points in the form of a note 
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and ask you for a considered note on those points. I do not quite know at 
, present what the case is that the Bombay Shareholders' Association have 

decided to present to us. regarding this question and till we know that 
clearly I am not in a position to point out to you what I want from you in 
the way of information. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Mr. Mody.-I' am always willing to give you information on any point. 

which you desire. 

President.-There is one point that I want to mention. I have been 
reading a considerable amount of literature on this question and I have 
read a mass of statements. I am not speaking from the point of view 
of the shareholders or companies or any 'section of the community, but the 
point of view of the country at large is that the real evil of the managing 
agency system is that for purely sentimental reasons the managing agents 
are often tempted to keep alive bankrupt companies and that in the general 
interest it would be better for these companies to be wound up. What I 
mean is this. The industry is passing through a period of depression and 
the mills' earning capacity is nil. The managing agent feels a certain amount 
of pride; he also feels that his credit is involved and therefore he goes on 
lending money with the idea of keeping it alive. The result is that he loses 
more. The position gets more and more embarrassing; he is tempted to 
resort to doubtful methods of financing. That is as far as the managing 
agents are concerned. Then the fact that these bankrupt w.ills have been 
kept alive intensifies the general depression. If I said that from the point 
of view of the couJltry at large it is this aspect of the managing agency 
system which is the most important, then do you think I am right? 

Mr. Mody.-It will entirely depend on the point of view from which you 
regard this question. It is quite true if you put it as paternal pride then 
the managing agents are certainly interested in keeping the companies alive. 
But certainly it would not be correct to say that they would keep it alive 
for their own interest. As a matter of fact, by keeping it alive they are· 
financial losers and. they are more and more committed, and we have given 
figures showing what enormous losses they have made through this process. 
It all depends on what you conceive to be the right method of procedure. 
Where you have acute and prolonged depression like that through which we 
are passing, this policy has been disastrous. What would happen if managing 
directors had been there? They would not have financed the mills and the 
banks would not have financed them, and the mills in Bombay and quite a 
good few throughout the country-I have to emphasise that the financial 
position of mills up-country is not so healthy as it is popularly believed 
to be--would have gone into liquidation. Take the other case: Supposing 
depression is hot prolonged, then by this system' of managing directorE the 
shareholders stand to lose. At the first blast of economic depression the 
managing directors throw up their hands and say "we cannot finance the 
concern" and the company goes into liquidation. But it may be that the 
tide may turn and more prosperous times may come and if the concerns 
had been kept alive the. shareholders would have got back their loss and made 
a little more. In that event the managing agents idea of keeping a. con
cern a.live is right. We have had cycles of depression; some have lasted five 
or six years and some seven and every time the industry passed through a. 
period of depression the managing directors would have put the concerns 
into liquidation. Where would the shareholders be and where would public 
confidence in the industry be? It may be quite true to say, because of 
this very unprecedented world depression, that it might have helped the 
shareholding public and it might have helped the agents to let the company 
go into liquidation. To that extent you would be right. But the question 
is on~ of policy. Are managing agents and directors to make it a fixed 
policy that the moment the mills cannot be fina.nced they should be put into
liquidation? 

President.-It is very difficult to discuss it in general terms. Taking: 
the actual conditions of the Bombay mill industry during the past six years,. 
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would'nt it have been to the advantage of the Bombay textile industry if a 
few more mills had gone into liqnidation? 

Mr. Modll.-It might have been. 
Pr6,ident.-What prevented that? 
Mr. Modll.-The fact that the managing agents went on taking money 

from their own pockets to keep the concerns alive and thus losing enormously. 
They lost perhaps more than the public in general. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The idea, I gather, is that the managing agents being 
in a position to finance and having to look to the future of the industry, 
consider it worth their while to maintain the indnstry for a number of years, 
say two or three, even at the risk of incurring a certain amount of loss during 
this period? 

,Mr. Modll.-Yes, taking a long view. That is what I am trying to convey. 
Pre.ident.-If it is true that the main business of the managing agents 

is financing and not management, then I suppose any question of substantially 
modifying the system might necessarily involve an examination of the question 
of industrial finance? 

Mr. Modll.-Yes. That lies at the root of the question. Managing agents 
manage as well as finance, whereas managing directors would manage but 
not finance. 

Pre.ident.-Is it true to say that they do more financing than management? 

Mr. Modll.-1 would not say that. 

President.-Supposing the Government of India were going to take up 
t;eriously the question of re-organising the banking system in accordance with 
the Banking Enquiry Committee's recommendations, I take it if there was 
any idea of modifying the managing agency system that would be the time 
to consider it? 

Mr. Modll.-Certainly. We would not stand in the way if proper indus
trial finance was forthcoming. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You would be prepared to consider a thorough re
organisation of the managing agency system if it was considered necessary? 

Mr. Modll.-1 want to make just one point. What does the ordinary 
man do? A man who is managing a small trading company of his own 
does not throw up the sponge immediately depression comes on. He. tries 
to go on with his business. What has happened in the case of private 
individuals trading for their own gain is happening in the case of the manag
ing agents. We are trying to keep our business alive as long as it is humanly 
possible. 

President.-The real point is that when a case of that kind arises the 
people who are really responsible for financing a concern must be in a position 
to decide the question purely on business considerations. 

Mr. Modll.-Exactly. I deny that there would be other considerations. 

Mr. Saklatwala.-Managing agents are shareholders in the concern and 
they are also interested. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-When you began yesterday morning you gave us tc> 
understand that your Association represented 101 mills. Do I understand 
that they are all mills or are there some gins and presses? 

Mr. Modll.-101 cotton mills; in addition we have one or two ginning and 
pressing mills. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are these mills situated in different parts of the 
Presidency and are all their managing agents in Bombay? 

Mr. Mody.-No. Mills situated outside Bombay often have their own 
managing agents outside Bombay. In the case of Tatas the managinO' agents 
are in Bombay, so is the case with Currimbhoys. But in a large n:mber of 
cases the managing agents are outside Bombay. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Do they come up for the'meetings? 
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M·r. Mody.-All our literature is sent out to them regularly and they are 
kept informed of the activities of the Association from time to time. A great 
deal of information is supplied to. them. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What exactly was the object of establishing this 
Association? ' 

Mr. Mody.-For the protection of the interests of the industry in every 
possible way; with regard to tariffs, labour legislation, general questions of 
policy with regard to the administration of mills and all sort of questions 
like that. 

Mr. Ra.him.toola.-What I was thinking was whether your resolutions if 
carried are binding on the individual members as such or are they in the 
shape of mere recommendation? 

Mr. Mody.-That would depend entirely on the circumstances of the case. 
In some cases it would not be possible to tie members down to the resolutions 
·of the committee of the Association because those may be matters in which 
individual mills and individual managing agents may have a real right to 
form decisions. But even as regards these I think members as a general rule 
have always paid considerable respect to the recommendations of the com
mittee of the Association. In other cases as laid down in the rules we come 
to decisions which are binding on members and they cannot get away from 
them if they want to remain in the Association. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are questions on which it is sometim<ls obligatory 
in respect of certain members, even if not agreeing to that resolution, if 
rarried by a majority to bind themselves by that resolution. They must 
carry it out or resign from the Association. Is that right? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. Members have resigned. If a proposition is carried by 
on 85 per cent. majority it is binding on the members. For example, double 
shift working and things like that: resolutions carried by a majority is 
binding on members and they abide by it. 'We have passed various resolutions 
of this character. 

Mr. RaMmtoola.-From the literature which the Board has received it 
appears to me that this enquiry is a very complicated one and a peculiar 
one for the simple reason that this is an enquiry where not only has the 
industry asked for protection but people who are supporting the industry 
are asking for protection as well. It is what I understand a double dose of 
protection on whioh the Tariff Board is asked to report. I shall now dea] 
with. the six main headings. The first is the mill industry. In the mill 
industry we have two aspects to consider; one is foreign competition and the 
other is the question about internal competition. Then comes the second 
heading, namely the handloom industry. In this case you have to consider 
the question of duty on yarn and the question about the manufacture of 
certain types of articles by mills in competition with the handloom industry. 
The third is the cultivator's point of ,·iew and that is the duty on raw 
rotton and the export of cotton. As regards duty on raw cotton we have 
also to deal with the question of protecting the predominantly Indian industry 
ill Uganda. We ha,-e received a representation from the East African 
Cotton Association to the effect that this duty should he abolished on the 
ground that it hits them. This is another protection which we are asked to 
·consider. Then comes the question of management. There the question of 
finance comes in and the deteriorating of the managing agency system. And 
the last is the question about labour. It is the question of better pay 
and comforts 'which they demand from the industry in case protection is 
granted. This covers the whole field of activity on which the Tariff Board 
is asked to investigate. Whilst everyone of them is very keen on protection 
being granted to the industry they are at the SRme time very keen that they 
should themselves be protected and therefore I would like you to explain 
in detail some of the points which I have now enumerated. I take it 
that as rlo'gards foreign competition the two principal sources are Japan 
and Lancashire. I would like to go into the details about this competition. 
There 111'10' threlo' types of things which are imported: one is grey, ~:me is 
white and the third is coloured, woven, dyed or printed. I would lIke to 
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know. as far fl8 greyS ano ronM'rned, what is the position t4Hlay between 
Japan and Lancashire? I am now dealing with the Indian industry 88 
suc-h with regard to foreign competition. 

J/r. Mooll.-The position (·an be seen from the figures of Japanese im
ports. She has made ronsiderable headway and is not only hitting the 
indigenoua industry but also Lancashino. 

Jr,.. Rahimtoola.-I am not (-oneerned with whether Lancashire is hit or 
not. I am concentrating on what the effect of rompetition is on the Indian 
indUbtry. As far as gnoy and bll'achl'd are concerned are you troubled by 
Lanca,hire competition at all or do you want to concentrate on Japanese· 
compl'tition? 

.1Ir. Modll.--{)ur m\lin competition romes from Japan. 
J/·r. Rahirntoo/a.-You are not affected by the imports from Lancashire? 
Mr. Mody.-!\o. 
Mr. Rahirntoola.-What about white bleached? 
Mr. l[ooll.-A good deal of stuff comes from Lancashire. They have held 

a fairly large share in tbis class of imports. So far as fine cloths are con
cerned-8Os and 100&-.-e cannot say that their competition is affecting us 
in the same way in wbich it is affecting us in bleached susis and striped 
things. but it certainly hits us. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Whv I want this distinction to bl' made is for the 
simple noason the Board is asked as you are already aware to find out what 
the effe,.t of the pnosent duty and how this differentiation operates as far as 
the different types of cloth are concerned. 

Mr. Modll.-Talking generally the existing duties have not been able to 
help the industry to establish itself against Japanese competition. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I come to coloured, printed or dyed. Here again I find 
thAt though the figures show a certain percentage of rise in Japan, there 
is an equal rise in the percentage of United Kingdom as well. For instance
the quantity imported in 1926-27 was 318 million yards and in 1930-31 it 
has gone down to 147 million yards . 

• Ur. J/odll.-1t would not be the same class of goods. 
111-. Rahimloola.-In the import figures it is given in three columns. 
Mr. J/ody.-Even as regards identical kinds of cloth made in Lancashire 

and Japan, the competition may be felt in various ways. If the goods are 
fine the competition cannot be felt to anything like the extent which is felt 
in the case of Japan. While the figures may show that both Lancashire and 
Japan have made headway or retained their ground, it would not mean that 
the effec-t on the Indian industry is the same. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore on the whole your opinion is that you are 
concerned more with the Japanese competition especially in the coarser 
counts? 

Mr. Modll.-It is very largely the Japanese competition. I am not saying 
that Lancashire is to be ignored. As a matter of fact the headway that 
we have made in the case of dhutis, medium and fine, shows that Mr. Hardy's 
ronclusion we were experiencing no competition from Lancashire is not 
borne out. We are able to make headway against Lancashire. To put it in 
other words if Lallcashire was sl'nding less dhutis, their pl~ would be taken 
up by the industry in India. If you take into consideration that it is not 
necessary for the industry in India to produce the identical kind of cloths 
which are being imported, but that the second best or something lower than 
the very best that is coming from Lancashire, t~ that extent there is still 
a field of rompetition between Lancashire and India. 

Mr. Currimbhoy.-Because of this protection some of the mills in Bombay 
are going in for 80s and 100s and are thus able to compete with foreign 
goods. 

Sir J[anmohaMas.-,Japan has rompeted with Indian goods and at the 
same time displaoed considerably Lancashire goods. That competition has 
started since the war period. 
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Mr. Rah.i7!'-toola.~Your point of view is that Lancashire goods show a 
figure of dechne WhICh has been taken up by Japan and not by India. 

M'r. Mody.-Partly by India. Take the case of dhutis where the Indian 
mills have taken their place to a considerable extent. 

Mr. Rahimtooia.-Now as regards the internal competition you have 
pointed out in answer to a question that one of the disadvantages from which 
the Bombay industry is suffering is entirely due to taxation and you have 
mentioned the figures as Rs. 8,000 for Ahmedabad as against Rs. 28,000 for 
Bombay. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes taking into consideration municipal taxation an'd water 
-charges. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In spite of your being on the municipality. 
Mr. Mody.-Because of that I am afraid. As a matter of fact the water 

charge for 1,000 gallons is something iniquitous and the efforts of some 
.of us have brought that down to 10 annas. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is always a danger of that going up? 
Mr. Mody.-Every year there is that danger.· 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Another point regarding internal competition men

:tioned by Mr. Saklatvala yesterday is with regard 110 bleaching. 
Mr~ Mody.-Yes, because of the heavy charges for water, we can't com

,Pete with Ahmedabad in respect of bleaching. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is not only the water charge, but it is the cost of 

,steam. . , 
Mr. Saklatwla.-It is done by dhobis. Water and steam are supplied by 

the mills. 
Mr. Currimbhoy.-We have attempted dhoby bleaching, but it doesn't 

,pay us. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Mr. Saklatvala said yesterday that Ahmedabad had a 

virtual monopoly. 
Mr. Sa1clat·vala.-What I said was that we could not do susi business. 

Most of these susis were bleached and Ahmedabad was doing bleaching at a 
cheaper rate than Bombay. They get it done by dhobis. They generally 
pay one or Ii pies per yard. It works out at 6 or 7 pies per lb. whereas 
.our cost comes ~o anywhere between 14 to 20 pies. Ahmedabad gets it done 
.by dhobis, but the mills supply water and steam. 

Mr. Mody.-If the water charge is reduced, we can also do it. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-In Ahmedabad they have large agricultural lands which 
they have acquired cheaply where they can lay down plants for hand washing. 

President.-Is there any disadvantage from which the Bombay industry 
is suffering apart from the two which have been mentioned? 

Mr. Mody.-The labour here I would say is more expensive if you take 
not only the average rates of wages, but also the output. 

President.-When you mention efficiency, you mean the output? 
Mr. Mody.-It is not merely a question of efficiency. It is a question of 

tending more machines. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-We were told yesterday that labour in Bombay was 

more efficient than that in other centres. 
1I1r. Mody.-Bombay labour is technically skilled. Efficient in the sense 

that it has got sufficient technical skill, but if you say efficiency in the matter 
of the number of spindles or looms, or other machinery minded by each 
operative, it is not so. Whether this labour trouble is due to outside influence 
or not, we can't get the same out of our labour as is possible for mills in' 
()ther centres. 

President.-I have a feeling that if you consider the increase in wages 
which has taken place recently in Ahmedabad and take into account the rela
tive output per man in Ahmedabad and in Bombay, the cost of labour 
per unit of cloth would not necessarily be higher in Bombay. 
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Mr. Modll.-I strictly avoid comparisons of actual wages earned. 
Prerident.-I am thinking of the cost of labour per unit of cloth. 
Mr. Modll.-I could show you from the balance sheets of comparable mills 

.hat the wage cost is in Ahmedabad and what the wage cost in Bombay is. 
Preaident.-As a matter of fact when the Tariff Board reported in 1926 

.they ga .. e certain comparati .. e statem .. nts of costs which app .. ared to us that 
the cost of labour per unit is much higher in Bombay than in Ahmedabad. 
We ha .. e been r<'Centiy scrutinising statements of costs from other centres 
of India and a thing that haa been perpl .. xing me a great deal is that the 
cost of labour per unit of cloth is not 80 high in Bombay in comparison 
with the other centres of production as one would have thought from the 
Tariff Board's report. 

Mr. SaHatrala.-B<'Cause of the change in the production of Bombay 
mills . 

• Vr. Mehta.-I have got two or three mills in Ahmedabad. 
Prr8ident.-Will you gi .. e us statements of costs for those mills? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes, I will. 
President.-We have had certain statements of costs which do not bear 

by any means the contention that the Bombay cost of labour is considerably 
higher than Ahmedabad cost of labour. This point was raised before the 
Court of Enquiry which inv .. stigated the last strike in 1929. There also it 
'appeared to be the impression of one of the judges that our costs had now 
. been brought into very considerable relation with the Ahmedabad costs. The 
tlest way of testing it is to takf' two comparable mills and see what classes 
of goods are turned out. The costs will vary according to the counts. Suppos
in/!: you take the aVf'rage counts of 20s, 30s or 4Os, take two comparable 
mills and compare their wage bill with our bill, I can show you the difference. 

Pre.ident.-Supposing I took for purposes of comparison the cost of 
:labour pf'r lb. of cloth, the same amount of sizing and so on for white 
bleached 30s x 40& in Ahmedabad and Bombay, it would be a fair basis of 

, comparison. 
Mr. Mehta.-No. You would ha .. e to take the aVf'rage counts spun . 

. Mr. Mody.-I will explain that to you. 
·Pre .• idtnt.-It is no use your explaining unless you know my point. My 

point is this. Supposing you ha.-e got the allocated costs of au Ahmedabad 
mill showing tbe cost under various heads and one of these beads is labour. 
the cloth in both cases is 30s x 4Os. white bleached, proportion of size is 10 
per cent. in both cases and the ccist is stated per lb. of cloth and if I am 
shown X pies of cloth in and :x pies in Ahmedabad, am I not justified in 
saying that the cost of labour is the same. 

1111'. Mody.-I nnderstand your point. If you' take one particular class 
of doth, say 80s or 248 it may not show much of a difference. If you take 
higher counts of cloth, it may show a difference in the same two mills. For 
instance in Ahmedabad a man tends two sides of frames of counts of 40s 
and above. In Bombay not e .. en for 80s and 100s can we get a man to tend 
two sides.of a frame. Supposing I took a finer cloth, that difference would 
be shown in the cost, whereas it will not be shown in coarser or medium count 
cloth. 

Presidetl't.--Supposing that is ruled out as a basis of compllrison, what 
would be your basis? 

Mr. Mody.-My basis would be this. We must take mills of the same 
capacity which turn out more or less comparable counts of yarn. Take the 
wage bill of two such mills and make the comparison. 

President.-There would be .. arious differing elements there. The yarn 
counts maybe more or less the same. The total output may be more or less 
the same,. 'but the variety of cloth may be entirely different. That will 
entirely upset your comparison. Where can you get a comparable basis? 

:Jlr .. Mod1/.-'There would be certain variations. 
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Presiden.t.-There would be more variations in your case than in mine. 
Mr. Mody.-The best thing would be in that case to take the wage cost 

for a variety of cloths. 
Presiden.t.-That was what I was going to say. Supposing you took the 

index numbers of 12 kinds of different cloth in Ahmedabad and Bombay and 
compared them on that basis, it would be all right. If Mr. Mehta will 
kindly give us his statements of costs, they will be treated strictly confidential. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. Salclatvala.-Shall I give you particulars for my mills~ 
President.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-And also for Nagpur. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes .. 
]}Ir. Mody.-That would be all right. 
Presiden.t.-It is really a very important point. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Now I corne to the question of the duty on yarn. As 

far as the internal competition is concerned, I will not deal with the advantage 
now, because they will be dealt with from the point of view of the industry 
as a whole. As far as your disadvantages are concerned, I suppose these are 
the main things. Mr. Hardy said: 

"Artificial silk yarn is being used to an increasing _ extent in the· 
weaving of striped cotton goods and the borders of dhutis. To 
this extent ·artificial silk yarn is an ally rather than a competitor 
of cotton." 

In reply to that question you have given us to understand that you have 
ceased to use artificial silk yarn and ~'ou have gh'en us to understand that 
you would be prepared to give Us the details about that statement later on. 
May I know exactly what are the reasons which have led you to this conclu
sion. I understand that this is the resolution of your Association and it is 
more or less binding on the Members of your Association. 

Mr. ]}Iody.-People outside the industry felt that in these days of 
Swadeshi. mills should also play their part and should boycott all foreign stuff 
from the composition of their cloth. For that reason the mills have given 
up foreign yarn and we have also given up art silk yarn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I take it the decision arrived at bv the millowners Asso
ciation was after fully considering the position of til(> industry and the 
benefits derived by the mills individually. 

Mr. Mody."-Tt was done after a full consideration of the circumstances of 
the case, but I cannot say that we took a strictly business view of the 
problem. 

MI'. Rahillltoolo.-Is there any intention of the part of your Association to 
revise or l'e-ronsider their decision P 

Mr. Mody.-I cannot say. 
lIfr. Ra·himtoola.-Therefore as far as silk ~'arn is concerned, Bombay 

Presidency or should I say Bombay alane? 
Mr. Mody.-Ahmedabad has also given up the use 'of artificial silk ~·arn. 
lIfr. Ro~imtoola.-Bombay PresidplIcy as such is not manufacturing or 

using it? 
Mr. lIfody.-No. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-You sympathised very much with the protection which 

the Board might be inclilled to give to the handloom industry. At the same 
time you felt very strongly about the duty on yarn. You are not manufactur
ing art silk yarn. In this connection I may tell ~'ou that there are two 
suggestions which have hN'n madl> to us. Olle is that there should be no
duty on yarn. Another is that the Millowners should be requested not to 
manufacture certain classes of goods. These are the two .suggestiolls whi('h 
ha-ve been put forward to us by some individuals as well as those who take 
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interest in the handloom industry. As far as I know, tile second is out of the 
question. 

Mr. Mod,y.-Entirely. We are not prepared to consider that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Now, as far as the first suggestion is concerned, it is 

a point which not only the Government of India have asked us to consider 
as a separate term of reference, but it is a point which we have got seriously 
to take into consideration because it hits the poor. In this connection I 
understand that you are prepared to consider and present to us a note dealing 
fully with the case which may result in revising your present attitude. 'Is 
that correct? f 

.Ur. Mody.-Xo. What I say was" ......... . 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I say it may result. 
Mr. Mody.-I hope not! 
Mr. Rahimtpola.-As far as you are concerned, I take it that your 

Association is not prepared to consider this a"pect of the question as well. 
Mr. Mody.-If on a fresh consideration of all the circumstances of the 

case, in view of what the President of the Board has said, we come to a 
conclusion and feel that in the interests of the handloom weaver, it is neces
sary that this duty should go, we shall have no hesitation in saying so; but 
with such facts as are in my possession I feel that if this duty on yarn is 
to go, it is not calculated to help the handloom industry to the extent to 
which it is expected that it might. If the duty on yarn is removed, the 
handloom weaver, if not to-day, at least to-morrow or in the near future will 
be entirely placed in the hands of the foreign manufacturer .. 

lh. Rahimtoola.-If the preSent duty on yarn is abolished, then yarn will 
come into India duty free. Supposing the duty is abolished, I want to know 
whether there is any danger that the mills might use the imported yarn 
instead of their own. 

Mr. Mody.-I cannot say that. So long as it is our policy not to use any 
foreign yarn, the mills will not use any foreign yarn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is for the present? 
.Yr. Mody.-So long as that is our policy, the duty which exists on im

ported yarn does not affect th~ case. 
Mr. Currimbhoy.-There are weaving mills in India and there is every 

likelihood of their using them in greater quantities. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-If that is so, how far will it affect the cultivator? 
Mr. Mody.-It will certainly affect the handloom industry. 
President.-Apart from any question of sentiment,' on purely business 

considerations, would it be worth while for the Bombay Mills to-day to im
port yarn of counts below 40s rather than make it themselves supposing 
the duty was abolished? 

Mr. Mody.-I think in medium counts it will be cheaper to use imported 
yarn, I refer to counts between 30s and 40s. 

President.-My own idea is, having seen your costs, above 40s, very 
probably above 50s, it would be worth while to do so but if you get protec
tion on cloth it would be worth while to import yarn below 50s . 

.llr. Mody.-The point is this. When a man wants to determine whether 
he is going to use imported yarn or his own yarn, he takes into consideration 
the cost of the yarn to him as manufactured in his mill and the cost of 
the yarn which is imported. In view of the fact that the Japanese yarn 
particularly in medium counts is being sold at much below the cost as a 
strictly business proposition, it might pay the mills to use imported ya:n. 

Preside'nt.-Supposing it is possible for. you by means of prices that you 
realise on cloth under a system of protectIOn to get an adequate return on 
your C'apital, an adequate depreciation on your plant, then will you let all your 
spindles lie idle on 30s to 408? 

.Yr.' Mody.-Then the position that I indicated yesterday would arise. 
More and more looms would arise. Supposing we had an adequate protection 
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on cloth and the production of cloth became more remunerative then it would 
be to our interest to produce more cloth. ' 

President.-I fe~l morally c~mvinced that. if you had adequate protection 
on cloth, not one mill to-day With surplus splD:dles would care to import yarn 
below 408 even if this duty on yarn was removed. 

Mr. Mody.-We are pledged not to use foreign yarn. 
President.-Speaking purely from the business point of view and assuming 

that there is protection on cloth? . 
Mr. Mody.-I would like to consider that point and put in a note. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Now I will take up the question of the cultivator. As 

regards the duty on raw cotton, you have very strong views. But one of 
the arguments that has been advanced as regards this duty is that it lias 
helped the cultivator. Therefore it is necessary to elaborate a little. There 
are three types of cotton which are imported into India. One is Uganda or 
African cotton; one is Egyptian cotton and the other is American. As far 
as the Egyptian and African cottons are concerned, I understand that they 
do not in any way affect the Indian cotton. Is lIhat correct? 

Mr. Mody.-I don't think that there is any comparable type of cotton in 
India so far as Egyptian and Uganda. cottons are concerned. ' 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about the American and Sind-Punjab? Do they 
come in competition? 

Mr. Mody.-No. There areonly 'about 8,000 bales of this cotton? 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-At present? 
Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about the future? I understand that the Indian 

Cotton Committee are investigating this question. 
Mr. Mody.-Dealing with the 'present day conditions entirely I don't think 

that it is possible for India to displace Uganda. 
Mr~ Rahimtoola.-What about the American cotton? 
Mr. Mody.-So far as that is concerned, it is comparable to a certain 

extent. Perhaps a good deal of the American cotton now imported is perhaps 
no better in class or staple than some of the best types of Indian cotton. 
Even as regards American cotton, there is a. certain proportion which is of 
a higher type than the cotton grown in India. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The percentage figure I have seen suggests that more 
than 40 per cent .. of the American cotton is cotton which comes in direct 
competition with the Indian cotton. That is as far as this year's figures are 
concerned. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If that is so, I do not know how far the mills can 

show sympathy to the Indian cultivator? 
Mr. Mody.-One suggestion which was thrown out in the course of the 

debate in the Legislative Assembly was that Government might leave 
Egyptian and Uganda cottons alone and deal with the American. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You would be prepared to support that proposition. 
Mr. Mody.-Might be. 
Sir Manmohandas.-While on this subject I will draw your attention to 

the fact that this duty on raw cotton has the effect of reducing the amount 
of protection in medium counts. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am not talking about those which do not come into 
competition with the Indian cotton. 

Mr. Mody.-Sir Manmohandas's point is that it has the effect of reducing 
the measure of protection that we have got because it has made the produc
tion of finer cloth more expensive. 

Sir Ma1llmohanda8.-As against the competition from Lancashire and 
Japan, the Indian producer will have to pay half an anna per lb. more 
on the cotton they use in the production of finer cloths. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-The Indian Fiscal Commission lays down as one of the 
main conditions that not only should India be able to produce the raw 
material but that it should be in a position to use it. H we allow you to 
import more than 40 per cent. of the quality of cotton which hits the Indian 
cultivator, to that extent you are certainly doing harm to the country. 

Sir Mannwhanda.t.-Through funds found by Indian mills attempts have 
been made to improve to a very large extent. What is the result? The 
result is that we are not able to get even a small percentage of high class 
rotton that is rompulsorily used by mills to compete with foreign countries. 

Pruiden.t.-We will give you a little more protection. 
Sir MannwhaMa&.-Then I don't mind. 
Mr. Mody.-It all depends on the circumstances of each year whether more 

or less ('otton is imported. Last year what happened was this. First of all, 
Arneri('an ('otton was cheaper in parity and at a particular period when 
mills were filling their requirements it was felt that there would be an 
acute Sl.'arl.'ity of long staple cotton. That was why mills bought a certain 
amount of American cotton. 

Mr. Saklatrala.-Not only that. Some of the cotton merchants held 
their rotton. Broach ('otton was rather bad. In the expectation that they 
would realise better price as the crop was short. they did not sell. They 
held on for a time and later when they were on the market they found that 
th.. mills had filled up their requirements with American cotton. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I understood from you thlit in Bvmbay a.~ far ai cotton 
is concerned, the mills would not have to store up. 

Mr. Saklat1/Ola.-The mills did not store it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You mean the cotton merchants? 
JIr. Saklahala.-Yes, not only in Bombay but in upcountry centres. 

They would not send the cotton down because the prices were hw. Boc.au88 
the crop was short, they thought ultimately they would realise better 
prices, but in the meantime American cotton being cheaper, the mills filled 
up tbeir requirements. 

Mr. Mody.-One way of helping the industry would be to give a l'l'bate 
on the consumption figures. That would be a very effective way of helping 
the industry. I think that in spite of the fact that perhaps in <;he futute 
Calcutta with its advantages might be a serious competitor to Bombav, DS 

long ahead as we can see, Bombay is favourably situated with regar(l to 
fine counts. This duty of half an anna per lb. did certainly affect Bombay 
as it affected the industry in other centres. One way of helping the in'Jmtry 
in Bombay would be to give a rebate of this duty on· the figures shown 
by the mills. 

Pre&ident.-Would it be worth while? 
JIr. Jlody.-H vou sav that, I think that it would be a few lakhs of 

rupees. I am not Calculating how much it would be per lb. of cloth. 

President.-You want a rebate on Egyptian and Uganda cotton? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes, on the basis of our accounts. 

President.-You don't want a rebate on American cotton whi('h competes 
with the Indian cotton. The administration of the rebate is rather a 
difficnlt business, and the benefit to the industry is also so trivial. 

Mr. Mody.-I think that it would amount to a few lakhs. 
President.-The duty works out to Rs. 25 per candy. 
Mr. Mody.-Rs. 12-8-0 a bale would amount to a good few lakhs. 
PTtrident.-It would mean Rs. 15 to 20 lakhs for the whole of India. 
MT. Mody.-You mean if you exclude American? 
Prerident.-H you take simply Egyptian and African cotton, as 3OO,ooc. 

bales ..................... . 
Mr. Currimbhoy.-The American imports are 300,000 bales. 
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President.-Those are not the latest? 
Mr. Mody.-It would be about Rs. 25 lakhs. 
President.-Let us take it at Rs. 20 lakhs. 
Mr. ModY.-For Bombay alone . 
.fresident.-Would ft be for Bombay alone? 
Mr. ModY.-I do not know the exact figures. Over the last two or three 

years, it would be about Rs. 10 lakhs for Bombay. 
. Presi~ent.-I take. it that it is about Rs. ?6 lakhs on tbe whole of iml,.'rt:; 
Into IndIa. I take It that your consumptlOn is about iths of the total 
imports. . Then it would be about Rs. 14 Qr 15 lakhs. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Presideld.-Then you remove all inducements to the Indian cultivator 

~ produce q~alities better than those which they are producing now. What 
mducement IS there for the Indian Cotton Committee to introduce Ii" 
staple cotton? . 

Mr. Mody.-That is a question on which even the Indian Cotton Com
mittee has not made up its mind. 

Presidellt.-Their opinion has improved a lot. 
Sir Manmohandas.-The Indian Central Cotton Committee have publishpd 

a lot of literature but have done nothing to produce long staple cotton. 
President.-These things take a long time to accomplish. 
loll'. Rahimtoola.-The next point is the export of cotton. In thi, c.>n

nection I may tell you I have got figures from the Japanese Cotton Shijlpers 
Association of Bombay. They have given me figures for five years. The· 
figures of 1930-31 are the latest that they have given. They ~b.ow 1 be 
quantity of Indian cotton consumed in Indian mills as 2,266.000 bales as 
against the exports to various countries of 3,926,000 bales which roughly 
works out to about 57 per cent. or so for exports. Out of that, they say 
that the total quantity of Indian cotton exported to Japan is 1,686,000 
bales. You have already commented in public on the threat by Japan as 
far as exports of raw cotton to Japan are concerned. Suppose their threat 
is carried out P " 

M,'. Mody.-It cannot be earried out. It is pure bluff. In my opinion 
Japan buys exactly what it suits her to buy. She is here for busine3s 
pure and simple. In the course of the last two years her purchases of 
American and Indian cotton have varied considerably. In some years it 
pays her to buy more American than Indian cotton and she does so regard
less of any question of tariffs. This year Japan has bought much less 
Indian cotton than in any other year. There is no question of tariffs j 
nothing at all: Japan found it to her advantage to go in for American 
cotton and she did so. The whole thing is this. Tariff or no tariff if 
to-morrow Japan can get all her requirements from America and China at 
favourable rates and satisfy her requirements just as well as from India, 
she will not buy a bale in India. She buys what is necessary for het to buy 
in the Indian market. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am looking at the position from the cultivators point 
of view. If the Indian mills are purchasing imported cotton and Japanese 
exports fluctuate-they buy as and when it suit-~ her to buy-then the 
position of the cultivator becomes exceedingly precarious. 

Mr. Modll.-The position of the cultivator is not altered. ·Are you 
referring to the qupstion of tariffs? 

11/,.. Rahimtoola.-T am referring to the cotton produced in India and 
f'n,..S1l11lpd in India lind ol1t,ide India. Thp figl1rt's noint out that a large 
proportion of the bales of cotton exported goes to Japan. In 1926-27 out 
of 31 lakhs bales of cotton they have exported to Japan nearly 17 lakhs bales. 

Mr. ModY.-I think it would be worth while for the Board to get the 
latest figurt's. So far as cotton is concerned Japan has bought a 
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million bales less than in previous years. I can give you. the very latest 
ligures. 

Mr. Currimbkoll.-A rather interesting point is that Japan is gradually 
shirting to medium counts so that they wIll have to take more and more 
American ·cotton. 

Mr. Bakimtoolo..-I am not looking at the Japanese point of view: I 
look at it from the cultivator's point of vi9w. What is going to happen 
to the cotton produced in India? 

Mr. Mod·y.-As we have pointed out in our representation, I have an 
idea that Japan has been consuming less and less of Indian cotton absolutely 
irrespective of the question of tariff or retaliation. Her imports of cloth 
have changed in character and they are now going in for medium counts 
and for that purpose they should have to buy less of Indian cotton than 
ever before. That tendency is there but I don't fear for one moment 
that this is likely to be accentuated by the threat that has been held' up now. 

Mr. Bakimtoolo..-I now come to the question of ~e consumer's point 
of view. One point that has to be taken into consideration is the ques~ion 
·of artificial silk goods. That is a point on which t:,e consumer is likely 
to raise his voice. You know there is already a 50 per cent. duty. Your 
contention is that though you are not manufacturing artificial silk goods 
~'ou still want the duty to be substantially increased on artificial silk piece
goods. In that case the only man who is going to be hit is the consumer. 
] would like you to explain in a little more in detail how far you are 
justified in asking for an increased duty on artificial silk piece-goods. 

Mr. ModY.-The consumers interest w"l arise not only in respect of 
artificial silk piece-goods but in all goods. If I were convinced that it is 
good for the consumer that he should hav I the cheapest article whether it 
is imported or. manufaotu;ed h this country, then there wonld be nothing 
to say. But so far as the case of artificial silk is concerned, Japan is sending 
out enormous quantities or artificial silk goods at rates which affect the 
rak>~ reali,ed by :nills for better type of goods manufactured by them. In. 
other countries prohibitive dutie; have been imposed on imports of artificial 
silk yarn and artificial silk piece-goods. and this duty of 50 per cent. is a 
mere hugo.telle compa.red to the duties which are in force in practically 
every other cm~Dtry in the world. [think when you have the position 
that artificial silk piece-goods are selling in this country at rates which are 
below the manufacturing cost of even ordinary kinds of Indian cloth, 
then I s .. y that the case for a substantial increase in the duty has been 
~tablished. It does not enter into oompetition with identical classes of 
goods but it affects the whole range of our goods. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In this connection I may point out that the Bor.:~a,. 
Chamber of Commerce has' stated as follows :_u My Committee, however, 
qualify this recommendation by saying that in their opinion a condition 
precedent to any h. ,rease in the duty on artificial silk goods, or even the 
retention of the existing rate of duty, should ;'J the immediate removal 
b~· Indian mills of any restrict-io'!),. which ma~· at present exists, on the 
manufacture of suc\ goods". Your position is that you are Dot prepared 
to consider that? 

Mr. Mody.-We are not prepared to subscribe to the point of 'dew that 
it should be made a condition precedent. I should say that even apart from 
any question whether we are manufacturing the SaDle cb:s of goods or not 
artificial silk goods coming into this country affect the whole range of our 
products because they a.re sold at ridiculously low rates. 

President.-As a matter of fact under the Steel Protection scheme we 
placed duties upon articles which are substitutes for articles which are 
produced in this country because of indirect competition. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Now I come to the question of management, a question 
which has been ,ery widely discussed but I feel that it is necessary to go 
into it in a little niors detail. The first two points that have already been 
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discuss~d aJ:e the question of finance and the question of fixed allowance, 
managmg agency allowance and office allowance. I find one difficulty as far 
as the allowance question is concerned and.! want to be clear on that pomt. 
You gave us to understand that the amount received for office .allowance 
and expenses plus commission by the managing agents were earned by '.;he 
company. 

Mr. Mody.-I was referring to the last two columns. I understood the 
Chairman to refer to the last two columns so I said that the total of the 
last two columns was earned by the company. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As far as office allowance and the expenses are con
cerned, I personally think .that there is a good deal of difference between 
the two: One is the actual office expense which they do not get in lu~p 
sum but get according to the expenditure incurred in the office every month. 

M'r. ][ody.-This column ·means that the amount was received by the 
managing agents, but whether it was paid out in all cases in the shape of 
maintenance of office ruperior staff or not I am not in a position to say 
for every single mill. 

}fr. Saklat-vala.-As far as our mills are concerned we have got office 
allowance in one mill and in the other we have no office expenses. In the 
Tab mills floated only recently, in 1915-16, we have an office allowance. 
This is the exact wording given in our articles of association :-" A sum of 
Rs. 1,200 has been given to Messrs. Tata Sons in connection with the main
tenance and upkeep of the Company's office in Bombay including payment 
of rent exclusive of salaries, wages and so on". We have given on this 
sheet the exact amount of office allowance, rent and upkeep. We find that 
this office allowance and upkeep cost us Rs. 7,000. As a. matter of fact 
we gave up the other portion. (Statement handed in.) 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The point that I wanted to' raise, Mr. Saklatvala, is, 
that it must be made clear to the Board that these two items are definitely 
separate, that the one goes entirely to the managing agents and the other 
is given to the office for actual office expense. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-That is true, but the agents do not pocket that sum 
because besides this the managing agents have to bear expenditure not 
only for things <:onnech·d directly with managing the affairs of the company 
but there are others whom they payout of their commission. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I will come to that later. Mr. Mody, you admit that 
these are two separate things; one goes to the managing agents and the 
other goes to the office expense. How they distribute the same is a different 
matter, but as far as the allocation is concerned these are two separate heads. 
You were going into the details as to how that money is spent by the 
managing a/!ents;You ·sn:v that they receive it purely for payment of the 
superior staff. I would 'like to know what superior staff is exactly meant 
by that and what amount is deducted from that? 

lIfr. lIfody.-Assistants in the office who are not members of the managing 
agents firm. 

lIfr. SaklntvaZa.-We have two or three people in our office who are em
ployed for the rompany's work and who receive salaries from the company. 
At least we draw the commission and pay these men. They look after our 
part of the business also and we pay them a certain allowance. 

lIfr.· Rahimtoola,.-Is it not a fact that when you are getting a Managing 
Agency rommission for managing the Company's . affairs. you are also .getting 
a certain amount of profit. There are various methods by whICh the 
Managing Agents are remunerated. For instance I was told that one of the 
Managing Agents rereives a commission on purchases. There mav . be 
individual ;,uses of that sort. but that is a different svstem of workmg. 
Here vou are paid, as far as I understand, in respect of Managing Director 
and if a Managing Agent acts as a Director. mv friend Mr. l\fody gave ~e 
to understand here thnt it wou'd be (luite within his jurisdiction to, charge 
a sum of not less than Rs. 3,000 for the services rendered. 
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MT. Saklatvala.-H a Managing Director had to employ somebodyelse-
besides himself, he would put that charge on the Company. 

MT. llahimtoola.-Why should he? 
MT. Saklatllala.-The Managing Director is one man. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Managing Agents are composed of 3 or 4. persons. You 
told me that it is advantageous to have the Managing Agency system for the
simple reason that it is composed of more than one person. 

Mr. Mod'l/.-I didn't advance that argument. 
MT. Rahim.too!a.-Mr. Saklatvala ~d. Therefore those people are supposed 

to devote their attentIOn to the affaIrs of the Company for which they are 
paid in the shape of percentage on profits. 

Mr. Mody.-I have given you figures in bulk. I had no reason to think 
that the Board were going into these questions in detail. Now that the 
Board have expressed a desire to know something more about that, I shall 
prepare a full statement of the case and present it when the Board will be 
able to appreciate what exactly is this office allowance and expenses and 
how it is distributed. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The Board would like to see the statement b!lfore-
examining you further. .. 

Mr. Mod'l/.-If, after seeing my note, the Board wishes to examine me, 
I am always at their disposal. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Before dealing with the other questions in detail regard
ing tbe management, I shall just run through a few questions from the 
questionnaire so that this may be disposed of, and then I will come to the 
question of Managing Agents. As regards the Trade Mission, page 16,. 
Question No.8, yesterday you gave the Board to understand that though you 
have pressed for the appointment of Trade Commissioners, you do not expect 
very good results by the appointment. 

MT. Mody.-I don't think that the mere appointment of Trade Commis-· 
sioners . will mean any considerable increase in our export trade. To tha~ 
extent what I said was correct. What I say, however, is that for the 
purpose of investigating the possibilities of a further expansion of our !lxp0r& 
trade or even as circumstances have borne out, even for the retention of the
trade that we have, it is necessary for us to have Trade Commissioners in 
various places such as Alexandria, Durban, Mombasa and the like. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-But I thought that the question was very fully dealt 
with by the Mission which was appointed. 

MT. Mody.-The Mission made various recommendations one of which was 
that the Trade Commissioners should be appointed. As you will remember 
yourself from your Membership of the Legislative Assembly, the Government 
of India accepted to appoint six Trade Commissioners. Owing to financial 
stringency they said that in the first instance they would make one appoint
ment for the European and American markets and one appointment for the 
Indian markets. That is to say one man for New York and another man 
for Alexandria, Mombasa or Durban as the case may he. Owing to some sort 
of blunder such as all Governments are capable of at one time or another 
what happened was that the second. man was appointed, but he was appointed 
for Milan and I immediately raised a supplementary question and Sir 
George Rainy admitted and so there we are t~a~ the Governmen~ of India 
agreed to the appointment of two Trade CommISSIoners to start With. 

President.-They have asked for applications for Milan? 

Mr. Mody.-Tbat is right. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-There was another point regarding the same question 

of finance.· In answer to question 31 you have stated that the Imperial Bank 
of India was debarred by Statute from giving loans to industrial companies
for capital expenditure by the six mon~hs limitation ·of loans. 
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Mr. Mody.-That is a second thing deba.rred by the statute. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-We raised here this question in a general way, but I 

wanted to know whether the Imperial Bank didn't lend to industrial com-
panies. 

Mr. Mody.-The Imperial Bank will give you a loan for 6 months and they 
renew it every six months. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It comes to the same thing. They can give you. 
Mr. Mody.-So long as it is renewed every six months, there will be no 

objection at all. It is a small point, viz., a year is often too short a time 
for a loan and the consequent uncertainty of having to renew every six 
months a loan for financing our working expenses is certainly a factor . 

. Mr. Rahi.mtoola.-But it is not the case that they are refusing to finance. 
Mr. Mody.-No. They may not. 
Mr. Currimbhoy.-They are not bound to finance any concern. 
Mr. Rahimtool<l.-It is on the merits, Mr. Currimbhoy. The point is that 

they are not debaITed from financing if they find that the Managing Age.nts 
are quite a good firm and the company is in a· sound condition. I under
stand in previous cases they have financed. It is not very happily put. 

Sir Mam-lllOhandas.-They will nE)gotiate for 12 months, but they will insist 
upon renewal every six months or three months as the case may be. 

Mr. Mody.-We are merely pointing out the oonditions under which 
it is possible to obtain loans from the Imperial Bank of India. 

Mr. Rahirntoola.-I will come to question 33. Question 33 deals with 
the remuneration to the Managing Agents and the reply given by ~'ou is 
that the data will be collected and supplied to the Board direct. As far as 
1 am aware I don't think we have received that information from you. Un
less you send that to us, we cannot examine you. 

Mr. Mody.-I want to know whether the Board wish me to deal with 
questions of policy or with what is happening in every single mill. I can 
only deal as an Association with what may be regarded as the general 
practice in the industry. ,If you ask me whether' a certain thing happens 
in a. particular mill, I would have to obtain that information and supply it 
to you, not that .. 1 am objecting to supply, but it is a. question whether you 
want to go into that question and in that detail and whether you regard 
that as necessary for the purpose of this investigation. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In reply to that I may at once say that I consider this 
pl'rsonally a very important question as far as the cost of produdion is 
·concerned which as you are given to understand will be dealt with to.
morrow in a confidential manner. Bu~ personally before we meet to-morrow 
I would like you to give a statement showing the details of the general system 
as far as the Association is concerned and the details of the reference of the 
mills for which costs are given. I will confine myself to the mills for which 
costs are given. 

Mr. lIIody.-So fa.r as the industry is concerned, the only commission 
earned by the Managing Agents is 10 or 12 per cent. of the profits. Then 
all these questions will be for individual mills. The industry as a whole will 
not be concerned. Therefore I do not know what kind of information I can 
supply you. Perhaps if you leave the. w~ole qu~stion for discussion to-
morrow, we will be able to give you certam mformatlOn. . 

Mr. Rnhimtoola .. -As I said from the very beginning I shall deal with 
this question in all its details tQ-morrow. That is perf~ctly true, but I 
must have some idea as to the practice prevailing in the industry as. such 
and the mills for which costs are given. I want to find out the detaIls of 
this. be0ause vou will understand that on the cost of production statem8'llt!! 
supplied by ~·~u we have to base the fair selling price and therefore.1 must 
know all the details in connection with the various expenses whICh the 
Company is making in connection wit~ this question. I. would .. confine 
myself to the mills for which costs are gIven. 'Vould you gIve a statement 
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showing the various .exp('fi',(,s of those ~ilIs for which you are going to give" 
th(' ("O,t of produetlOn. There you nught also add a note on the general 
system of management pJ:evailing in the industrv. We might discuss the 
details to-morow. . 

Jlr. Mody.-I shall try and collect as much as possible. lly general 
an,wel' may be taken now and I have already gi .... en you that, viz., that as 
a g('n('ral rule the remuneratIon of the agents consists of a certain per,centage 
of profits. I think that the Agency Agreements of these mills whose costs 
ha"e been given have been supplied to the Board. 

Mr. Rahimfoola.-That doesn't gi"e the percentage system. 

Mr. Mody.-That certainly would gh'e the information whether agents 
are entitled to charge only on profits or on profits plus a pgrcentage aD 

pun,hase of cotton or on sales of cQtton and so on .. Unless the agency agree
m .. nt provides for it, they could not under any circumstances take commission., 

President.-The point is rather different. I mean this does not refar 
to the question of commission charged on profits. The point that is raised 
here is where the managing agent renders services other than those render~d" 
in his capacity as managing agents, that is to say where he acts as a 
pun'hasing agent or as a selling agent or as an insurance agent or someth~ 
of that sort, what exactly is the rate at which he has remunerated for that 
purpose by the Company concerned. There you see the rate at which it is done 
is not a matter upon which you would get any light from the managing agency" 
agreement. It is really a matter of actual practice. I personally fe(,l, as 
far as that is concerned, that the best way in which we can check it is by 
asking you detailed questions to-morrow when we are examining costs and" 
if you are not able in the meantime to collect information to give you a 
note of the points on which information is wanted. As I said after we had' 
a discussion with the Bombay Shareholders Association who have raised this 
question in detail, it may be necessal"Y. to raise further points on which an 
expression of opinion or information may be required from you. 

Mr. Mody.-I am perfectly agreeable to that. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-85A brings me to the question about the automatic 
looms. "'e discussed that yesterday and Mr. Saklatvala was good enough 
to suupply a statement showing the results. It was said-I think by the 
Hon'ble Mr. Mehta-that in spite of having automatic looms in England it 
had not been found possible to make them a success. I WOUld. like to know 
whether he has any facts in his possession or whether he has been the mill 
,,·orking. As far as I can see, there is only one mill in Bombay which has 
these automatic looms. 

Mr. Mehta.-There are about half a dozen mills which tried t.hese 
automatic looms. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Toyo Poddar Mills have tried them. I think these 
mills belong to the Japanese. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. They have not added any more. 
Mr. Mody.-Experiments have been made by several .mills. In no~e of 

them, has the experiment been found succe~sful. As I saId yesterday, If at 
some future date it was found possible for mills to find the money for the 
in~tallation of automatic looms on a considerable scale, then the experiulent 
would probably ha .... e a fairer trial. Under present conditions, it has not 
heen found a success. Where experim('nts ha .... e been made, they have not 
yielded any good results. 

M'r. Mehta.-What I meant was that if there was anybody who oould 
pOSsibly give a satisfactory trial to the automatic loom, it was the Toyo 
Podda~ Mill because the J~panese had been sa~'ing that the automatic loom 
was a great success in Japan. If that was so, it ought to be very successful 
in their Bombav mill. Instead of adding more and more looms--I mean 
automatic looma:....to their concern, as far as my information goes, they are
scrapping them. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-You yourself admit that the automatic looms have been 
a. great success in Japan. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes, and in America. 
Mr. Rahimtoola; ..... That fact is not denied? 
Mr. Mehta.-No. 
Mr. Rqhimt!/ola.-What is it that is hindering the Bombay industry 

from employing these looms? Could it be the type of cloth that is made in 
India? 

Mr. Mehta.-First of all, the type of cloth woven here is of so m!!ny 
patterns for which automatic loom is not suited. Plain goods can be woven 
on the automatic looms. But the automatic loom is an intricate proposition 
for a. layman to handle here. It requires almost an engineer to look after. 
One man instead of getting on with 25 or 30 looms as they do in Japan is 
able to attend only to 4: looms. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I was told 6 or 8. 
Mr. Mehta.-For the purpose of argument, I admit that he may be ·able 

to attend to 8 looms. 

Mr. Mody.-Unless the automatic loom was made to serve the exact pur
pose for which it was intended, it would not pay at all. If you are not 
able to ask one man to tend 16 or 20 looms it cannot possibly pay at all. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That can only be done by experience. 
Mr. Mody.-It would have to be introduced on a large scale. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have given us to understand that there is a good 

place where research work and experiments are conducted and which you are 
financing-the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute. 

Mr. ModY.-Yes. 
Mr. Sahlatvala.-Toyo. Poddar Mill people brought out Japanese labour 

from Japan. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-They taught the Indian labour? 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes, but it was no good. 
Mr. Mehta .. -They say that the climatic conditions are different in this 

country. 
Mr. Rahimtooia.-The pricipal drawback is the labour? 
Mr. Mehta.-Labour, climatic conditio.ns and the construction of the 

machine. 
President.-I suggest that the principal factor is that there is no country 

in the world where the demand for piece-goods is so variegated as it is in 
India? 

Mr. Mehta.-Absolutely correct. 
Presidel1t.-Therefore standardised production is impossible. 
Mr. MeTtta.-Quite. 
President.-If that is impossible, then the /!,utomatic loom becomes im-

possible. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Sir Manmohandas.-It also depends on the kind of cotton used. 
President.-Does that make very much difference? 
Sir lIfom.mohol1das.-Yes. They are successful in America because they 

use fine American cotton even for coarser counts. We cannot use it in this 
country. The cost becomes prohibitive in India. 

Mr. Rahim.toola.-Question 35 (v) deals with the question of amalgamation. 
You have circulated a confidential note in this connection but I want to 
ask you ahout the working of the Lancashire Cotton Corporation, which, as 
you yourself say. has not led to any definite results. 

Mr. Modll.-As a matter of fact. the Corporation has been makin!!; losses 
in Rpite of the favourable terms of financing. I do not know whether my 
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impression is correct or not. I have an idea that the Lancashire Cotton 
Corporation has obtained money. from Banks on terms that inte~t is :to 
be paid only in the years in which profit is made. 

Pre6idellt.-Is that so? 
Mr. Mody.-I have read it somewhere. 
President.-Wbere can one get the details about the financing of the 

Lancashire Cotton Corporation? 
Mr. Saklatoola.-I shall send them to you later on. In England they say 

that the Banks are heaVily involved in the textile industry and therefore rather 
than lose the whole thing by mills going into liquidation they try to give 
them all sorts of concessions and that is why they could be successful. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Question 35 (:I:) deals with the Steps to be taken to bring 
about ~peration in the purchase of raw cotton and closer touch with the 
consuming centres. Your reply is that your Association is not in a position 
to suggest any measures. 

Mr. Mody.-It is extremely difficult. I have tried it in various diIections 
myself in small matters. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I personally think that this is one of the directions 
in which your 4ssociation can do a great deal of good. 

Mr. Mody.-In no country in the world has it been found possible to do 
this sort of co-operative buying or selling. It is so difficult to work it. With 
individual mills producing various kinds of goods and the requirements of 
mills being so very different, each from the other, it is very very difficult 
to form a combination for any of these purposes. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is not feasible then? 
Mr. Mody.-I tried to work it in just one or two small lines-distinct 

lin~f cloth where success I thought might be possibl~. But I was not 
able to do anything. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.--Coming to the question (35 (:Ili» regarding the relations 
between the mill management and the labour employed in the mills, you have 
been telling us in your replies to the questionnaire about the dis~trous 
results of the strikes in 1928 and 1929. You have also given us to under
stand, as far as labour is concerned, that there is no organisation as such with 
whom you can deal or oo-operate. I wonder whether you are aware of the 
conditions prevailing in Ahmedabad? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Ther.e the co-op!l!:ation between labour and the Mill

owners' Association is on a very sound footing I understand. 

Mr. Mody.-It is very largely, if not almost entirely, due to the person
ality of the people in whose hands the movement is entrusted. I will only 
be too willing to put in similarly capable and reliable hands the fortunes 
of our industry so far as labour is concerned. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you made any effort in that direction to secure 
somebody who can be of that much unility to you? 

Mr. Mody.-We asked the same people to do it. As a matter of fac~ I 
bave made various attempts in the last few years to try and get some Un~on 
formed which will be led in a responsible sort of way .on lTade UDlon 
principles and I have promised every sort of ~peration if one is formed. 
But the ~eople whG are capable of leading labour do not want to lea~ it 
in the right way and the people who can be trusted to handle labour. m a 
responsible sort of way have not got the power to ~ead the~. Th~t IS the 
unfortunate position. A modern labour leader who IS expenenced m labour 
problems can .only mislead. 

President.-He can only be led. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You realise how difficult it is for the industry to carry 

em unless this question is satisfactorily settled. 

COTTON TEXTILE-VOL. IV C 
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Mr. Mody.-8o far as we are concerned we ha\-e made every PO!'sible 
effort. It is not our business to form Tx;ade Unions. It must be the. 
business of Trade Union leaders. All that we can do is to promise o11r 
co-operation in the Sense that whenever grievances are brought forward by 
Trade Union leaders or by labour through its leaders, they would be imme
diately looked into and set right as far as possible. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It may not be your duty technically' perhaps, but it 
is your duty as a Millowners' Asspciation to see that as far as the strikes 
or questions of uneasiness and unrest are concerned they are avoided or of 
a very remote character. 

Mr. Mody.-I entirely agree. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In this direction it is up to the Millowners' Association 

as an organised body to see that better cQ-operation is offered from labourers. 
Mr. Mody.-Apart from any forma,tion of TrJ!,de Unions or any ~o

operation with existing Trade Unions whatever they are, we have done a 
great deal in the direction of establishing better cQntact with our wqrk 
people. We have so far as welfare work is concerned tried e.en in times 
of financial stringency to do what we possibly can for the work people. We 
have established creches. We have improved them_ We have improved the 
system of medical relief which obtains in mQst mills. We have got a very 
capable lady with a very considerable experience of work people in various 
parts of the world. We have engaged her services. 

Mr. Ra,himtoola.-Does she understand the language? 
Mr. Mody.-I do not know, but she has been very successful. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How does she make herself understood by the labour? 

She is expected to be in clos~ touch with the labour? 
Mr. Mody.-H is more welfare work that I am SPeaking of just now. 

She has got an Assistant who speaks Mahratti. We are issuing a monthly 
magazine which we are selling at a considerable loss to our work people. 
We don't give it away because whenever is given away for nothing is never 
valued; so we have fixed a no~inal price. We have in certJ!,in mills 'in
troduced special officers for the purpose of trying to bring about better 
co-operation ,between the management and the employees. Meetings of 
Managers of all the mills are held on frequent occasions for the consideration 
of particular questiQns affecting labour. There is a Sub-Committee C!f 
Managers working on certain other problems and in these and other ways
I think we have done a great deal. I think it is true to say that we under
stand our labour a little better and our labour understands us a little better 
tha,n was the case in, the past. With regard to dismissals and dischaTg€'s, 
we have instituted a uniform system of discharge certificates and complaint 
books are kept ill almost all mills. Then we introduced at a very con
siderable expense what is known as the Keith Robinson system of vis~al 
instruction; We have spent a considerable sum of money on po~ters. I think 
that our record_hether it has achieved anything or not, it is for other 
people 'to judg&-I think that our record is one for which we can take 
legitimate pride so far as our efforts are concerned. Whether we have 
succeeded or failed is another matter. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As far as we are concerned I may teU ~'ou that your 
results have proved successful because I find we have received no representa.
tion from the labouring classes a-nd therefore it appears that. at any rate, 
labour is satisfied with the treatment which you have now accorded. 

Mr. Mody.-I am very, happy to hear that! 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-J»:r. Mody, I think we sent you a .cop~ of a repre
sentation we received from the Madras Government reglllrdmg the handloom 
industry. We also sent a copy to the Ahmedabad ~i1lowners' A~sociation 
and the position as stated by them is rather interest mg. They gIVe us t(} 
understand that they do not weave counts below 18. 

]l,fr. 1!foay.-J think the~ don't· 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-And that is for the protection, they S8(Y, to the 
handloom industry. 

Mr. ModY.-To put it more correctly it is protection to the hand spun 
khadi industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You yourself have admitted in the representation that 
the great bulk of the goods manufactured by handlooms is of coarser counts; 
if that is so, not we8lVing counts below 18 is a sort of protection to the 
handlool1l industry. 

Mr. Mody.-The Congress asked the millowners to stop making khadi and 
in some cases they stopped manufacturing of counts below 18s for weaving 
purposes some below lOs and so on. There was no uniformity about it and 
I think in Dplhi they are producing very coarse counts. That was the object, 
but I don't think it was ever urged that it was for the protection of the 
handloom industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They say this has been done definitely with a view 
10 safeguard the handloom industry. 

Mr. Saklatllala.-They have agreed that they won't spin and weave counts 
below 18s except that they are producing a certain amount of sheetings. It 
does not apply to bleached cloth; it does not apply to dyed cloth, so that 
the nnb' thing they have stopped is producing khadi as such. Otherwise they 
have not stopped making cloth under 18s.ln their original proposal the 
Congress asked us not to manufacture any cloth with average counts lower 
than 18s and with the exception specified above we wanted three or four 
more exceptions in Bombay and they did not agree to that IItnd we said 
that if it is for the protection of hand spun and hand woven khadi we will 
not spin any cloth below the average count of 10. We do not manufacture 
any cloth below average count 10 and Ahmedabad does not manufacture 
hPlow 18s with certain exceptions. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The exceptions are not mentioned but they say they 
have undertaken not to weave cloths below 18s. Cloth as a general term has 
been used without giving us the kind 01 cloth exempted from the conditions 
imposed by the Congress. 

Mr. Mody.-We are only speaking of such informllltion as we have in our 
possession. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know whether you are prepared to consider 
this Congress demand not to weave cloth below 18s. 

Mr. Mody.-We have agreed not to manufacture below lOs. 

Mr. Rohimtoola.-Another point which arises about ylltrn is this. I under
stand that the yarn supplied by the Bombay mills to' the handloom industry 
is inferior to that used by the mills themselves and that is the reason why 
they get a lower price. 

Mr. Mody.-As a general proposition I think it may be stlllted that the 
yarn sold is coarser than the yarn used in the mills themselves. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Why is it soP 
Mr. Mody.-It depends on the requirements of ;the handloom weaver. 

He wants coarser counts. We ourselves manufacture two kinds of 20s; one 
is slight.1y inferior and the other is super~or. The superior is used for warp 
&nd the inferior for weft. 

President.-Is it strength or fineness? 
Mr. Mody.-It is in the strength. 
Sir Manmohandas.-And twist. When they buy yarn for warp they take 

it with a black tie to indicate that this is a stronger yarn. 
President.-Warp yarn is stronger than th~ weft. Supposing you h~d 

weft varn both for the purpose of being used &t the mills and sold to the 
bandlooms how does the quality of the two things compare? 20s weft 
which is p;oduced for being sold to handlooms, what precisely is the difference 
between the quality of that and the quality of 20s weft made in your mills 

.1.0 be used in the mills? 
c2 
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Sir Manmohandas.-No difference at all. If it is spun specially for w3lrp' 
there would be difference because it would be manufactured from long staple 
cotton. . 

President.-Do you accept the statement that yarn sold to handlooms is 
generally inferior to yarn of simil3lr counts used by the mills? 

Mr. Saklatvala.-No. Very often when we have accumulation of warp 
yarn and we do not know what to do with it, we sell these to the handloom 
weavers: it is just the same quality as used in the mills. What I want to 
point out is that as there is a difference between warp and weft in the mill 
there is a difference in the warp and weft in the handloom industry. It is 
not that because we are selling to the handloom weaver inferior Y3lrn, the 
yarn is softer. 

Mr. Rahimtoola .. -My point is that the Bombay mills produce a certain 
amount of yarn out of which they consume a certain amount in their own 
mills I1'nd the rest is marketted, not actually sold to the weavers or the 
handloom industry as such, but marketted, and I understand what quality 
appears on the market is certainly inferior to what is used in the mills 
themselves for the manufacture of cloth. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-In our mills 'We use 20s warp, and 30s warp and 36s 
warp; for handloom weaving they never use 30s warp or 32s warp. They 
want 12s, 148 or 16s and we make those counts from our 20s weft mixing . 

. President.-That is to say, it is inferior in the sense that what is u~ed 
by the handloom industry is generally of 31 lower count? 

Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes. 
Preside·nt.-Supposing it is of the same count, is there any difference· 

in quality? 
Mr. Saklatvala .. -No. 
Sir Manmohandas.-They have got to ta·ke precaution to see whether they' 

are using warp yarn for· weft purposes. 
President.-Supposing, for example, you calculated the exact tensile 

strength of the yarn of 20s cOllnt, one lot used in the mill and the other lot 
which 'is sold to the handloom, would there be any difference? 

Sir Manmohanda.s.-No.· . 
President.-Supposing it was warp yarn in both cases? 
Sir Manmohandas.-There will be no difference. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The fact that has come to our notice is that in spite· 

of the imported, yarn being costlier they hlllve to go in for it because of the· 
tensile strength. They have got to pay a higher price for it which they 
say they are not just.ified in paying if they get the same quality from' the 
Indian mills. They bitterly complain of the quality of the yarn that the 
mills supply. One of the reasons why they want the IIIbolition of the duty 
on yarn is that you are not able to supply the quality they want. 

Mr. Mody.-This complaint is mooe now: I am not aware of complaints 
mooe against lllill-mad~ yarn generally by any class of people-neither by 
Directors of Industries nor by weavers. 

Mr. Currimbhoy.-I am selling about 25,000 to 30,000 bales a year to the 
handloom industry and I have so far never received a complaint that the· 
yarn is less in tensile strength. 

Mr. Saklahala.-We are selling 18,000 bales in the Central Provinces. 
and not only importers yarn but other Indian mills have tried their best 
to oust us but they won't take it; they won't have even imported yarn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I shall ~ow take up question 35 (xii). With reference 
to paragraph 79 of the Tariff Board's Report, there are four plllragraphs in 
that question to the first of which you reply in paragraph 58 of your repre-· 
sentation. You llave given reply in regard to the question of stores. I am 
coming now to paragraph 79 of your rl'lpresentllltion " Changes in the Manag
ing Agency System". I don't think this point ha~ been answered in this 
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paragraph. The point raised is that it is undEllSirable that the funds of en~ 
cc-ncern should be lent to another in the same managing agency. You ha.ve 
not dealt with that question at all; you have dealt with the remunera
tion of managing agents which is quite a different point. 

Mr . ."Jody.-Our answer to thwt would be that each caRe would have to be 
considered on its merits. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Th_ are not cases presented by the Shareholders' 
Association; these are cases which the Board has found from the last Tariff 
Board Report and tbey have been put in the shape of questions for you 
to a.nswer. If you al·e prepared to discuss it to-morrow I shall leave that 
question for the pre$ent. 

Mr. Mody.-We shall discuss it to-morrow. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I hOO better leave (xiii). Coming then to question 36 I 

find that you diffel· from the opinion expressed by the Ahmedabad Mill
owners' Association. Th .. y say "We are of opinion that the Indian Com
panies Act should be so amended as to make it compulsory for the Auditors 
to verify the stocks at the mills instead of depending on the stock lists 
certified by the mill authorities". I understand your Association has given 
very careful thought to this matter and that you are not aware of any 
hindranc-e to the industry by the existence of the Company's Law. If any
thing further is brought to your notice you would be prepared to consider a 
modification? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes, certainly. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I will just take one 'or two questions which have been 

raised l:iy the Indian Merchants Chamber. I think you should be a'ware c.f 
what their point of view is. If protection is granted we should enquire 
whether the Mill industry is in a position to purC'hase Indian coal, Indian 
stores and insure with Indian Companies. 

Mr. Mody.-So far as insnrance is concerned a great deal has been done 
in Bombay in the last two years. A considerable increase in the insurance 
with Indian Companies has taken place. It cannot be achieved all S!t once. 
We are prepared to put up the figures before the Board showing what 
insurance haH heen placed with· Indian Companies 2 yea.rs ago and what it is 
to-day. 

IIIr. Rahimfollla.--Jt would he interesting. 
Mr. Mody.-I have a figur .. 2 months old which I should he willing to 

place before the Hoard. -
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about the position of coal? 
Mr. Mody.-Most of the mills are on liquid fuel. As regards electric 

power, we are using Tatas. We have made a recommendation to our members 
to U86 as much Indian coal as possible. We did some time ago. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to ask a question or two about the Manag
ing Agency system. You are already aware of the criticism that is mOOe by 
the public and it is necessary that we should get a clear idea as to how 
the system originated a.nd what.it stands for. As far as I un~erstand. in 
India at least when the Managmg Agency system started, Indian capital 
at the very beginning was extremely shy-it is not confined to the mill 
industry, it is applicable to a!l ·the industries in I~dia with the result ~hat 
certain friends who took an mterest had to put 111 a bulk of the capItal, 
take the necessary risk involved in financing the whole show. NearlY .. ,50 
or 60 per cent. of that finance is put in by the Managing Agents them
selves and a.fter they have made it a success they are in a position to offer 
those shares to the public who may be willing to go in for them. 

Mr. Mody.-It certainly did .origina~e !n. the circumst.ances th~t ~a'pital 
was not forthC'Oming and that It was mdlVldual enterprIse and.1I1dlvldual 
capital that brought into existenC'e many industries. I do not know quite 
what you mean. 

Mr. Rahimtool.a.-I want to linow whether that position has in any way 
altered to-day. As a result of proteC'tion which the Board,ma.y give; just as 



~he Sugar Co~plllnies have been multiplie~ a~ter the scheme of protection, 
l~ may be possIble .and to speak correc,tly, It 18 always the object of protec
tIOn-that more mIlls may be put up III the country. Supposing protection 
is granted to the mill industry and as a result of protection 10 or· 20 mills 
say within 5, 7 or 10 years m8(V be started, is there any likelihood of their 
being started without the Managing Agents. 

Mr. Mody.-I do not know whether that would come about. It is quite 
true that if the industry is in a more prosperous condition, more capit9.1 
will be attracted to the industry and investors will not be shy. As a· matter 
()f fact it will mean increased confidence in the industry, not .only new mills 
but also existing mills would benefit from that, but I do not know whether 
that ~ould necessarily mean new mills being started with a new system 
altogether. Look lilt what is happening in Ahmedabad and other places where 
new mills are put up and yet they are under the same system. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is not exactly the point which I was asking you. 
I was asking you whether it is not a· fact that the standing and position 
()f the Managing Agents lends attraction to the capital and the confidence 
that is placed in the Managing Agents ae such. 

Mr. Mody.-It undoubtedly does. 
Mr. Rahimtool·a.-If that is the contention whether it would be possible 

after protection is given, that people would prefer to have a different system 
by which they would im·est their capital and reta-in similar confidence. 

Mr. Mody.-I doubt wry much that in spite of the criticislllS of the 
Managing Agency system, the investing public would ha'Ve more confidence 
in a Board of Directors than in a good firm of Managing Agents. As you 
yourself have said a good firm of Managing Agents is an asset and it carries 
a certain amount of assurlllnce to the investing public. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Here the Managing Agents take a considerable risk at 
the start of a Company, but whether the investing public would find that 
capital which the Ma-naging Agents have invested in the past and might 
invest in the future through the system of Directors. 

Mr. Mody.-I doubt that very much. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That means India has ";'ot come up to that position by 
which the Managing Agency system however much it may be criticised and 
there may be some justification in the criticism, ca.nnot be done away with 
without impairing at present at least the good name of the industry. 

Mr. Mod;.-I agree with you. As things are at present it is difficult to 
conceive of circumstances under which the Managing Agency system could he 
done away 'With and Boa-rds of Directors with Managing Directors substi
tuted in its stead. Unfortunately the critics of the Managing Agency 
system instead of applying themselves to measures to mend it want to end 
it. 

lIr. Ra.himtoola.-I think the~' ha"Ve given it a fair trial a.nd tha-t they are 
disgusted. That is their point of view. 

Mr. Mody.-They have chosen altogether to ignore the enormous progress 
made by India and when I use the word 'enormous' I use it relatively, 
because I know that India is yet in the infancy stage of deYelopmE"nt. In 
spite of the handicaps, in spite of the indifference of Government, in spite O)f 
heavy taxation, in spitE" of the step-motherly treatment IrIeted out to 
industries all these YE"ars, India has h€'6n able to achieve a substantia.j measure 
of industrial dE"YeiopmE"nt, I think it is entirely due to the Managing 
Agency system. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Their point of yiew I am afraid is that this Managing 
AgE"ncy systE"m needs some drastic treatment. 

Mr. .JIody.-Let them apply the drastic treatment and we wish thE"m 
~y. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is why I want to find out what would ha,ppE"1l to 
th~ industry if something of that sort came about. 
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Mr. Mody.-The in~esting public have a chance. There are new indus
tries springing up and let them apply the method of managing those new 
industries without Managing Agents. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is one company; The New India Insurance Com-
pany which is run on a system other than Managing Agency. 

Mr; Modll.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I understand that that Company is doing very well. 
Mr. Modll.-Very well. 
Sir Manmohandaa.-The question of managing an Insurance Compa-ny is 

quite different from managing a mill. I am myself managing an Insurance 
Company, the Mercantile Insurance Compa-ny. In a recent speech I said 
that it was much better that insurance companies . should run without 
Managing Agents and that word was got hold of by the Shareholders' 
Association. They tried to mention it in the press too and said "here is a 
m811aging agent who himself says that the Managing Agency system is no 
good '~. Then I tried to correct that proposition. For insurance companie3 
there IS no capital required. Only a sound practical man is needed at the 
head as a Secretary or Manager. This is quite sufficient for the purpose of 
getting a sufficient quantity of work for insura.nce purposes. The Board of 
Directors may supervise the working of the whole thing. but there the 
finance, the purchase, the sale and lots of other things are not to be 
attended. 

Mr. Raltimtoola.-The questiou ahout insurance is, not that they are 
started without Managing Agents but the a-Ilegation is. that the premium 
which is deri~ed from an insurance company is not transferred to them. 
That is the allegation. 

Mr. Mody.-We will deal with that. Insurance and mill mansgement; 
stand on a different footing. 

Ur. Rahimtoola.-Banks are also started without lIanaging Agents. 

Mr. Mody.-Almost all banks work without the Managing Agency system. 

Mr. Saklatoola.-Mr. Fazal said that people in Bombay got disgusted with 
the Managing Agency system. 

Mr. Mody.-We ha~e agreed that this question should be deba,ted 
to-morrow. The only reason why I desire these matters discussed to-morrow 
is because I want all these matters considered together and not from time to 
time. The reason is that the answers to some of these questions would, 
involve matters of policy 80 far as the Association is concerned. There are 
certain things which are under the consideration of the Millowners' Associa. 
tion to-day. As regards those matters of policy I am not prepared to discus~ 
them here. But that does not mean that so far as the shareholders' repre. 
sentation is concerned or so far as any other allegations are concerned which 
a·tfect the Managing Agency system, that we shirk an enquiry or are not 
prepared to meet critics in the open. We are prepared to meet them at any 
time. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That question will ha~e to be decided after we have 
debated this question to-morrow. 

President.-As a matter of fact neither the Board nor anybody else 
are in the least committed to. any particular attitude towards the Managing 
AgenCT system or its actual working. We have not even raised these issues. 
What' we shall probably do to-morrow is not so much to discuss the thing, 
but to define what the issues in relation to actual statement of costs and when 
we have done that, there will be heaps of opportunities for you and others 
a·nd for e'\"erybody else to have the questious thrashed out. 

Mr. Boag.-My colleagues have co~ered· most of thE' ground and there is 
very little left for me to bring up. But there are one or two small 
points I would like to ask you about. In your answer to question \) Icgartlhg 
the handloom industry you referred to Mr. R. D. Bell's pamphlet and from 
the fact that you say that you bring the statistics conta-ined in the pamphlet 
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1I11 to date, '1 gather that you consider the tables contained in that pamphlet 
are approximately accurate. 

Mr. Mody.-We. have no da·ta for checking these things. It seems to us 
that Mr. Bell's presentment of the case is as about satisfactory as can be 
expected . 

. Mr. Boag.:-You think that. the figures are good enough to make it worth 
.-h1le to keeplllg the tables up to date. . 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. We are only thinking of yarn aV8!ilabie for consump
tion. 

Mr. Maloney.-We do not mean the actual takings of the handbom 
industry. . 
. Mr. Boag.-I understand that. The importance of the figure that results 
IS the quantity of yarn available for the handloom industry? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Mr. Roag.-There are one or two points. In paragraph 8 of his note, 

he explains that by deducting the mill oonsumption of yarn from thi total 
amount of yarn available for consumption in India, we can arrive at the 
amount of yarn available for handlooms. He goes' on to say that some 
allowance must be made for the yarn used for other purposes such as hosiery, 
ropes and so on. This amount is small and may be set off against the 
quantity of hand spun yarn which is still used on handlooms. Now have 
~'ou any means of forming an estimate whether that is roughly correct, 
whethel' the quantity of yarn used for non-tell.tile purposes is roughly 
equivalent to the quantity of handspun yarn which is used on handlooms? 

Mr. Mody.-We have no accurate data. The quantity used for non-textile 
purposes is small and I think that it may be safely off-set by the quantity' 
of handspun yarn that is produced. 

Mr. Boag.-That is the position that Mr. Bell takes up. 

Mr. Mehta.-Handspun yarn is increasing every day specially in the 
Punjab. I am told that the amount of Indian cotton of the lowest staple 
is used to such an extent that the handspun yarn derived therefrom is 
utilised for purposes like clothing for use in the cold weather in the Punjab. 

President . ....:..Have you any kind of estim.ate of the amount of handspun 
yarn in the country? 

Mr. Mody.-These figures are published by the All-India Spinners' Ast;o
ciation. 

President.-I have seen this figure of 50 million Ibs. over and over again. 
Mr. Mody.-I, think that the All-India Spinners' Association publish 

figures. 
President.-We asked them but they have not been able to give us any 

figures. Various Directors of Industries have quoted figures compiled by 
the All-India Spinners' Association but I believe in every case they are 
three years old. 

Mr. 1IIody.-I do not know why the All-India Spinners' Association are 
not able to supply figures. I think that they 'keep r6OO1'ds for each district. 

Pruident.-There is a great deal of talk about the decline of oonsump
tion of piece-goods. It is impossible to come to any kind. of conclusion 
about the decliRe which has taken place unless you know precIsely how much 
the handloom industry has produced. You estimate the production of the 
handloom industry entirely with reference to the yarn available for con
sumption which of course is a verv misleading basis. Suppose it. bappens 
that there is a large increase in the yarn used by the handloom mdu~try. 
The whole position if! altered. It is a pity that we have so few rehahle 
figures on tbat important point. 

Mr. Mody.-50 million Ibs. seems to be on the high' side. 

President.-That fij!;llre hRF bl'en on t,lle mnrkl'!t for the last 5 years, 
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Mr. ]fodll.~1f that was 50, the figure for the first three years must 
hav!' been ~nbrely wrong. It is rather a pity that no reliable data are 
available WIth reg:ard to the handloom industry. It is only by rule of 
thumb that we estlmate the production of this industry. 

Pr~sid~nt.-The result is that, in estimating on that basis the handloom 
production remains stationary right through. It is very a:Ousing that if 
there is a decline in the production of the textile mills then there is a 
decline in the amount of yarn available for handloom and if there is au 
increase in the production of textile mills, then there is an increase in the 
amount of yam available for handlooms. So, it looks that the ups and downs 
are exactly parallel. 

Mr. Mody.-our production rIses and falls with that of the handloom 
weavers. With regard to handspun yarn there is this point to be taken 
into consideration. A good deal of it is used for the production of hand 
WOVE'll khadi and very little would be used for 'hny other variety. After all, 
it is a eult, this spinning of yarn by hand, and it is largely used for the 
production of hand woven khadi. I should imagine so at any rate. 

PTesident.-That won't alter the position from this point of view. 
MT. Mody.-Tha~ would mean the quantity of handspun yarn available 

for the weaver and which would go to make an addition to the yarn available 
for eonsumption on our figure would be somewhat limited. 

Prt'sident.-I don't follow. . 
Mr. ModY.-1f it were established that practically the whole of the yarn 

spun by hand was used for khadi . . . . 
Pre",ident.-W'hich is woven on handlooms!' 
Mr . .llody.-Hand woven and not used for handlooms. 
President.-You are not thinking of knitting business? 
Mr. JIooy.-Hand weaving people I think are a different class of people 

from the hereditary handloom weaver class. That is my view. 
Mr. Boag.-Are they? 
President.-What we are trying to get at is this. Taking the handloom 

industry as composed of people who have been by heredity and profession 
handloom weavers, then the amount of handspun yar" would not necessarily 
be restricted by the production of this industry. I rather think that that 
assumption is wrong. 

Sir Manmohandas.-Handspun yarn Is produced in villages by females. 
Yarn is given to weavers for weaving into cloths for their own UBe. The 
cloth wiII be coarse and the people use it for themselves and pay for the 
labour of weaving. A large business is done on that principle. That does 
not constitute the regular trade of the handlooll\ industry. The weavel'll are 
simply taking the yarn and giving it back in the form of cloth and charging 
for labour. 

President.-It is production all the same. 
Sir Manmohanda.f.-Yes, but you cannot have a record of that . 
.lfr. Saklatva1a.-In regard to cotton forecasts, Government always give 

7 to 10 lakhs of bales as extras which are either used by some people into 
varn or for making quilts and other things. Seven to ten lakhs has also 
been more or less a constant figure. In the Government returns, they show 
71 lakhs. 

President.-They have taken that figure for the past thirty years. 

Mr. Boag.-There are one or two other points in this connection which I 
should like to know what yon think about. Mr. Bell says that in the caBe 
of mill production one lb. of yarn is eqnal to 4,.78 yards of cloth while for 
handloom production one Ib of yarn is taken as equal to 4 yards. 

Mr. Mehta.-That 'Win depend upon the reed and pick. 
Mr. Boag.-As a general average for" the whole production 'Will these 

figures be approximately correct? 
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President.-~uppo~ing you took the reed and pick at the figures at which 
you find them, In typical classes of doth, you could arrive at an estimate? 

Mr. Boag.-~at I mean is that if all these calculations are based on 
unsound assumptions the resulting figures will be unreliable. 

S,ir M~nmohandas.-The quality of the yarn has got to be taken into 
consideratIOn. 

Mr. Maloney.-As far as mill made goods are concerned you have 
the weight and the length of the goods produced in the Indian mills and 
you have to divide one by· the other. 

Mr. Mody.-This is only intended for the purpose of showing that the 
cloth turned out by the handloom is coarser than the cloth produced by 
mills. 

3Ir . .Boag.-This serves as It measure of the difference. 
Presiden~.-~n all the .Indian mills, now the average number of yards 

to a pound IS higher ~han It was some years ago as a result of their turning 
out finer cloths. 

Jlr. ]lalo11ey.-It was 4'25. 
President.-Now it is much nearer 5 than 4, is it not? 
lIfr. lIfaloney.-Less than 4'5 for the whole of India: 
Mr. Mody.-It is 4'728 for Bombay. 
President.-Say 4'8. 
"Mr. lIlody.-Yes. 
Mr. Boa·g.-The other formula he uses is that 100 lbs. of yarn produce 

112 lbs. of cloth. 
Mr. JIody.-That again depends upon the sizing. 
lIlr. Boag.-In your answer to Question 27 when you are speaking of 

the capacity of a mill of reasonable size, you give 2,7000,000 Ibs. of yarn 
and 2,850,000 lbs. of cloth. That is about 100 to 106. 

lIr. Maloney.-That is for dhoties. 
Mr. Boag.-Is that for dhoties only? 
Mr. Maloney.-If you take the average of all cloths it will be oYer that. 
Mr. Boag.-Is 100 to 112 on the high side? 
Mr. Maloney.-It is about right. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-In our case it is 109 to 110. 
President.-If you take 27 lbs. of yarn and 28'5 lbs. of doth, J gather 

on that basis it is 5 per cent. wastage of yarn and 10 per cent. sizing. 
Mr. Mody.-That was exactly what I was going to say. 112 would be 

for ordinary counts of say between 205 and 30s. As regards bleached goods 
and goods of higher counts. the retention will be m~ch less. Therefore the 
average of 112 seems to me to be a trifle high. Taking the whole produc
tion. the average would be somewhere about 110. 

Sir 3Ial1mol,ol1das.-In the case of blelU'hed goods, the amonnt of sizing 
put in is just sufficient to weave, but in the case of grey goods it may be 
30 to 45 per cent. In some cases, as much as 75 per cent. is put on. 

President.-I have seen as much as 100 per cent. 

, .. 1I1r. Modll.-In Ahmedabad they do 100 per cent. 

Mr. Boag.-The other matter on which I should like to ask one or 
. two questions is abO\lt the Appendix to your representation in wllich you 

note on the various recommendations made by the previous Tariff Board. 
I should like to ask you specially about labour. On page 60 ,ou will fi~d 
that the first point is. the level of wages. The previous Tariff Board smd 
that the only alternative to reduction of wages was increased efficiency. Now 
as far as i understand' the position, you made' up your minds to go for 
increased efficiency and in carrying out that intention you introduced various 
measures which led to the strikes of 1927 and 1928. In consequence of these 
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stikee, r~u had in a great part to abandon these measures. I understand 
the posItIon now is that the level of wages remains where it was in 1926-27 
and that the measures to secure increased efficiency have not been intro
duced except to a very small extent. Is that correct? 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Preaident.-The position is more or less what it was before the strike? 
Mr. Modll.-Except that the efficiency schemes have been introduced 

partially in some mills. 
Mr. Boag.-Efficiency schemes have been introduced in a certain number 

of mills. The point I want to ask you is this. If it is possible to introduce 
these efficiency schemes in a certain number of mills what was the obstacle 
to introducing them throughout? ' 

Mr. Modll.-They created such a lot of trouble and there was so much 
discontent in the labour world that the idea had to be abandoned. 

Mr. Boag.-J:n spite of the fact that they continue to be worked in a 
certain number of mills? 

Sir Manmokan.da8.-People won't BubuUt. 
Mr. Boag.-They have submitted in some cases. 

Mr. Modll.-What was possible at a considerable sacrifice on the part 
of individual mills was not possible for the whole industry, and I think 
any attempt at introduction of large scale efficiency schemes would have 
met with absolute failure and ended in strikes. Special provision had to 
be made in those mills where the efficiency scheme was introduced and 
there was a good deal of friction before as well as after. 

Mr. Boag.-The next point is absenteeism. You explain why you did not 
accept the recommendation made by the Tariff Board,. but has there been 
any improvement in the matter of absenteeism? 

Mr. Modll.-There has been some improvement. The old figure I think 
was something like 10 per cent. while it is 8'2 per cent. now. 

Mr. Boag.-Could you let us have the latest figures? 
Mr. Saklaft'ala.-In 1930 it was 8 per cent. 
President.-Are there any figures which though they may not be quite 

accurate, may throw a certain aD\ount of light on it? 
llr. Yodll.-Last year's figure was 8'7 per cent. 
JIr. Boag.-on page 66 of your representation you say that in most 

mills in Bombay the numbers employed per 1,000 spindles and per 100 looms 
ha\'"e been reduced since 1927. Can you give us any idea of the extent of 
the reduction P 

Mr. Mody.-It is very difficult to give an al1 round figure. 

JIr. Boag.-I ask this question because the Tariff Board of 1926 did 
gi"e an average figure per spindle. . 

Mr. Maloney.-I will give you the result of our discussion with our 
members to-morrow. 

Mr. Boag.-The only other matter arising out ?f ~hese parag~aphs is the 
question of statistics. You say that your ASSocll~t.lOn has. al1 along. h~ld 
the view that in the first place the method of compIlIng the Import statlst~cs 
should be modified in certain respects. Have you put forward any defimta 
suggestions for their improvement? 

21fT. JIody.-We have. . 
JIr. Boag.-When did you do that? 
JIT. )Ialone!/.-In 1930. . 
]fr. Modll.-I have had several discussions wi~h. Dr. Meek un-officia~ly. 

l'hen the Government of India put up a proposItIon that the productIOn 
sLatistil'S should be altered. That was altogether a; wrong way of doin~ 
"things. 
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Mr. Boag.-What is the position then at present? Is the whole matter 
shelved? 

Mr. Maloney.-Not exactly shelved. The matter has gone to the Collectors 
pf Customs for their opinion. I discussed both with Dr. Meek and with 
Mr. Stewart and exp~ained that it would be totally unacceptable to. us if 
Government suggested the drastic amendment of the production statistics 
without previously amending the import statistics with which ihey should 
tally. I 

President.-On this question of statistics, it would be very useful for 
people like the Tariff Board to get much more statistical information about 
your industry. I have rather a troubled conscience because in the case of an 
industry which is exposed to' very severe external cDmpetition the publica
tion of detailed statistics will be cf very great interest to' the country. 

Mr. Motfy.-That is a point which we have taken up recently. 
President.-It is so very difficult to get. 
M·r. Mody.-A few.philanthropic gentlemen who recently met at Geneva 

recently sent out a report with a view to' finding out the canditions Df 
labour, their wages, hour of work and so on. When those statistics are 
compiled without relation to the DutpUt or. without relation to what our 
labour oondition is in other industries ill India, an entirely misleading 
picture will be presented. -

President.-Are you aware whether any Japa;nese textile company publish 
profit and loss statements? 

Mr. lIIody.-Yes, they do. 
President.-I have a SDrt of feeling that they publish balance sheets but 

very wisely do not publish profit and loss accounts. 
Mr. Mody.~1 would like to consider that. 
President.-It would be rather an interesting point. As a matter of fact 

one of the charges made against YDU by the Bombay shareholders is that some 
of you dO' not publish profit and loss accounts. 

Mr. Mod·y.-We publish a lot more than is published in other countries. 
President.-You can pUblish a balanc~ sheet without letting an Dutsider 

know about the current working, but if YDU publish a profit and loss state
ment you give him a fairly good idea of the current working. 

Mr. Cu,lTimbhoy.-We give inore details than anybody else. 
Mr. Mehta.-Calcutta people never give detailed profit and IDSS accounts. 
Mr. Boa.g.-What is the relation between your Association and the mills 

which do not belong to it? 
11/1·. Mody.-In Bombay? 
Mr. Boug.-And outside too, hecanse a certain numher of mills outside 

BDmbay belong to your Association. 
Mr. lIIody.-As a matter of fact we have no jurisdiction over nen-nwmbe.r 

mills outside Bembuy. In Bombay those whO' are nen-members of our Asso
ciatien are very few and they generally fDllDW the lines we lay dDwn. 

Mr. Boag.-They dO'll't gO' in the epposite directien at all? 
Mr. Mody.-No. 
Mr. Boag.-And generally speaking the mills elsewhere? 
Mr. Mod·y.-They gO' their own way. So far as Bembay mills are concerned 

there is a great deal Df cDhesiDn. I think it will be true to say that in 
matters ef pDlicy the views ef the Mill?wners' A~ociation Df B?mb~y are 
paid great respect. On all large questlons affectmg labour leglSlatlon or 
the like eur views are weighed befere DpiniDns are fDrmed in ether parts of 
the oountry and as far as tariffs are concerned, as a matter of fact we have 
always taken a leading part. 

Presidcnt.-There i.s a point that we raised in Dne of our questiens to 
which you llave given fairly detailed repiy and that is the question of 
unfair competition from countries outside. I have not thought it necessary 
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to. ask you a~y question about it but I would like you to explain this 
pOint: In this case. you are appl.ying for substantive protection and if 
the. <:ase .for substa~tl\'~ protectIOn IB accepted, the question of unfair com
petitIOn IS. me.rged m It. The general form of protection that you propose 
IS a combination of ad valorem and specific duties. 

Mr. Mody.-We lay considerable stress on the necessity of minimum 
specific duties. 

President.-Your proposal, I gather, is this, that the specific duty should 
be calculated in such a way that it covers the whole difference between a 

. ~ea80nable . fair selling price and the rilalised price. Our usual procedure 
1U the Tariff Board has been to take the difference between the fair selling 
price a'nd the c.i.f. price, but in this particular case in the questionnaire 
we decided to suggest the realised price rather than the c.i.f. price for 
the obvious reason th:l1; there are no two kinds of cloth which are com· 
parable. Therefore we take the realised price as a sort of resultant product 
of various competitive forces. 

Mr. Jlody.-As reflecting the measure of protection. 
. Presid~nt.-It may come from different kinds of cloth, it may come from 

different countries; all these are rE'flected in the kinds of price that you 
are able to get. Supposing we take the difference between the two and 
make a fair allowance for depreciation and profit and fix the specific duty 
at that level Dnd that specific duty became the minimum duty, then it 
seems to me from the protective point of view that ad valorem duty ceases 
to be of any consequence. 

Mr. JIody.-Yes, except in the case of a rising market. 
President.-It gives you all the protection you want; the only thing 

you don't get is a surplus above your protection. As far as we are con
cerned in a period of economic crisis your specific duty covers the difference 
between your cost and the price you are likely to realiEe in a falling market, 
but a specific duty gives you more shelter than an ad valorem duty in 
a rising market. A specific duty doe~ not give you a surplus but as a 
form of insurance specific duty is much better, 

Mr. Mody.-If it were a matter of choice between ad valorem and specific 
duties I would certainly prefer to have a specific duty. 

President.-Supposing your fair selling price including depreciation and 
profit was 16 annas; at present the realised price you are able to get, 
less duty, is 12 annas. We fix the specific duty at 4 annas and the market 
goes up, that is to say the realised price is not 12 but 14 annas. Then 
the difference between the fair selling price and the realised price is 2 
annas. Therefore your position is quite safe. The only thing is that if 
the specific duty was fixed at 25 per cent. you might get a little more 
but then at that time you have got to take serious risks. 

Mr. Mod'y.-Supposing prices go up double then .what will happe;n? 
Cotton is at a very low level to-day; the cotton world IS ruled by AmerIca. 
and it is not very difficult to imagine cotton going up to 12 cents or even 
14 cents at some period of time. It may go even higher than that. It is 
not coming immediately, not even the next year but it may happen ~t some 
time and the price of cloth would naturally go up to a consIderable 
exte~t and your fair selling price will certainly have to be a great deal more. 

President.-My reading of the sit'uation is this that when cotton goes 
up in that way, those of. you w~o are. in possession of sufficien~ s~ocks of 
cotton purchased at prevIOus rulmg prices, may make a pro.fit; It 18. when 
you have to get fresh supplies of cotton that the trouble begms to arIse. 

Mr. Mody.-But it does not always happen that the rise in price is 
preceded by the possession of heavy stocks. 

President.-What I am suggesting is this. The kind of inconvenience or 
hardship which may be experienced by manufacturers .as a result of a rise 
or fall in the price of cotton is on the whole short-ltved. When you are 
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considering the question of protection over a fairly long period you have
got to assum~ that a rise or fall ~n the price of cotton affects you in the
same way as It does other people m other countries. 

¥r. Mody.~I am not thinking. how it WOUld. hi~ the. industry-whether 
the mdustry would be caught nappmg. I am thmklng of the specific duty. 
What will be its effect? ' 

~resident.--:-That doesn't arise. You are looking at it from the point 
of view of the Central Board of Revenue. You are not losing protection. 
You are getting the protection that you want all the same. We can leave 
the Central Board of Revenue to look after its interests. 

Mr .. Mody.-I take it that .the specific duty would be coupled, with, 
a suffiCIent ad valorem duty. If It was coupled with an adequate ad valorem 
duty with every rise in price, while the specific duty may not operate the 
ad valorem duty will operate. ' 

President.-The difficulty with regard to that is this. The specific duty 
with. regard to each principal .kin~s of cloth will be different. What you' 
require on one class of goods IS dlfferEl'llt from what you require on some 
other class of goods. You cannot have different rates of ad valorem duty. 

Mr. Mody.~No. 
President.-If you have a uniform ad valorem duty and different rates 

of specific duty, obviously you cannot have the kind of assistance that 
you want. 

Mr. Mody.-If that uniform ad t·alorem duty was adequate, it would 
be all right. 

Pr6sident.-It m,ight be adequate in one case and it might not be ade
quate in another case. 

Mr. Mody.-That might happen. It is conceivable, but we would not 
lose the whole advantage if the ad 'Valorem. duty was there and with every 
rise in the price of cloth that ad 'Valorem duty worked. 

President.-What I am thinking of is this. If it is posSible for the 
Board to devise an effective system of minimum specific duties, then from a 
purely protective point of view you are safeguarded. From the point of 
the view of the consumer a specific duty in a period of rising prices would 
be an advantage. You are avoiding placing an unnecessary burden on the. 
consumer. At the same time in a period of your real need you get sufficient 
insurance so that if you are going to balance both considerations, it looks 
to me that if you have a minimuII\ specific duty and an ad 'Valorem duty 
which may be fixed according to the revenue requirements of Government 
would be the most suitable way of devising it. Supposing we told the 
Finance Member we are going to devise a schedule of specific duties on 
plain grey, on bordered grey, bleached, white dyed printed or coloured on 
artificial silk and so in such a way as to cover in each case the difference 
between the fair selling price and the realised price and if the Govern
ment accept our proposal for these specific duties, then as far as the 
ad 'Valorem duty is cO'l1cerned, the Finance Member may fix it at whatever 
level he may fancy. If he thinks of putting the duty at 35 per cent. and 
the consumption is going to be so reduced that the aggregate revenue would 
be less, then it is for him to reduce it. If, on the other hand, he can 
raise more revenue than the taxation warrants, he can revise it. All the 
time this schedule of minimum specific duties safeguard the industry. 

lIlr. Modl,.-It all depends on how the minimum duty will operate in 
both cases. Mr. Maloney was wondering how the minimum specific duties 
would operate in respect of the new type of cloths. 

President.-As a matter of fact it is rather difficult for us to devise a 
separate specific duty for each minute class of cloth. You would need what 
the Bombay MiIlowners' Association have called a scientific tariff. You 
might have a detailed tariff like the American tariff or some other tariffs. 
Btu; It you are going to have 5 or 6 or 8 classes, then the question ot neW' 
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lines of cloth which may be introduced by the industry seems to me a 
matter which is not of sufficient importance. If it is, for example, a new 
line of coloured goods, it comes under the specific duty. 

JIr. JIaloney.-It is not very important . 
.lIr. JIody.-Wbat would happen if exchange depreciated. 
President.-:,When I raised this question of unfair comp~tition, that was 

really the thing I wanted to drive at. If there was a case and if we decided 
to grant protection in the form of minimum specific duties, then it would 
be necessary to couple our proposals with a suggestion that the Cotton 
Textile Industry Protection Act must itself -contain a provision for automatic 
offsetting duties. At present for example with regard to the recent enquiry 
we had, we had to go back to the General Tariff Act. Supposing we made 
it an essential part of our proposals that the Textile Industry Protection 
Act must contain a clause to the effect that if the prree fell below the 
JeveJ of fair selling price that we have estimated for the industry, off
setting duties should be introduced and niade operative automatically. 

Mr. Mody.-As you know the Government of India was not prepared to 
accept that recommendation from you in the case of magnesium chloride. 

Prr .• idenf.-I expect that there will be sufficient vigilant members in 
the Legislative AsseItlbly to remind the Government. It is impossible fpr 
us to do anything else. It is very difficult to forecast the kind of develop
m8'Ilt which has taken place during the past few months, because the 
Japanese exchange has gone down from 137 to 100. We can't say strll-ight
away that for the next 20 years the duty should be fixed at 37 per cent. 
above the fair selling price. That is quite impossible. 

Jlr. ·JIody.-Quite. 
President.-We have got to make some kind of provision which is all 

that I think a Tariff Board can do. 
JIr. JIody.-I am afraid there is nothing else,. 
President.-There is one thing which you have not suggested at all in 

your replies. Supposing it was decided to have specific duties, on what 
basis would your specific duty be assessed, would it be on thjl weight or 
the area or the value or the piece or reed and pick? 

Mr . .llody.-It will have to be per weight. 

President.-On the whole your Association would from a practical point 
of view be in favour of the least unsuitable kind of specific duty which 
would be the specific duty by weight. 

Mr. JIody.-That is the only way. 
President.-There is one matter which we have not referred to in our 

questionnaire and that is the question how far it is possible to establish a 
case for protection for the Indian Textile industry with reference to the 
conditions laid down bv the Fiscal Commission. I understand the Millowners' 
Association do not COli sider it a valid document. 

Mr. Mody.-We do. We have gone very far since the Fiscal Comm.ission'l' 
report was published. I have great respect for that document and for the 
ability with which the case for Indian industrial development has been put 
in there. I am only saying that it is slightly out of date in the sense that 
India has become nrotectionist, since the Fiscal Commission's report was 
published. 

President.-On the- basis of the Fiscal Commission's report. 
Mr. Mody.-Not altogether. 
Preside-",t.-What are' you referring to? In every industry there has 

been no protective measure pas~ed by the Ind.ian Legislatu:e except on t~e 
result of an enquiry by the TarIff Board and III every enqUIry by the TarIff 
Board the first point that it considered WIIS whether the conditions laid down 
by the Fiscal Commission were satisfied. 
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Mr: Mody.-I anI looking at the future. In future it might be necessary 
to challenge that and to ask for protection to an industry on grounds some
what different from those conditions laid down in the Fiscal ComlIlission. 

President.-In reply to the first point mentioned in our terms of refer
ence whether the claim for protection is established by the Indian Textile
industry, what answer are we to give? If you say, yes, what are the 
possible gtounds at which we can give an opinion to the Government? You 
must have somfil kind of ground on which the claim for the industry should 
be established. There are two ways by which we can establish a. case in 
accorda.nce with the Fiscal Commibsion's Report. The first is with regard 
to the conditions laid down in paragraph 97 and the other is on the 
ground of ~ational importance. If the latter is established, the'Il we can 
Ignore the conditions laid down in paragraph 97 we simply go forward and 
bay irrespective of the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission the' 
national importance is such that protection ~hould be granted. On the other 
hand if the national importance is not sufficiently established, then the three 
conditions laid do~n in paragraph 97 will have to be satisfied. Now the 
best case which can be made out for protection is the case which' can rest on 
both. 

Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
President.~Even if you did not accept that, if you' adopted a policy of 

passive resistance with regard to the Fiscal Commission's Report? 
Mr. Mody.-We have not done that. 
President.-Supposing it is possible for you to base your case on nationai 

importance? • 
Mr. Mod'y.~We have placed it on both these grounds in one of our 

pamphlets which we issued some years ago. Mr. Saklatvala was .the author 
~f one of those pamphlets and would be able to give you a copy. 

President.-I am glad you have urged both. If you are prepared to 
.~onsider the application of the three conditions, then as far as the first 
condition is concerned, there is no difficulty .. Cotton is on the spot. The 
second cOOldition is that the industry cannot develop as rapidly as is desir
able in the national interests unless protection is granted. That second 
condition is satisfied. 

Mr. 1IIody.-Yes. 
President.-The one conditiOOl that requires consideration is whether there 

is a possibility that the industry will at some reasonable time in the future 
1'6 able to dispense with protection. That is the only condition that requires 
(\onsideration. 

Mr. Mody.-What I said about the Fiscal Commission has '!lothing to 
d<> with the case that the industry can establish. I was thinking of other' 
industries, in other times when an industry without being able to satisfy 
those conditions, might be able to go to the Legislature and claim protectiOOl 
on the protectionist policy of the country. I am not saying that so far as 
this enquiry is concerned, so far as our industry is concerned we are not 
able to satisfy. I ha.ve every hope that we shall be able to stand on our own 
legs. 

President.-I should like you to establish it on a statistical basis whether 
the third condition is satisfied or not. 

Mr. Mody.-I am afraid the statistics will have to come after the pro
tection. 

Presidellt.-What I mean by statistical basis is this. We shall discuss 
it in detail to-morrow when we are examining your costs. But I suggest 
that if the level of prices goes back to the middle of 1929 and you are 
able by efficiency schemes to bring down your labour post by 12 per cent. 
and you are able by amalgamation to bring doW'll your overheads by 5 per 
cent., Bombay industry will not need more than 10 per cent. revenue duty. 
If that is established, the third condition is satisfied. 
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JIr. JIody.-I am afraid I would not be able to go as far as that. 
Pruident.-If that proposition is established, then since everybody is 

admitting the importance of raising the level of wholesale prices, the only 
thing that requires to be done is the introduction of efficiency schemes. 

JIr. J[ody.-We are passing through abnormal times due to Japanese 
competition and the eronomic depression coming upon us at the sam.e time 
completely upset the equilibrium of the industry and threw out of gear 
its whole mechanism. It is impossible to Bay what will happen as a resnlt 
of more propitiouB times when.we are able to take shelter behind a modest 
tariff wall. Much will depend upon the circumstances. If we have enough 
money, if we are able to eqnip our mills and instal new machinery and 
introduce new methods of production? The efficiency of our labour· also 
must go up. What will happen under those circumstances, it is very difficult 
to forecast. 

Pruident.-I£ you examine the figures you will find that the very important 
factor has heen the fall in the general level of prices. If there is a rise 
in the general level of prices-supposing we went back to 1929, that would 
be about 33 per cent.-if you get increased price for your cloth to that 
extent, even assuming that cotton and stores went up in the same proportion, 
the marl!:in that would be left for you would be considerable. I suggest that 
because it looks to me that there is no particular reason why you should 
be apprehensive of the conditions of the Fiscal Commission. 

Mr . .l[ody.-l am not apprehensive at all. 
PreriJent.-As a matter of fact, a reasonable amount of reorganisation 

of labour a reasonable amount of reorganisation with regard to overheads 
and a ris~ in the le\"el of wholesale prices would set Bombay on its feet again. 

Jlr. JIody.-They are fair assumptions to make. 
Pruident.-I think that they are fairly tenable propositions. 
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THE AHMEDABAD MlLLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION. 

Evidence of Sheth KASTURBHAI LALBHAI, Sheth NARSINHBHAl 
LALLUBHAI. Sheth SHANTILAL MANGALDAS and 

Mr. G. I. PATEL. recorded at Ahmedabad on Wednesday, 
the 31st August. 1932. 

President.-Mr. Kathurbhai, you are Vice-President of the Ahmedabad 
Millowners' Association? 

Mr. Kasturbha.i.-Yes. 
President.-And Mr. Patel is the Secretary? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-How many members are there in your association? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-56 are mill members; besides them there are other 

members who have got other factories. 
President.-I take it that the members of your association are the mill 

companies, so that it may happen that one mill company may own more 
than one mill? 

Mr. Kastw·bhai.-No Sir. 
President.-In Ahmedabad one m.ill company means one mill? In Bombay 

it is different; you have got mill companies there. which sometimes own two 
or three and in some ('ases more than three mills. 

Mr. Ka.sturbhai.-There are one or two instances in Ahmedabad also, 
but generally one mill company own one mill. 

President.-So that the number of mill companies in Ahmedabad who 
are not members of your association are about 12? 

Mr. Patel.--,About 19, some of them being new ones, having started 
since 1929 or 1930-31. 

President.--=-Have you on your membership any mills which are situated 
outside Ahmedabad? 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-Yes there are four, one at Surat, on~ at Nadiad and 
two at Viramgaon. 

Presidcnt.-To what extent are ~'ou authorised to speak for these mills? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-To the fullest extent. 
Pre .• idellt.-What I propose to do thia morning is to raise the points 

connected with this enquiry in the order in which we have set them out 
in our questionnaire and when we have discussed these points if we find 
there are any points left over then I propose to reserve them for discussion 
at the end of the general discussion. 

:Mr. Kastl/.Tbhai.-That will suit us. 
President.-First I take the points arising out of Mr. Hardy's report. 

The first point that we ha,-e raised in connection with Mr. Hardy's report 
is the proportion of bleached goods made by your mills. We consider that 
a rather important point. Mr. Hardy came to the conclusion in 1929 that 
only a very negligible proportion of Indian mill made goods were bleached. 
We are in this enquiry asked to consider the precise extent and. nature 
of the competition which the Indian mill industry has to face from Japan 
and from the United Kingdom and it is understood that a very large pro
portion of the goods which corne into India from the United Kingdom are 
bleached goods and if the proportion of bleached goods is negligible, it 
will I suppose be possible to argue that to that extent competition between 
India and the United Kingdom is also negligible. Therefore, in order to 
determine that question with a fair measure of accuracy it is necessary 
to come to a reliable conclusion regarding the proportion of bleached goods. 
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The first thing I should like to do with regard to your reply as - regards 
bleached goods is to refer to the statement made by the Tariff Board in 
19"26 on page 107 of their report. They give there two figures, one for 
11 mills and another for. 32 mills. If you take the proportion on the basis 
of the figures regarding the 11 mills the proportion of bleached goods to 
the total production is 60 per cent., whereas if you take the figures relating 
to the 32 mills the proportion is 39 per cent. I take it that when the Tariff 
Board gave these figures in 1926 they meant these figures to include not 
merely grey ~'arn bleached but also coloured yarn, that is to say bleached 
background with coloured pattern. 

JfT. KastuTbhai.-That is so. 
President.-Therefore. taking the two kinds of bleached together taking 

the figures relating to the larger number of milia the proportion was 39 
per cent. On the figures that you give this time, If you take both coloured 
bleached and grey bleached, it will be 30 plll-8 65, altogether 95: that is 
including both coloured and grey 95 out of 135. We might take it approxi
mately as the figure for the whole year. But if you take only bleached 
goods which for import purposes would be classed as bleached then the· 
proportion is about 50 per cent. 

3fT. KastuTbhai.-That is right. 
Presitlenf.-Therefore against the proportion of 39 per cent. of both 

bleached and coloured yarn in 1926 you have on bleached yarn alone to-day 
a proportion of 50 per cent. That measures the progress which has been 
made by the mills in this direction. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. I submit in this connection that it is very im
portant from our point of view that instead of acting on these aSSuIIlptions 
we do not understand why the Government of India which -was so very 
keen at the time and on whim both the previous Tariff Board report and 
Mr. Hardy's report impressed the necessity of keeping proper satistics 
both of imported goods and Indian goods, has not acted up to these recom
mendations. It is not yet. too late even now to do so as we have made 
out in our representation, so that assumptions may be laid aside completely 
and ~'our report may be based entirely on facts. That is to say, if from the 
1st Octohpr to 31st December or up to the end of November arrangements 
arE> made by Government to prepare schedule in such a manner that yoU' 
haVE> import statistics tallying with the statistics of mill production then 
it would be so much easier for you to come to a conclusion. 

President.-It is a suggestion which you have made later on in yonr
representation. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We attached very great importance to it from this 
point of view that money and time have been spent on Mr. Hardy's report 
but some of the conclusion he has drawn are entirely erroneous simply because 
statistics are lacking, and from our point of view in order to make a proper 
comparison and find out what relation there is between British and Indian 
goods it is most important that there ought to be proper statistics. 

P1·esident.-All that we are in a position to do in regard to that matter
is that if we are satisfied we would record the suggestion you have made, 
but I am afraid that it is rather late for us to make a suggestion to the 
Government of India with a view to having that suggestion carried out before 
we draft our report. 

JfT. Kast1f.Tbhai.-1 take it that your report will not be out before 
Nevember or December and if it is based on statistics instead of assumptions 
it will carrY much weight both with the Government and the public. As 
a matter ot' fact we have a shrewd suspicion that there must be some ground 
for Government for not acting up to the recommendations of such a body· 
as the previous Tariff Board as ,,:ell as that of ~r: Hardy (both pf whom) 
insisted on Government for keepmg proper statIstICS. 

President.-The trouble of the Tariff Board is this: we cannot make 
any suggestion to the Government of India except through our report; we 
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.,"all't send up suggestions to Government now whell ow' report is pending. 
If we waited till our report is ready to make this suggestion then I am afraid 
as far as this report is concerned it would be more or less necessary to 
go UPOIl assumptions. I agree with you that in very important matters of 
this kind it is 'uru;atisfactory that our conclusions should be based on 
assumptions, but the Tariff Board has been working upon various industries 
during the past 8 or 9 years and in all these case it has been necessary 
to mnke sueh caleulations on what we considered the least unreliable assump
tions that we could make. 

MI'. Eastu1·bhai.-May we hope that your Board will make a very strong 
reoommendation to the Government of India? It is no use dilly-dallying 
in the way in which the import statistics are collected or the statistics of 
Indian made goods are kept, and they should be brought in line with the least 
possible delay. 

Prcsident.-I am prepared to give your recommendation- the fullest oon
siderntion. If these figures regarding Ahmedabad are correct then the pro
gress as regards bleached goods is very great indeed. When you go on to 
make the suggestion that the proportion for the whole of India is 25 per 
cent., I take it you make the suggestion on assumptions of the kind which 
Mr. Hardy did. Have you any particular line of calculation by which 
you suggest 25 per cent.? 

.VI'. East·u1'bha.i.-We are in touch with many of the up-country mill
owners and on what we hear from them of what they are doing that 
assumption was based. .. 

P1'l'side,Jt.-'Ve got similar figures from the Bombay Millowners' Asso
ciation as rt'gnrds the Bombay mills and I find from their figures that if we 
1eft ont nil the bleached goods contnining coloured yarn, the total pro
portion of blenched to the total production is about 10 per cent. In your 
clise it is 50 per cmt . 

.llr. East·u I'bha i.-Yes. 
P1'esident.-And you would say that if you took Ahmedabad, Bombay and 

nIl other centres together it would be somewhere about 25 per cent.? 
Mr. Eastu.,·bhlli.-Yes. It has been found by the consumers that it is 

better for them to purchase bleached goods instend of grey goods because 
grey goods contnin size to the extent of 10, 20 or even 25 per cent. and 
thert'fort' if they were to buy the blenched kinds they save at least that 
much in the freight' and not only do they save in railway freight, but it also 
saves the extra cost on bleaching the goods. As a matter of fact there 
was a time when Ahmedabad mills used to turn out good quantities of any
thing up to 100 per cent. sized cloth! 

Presidc11t .--One of the cloths for which you give particulars in your 
oonfidential statement has 100 per cent. size. 

MI'. Eastlll'bhll·i.-Thnt is so. 

President.-c'an you tell me how the prices work out? What is the 
amount of freight that the consumer has t.o pay at destination, what is 
the amount he will lose on aC<'ount of extra size; what is the average amount 
of size in, say, colollred grt'y goods? 

Jl/'. Ea.<tlll'bh2i.-About 30 to 35 pel' reut. 
P1'esidcnt.-You calculate· the percentage on tIle finished weight of the 

cloth? 
Mr. Eastll.rbhai.-On the warp it will he about 40 per cent. 
President.--On the final weight it will be about 30 per cent.? 
Mr. Ea stw·b1t a i.-Yes . 
President.-It practically means that he is going to lose 30 per cent. on the 

freight. . 
Mr. East urbhai.-25 rather than 30 per cent. because there may be som,e 

dropping. 
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Prssident.-COuld you tell me straightawa\' approximately what is the 
freight from here to Calcutta per lb. of cloth? 

Mr. Ka&turbhai.-It comes to about Rs. 11 per bale. The freight from 
Ahmedabad to Calcutta is Rs. 2-4-0 per Bengal maund at O/R rate. Railway 
risk rate is much higber. 

l're"ident.--Could you tell me approximately what range of counts of yarn 
is represented by bleached goods, that is to say are your 20s, for example' 
bleached? ' 

Mr. Ka&turbhai.-Yes. As we have said in our representation 75 per 
cent. of the looms in Ahmedabad manufacture cloth out of counts of about 
208 warp and 30s weft, and 25 per cent. of the looms are on the fine side 
that is weaving cloth of counts 30s to 100s or 120s. 

President.-I gathered from Bombay that there the lowest figure of 
fineness of bleached goods is 30s; below 30s they seldom bleach . 

.1Ir. KasturMai.-That is not the case as far as Ahmedabad is concerned. 
Presidellt.-Practically in Ahmedabad you have got bleached goods in 

all ranges . 
.1/,.. Kusturbhai.-20s warp and 30s weft that is th", minimum. 
l're.,idwt.-You imagine a cloth, let us say, of counts 18s x 20s? 
J/r. Kasturbhai.-That also is sometimes bleached; it would be in the 

form of khadi, probably bleached khadi. 
P·re.,ident.-I understand you are not making very much of that now? 
.1/1'. Knsturbliai.-No. We don't spin below 20s. 
l'rr;ident.-May I take it that if both t.he war'p and weft were below 

209 according to the present practice it would not be bleached? 
Mr. Kast·urbhai.-Except jeans and drills. 
Presment.-Now I come to the f.econd point. That is the extent to 

which Calcutta is the market for grey goods. As far as I can understand, 
your position in this matter is the sam~ as that of the Bombay mills. 
What they say is while Mr. Hardy's figures with regard to the absorption 
of grey goods by the Calcutta market are too high, all the same Calcutta 
does represent the largest market in India for grey goods. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is so. 
President.e-The Boinbay Millowners' Association hare rejected Mr. Hardy's 

figures, but they say that 70 per cent. of grey dhotis and 50 per cent. of 
other grey goods find their way into the Calcutta market. You don't give 
any definite figures. . 

.1/r. Kusturbhai.-It is difficult to give figures on assumptions. 
l'resident.-Would you be prepared to say that somewhere about 70 per 

cent. of the grey goods is consumed in the Calcutta market . 
.1Ir. Kasturbhui.-We are sending to different parts of India 100 per cent. 

of ollr production of grey dhotis out of which about 70 per cent. is going to 
Calcutta. .• 

Presiden-t.-Am I right in thinking that the great bulk of the grey 
goodR sent from here to the Calcutta marke~ are of finer counts? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not necessarily. 
President.-·But a great bulk of them above 30s. 
JI·r. Kasfurbhai.-We are sending finer varieties to the Calcutta market 

as well as 20s and 30s. 
President.-Speaking simply as a matter. of general impression, would 

vou say a little more than half of your conslgnments of grey goods to the 
Calcutta market would represent counts above 30s? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. 
President.-Because I noticed from Bombay now an increasing porti?n of 

the grey goods shipped to Calcutta represented finer classes of dhotls. I 
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wonder if the position is more or less the same out here considering the 
fact that you have probably made as much progress or perhaps greater 
progress i'n the finer class of goods than Bombay in recent years. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is probable. 
President.-I will raise that point later on in connection with the freight 

question, because a point that has been worrying us since we started this 
enquiry. I teU you precisely the point that I will raise in connection with 
this question. After all grey goods are the staple of Indian production as 
things stand at present. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-They represent the greater part of the output? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-And for the staple of our production the biggest market ia 

India is Calcutta. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-In Calcutta the Bengal mills are making on the whole fairly 

rapid progress. Take the past two years since protection was granted and 
the question which has been puzzling us a great deal is, supposing as the 
result of continuing these duties, much greater progress is made in future 
by Bengal mills and they satisfy a much larger proportion of the Bengal 
market than they do now, then what is likely to be the relative positioa 
of Ahmedabad and Bombay in regard to what is admittedly the biggest 
piece-goods market for grey goods in India? You have got to pay the freight 
all the way from Ahmedabad or Bombay to Calcutta. They save that. At 
present their great danger is from imported goods. They are situated at 
a port centre. If we grant sufficient duties for a sufficiently long period 
and thus assure them _ against competition from imported goods, then they 
havl' considerable freight advantage in the Calcutta market as against 
Bombay and Ahmedabad. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-But they will have to pay freight for cotton. 

President.-I was looking into that. The point there would be this: 
if we continue protection at an adequate level for a sufficiently long period, 
the rest of the Indian market that the Indian Textile industry can capture
is the market in respect of finl'r classes of goods. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Because that represents the 'import share of the Indian nwrket. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-As far as those classes of goods are concernl'cl you have got 

to depend at any rate for the time being on imported cotton. 
1111'. Kasturbhai.-That is so. 
President.-Calcutta can get imported cotton cheaper than you can get 

bl'Cause they are situated in a port. 
Jfr. Kastur/,hai.-Yl's. 
President.-Therefore they will savl' the freight as far as raw cotton is 

concerned. Therefore the position requires a certain amount of considera
tion. I cannot raise thl' dl'tails of it just now. I will rnise it in con
nection with the freight question. 

Jfr. 8alltilal.-They can't save fl'l'ight on imported cotton, because they 
have to pay a little extra for cotton which they are ta.king from Bombay to
Calcutta. They are not getting at the same rate liS Bombay. 

President.-The only question is fumigation. If thl're is no fumigation? 
3fr. 8hantilal.-1 think there is extra freight. 
·President.-No. Thl' freight to all the Indian ports not merely on raw 

ootton but on other things are the same. The difficulty in regard to 
Calcutta is there is no fumigation arrangement. Fumigation only applies-
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to American cotton. East African and· Egyptian cotton are being directly 
shipped to Calcutta. 

JIr. SantilaI.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to the percentage of import goods sold in the 

Calcutta market, you don't wish to ~ake any statement? 
JIr. Ka&turbhai.-No. 

. P~e&idellt.-.The only point that interested me as far as you are concerned 
18 thIs. I notIce takmg your figures of coloured production in 1931-32 as 
compared with 1927-28, there is a very large increase. 

JIr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 

President.-In ;Bombay, on the other hand, there is a very large decline 
and I was wondermg whether that means it would be necessary for you to 
find a larger outlet: for your coloured goods in more distant markets like 
Calcutta . 

.llr. Kasturbhai.-As it is, at present, our coloured goods are being 
exported to the North Western Province, Punjab, Cawnpore and as regards 
those places 'We are certainly more favourably situated than any other centre 
in the Bombay Presidency. Particularly piece-goods are being exported there 
not in a ~e! condition, but though i~ is ~oloured they are bleached anq 
therefore It 18 coloured bleached that 18 bemg exported to these districts. 
We do not suppose that for some time to colI\e we will have any difficulty 
in finding a market. 

President.-We come to a rather interesting question. That is the pro
portion of goods made of finer counts--Point No.4 of Mr. Hardy's report. 
That is a very important point in connection with this enquiry .. One of Mr. 
Hardy's main conclusion was as far as finer counts are concerned, the Indian 
industry is not in a position to undertake any considerable production and 
has not as a matter of fact undertaken considerable production. -Therefore 
the question of competition from the lJnited Kingdom is not so very im
portant. As far as I can understand the figures the situation has altered 
a very great deal since Mr. Hardy reported and I hav~ also some feeling 
that the figures on this point in Mr. Hardy's report are rather under
estimated to the extent of compeition from the United Kingdom in respect 
of counts less than 4Os. I will tell you how the Bombay Millowner's' Associa-. 
tion put this point before us. They have urged very strongly that there 
has been a very considerable increase in India in the production of finer 
counts. They have given us the figures of production of fine counts in 
regard to 25 or 27 individual lI\ills in Bombay, taking the year 1927-28 and 
the year 1931-32. The figures of these individual mills show a very large 
increase and then they give us the average count of yarn spun in India 
in 1925-26 and 1931-32. The average count of yarn spun in Bombay in 
1925-26 was 17·2 .. It is 20·6 in 1931-32. But if you take the whole of India 
it was 18·4 and it is 20"5 now. Can you give me corresponding figures 
for Ahmedabad? 

J/r. Patel.-We have submitted those figures in our representation and 
"if vou want these only for a few individual mills, we are prepared to give 
you.. On page 6 of our first representation we have given the information. 

President.-What that table gives you is the quantity of yarn spun. 
What I want to get at is this. I want you to give me for 1925-26 taking 
the whole of vour production and averaging it, what was the average count 
of vam that you uSlld for your weaving mill and giv? me a similar average 
figIire for 1931-32. If the average was 17 or 18 takmg all clas.qes of goods 
in Ahmedabad it might be 21 or somewhere about that figure now. That 
is a verv good 'barometer for measuring the progress made in respect of finer 
('ounts .. If you could work out the figures on that basis, it would be rather 
helpful. 

J[T. Kasftlrbhll;.-We can work out the figures, but I am ~fraid it is 
likely to be a misleading proposition. 
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Presidcnt.-If you will tell me what the qualifications are myself and 
my colleagues will keep the qualifications in mind. ' 
. lI!r. I(ast~rb"~i.-For ~ne thing the working out of the average count 
IS. dIfferent ~n. dIfferent mills. I do not know what is the correct system 
of really arrlvmg at a correct count. If 5,000 spindles are working in my 
n~ills on 208, 5,000 on 308 and 5,000 au 408, it is not correct to say that 
my average count is 30s. 

Pre.,ident.-We have got in the Indian production figures both for yarn 
and counts. If we take the total quantity of yarn that you spin here in 
Ahmedabad, that will give you separate figures for each kind of yarn and 
you get also the quantity of each kind of yarn. If you take the weighted 
average, you get the figure without going into the individual mills. 

Mr. Kast1.l'rbhai.-That is true. 
President.-That would represent comprehensively the position in 

Ahmedabad. It is simply a matter of calculating the weighted averages. 

J,fr. Kastttrbhai.-My submission is, that, to nwasure the progress by 
the averaging of the count is not the correct system, because the averaging 
of count is arrived at in a different manner by 2 or 3 systems. 

President.-I will tell you what the difficulty is at the back of your mind. 
Supposing we get the average count for 1931-32 and we get a figure of 22, 
taking a considerable number of the better sort of mills in Ahmedabad, it 
will be very misleading to suggest that 22 will represent the avel'age level 
of production in the more up to date mills. 

J,fT. Kasturbhai.-No. What I say is, if in my mill I have 10,000 spindles 
of 20s and 10,000 spi'ndles of 308· to an. ordinary man the average count 
will be 258 while if I give it to my spinner, he will bring it to 26'5 or 27. 
There is a way of working it. 

President.-What is the difference? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-I will have to consult my technical man. 
President.-Will you think it over and let m.e have a note. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-In addition to these matters which indicate the progl'ess of 

the production of finer counts, I take it the increase in the quantities of 
imported yarn is an indication of the extent to which finer counts have 
been made in India. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-That·is to say it is not merely a question of the iucre·ase in 

t:he quantities . imported, but a difference in the distribution of the imports 
as regards cOuntries of origin. What I mean is in 1926-27 out of about 
474,000 bales imported, 379,000 came from America. In 1931-32 you again 
had a figure of 470,000. From America it was only 140,000. The bulk of 
the imports last year came from East Africa and Egypt. 

Mr .. Kasturbhai.-My submission is that as far as Am.erican imports are. 
concerned, they should not be taken into consideratian at all, because most 
of the American cotton that is being imported is for the replacement of 
Indian cotton. 

President.-It has gone up in price relatively. 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-Yes the pl'ice of the Indian cotton being lligher than 
American cotton it has been found possible to import it into India and 
those two years that have been cited by you are abnormal years as far as 
the cotton growth in America is concerned or the cotton growth in India 
is eoncerDed. 

President.-But the parity in prices "'as upset in both years. 

Mr. Kast'Urbhai.-I submit that most of the American cotton that is being 
imported is coming in for the use of the ordinary counts and not for fine 
counts. 
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Pre&ident.-I would rather qualify that statement to this extent that 
th~ American cotton which is imported or the great bulk of it is cotton 
whIch corresponds not to Indian short staple but to Indian long staple. 

JIr. Kcuturbhai.-That is right. 
President.-It is all above P. 
JIr. Kasturbhai.-Not necessarily. I have known several thousands of 

bales being sold in the Bombay market which had a staple of tt and iN. 
Pre&ident.-I have suspected this all along. It is -very likely. 

JIr. Kasturbhai.-Yes and therefore we are not at all against the 
import. duty being .levied on American cotton because thereby we shall be 
protectIng our cultIvators. We are absolutely for it. 

President.-As a matter of fact the Central Cotton Committee told us 
~hat 75. per .cent. o~ the American cotton imported last year was comparable 
In quahty WIth IndIan long staple. That 25 per cent. of the American cotton 
imported last year was of .slightly: longer staple than the Indian long staple 
cotton, but I never got the ImpreSSIOn from that that there were any quantIties 
of American cotton imported into this country which were less than iN. I 
think that not unlikely as you know there has been steady deterioration in 
the quality of American cotton recently. About 20 per cent. of their crop 
is below i". When parity prices are upset, that amount is also likely to 
go up. . 

JIr. KIMturbhai.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-Therefore if your suggestion is correct, we should be justified 

in proposing the retention of this duty not merely on the gr01tnd that 
American cotton competes with Indian long staple, but also on the ground 
that American cotton might compete with Indian short staple cotton. 

lIlr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore the so-called virtual monopoly in 'respect of short 

staple cotton is to some extent a thing of the past? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-·Wbere I don't agree with you is, you tell me that 1926-27 

was an exceptional year and 1931-32 also an exceptional year because there 
had been a bumper crop in America. and a short crop in India and the 
parity was upset. We find looking over the past tfln years there were three 
occasions on which this disturbance of parity took place. 

Mr. Xcuturbhai.-The Indian Central Cotton Committee will be able to 
give you figures from which you will find that since 1912-13 we had only 
one year 1921-22, if I a.m not mistaken, in which we had large imports 
from America. But if you took from 1910 to 1926, during these 16 years 
there were only three years during which the American imports were 
considerably higher than normal. 

President.-It is rather dangerous to take too long a period for an 
average in a matter of this kind because a.pparently natural conditions in 
regard to the growth of cotton in America have been changing a lot and 
they have been changing recently. If you take an average over a period, 
beginning IllS early as 1912, the result that you get may be out of tune with 
the realities of the present day. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-My only point is that American cotton has been 
imported into this country only when the parity has been upset. It has 
not been imported into this country in order to replace the Indian cotton 
if the parity of Indian cotton was in line with the American COtt011. 

President.-That is true. What worries us is this. Supposing we decide 
to accept your proposal and fix the period of protection as 10 years and we 
fix our rates of duty and our proposals regarding the dutv on imported 
cotton for a period of ten years, supposing at the end of two or three 
years, parity gets upset again, we may ~eriously upset the cultivators' 
interests and mark you, our cotton is the most ,-aluable crop? 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.-Therefore, as I think and as we have said in our 
representation, my Association is not at aU averse to imposing a protective 
duty on the Am~rican cotton. _ 

President.-There -you are anticipating an issue which I wanted to raise 
-Iater on. Since you have raised it we shall discuss it straightaway. The 
suggestion which the Central Cotton Committee has made to us in respect 
of imported cotton is this. They say that the duty may be- made applicable 
to imported cotton with a staple of one inch and below but not more than 
one inch. -

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We entirely agree. 
President.-That is to say, not differentiating the country of export but 

differentiating according to the staple. The point that we made to them 
is that it is perfectly true that at present all Indian long staple cotton is 
between i" and 1". There is practically no Indian long staple cotton above 
that. In respect of a thing like cotton you have to provide not merely 
against direct competition but you have also to provide aga'ast indirect 
competition. If for example as a result of the disturbance in parity you 
get cotton of staple slightly above one inch relatively becoming cheaper than 
cotton of I" staple and you don't apply the duty to that, then that cotton 
will be imported in preference to the one inch staple cotton available in the 
country? 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-It is true. My submission is that most of the cotton 
-consumed in Indian mills is i" to 1" staple and if the mill has to pay t. ... 4 

difference in price between the i" or I" staple cotton of India and the In" 
staple American cotton, it would not be a paying proposition in spite 
of the variation in parity. 

President.-Supposing _you looked at it from the cloth end? I am 
in the habit of using cloth made in India of cotton with a staple of one 
inch. American ootton of I , { II or 1*" staple I don't say has become 
cheaper than one inch but relatively cheaper. Now a mill buys that cotton, 
produces cloth of slightly superior fineness to the Indian cloth made out of 
Indian one inch cotton. That finer class of cloth becomes cheaper than 
it "Was before. Now as II> purchaser I will take the view" Look her~, since 
that superior cloth is now cheaper by 2 annas, although the inferior cloth 
is still one anna cheaper, compared with the inferior cloth, the superior cloth 
has become relatively cheaper and I would rather buy that". You l:ave 
that kind of indirect competition, haven't yauP 

Jlr. -Kasturbhai.-Cloth that is being manufactured from Indian cotton 
mostly goes for the masses; and the consumer is not in a position to ('1£er n 
slightly higher price and take the better class of goods because his economic
condition will not allow him to do- so. It is all very well for an educated 
person who is capable of distinguishing the quality between the superior 
class of cloth and the inferior class of cloth and paying a bit higher price for 
the better class of goods. But as far as the masses are concerned. "hey 
are more concerned with the price than with a slight difference in the
quality. 

President.-When you are speaking of cotton of one inch staple, you are
thinking of cloth ranging in oounts between 30s and 40s which is not worn
by masses of our people. That is the sort of cloth which you and I may 
wear. 

lIlr. Kasturbhai.-What I say is that most of -the Indian mills are using 
cotton which is of i" staple. If you are able to get from the Central Cotton 
Committee figures, you will find that relatively the quantity of one inch 
staple cotton grown in India is very small. Even that also is being exported. 

President.-Very little? 

lofr. Kasturbhai.-A major portion of it is exported.- It is Cambodia 
cotton. 

Preswent.-Last year we produced a little o,'er SOO,OOO bales of cotton 
which is not merely of more than i" staple but actually usable in respect 
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of its fineness. ten~ile .trength and so on, for the production of finer counts. 
Out of that 800,OUO bales we exported from India not more than 100,000 
bales and the rest was available for consumption in Indian mills. That is a 
question which I want to raise again. But in the meantime let me tell you 
this. I suggested to the Bombay Millowners' Association that in order to 
get a really vivid idea of the progress made in respect of the production 
of finer countlo, the best way of presentation would be this. You take the 
total production of cloth in India in 1926-27 a·nd in 1931-32. Now out of 
that, you deduct the quantities represented by goods other than piece
goods. Of these there are vanous kinds. You deduct from that also those 
classes of piece-goods which are invariably made out of coarser counts like 
chaddars. drills and so on. Then you get .. certain quantity which is the 
quantity of those classes of goods which are generally made of counts above 
208. If out of that you can get the proportion of cloths made of counts, 
30B and above, that gives you a very much better picture of what has 
happened in this matter? 

Mr. Ka3twrbhai.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-<:alculating on that basis I find-I am taking all India 

figures-if you took the total quantity of piece-goods made of counts above 
20&, 9 per cent. was made of counts above 30s in 1926-27 and if you took 
1931..'12 the corresponding percentage was very nearly 19 to 20. In other 
words the proportion has doubled. It was about 9 in 1926-27 and 19 and 
20 in 1931-32. . 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-May I know whether this proportion is in regard to 
counts or the yardage? 

Prerident.-It is in regard to counts.· 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-I submit that it is a very misleading st,atement. 
Prtsident.-Beca·use the yardage per pound in respect of finer counts will 

be much greater? ' 
Mr. Kastu".bhai.-The yardage of finer counts per lb. will be consider

ably bigger than the yardage of coarser counts. It may actually show a 
difference of 4 to 10 yards pel lb. 

Prfsident.-If you make a calcula.tion for that on an average basis ... 

Mr. Ka~turbhai.--In order to find out that, it will be desirable to find 
out what is the yardage per pound of cloth made from 20sto 30s which have 
been the standards with most of the Indian mills and to find out the. 
ya.rdage from 30s to 100s a·nd take the average. 

President.-<:an you give us a. note on that? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-You want it per lb. That will be with regard to the 

bleached, not with regard to the coloured. 

President.-If you will give us the number of yards per lb. in respect 
of various grades, it will be helpful. 

llr. Kasturbhai.-We propose to give it only in two grades. One will 
be cloth made from 20s to 30s, that is 20s warp and 308 weft and the other 
will be above 80s, all lumped together. We shall take a representative mill, 
&1l you have suggested in the other case, and take what counts they are 
spinning. They cannot spin one count; they must spin three or four counts. 
We will take three 01" four kinds of quality manufactured in thwt representa
tive mill, find out the yardage per lb. and average it and give it to you as 
representing the yardage of cloth. 

President.-Supposing, above 30s, you took 30s to 40s and 40s to 60s 
might that not gh:e us nearer results instead of lumping everything a,bove 
3Os? 

Mr. Kastu1·bhai.-We will do like this, we will take 20s to 30s, 30s to 45s 
and 40s to l00s; that is to say we will have to give you yardage for 20s 
to 30s, 30s t-o 45s and 40s to lOGs-all per pound. 

Pruidenf.-That is 'right. Personally I am inclined to think that the 
estimate that J,l{r. Hardy made in 1928-29 regarding the quantities of piece-
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goods imported from the United Kingdom of counts below 40s was Oil the 
whole on the low side. Mr. Hardy's conclusion was that practically all the 
goods imported from the United Kingdom were above 40s and most of them 
above 50s. I notice from the Report of the Tariff Board in 1926 (page 40) 
that they got figures from the Manchester Chamber of Commerce according 
to which cloth conta:ining warp or weft of counts between 30s and 40s forms 
about 40 to 45, per cent. of the total export from the United Kingdom. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-They are entirely right. Mr. Hardy's figure is wrong. 
There are two chief sections, as far as Lancashire cotton goods are concerned. 
One section deals with American cotton and another section de!l:ls with 
Egyptian cotton. It is well known that counts above 40s cannot be made 
from American cotton. That being so, it could not be that all the exports 
that are being made to India a:re from the Egyptian cotton. We therefore 
entirely agree with the suggestion made in the report of the Tariff Board 
that 40 to 50 per cent. of cloth that is coming to India is of counts below 
40s and 50 per cent. is of counts above 40s. 

President.-Anyway, the Manchester Chamber of Commerce might be 
expected to' know what it does better tha·n Mr. Hardy. 

Mr. Ka<sturbhai.-We assume-we can only make IJ. guess-that the class 
01 cloth that is coming from Manchester is such that it would not pay them 
to make from Egyptian cotton. 

President.-The inference that I draw from tha,t is this. If you take' 
the total quantity of goods imported from the United Kingdom in 1926-27, 
the figure was somewhere about 1,450 million yards. Out of that 550 million 
yards was bleached. I gather from various things mentioned in the report 
and also from suggestion~ by Mr. Hardy that all bleached goods are above 
40s. If you deduct the yardage of bleached goods from the total' you get a 
balance of 870 millions, the greater part of which is bordered grey. If 40 
to 45 per cent. of the total export is b'etween 30s an.d 40s, that would be 
very nearly 60 to 70 per cent. of bordered grey. Therefore in 1926-27 
which is only a year earlier than Mr. Hardy's Report, very nearly 60 per' 
cent. of the bordered grey goods imported into this country from the 
United Kingdom must have been 30s and 40s and therefore to say that 
there is no overlapping would be stretching the point. That is how I put 
the position? 

Mr. Kasturbha.i.-You are right. 
President.-I cannot believe that the Manchester Chamber of Commerce 

would give figures on a point like this unless the figures were quite correct? 
Mr. Kasturbhqi.-Cert3linly you are right. 
PreMdent.-1 have been quite unable to get the data on which Mr. Hardy 

came to this conclusion. I suppose he must have made his own assumptions 
and in the absence of definite statistical data the best of us could be 
wrong in our assumptions? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Now 1 come to the question of shirtings. What is your 

,iE'w? If ~-ou compare the imports of plain grey goods from .Japan ,in 
1931-32 with those of 1929-30, that is the year before the protective duties 
were imposed, there is a veFY substantial reduction in the imports. It was 
320 million vards in 1929-30 and 127 million yards in 1931-32. Although 
there has be"en this verv large decline in imports .of plain grey goods, you 
~till consider the position one of danger for the Indian industry as regards 
plain grey? 

.Mr. Kasfm-bhai.-Yes, as far as Japan is concerned .• 
Prp.~ident.-That is to say, although there has been a redu~tion of over 

;')0 per cent. it still ('onstitutes the largest single item of Imports from 
anywhere in 'the world. The real point is that the standardised .production 
gives adva.ntage to Japan in regard to pla.in grey in III way which it does 
not in regard to any other line of goodF. 

JIr. Kasfu.rbhai.-That is so. 
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Prelident.-It is obvious that even this amount of reduction would not 
have taken place but for the fact that there is a specific duty. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As a matter of fact to ascertain the facts would 
have been very important. The very fact that even with the specific duty 
Japan has been able to supply large quantities of grey goods speaks volumes 
ab01:lt ita method of production. Last time we had suggested that the 
Tariff Board should go to Japan and find out the facts. It is no use 
basing conclusions on assumptions. 

President.-I ... ish you had made the suggestion to the Government of 
India since our terms of reference were published. Nothing would hlilve 
pleased the Tariff Board better! But now I am afraid it is rather a 
difficult question. I wonder if it has occurred to you, as far as grey goods 
are concerned, to watch the manner in which Japliln has been regulating its 
competition in the Indian market-they produce grey goods which are of 
rather better quality than the Indian goods but put them on the market 
at either the same price or a slightly lower price-as far as bleached goods 
are concerned their goods are not merely cheaper but also inferior, but in 
regard to grey goods their quality is, if anything, better. 

Mr. KtUturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-In other words, the basis on which they compete in these 

grey goods is the hasis of qua-\ity and in bleached they compete on the basis 
of price. That is a very clever way of adjusting their trade to the 
economic conditions of the country. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As far as plain grey are concerned we feel, and we 
have felt all along, that their sale policy is entirely different from the sale 
policy of the Indian mills. You go to any Japanese firm and it will be able 
to sell you straight off 1,000 or 2,000 bales of grey cloth in relation to 
the price of cotton. Though it has been stated in Mr. Pearse's Report that 
Jlllpan does not do any hedging, it may be that these firms which are 
exporting cotton from this country and importing piece-goods are doing it 
on the hedge hasis, otherwise they can't be in a position to sell piece-goods 
to-day at the particular price of cotton. If the price of cotton to-day is 250 
and it comes down to 225, straightaway they are in a position to tIiIke 
advantage of the drop in the price of cotton.in their sale of cloth .hich no 
Indian millowner will be in a position to do. 

President.-That is because you have not got a sufficiently long forwMd 
market in piece-goods and your transactions are ill-balanced, though you 
have got a sufficiently long forward market in cotton. I don't know what 
the remedy is. Whlllt is your suggestion? Unless you develop a satisfactory 
form of marketing piece-goods you will not be able to balance your raw 
cotton transactions in relation to your piece-goods trlMlsactions in the way 
Japan does. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Japliln is able to do that because in their case there 
are only four or five big Japanese concerns, and even if anyone of them is 
smashed they would be prepared to do it. Instances have occurred in which 
a very big Japanese firm used to do this on a la·rge scale but it came to 
grief. After all it is not an easy proposition. 

President.-It is not an easy proposition but the point is this: what 
you are trying to do is to explain why Japan is able to ca·rry out large 
forward transactions in piece-goods. They are able to do that because they 
are operating through very large ~nits. 

Mr. Kwturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-And that is really the reason why you are not able to 

develop a satisfactory forward market he.re. The answer. to that is that the 
Indian mills must undertake III scheme hke the Lancashire Cotton Corpora
tion which has failed. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I don't think it is desirable to have such large com
bines either in the interest of the consumer or in the interest of the 
industry. 
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President.-I will come to that point later. I certainly feel impressed by 
'your argument that M far as large units are concerned it might easily 
result in lack of attention of the kind which would seriously affect the 
efficiency of production, but where amalgamations do help is in the matter 
of purchases and sales. I feel that in the actual process of production a 
small unit which ensures sufficient supervision may work better. However I 
will come to that point later. With regard to bleached goods I can't quite 
gather what your position is in this mSltter. I take it that in very 
important lines of white goods Japan is outstripping Lancashire, is it not? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-At least from the figures of imports it looks like that. 
The explanation ma:y be that these white goods are being manufactured 
in automatic looms and it is a standard product and as such it can be 
produced cheaply so far as production cost is concerned. As regards bleach
ing, that also can be done on a mass scale. 

President.-One of the kinds of white goods in which Japan is showing 
an increase is what I mSlY call plain white. 

M)'. Kastul'bhai.-It has gone up from 2'1 to 6'9. 
President.-That is the kind of goods that lends itself to standardised' 

production? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-There is one other point and that is in regard to the hand 

printing industry. "-hat is the population of hand printers? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-May be ten thousand. 

President.-Supposing printed goods were sufficiently protected by an 
adequate scale of prottlction for an adequate period, have you any idea of the 
total capacity of hand print production in AhJhedSlbad? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I ha.e no idea. 
Presidcnt.-By how much can you increase your production of printed 

goods? . 
Mr. Kastul'bhai.-We do feel that it could be extended as the mill 

industry has been extended. 
President.-In Ahmedabad I understand you do most of your bleaching 

through 'dhobies.' you do that not because you are not in a position to put 
up economical bleaching plants but you consider the prtlstlnt practice more 
economical lind more satisfactory? The same thing applies to hand print? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes to II large extent. 

President.-If II sufficiently protective duty was levied on imports of 
printed goods and you thought it worth your while to increase your produc
tion, would you not- go in for printing plants or would you do that by 
making use of the hand-printing industry; if you do that by how much can 
you increase your production? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We dare say we can increase it by 300 to 400 per 
cent. 15 ytlars back we sta.rted bleaching in one of my mills and we were 
only doing that to the tune of 30 to 35 per cent. but to-day there lire four 
mills under my management and 95 per cent. of my goods are bleached. 
I ha\'e figures re('ording year by year how much I have progressed and I a·m 
prepared to submit those figures to the Board. and where we had six 
dhobies for bleaching we have now at least 600 men. 

President.-WhRt were these men doing before? 

7Ifr. Kast1trbhai.-They ha.e beE'n imported from the {rnited Provinces 
and Marwar; they Rre by (,Rste dh"bie3 Rnd they don't do any other 
work. 

President.-They a·re not neressarily an original part of the Ahmedabad 
social economy. are t.heyP . 

Mr. Kashl4'bha;'-No. We expect similar progress if\, hond-printing. 

President.-What is ~'our present produ('tion of printed goods? 
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Mr. Ka.!turbhai.-It would be .ery small compared to the total produc
tion. 

Mr. B.,ay.-You sa)' in answer to Question 15 that some mills have 
installed printing plants. 

M".. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Are they working? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-At least one of them have started work at the Calico 

mills: one at Bombay in the Currimbhoy mils and another at the Sassoon 
and Stlllndard mills. 

PTe.<ident.-You are referring to the whole of India? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Pres~dent.-Would you say that one per cent. of your production now ill

hand-prmted? 
Mr. Ka$turbhai.-I will take out the figures of my mills and give you. 

It will be a mere fraction. 
P-resident.-If you take a few of the largest mills or representative

mills, it would be useful. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-I have seen reference to hand-printing so often but have 

not the least idea what part hand-printing plays in the production of 
Ahmedabad, and I should like to hlllVe that clarified. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-One great advantage in hand-printing against machine 
printing is that while in machine printing you can have two or three blocks 
of designs to turn out thousands of yards of one pattern here for every 
little piece you can have different designs and it is all in fast colour. I 
do not know whether you noticed during your inspection of the mills hand-
printing being most beautifully done in one of the mills here. 

President.-With regard to point 16 what is your opinion? At the time 
Mr. Hardy reported in 1929 he held the view that if there was a decline in 
the price of Japanese piece-goods that decline was completely accounted 
fOl' by a decline in the price of raw cotton. I notice you have made no 
comment on that. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We have made no comments wherever we felt it would 
be guess work. As far as the price of cotton is concerned we have figures, 
but as far 86 the quality is concerned whether the same qualities have been 
worked at or different qualities have been taken we have not the least idea. 

President.-What has happened is that 'while the price of. raw cotton, 
taking 1926 to 1931, has fallen by 50 per cent., cotton manufactures have 
fallen by 221 per cent. This appears to me to be the correct proportion, 
but if you take representative kinds of Japanese goods during the same 
peri6d they have not fallen by 22l but very nearly 45 per cent. which 
appears to indicate thlllt the fall in the price of Japanese piece-goods is 
greater than is indicated by the fall in the price of raw cotton. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is so. 

President.-But that is true mily since 1929. What that indicates is that 
Japan h86 been able to reduce its costs of production or Japan catering for a 
large number of export markets is able to alTive at these prices in the 
export markets according to the conditions of each market by some arrange
ment of that kind, and the result is that every time the duty has increased 
in India. prices have fallen correspondingly. -

M1·. KO$turbhai.-That is so. 

President.-There appears_ to be no limit to the flexibility of Japanese 
production costs. 

Mr. Ka,sturbhai.-Whether it is the flexibility of production costs or 
whether it is due to some kind, of assistance._ . . . 
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President.-Over a period of three or four years you can't get a mechanised 
Government like the Japa,nese Government to help in that way. Japan is 
ill serious financial difficulties now. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Immediately this protection was granted in 1930 they 
made some reduction in freight and gave some bounty. 

President.-As a matter of fact I have heard various suggestions a,bout 
this. Recently two people were in Japan, one of them a Dutch manufac
turer- and another I believe an American, and they tried to investigate 
every possible source of informa,tion in Japan and they came to the con
clusion that reduction in Japanese prices could not be accounted for on the 
basis of State subsidies and it looks to me therefore that it is rather a far
fetched explanation. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-One great feature of the JllIpanese textile industry is 
that there has been great progress as far as the spinning and weaviug 
sections are concerned; that is to say if a worker was minding two sides in 
1929 he WIllS minding three in 1930, four in 1931 and eight in 1932; that 
has been a regular feature of the Japanese textile industry. There has been 
reduction in labour costs by increased efficiency of the worker in minding 
lUore machines both in spinning and in weaving section. 

Mr. Shantilal.-They introduced automatic looms. 
President.-That is au ancient affair but these prices were reduced since 

1930 steadily. Do you accept this statement of Mr. Hardy (No. XVIII)? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is absolutely correct. 
Presidrnf.-That area for area fine cloth is even cheaper than coarse 

cloth. 
Mr. KastlllTbhai.-Yes. 
P·resident.-I will tell you how I have been looking at it. If you look at 

page 85 of Mr. Hardy's Report, table at the top of that page, there :;,ou 
have grey dhutis, same dimension.s, same reed and pick, same width coloured 
borders and the price is given there in pence per unit area. Do these prices 
substantiate the conclusion? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-It doesn't as far as I can make out. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-The difference is very slight except in the one case. 
President.-Except in 3 cases out of 7. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-You take 70 {110. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is II; little higher, because thlllt is very fine. 
President.-Th,erefore it applies only within certain limits. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-As a substantive proposition it is a correct statement. 
President.-Another point I should like to raise with regard to that is 

ihis: supposing you take a. cloth 32{40 and you take a doth 70{110, both 
having the same reed and pick, do you think you would be able to wea·r a 
cloth wovel1 of 70s x 110s having the same reed and pick? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. 
President.-Therefore the proposition is intensively theoretical. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not intensively theoretical. It has hlllPpened in the 

actual trade that the filler doth has been many a time cheaper compared 
with the coarser cloth. 

Preside'll,t.-Within certRin limits. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-But to a very large extent the proposition is untrue. It 

n.pplies only within certain narrow limits. If you take a .cloth woven of 
superior counts, it would be necessary for you to have hIgher reed and 
pick. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is so. 
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President.-Otherwise the cloth would be unwearable. If you allowed 
bigher reed and pick, the cost would go up. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-The difference that has been taken up in this case is 
very wide a.nd counts of yarn 30s x 40s when compared to 70s x 110s have a 
very wide margin. If you take 208 x 30s and 30s x 408, it will compare very 
favourably. 

President.-Therefore I am right. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-If you take reasonably equal proportions. 
President.-If you take a margin indicated by say IIIbout 15s to 20s, you 

might be right. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-The price of a pair with 20s 30s yarn and 40 reed and 

pick in my mill is the same as 408 60s, 4~0 reed' and pick. Area for 
area is the slllme; the price is the same and the counts vary. At the same 
time the reed and pick are heavier. No sooner you go to very fine yarn, 
the cost is more than proportionately high. That does not stand comparison 
with 30s x 408. . 

President.-What you save on your raw cotton is paid .by the higher 
wages, in manufacturing costs. The rea.l test to apply in this particular 
kind of cloth you are considering is to what extent do manufacturing 
charges above costs exceed the saving that you make on raw cotton. That 
is what it really amounts to. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-I should like to ask one question IIIbout artificial silk. May 

we deal with them entirely on the basis that they are a class of goods 
which compete generally with coloured cotton goods P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing we find on investigation that a particular rate :>f 

duty is necessary for coloured piece-goods, assume for the time being it is a 
specific duty and we IIIpply the same specific duty to artificial silk goods, 
would that meet the situation? Take for instance the cotton fancies made in 
Indian mills. We take the prices that Indian mills are able to get for 
their cotton fancies. They are low for the reason that cotton fancies hlllve 
to compete not merely with imported fancies but also against artificial silk. 
There the price realised for cotton fancies is a price which rellects in both 
directions. I take the difference between the Indian cost and the actua.l 
price that the Indian mills can get, fix that as the specific duty; apply 
that specific duty not merely to imported cotton fancies, but to artificial 
silk, would that meet the situation? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It would very much depend on whlllt is the cost of 
Japanese artificial silk yarn, because if that artificial silk yarn cost goes 
down, it is probable that in spite of the same duty being levied as on the 
fancy coloured cloths, they may be IIIble to compete. 

President.-We will provide against that. We can insert a provision to 
the effect that if the prices of any important imported piece-goods fall 
below the level which we take into account in fixing the scheme of protec
tion, the duties can be adjusted. Assuming 'there is an offsetting provision 
of this kind, then would the scheme satisfy youP 

Mr. Kasturbkai.-Yes. 
Mr. Patel.-At present the duty is 50 per cent. 
President.-Prices have come down. Supposing we put it on the specifio 

duty? 
. Mr. Kasturbhai.-Artificial silk must be specifically separate. 

President.-On what basis are you going to fix it? 

lIfr. Kastu.rbhai.-Why not fix it on an ad valorem basis. 

President.-Prices lilt present I suppose are about 4 annas. You make 
it 100 per cent. The duty would be 4 annas. To-morrow the price would be 
3 annas. 100 per cent. would give you 3 annas. If you fix it as a specific 
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duty, you get 4 annas in spite of the fall in price. If you want me to fix a. 
different rate of dut~· for artificial silk goods, on what basis do you suggest 
that I should make my calculations? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It depends upon the particular portion where the arti
fioial silk is used. It all depends whether it is fully artificial or 50 per 
cent. artificial or less than 50 per cent. artificial. " 

Pl·esident.-The only way in which you can fix it is by taking what I 
ma.y call a fair selling price to the Indian industry and an important price. 
The difference between the two is the measure of protection. It is only on 
that basis I can fix 11 duty even on a.rtificial silk goods. Since artificial 
silk goods are not made in this country we can't get a fair selling price 
for Indian goods. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-The only thing to be done is to take the ra.tes for fancy 
goods. 

·Pre.<ident.-In reply to Question 2 you ha.e not given us an~' information. 
You are not in a position to give it. 

lIlr. Ka.sturbhai.-That is so. 
President.~The prices of comparable classes of goods imported from 

United Kingdom and from Japan. I should like "ery much to get detailed' 
information from you in the markets with which you are familiar. 

M·r. Kastu.rbhai.-If you like we shall submit samples of cloth that are 
being imported with the cost of production. 

President.-'Ve don't want samples. We are not in a position to judge 
whether one class of cloth is comparable to another cloth. I want you to 
tell me from your experience and knowledge, "these are United Kingdom's 
and these are Japanese goods. From. our experience and knowledge of the 
market we consider that these may be taken approximately as comparable 
classes .. The wholesale ma·rket price of the Japanese cloth is so much. 
The wholesale market priee of the Lancashire cloth is so much. Therefore 
the priee of the Lancashire is 10 per cent., 15 per cent., 20 per cent. 
higher than the Japanese price". Could you give us for dozen important 
\'arieties of cloths? Find out from your experience comparable classes of 
imports from United Kingdom and imports from Japa,n and gi.e the margin 
of difference between the imported Japanese and the United Kingdom. That 
is what I would like to have. Could you do that? 

Mr. Kasttlil·Ma-t.-It is .ery difficult. As it has been said in Mr. Hardy's 
Report, it is not Ulerel~' the same class of goods that come in competitiou 
with each other. 

Presiliellt.-lt is l'er~' diffieult for you to lix precisely the complllrable
prices. That is perfectly true. The market has a certain accumulated know
ledge of these things on "'hich it operates, There must be big dealers with 
wbom your industry must be dealing. 

Mr, Kastu.rl,hai.-The class of goods that are competing with each other 
. are not identically the same in all cases. 

P,·c"ident.-I admit that. 
Mr. Kastll.rbllai.-Mr. Hardy has pointed that out. He says: 

" 'Ye have also to consider the indirect competition of goods of different 
quality. a matter of special importance if a scheme of protection should he
contemplated ~ince there is ah,"a~'s the possibility that a ri~e in the price 
of an imporh'd produet mny not drive the purchaser to a local product of the
same kind but rather to an imported product of a slightl~' different kind". 

President.-Jt is all very well to make that suggestion. He was not 
asked to con~ider protpcth'e duties. 

Mr. Kf/.,tllrhllai.-Read from MI'. Hardy's Rpport: 

" Nor must it be forgotten tha,t a general mo,'ement of prices over any 
considerable part of the total range of piece-goods is apt to rel'erberate 
over the most distant parts of the range". 
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President.-That is a general economic proposition which is probably 
BOund: I want you to tell us by looking at the samples and from your 
-experIence of the market these ma·y be taken for practical purpose as com
parable kinds of cloth and the difference in prices are so and so. 

Mr. Kasturbh4i.-How do we indicate? 
Presid.ent.-I will tell you how to do it. You gi,-e lIle the United King

dom cloth and give me the dimensions and the wholesale market price. You 
take a Japanese cloth, give me the dimensions. The dimensions mlloY be 
different, but for practical purpgses the market .considers them comparable. 
You give me about 12 cases of that kind. That is all I want. No.1 United 
Kingdom and A Japllonese may be regarded as compara.ble. You would have 
to commit yourself to that extent. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Even if the counts differ, it doesn't matter. 
President.-If the market accepts it as a probable substitute? 
.111'. Kasturbhai.-Yes. With regard to artificial silk goods, do I under

stand that it cO\'ers the artificial silk yarn or it <loes not? 
Pre .• ident.-What is your proposal about artificial silk yarn? Do you 

l\'Imt a duty? . 
MI'. Kastlll'bhai.-Absolutely beca.use it is tbe most important p!'Opo'ii

tion from this point of view that there isa big silk industry which can 
-only grow if it is protected from the competition of foreign countries. 

President.--Silk industry is not included in our terms of reference. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.--Some of us are· using at present in our finer varieties 

of goods genuine silk in place of artificial silk. Handloom weavers have 
been included in the terms of reference. 

President.-This would be rather a hardship on the hllondloom weaver, 
because I notice that handloom weavers use a good deal of the artificial 
silk yarn. 

Mr. Kastlll'bhai.-·When we come to the handloom weavers whether it 
will be a hllordship, we will consider. 

president.-As a matter of fact the l\fysore Chamber of Commerce have 
sent an application to the Government of India asking for protection. I 
think that question might stand over till then. 

President.-With regard to Question 3, I should like the Ahmedabad 
l\lillowners' Association to give me some informllotion on this question too, 
because it is very important from our point of view. I want to know how 
dUl'ing the past few years priees of various classes of goods move in relation 
to one another. If you take coarser kinds of cloth, if you take medium 
<'lasses and if you take' the superior finer classes, how hlloVe prices varied as 
between these different classes? If it becomes necessary for us to fix the 
protecth'e duties on a specific basis and not on an a.d valorem basis, then 
the only way in which we can calculate the ra·tes of specific duties for 
various kinds of cloth is this. We can take the Indian cost of manufacture 
of some representati,-e class of cloth, 30s x 40s or whatever it is. It is that 
class of cloth in which competition is keenest. You calculate a'll Indian 
fair selling price for that. Let us assume that it is somewhere above 40s. 
We try to see what is the price according to present conditions of competi
tion from imported goods that particular class of cloth fetches. Tlte 
difference between the two is the measure of protection. Supposing it is 
plain bleached goods, you get 81 figure of 5 a_as per lb. it will be 
necessary for us for the simplification of Customs Administration to apply 
that 5 annas to the whole range of cloths included in that category plain 
white. 

M·r. Ka&turbhai.-Without any difference in counts? 
Presidellt.-That would be very difficult to determine for customs. pnr

poses. Therefore whl}tever duty we find is a.pplicable according to our 
method of calculation to a cloth round about 40s, that would apply to the 
whole range of cloths. There the Tariff Board would be up against a serious 
lIifficulty. Supposing that duty of 5 annas is applied to say 20s, it would 

»2 
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bear on' an ad valorent basis a. very very high proportion. 20s are thEt 
kinds of cloth worn by the poorer classes of the cOUIltry. The Legislature· 
and the Government would ask us if you applied a duty of 5 annas, it might 
be 100 per cent. Are you going to place such a heavy burden on those 
classes which are least able to bear it? One line on which we can make a. 
reply to that question is this. Though we apply the duty of 5 a'nnas to 
those coarser kinds of cloth since the Indian mills are at present manufac
turing the whole of the Indian demand for that kind of cloth, the internal. 
competition will keep prices down to a level lower than that indicated by 
the duty. Is not tha,t so? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Theoretically it is a very valid argument but I find in the 

textile industry you .will have to be careful about theoretical maxims. There
fore I am anxious to know how exactly prices have moved in the past 4 or' 
5 years? That to my mind is a very important point. 

Mr. Kasturbhat.-Shall we give it for 3 years? 
President.-If you give for 5 years, we shall be obliged. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-For two kinds or more? 
President.-You can see Question 3 for that. Take four kinds-15s t<l 20s,. 

2ls to 30s, 31s to 40s and 4ls to 60s? . 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-It would only be possible for us to supply for two· 

kinds? 
President.-Which a·re they? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-20s to 30s, 30s to 45s and 45s to 60s. 
President.-They . will do. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-If you want to know how the price of these kinds has 

moved with the price of cotton from which those kinds are made, you will 
have to find that out from the price of Broach cotton, 

President.-Can you not eliminate the raw cotton factor? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. 

President.-I will'tell you why. You have 20s to 30s, 30s to 40s and 
say 45s to 60s. Supposing there are three classes of cloth, you take 10 
different dates during the past three or four years and give me the prices on 
those dat('s of ('ach of these classes of cloth. I know how 20s to 30s bas
moved; I know how 30s to 40s has moved and also how 45s to 60s has moved, 
tbe cotton prices being the same in regard to each of these classes of cloth. 
I am looking at the question entirely in relation to the way in which each 
class of cloth has reacted upon the other? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That won't be right. The price of cotton would not 
move in the same ratio as far as these different kinds 'are concerned. As 
far as 20s are concerned you are right, because that kind will mostly be 
made from Indian cotton, but as regards those kinds which are made from 
imported cotton, the premium on the imported cotton varies during the 
course of the year .to such an extent that it may differ to the tune of abont 
Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 pElr ca·ndy, that is 4 annas per lb. Take for instance 
t.he East African cotton, Kampala. The prElmium was 'only Rs. 90 over 
Broach about three months ago. T<>-day i; is Rs. 115. That is a differElnce 
of Rs. 25. That is oply a very small fluctuation which has taken place. 
But sometimes it varies from 100 to Rs. 250 over the Broach prices that. 
is to S8Y if the Broach price is Rs. 250, the premium of the Kampala is 
Rs. 115. The same remarks n.pply to cloth made from Egyptian cotton. 
As you know, there being a very huge crop of Egyptian cotton during the
last two years, the premium has come down by a crash as it were. The 
difference ordinarily would be between RI!. 200· to Rs. 250 over Broach or 
Surat cotton. It went down as much as Rs. 100 for particula·r varieties. 

Preside1l.t.-That is going ·to be rather a difficult point. 

lIlr. Kasturbhai.-We do not wish to give it considering from this point 
of view that it will not be in the same ratio as the- Broach. I quite 
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understand as far as 10caI Indian cotton is concerned because the variatioll 
in the premium is only to a very slight extent-Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 here or 
there. 

P1·esident.-There is also another difficulty in that. 'fhe point that you 
are raising is with regard to the variations in the premia of different 
classes of cotton.' There is another point also in it. Supposing we get all 
the cotton prices during the period for which you are giving the prices of 
piece-goods, it is n(!t merely the differences in the premia that we have 
to take into account but also the proportion that the raw cotton cost bears 
to the total cost in regard to each of these differ!lnt classes? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.~Yes. 

President.-That would differ? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Very much. Not only that, but it cannot be compared 

again with the imported class because the cloth that may be imported in 
the month of May may have been manufaotured in the month of December 
when the premium of tha·t Egyptian or Kampala cotton may be only Rs. 100 
or Rs. 150 while when the cloth is being imported, the premium may have 
been raised to Rs. 250. Therefore my cost might differ. 

President.-If you give me 10 or 12 different dates, I average them out 
and say that these differences are smoothed out in that way. Will the 
Association apply their minds to this question because I am anxious to get 
some kind of figure; otherwise it would be very difficult for me. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-What we have felt all along is that we do not desire 
to submit figures which may be questioned afterwards. Whatever figures we 
have submitted to you in our memorandum and in our replies to the ques
tionnaire are based upon facts which we can substantiate whenever we may 
be called upun to do so. A responsible body like ours would not like to give 
figures which may be questioned by some other body a.fterwards saying that 
these figures were ,merely given off-hand to the Tariff Board. 

President.-The Tariff Board is also a responsible body and we generally 
have to make statements which are not exactly based on facts. I had better 
make this point clear. If I cannot 'prove that a specific duty calculated 
on the basis of the cost of superior counts will not prove burdensome 
on the coarser counts, then I am afraid the case for protection on the 
basis of specific duty would greatly be hampered. # 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As far as coarser counts are concerned, it i.e India 
which is supplying practically 100 per cent. of its requirements, a.nd in 
spite of the protective duty, for the last two years, it has been proved 
to the hilt that there has been no profiteering by any of the Indian con
cerns . 

. President.-It is not a question of profiteering? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Because the pl'otective duty is there, naturally the 

result will be that Indian mills will demand 11/ higher price from the 
consumer than they would have obtained under normal circumstances, that 
is, without the protective duty .. If with the protective duty for the last 
two years the Indian mills have not been able to raise their prices, it 
very conclusively proves. • . . 

President.-That is what I want you to prove? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-;-From the profit that has been earned, it can be seen. 
President.-That won't do. Your point is this. In the course of your 

argument you stated that although the protective duties had been raised, 
the Indian mills were not· able to increase their prices of the great bulk 
of their goods. Is that not what you said? 

Mr. Kast1trbhai.-That is right. . 
President.-I am asking you to give me figures which will show that in 

the case of certain classes of cloth of coarser counts, prices have not been 
raised? 

Mr. Kastu·rbhai.-That is to say, our prices of coarser counts have moved 
with the prices of cotton. 



Presiden,t.-And that the duty has had no reaction? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-That can be done very easily in the case of coarser 

<!ounts. 
flresident.--ConJille your attention to coarser counts? 
M1·. Kasturbhai.-We will take 208 and 30s and give for 10 or 12 varietiee 

such as bleached, striped shirting, longeloth, etc., for the last 5 years
" These are the dimensions of cloth and these are the prices at which they 
have been sold"; 

President.-Lefwe out the classes which are woven out of superior counts 
-of yarn. 

Mr. Kastw·blwi.-I understand. You will find from the balance sheets 
of two or three mills that after the protective duties have .been raised, their 
profits have not appreciated. . 

President.-That might cut both ways. 
Mr. Boug.-It'might be due to mismanagement. 
President.-Tha·t would lend itself to the conclusion that even on the 

superior class of doth, your organisation is so bad -that you cannot take 
advantage of the protective duty. 

Mr. Kast·urbhai.-As regards organisation, you have seen it for yourself. 
Presidellt.-Balance sheets a·re dangerous weapons. ,They cut both ways. 

I shall tell you what the Bombay Millowners' Association did. They gave 
us prices of 4 or 5 classes of cloth of counts between 31s and 40s for a period 
-of years which suggest the conclusion that they have been able to make a 
better use of the protective duty on the higher counts than on the lower 
counts. If we could get some figures from you, it might help in making the 
1I.l"gument stronger. 

Mr. Kastu1·bhai.-Yes. 
President.-With reference to your reply to Question 6, the point I want 

to put to you is this. Supposing as a result of our investigation iu this 
enquiry we come to the conclusion that the need for protection is confined 
to Bombay; Ahmedabad is prosperous, Cawnpore is prosperous, Calcutta is 
prosperous and so on but the need for assistance is confined to the Bombay 
section of the industry where it is plllrticularIy great, in that case are we 
justified in suggesting to the Legislature that protection should be granted 
on a general scale or a general case for protection has been established? The 
Tariff -Board in 1926 did not definitely commit themselves to any particular 
view, but from various things they said in the course of their report I ga·ther 
they took the line that the case for protection rose entirely out of the 
particular circulllstances of Bombay and there was no general case for 
protection. Supposing on the facts under investigation we came to the 
same conclusion, on what ground are we justified in saoying that a general 
·case for protection has been established? That is the whole issue that we 
are raising in Question 6. There is one point straightaway which lIlay be 
made. Bombay l"('prE'sents in spite of the dE'c1ine 40 per cent. of the total 
Indian production Rnd prices of Bombay therefore are hound to have a yery 
definite reaction on prices throughout the country. Supposing we withdrew 
protection, Bomhay, bE'ing situated ill a port centre, is directly open to 
E'xtel'llal competition and as a result of that Bombay pricE'S are depressed, the 
result would be a definite reaction on prices in other parts of the country 
because Bombay still represents the higgE'st single centre of prodlwtion. 
That is olle point tha·t you accept? 

MI'. Kast'ILrbliui.-Yes. 
P1·esident.-The other point is this. Supposing Bombay productioll 

declined as a r{lsult of protection bl'ing withdrawn, would that deficiency 
be made up in the main by other c{lntres of production like Ahmedabad or 
by countri{ls like Japan and the United Kingdom? Supposing you are in a' 
position to meet competition even without the assistance of protection, say 
with simply a revenue duty of 20 per cent., and Bombay is not in a posi
tion to do so, the r{lsult will be that when protective duties are withdrawn 
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the production in Bombay will be considerably reduced. Would that. 
deficiency be made up in the main by increased production at centres like 
Ahmedabad, Cawnpore, ere., or would it be made up in the main from 
imports from the United Kingdom and Japan? 

Mr. KasturbllU'i.-It goes without saying that the deficiency will be made· 
up by imports from countries like Japan and United Kingdom because after
all, as for as these imports are concerned, they ha,·e the experience behind 
them of past 80 mony years. They are technically much better equipped, 
08 for M finer varieties of goods are concerned, than any of the Indian 
concerns. Our imports to-day are in the vicinity of 800 million yards. 

P·residellt.-I understand from 1\Ir. Arno S. Pearse that some of the· 
Ahmedabad mills are more efficiently organised than many other mills. 

Mr. KlUIflll'uTtai.-1t is very good of him to pay us j;hat_compliment. 
But whatevel· orgauiMation we may have, with regard to machinery or the· 
men, you will concede that before .an industry can establish itself on a sound 
basi., what is most important is that it should have a grasp of the technique 
and that it should have experienC'e behind it.. If America which is the home 
of American cotton cannot sta'ud in competition with Lancashire which by 
importing its cotton from America used to export cotton goods to America, 
it can easily be said that India is certainly in much less position to stand in 
competition with Lancashire. If I have not made myself clear, I shall 
E'xplain my point. Americlll has been obliged to levy a heavy import duty 
against imports from Lancashire merely because, though it can find its. 
cotton at its ,-ery door and though it is as well equipped if one may say 
so--as far as technical E'quipment is concerned, perhaps in certa-in lines 
AmEn·iea is far ahead of Lancashire-as far as cotton goods are concerned, 
AmE'rica. could not withstand the competition from Lancashire which used to 
import cotton from America, manufacture it and export it back to America. 
It has been obliged, as you know, to levy a heavy import duty in order to 
stop tbe imports frOln I,ancashire. I submit that if the protective dnty is 
withdrawn, India will be faced with an enormous price rednction both in 
respect of British imports and in respect of Japanese imports. As far 
a& Japan is concerned, yoU yourself have conceded that it is managing to 
export it!! 8ul1,lus in a way which haffles imagination of calcnlation; 

p,.esident.-We will leave it at that. Now I come to the qnestion c,f 
freights. The suggestion that I want yon to consider is that if duties at a 
sufficiently high le,·el are introduced then the Bengal mills are going to get 
practically the whole of the Calcutta market in the near futnre and Ahmeda
bad and Bombay will get progressively diminishing share of the market in 
Calcutta. It is based on this: if you take finer classes of goods woven out 
of imported cotton Calcutta can get imported cotton cheaper than Aluneda
boo. Calcutta has got to bear no freights as far as the Calcutta market 
is concerned and in all respects Calcutta has an advantage over Ahmedabad. 
The future, therefore, undE'r a s~·stem of import duties is not bright for 
Ahmedabad? 

lIIr. Kastwrllhai.-No one will be more pleased to see Bengal producing 
a'nd supplying its own needs--

Presicie-nt.-A greater part of the Indian market. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-We feel that the same remarks apply to this proposi

tion as the remarks I made with regard to Lancashire that Lancashire by its 
experience and by its technique. is i!l a posit!on for many years .to. come to 
compete with the recently growmg mdustry 10 other centres. SimIlarly we 
think Ahmedabd should be able by its technique and experience to compete 
in those markets. 

President.-That is O'lle way of looking at it. 
lIIr. Kasf-l"rbhai.-As you know, India has not expanded its require

ments of cloth for the past so many years: economiC' condition of the 
country has' remained verv had for many years but it can't remain stagnant 
for ev~r. Days are com'jng when we expect that India will be able to 
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consume much larger quantities of cloth than it is consuming at present, 
so that if there is an expansion of production in Calcutta. or any othar 
centre, I dare say it will be taken up by the expanding cloth markets in 
various centres. 

President.-There the point is that the local mlllrket which is open to 
Ahmedabad may expand but with regard to the first point you have referred, 
namely Lancashire's advantage as a result of having been long in the field 
and so on, I suggest thlllt the real relation between Ahmedabad and Bombay 
mills on the one hand and the new Calcutta mills on the other is the 
relation which exists at present between Japan and Lancashire: that is to 
say, the Calcutta. mills being able to learn from the palSt mistakes committed 
in Southern India are going to organise their business with further 
efficiency and therefore you will be in the position of Lancashire and they 
will be in the position of Japan. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-My point is this: If Lancashire is in its present posi
tion to-da,. it is because of its orthodoxy and not keeping up with up-to-date 
methods of production as well as marketing. If Ahmedabad mills remain 
in the same state, let that end be met by them, but if Ahmedabad is at all 
alive to its duties it will keep abreast of the times and will see that it does 
not get into the stagnant position in which Lancashire finds itself to-day. 

President.-That is all we can say about it. There was some suggestion 
made to us in Bombay that the railway freights from this part of India. to 
Calcutta should be reconsidered. Are you making any definite proposals with 
rega>rd to that? 

Mr. Patel.-We made representations to Go,ernment and it was reduced 
from Rs. 2-12-0 to Rs. 2-4-0 on the strength of our representation. 

President.-If you take the most direct route what is the lowest rate that 
you get from Ahmedabad to Howrah? 

Mr. Patel.-Rs. 2-4-0 per Bengal maund; formerly it was Rs. 2-12-0. 
Ahmedabad mills subsequently began to send their goods through Bhavnagar, 
thereafter it was represented to the Railway Company that if they did not 
reduce the rates the traffic would be diverted to that line. Thereupon a. 
special rate of Rs. 2-4-0 was fixed by them. It was going to be reduced to 
Rs. 1-12-0 but as I understand, the Bombay, Blllroda and Central India 
Railway Company intervened. 

President.-It comes to about 5 pies per lb. P 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-You have no idea what is the per-mile-maund-rate? This 

is below the lowest ordinary class rate P 
Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-We are not sure of thlllt. 
President.-What is the actual distance from Ahmedabad to HowrahP 
Mr. Patei.-1,300 miles and odd. 
President.-This I think is probably the lowest class rate. If it is '3 then 

without waiting for a report from the Tariff Board can't vou make out a 
case? Because I notice rates as low as '24 have been kept: 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-From Bombay to Calcutta they have direct competition 
and therefore the rate is cheaper. 

President.-The steamer route takes about 30 days? 
Mr. Ka.sturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Shantilal.-The rate from Bombay is Rs. 1-9-9. 
President.-Bombay would be '255 and you are above '36. 

Mr. Shantilal.-They are not prepared to grant us any further reduc
tion, be('ause we can't produce competitive rates aga·inst this. 

Prr.~ident.-That I think is a case for the Railway Rates Advisory CODl
mittee. 

lIfr. ShantilaZ.-J saw the Traffic Manager at Calcutta·. He told me that 
the East Indian Railway was also a limited company and unless we eould 
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only produce direct competition and show tha.t the traffic can be diverted 
through another route which would result in a loss to the East Indian Rail
wsy he could not move in the matter. Then we actually produced figures of 
several hundreds of bales going via Bhavnagar and then only the rate was 
reduced. " 

President.-Who a·re the people you are concerned with? 
Mr. Shantilal.-Bombay, Baroda and Central India, Great Indian Penin

sular and East Indian Railways. The East Indian Railway were prepared 
to consider a further reduction but the Bombay, Baroda and Central India 
people took objection. 

Mr. Boag.-On the first page of your Appendix A you quote rates by 
ra.il-sea route to Madras, Calcutta and Rangoon and say that this route 
is not yet in working order. 

Mr. Kastu,rbhai.-1'his information was obtained from the steamship 
company. 

Mr. Boag.-Is it likely to come into force? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-When we addressed them that was the remark they 

made. I think it was some time in June. 
Mr.·Boag.-Have you ever had these rates? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is not the practice of our members to send goods 

by sea if we can get reasonable rate by rail because what happens in the 
case of the sea route is that we are not a.t the port and therefore in any 
case we have got to go a certain distance by the rail route, for which the 
rate would be high, and then transport the goods to the ship and send it to 
destination. That takes much longer time and tha·t is the most important 
factor in the sale of goods. That being so we have to rely on the railways 
instead of the sea route. 

President.-It is simply a question of whether this Rs. 50 a ton from 
Ahmedabad to Calcutta which is considerably lower than the railway rate is 
enough to compensate for the additional time taken. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It does not pay. 

Mr. Patel.-We have to pay wharfage, insurance charges a·nd so on, 
and all that make it m.ore expensive. From Ahmedabad to Bombay it is 
Rs. 1-1-5.; the saving is Rs. 1-3-0 and for that we have to pay loading. 
and unloading, wharfage, insurance and further freight from Bombay to 
Calcutta. \ . 

President.-These rates do not cover transhipment? 

lIlr. Patel.-It does not. Rs. 1-1-5 is for 300 miles. If the special rate 
is given for Bomba.y then perhaps we should be able to compete by the Bea 
route. 

President.-Probably it is a little more than simply the question of cost 
of transport: you have got to perform your. contract within the specified 
time. 

Mr. Shantilal.-Yes, delivery will be late. 

President.-Now I come to the question of handlooms. We have received 
suggestions from a large number of indi"tiduals and associations interested 
in handloom industry tha·t the present system of protective duties has proved 
a serious handicap to the handloom industry and therefore it is suggested 
that the' protective part of the duty on yarn should be either abolished 
or considerably reduced. We are seriously considering that question and I 
should 'like to know very much the views of your association in the matter. 
Before yo~ answer me, let me tell you how exactly I presented the case. The· 
way in which I put the case to the Bombay Millowners' Association was 
that if you take the coarser' counts of yarn, say 208 and below, there the· 
mills are obviously at a. considerable a.dvantage in the matter of manufac
turing costs· over exporting countries for this reason that in regard to· 
coarser counts 'of either yarn or cloth the .margin above the raw material 
costs is rel~tively small: economies of large scale production are entirely' 
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confined to the margin above ·raw material costs and therefore where that 
,margin is small to that extent the advantage to countries like Japllln is 
"limited. ~'hat is a general consideration. My point therefore is that on 

those counts of yarn the Indian industry requires no particulaF assistance. 
That is confirmed by the import figures with regard to coarser counts of yarn 
before 1927-28 when the duty was imposed and afterwards. There is nc 
perceptible difference. It appears to have mooe no difference to the quanti
ties imported and therefore that general consideration seems to be sub
stantiated by the actual figures of trade. Now, with regard to medium 
cQunts, from what the Directors of Industries in different parts of the 
country hlllve told us we find that it is in cases of cloth manufactured from 
medium counts of yarn that the handloom weaver finds it difficult to compete 
with the mills. On the coarser counts he can compete precisely for this 
reason that economies of large scale production in a textile mill are rather 
limited when we come to coarser counts. In regard to finer counts where 
you require a·rtistic designs there the handloom weaver is at an advantage 
because it can't get it produced by machine. Therefore it is on the medium 
oounts that the handloom weaver finds it difficult to compete. If on purely 
general considerations of that kind we find that it is difficult for the hand
loom weaver to produce cloth from medium counts and then on top of 
that we place II! handicap in the shape of additional duty on yarn we 
make it difficult for him to produce this kind of cloth. The only market 
for yarn produced by the Indian mills is the handloom and therefore if the 
'handloom industry is going to perish as a result of this duty 011 yarn. 
you are killing your market for yarn, therefore neither on the low counts 
nor on the medium counts is there II! case for retaining the duty. That 
is the case for the abolition of the duty. Are you very keen that this 
specific duty should be retained P 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-Absolutely, and the reason is this: for one thing I 
don't suppose that any Director of' Industries has got statistics in his 
possession as to the number of looms that are working in different centres 
on different counts of yarn. 

Preside7d.-There are pretty good statistics; they are not ass1lluptions. 

Mr. Kasturblwi.-Those are assumptions derived from the figures of pro
duction of Indian yarn and the quantity of imported yarn. As far as 
Indi3ln yarns are concerned it is not known at ail as to what is the 
quantity that goes into the weaving and what is the quantity that is 
marketted. 

President.-If you look at Mr. Hardy's rE.'port, page 36, that table gives 
you a fairly complete statement of production of the Bombay mills-warp, 
weft and reeling. Practically the whole of reeling is yarn sold to the 
handloom weavers. Very little is used now. Therefore that gives you so 
far as the Bombay mills are concerned, the proportion of yarn taken by the 
handlooms. 

1I1r. Ka.stttrbllai.-Bombay is only 40 per cent. of the total production in 
India. It may not be taken as a guide for the total consumption figure. 
Again as far as the imported yarns are concerned, as it is well known large 
quantities thereof used to come to weaving mills. Up to recently there 
have bE'en more than 6 mills in Ahmedabad which had nothing but weaving 
sheds which used to weave cloth from imported yarn from time to time of 
finer ('ounts. I. submit the view of my Association. What happened in 
the case of the Match Industry? In the case of Matches there was a heavy 
import duty for revenue purposes: What happened was as there was a 
heavy duty and as there was a good deal of margin in the manufacture of 
matches locally. instead of putting up a proper match factory, people went 
in for small factories with practically no capital, imported splinters, importE'd 
veneers and made or coined money in that factory at the cost of the public 
at large. Similarly if you take off the duty on imported yarn because the 
difference will be great, there, is no knowing that instE'ad of helping the 
handloom weaver, in any ma.nner it may not help It small ,investor to put 
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up a weaving factory, use the imported yarn aud market it 88 the handloom 
made stuff. 

Prnide1d.-1 canuot gi,·e you the details of my data, because all the 
costs have been given to us in confidence, but I said to you that 88 far as 
yarns of counts 40s and below are ('OIlcerned, eveu if the specific duty were 
removed, 110 Indian mills speaking generally will find it worth while to 
import the yarn required for use in the weaving departments of their mills. 

Mr. Kaaturbhai.-It is entirely wrong, because I am prepared to submit 
to you figures that during the last 10 years 6 or 7 mills in Ahmedabad 
cOllsnmed good quantities of yarn. 

Pruiclent.-Below 40s. 
Mr. Ka .• tuI'bhai.-Certainly 30s, 40s, 50s, but mainly 32s, 40s and 60s. 
l're.idellt.-'Vould you give me figures? 
¥r. Ka-<tllrhhai.-Xot only will I gh·e you figures of yarn consumed by 

the mills, but their balanee sheets to show that they did well with the 
imported yarn. 

President.-I should like to get a statement. 
Mr. Kusturbhui.-'l'here were half a dozen or more weaving factories in 

Ahmedabad alone not to speak of other parts of India. with 500 or 300 looms 
which went on weaving and to-day there is one faetory-I do not know 
!'·hether it i8 using foreign yarn. 

Pre.ident.-Is it your suggestion that since the duty is levied, all these 
mills which were simply weaving sheds have also begun to spin their yarn? 

Mr. Ku.furbhai.-I will submit to you the names of the mills which were 
mere weaving sheds for the last 8 years, were weaving cloth from imported 
yarns of counts varying from 30s to 50s and which were obliged to put in 
spiuning plants after the import duty came in. 

President.-I should like to get the figures. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Preaident.-We want to know the number of mills, the quantities of yarn 

used and the different cmmts of yarn used. 
Mr. Kasturbhai!-Yes. 
Presufent.-Accepting your statement for the time being as correct, 

supposing the specific duty was applicable to yarn up to 50s, but not beyond 
that, woul? you accept. that? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is reasonable. What I submit is this that the 
real remedy of the handloom weaver does not lie in doing away with the 
import duty, but by reforms in other directions. 

President.-I am coming to that question later on. We have got to re
port a finding on this question. Taking your statement for argument's sake 
to be correct, we drop the idea of abolishing the duty, but consider the 
question of revising the duty in some form; suppose the specific duty on 
:varn was made applicable to counts up to 50s but not above, as far as your 
Association is concerned, you would accept it. . 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It would perhaps meet the situation. 

P.resident.-But your preference is that the duty should be continued 
on all counts of yarn, but the necessary assistance should be provided to the 
handloom weaver in other forms. 

lIIr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 

President.-What other forms? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-'l'ake only the imported yarn, as we are dealing with 

imported ywn, and let us find how to replace the imported yarn ~ithout 
any handicap to the handloom weaver. I find on an average. t~e Imports 
are 43 million lbs. or 40 million lbs. To produce that 40 mIllIOn Ibs. of 
varn is a verv eas'; proposition for the Indian mill industry. 40 million lbs. 
~f yarn whether of coarser, medium or finer counts could easily be produced 
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on 450,000 spindles. It is not even 5 per cent. of the present strength 
of the spinning industry in this country as such. 

President.-For producing the present quantity of imported yarn? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. My proposal is this: let there be a sufficient pro

tective duty to stop the imports of foreign yarn. 
President.-You mean the duty on yarn? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes, because the real difficulty from which the hand

loom weaver is suffering' to-day is not 5 per cent. or 7 per cent. or 10 
per cent. import duty, but because of the swadeshi movement, nobody is 
prepared to handle the stuff or to purchase the stuff made from foreign 
yarn. This is not a bogey that is being raised by Ahmedabad Millowners as 
such and if you will take the troub-le to get witnesses from the districts 
where the handloom weaving is going on on a large scale--I know of towns 
where there are as many as 5,000 looms running on handloom industry-those 
representatives will tell you that the real difficulties that are being met 'l'l;ith 
by the handloom weaver are that because of the swadeshi movement, he 
cannot market the stuff made from foreign yarn and therefore in our view 
the most important factor is that the handloom wea'\'er should be assisted not 
by lowering the duty on foreign yarn but by giving him facilities to get the 
mill yarn of the required counts that he wants. 

P1·esident.-Supposing we accepted your suggestion and maintained the 
duty on yarn at a fairly higl} level, so as to prevent the use of imported 
yarn in this country by handloom weavers, the result of that would be that 
the handloom weaver would be paying a higher price for his yarn unless 
you assume that the duty is inoperative. If he pays a higher price for his 
yarn, then obviously he is going to be in a position of greater disadvantage 
because of the competition with the textile mills in this country. I had 
better tell you precisely what I have in my mind. I am looking at the 
question historically. Till the end of 1925 there was an excise duty in this 
country. That excise duty provided a certain amount of assistance to the 
handloom weaver as against the mills. That was r~moved in 1925 and on 
top of that there is this additional handicap placed on the handloom weaver 
in the shape of a duty on yarn. While therefore the Government of India 
have been assisting the Textile mill industry all these 5 or ,6 years, they have 
been neglecting the interests of the handloom weaver and we are concerned 
with the question of equities in this matter, is it right? My point is this: 
if you want to place the handloom weaver in the same position as the mills 
which he held before 1924 or 1925, it is necessary that the price that he pays 
for his raw material is made a little lower than it is now which you cannot 
give if you retain this duty and certa.inly not if you increase the duty. 
That is how I look at it. I believe the handloolll weaver has been negleeted 
during the past 5 or 6 years of legislation. 

Mr. Patel.-Has not the handloom industry prospered? 
Presidcnt.-I feel they have been unfairly treated, 
Mr. Kastu·rbhai.-There is no difference of opinion as regards the treat

ment to the handloDln weaver. I don'~ suppo~ there is any other section 
of the public which has been very fairly treated by the Government of India 
as such. 

President.-The mills ha,'e not been better treated than handloom weayers. 
Mr. Kastu.rbha,i.-We had to pay this 31 per cent. for 30 years in spite 

of our protests. I would not like to go into the politics of that question. 
What I sub-mit is that, as you yourself say, it seems to me from the point of 
view of the mill industry that the handloom weaver is the handmaid of the 
mill industry as sueh .. There are' eertain varieties of .cloth as we ha'\'e 
indicated in our reply which cannot be made on a power loom and which 
can be easily and profitably made and marketed with a handloom. That 
being so, I Rm in a position to submit to you a scheme whereby it will be 
assisting both the hnndloom weaving industry and the textile industry. 

President.-Are you going to begin with this point? You gave lIle'this 
lJgure of 450,000 spindles. That point that you wish to make in that connec-
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-tion, is it a very easy matter to put up the spindles required for spinning 
-the yarn that is now imported? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-That· will be done only if there is a sufficient duty on im

ported yarn. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-My point is this: in order that he may have it without 

.auy loss of time and have it at a competitive price in,your scheme there 
should be a bounty given to those who spin and market beyond a parti
.cular number of counts, say 30s for the handloolIl, weaver. 

President.-If there is a protective duty on yarn, the result of the bounty 
would be ineffective in keeping down prices, because prices would go up to 
.the level of import duty. 

Mr. Kastllrbhai.-1f the bonnty is there, naturally the internal competi-. 
tion will be such that in spite of the 25 per cent. duty in the case of 
piece-goods, the millowner could not raise his price for the cloth. Similarly 
in the case of yarn with the bounty there will be so much internal competi
tion that the hand loom weaver will get his product cheaper than he gets 
it from any foreign country. The weaver who imports yarns is to-day paying 
.in addition to freight, commission to two or three commission houses which 
',will easily amount to something like 10 per cent. 

President.-As far as the question of internal competition is cOlicerned, I 
'cannot accept your statement till you give me actual figures for pl'ovin'g 
that internal competition does tend to keep prices down. I will tell you 
why. I looked into the prices of coarser yarns bf 20s and below. The 
result of the specific duty in 1927 was to put up the prices of the coarser 
counts of yarn to an extent which cannot be accounted for on the basis of 
J'aW cotton prices. They have made use of the duty in order to put up 
the prices of coarser counts of yarn. It is all very well to generalise about 
internal competition, but sometimes the figures are rather staggering. If it 
is a fact that, as a result of the duty in spite of the internal competition; 

,you can put up prices to some extent, the man who has got to bear the 
,burden is the handloom weaver and he cannot afford. From the point of 
view of national importance, I would say that the h&ndloom we&ver is of 
:far greater importance than the textile mill. 

Mr. Kasfurbhai.-There is no difference of opinion. 

Pl'esident.-Therefore if this duty is going to place a burden on the 
:handloom weaver, it is a serious matter for us. 

Mr. Ka.~tllrbhai.-If you are diagnosing that the ills of the handloom 
'weaver are in the import duty, then we submit that it is a wrong di&gnosis 
that you are making. As has been pointed out by the Madras Director of 
Industries his ills are in the great swadeshi movement which has come over 
the count;y and which hampers him from marketing his goods made from 
the imported yarn. 

President.-Let me put the other concrete case. It has been suggested 
to us that there should be an excise duty and the Indian Merchants' Chamber 
object to an excise duty, because the name has its association. We suggest 
that we would call it a cess--we don't call it excise--a cess of one pie, two 
pies or three pies per lb. of cloth-and the proceeds of that ,cess are 
constituted as a central fund for the development of the handloom mdustry. 
:What would be your Association's objection to that? 

Mr. KastU1'bhai.-My Association will have to consider that and submit 
~ note. 

rrf"ide"t.-You need not bother &bout the rate . 

• lfr. Kast~l'bhai.-I quite appreciate the point. 

rl'esident,-The idea being as a result of a handloom cess there will be 
.created for the whole of India a central fund out of which allotments could 
be made to the various provinces for the development of the handloom 
industry. The other suggestion which .has been made is, there ought to be 
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some arrangement for adjusting the counts ~f production as between textile, 
mills and handlooms. 

Mr. Kasturbhai . .....:.As we have submitted in our replies it is an absurd 
proposition. 

President.-You won't consider that at all. 
lIlr. J1:a-llturl,'wi.-As we have said in our replies, as far as the coarser' 

counts are concerned, it can easily be made out that mills should not go 
into particular counts of'yarn either for spinning or for weaving. That is a 
feasible proposition. But to demarcate the varieties of cloth is next to 
impossible, 'because as yon yourself have come across various varieties of 
cloth, they must be ranging to the tune of about thousands and to demarcate 

- them and say that this variety constitutes for the handloom weaver and the 
other one for the textile manufacturer will be a task which could not be easilv 
undertaken. . 

P1·e.~ident.-As far as you are concerned, your Association is prepared to, 
('onsider a proposal for limiting the specific duty to yarn of 50s. 

Mr. Kasturbltai.-Yes. 
PresideTlot.-You are prepared to put before the Association this proposal 

about a cess for the development of the handloom indl'stry. The other pro
posals you are not prepared to consider at all? 

Mr. Kastlt1·bhai.-'1'hey are impracticable. 
Pre.~ident.-The question of adjusting production that is impossible and 

the question of entirely abolishing the specific duty on yarn that you 
consider would be undesirable? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-May I take it with regard to limiting the duty to yarn of 50s, 

you will communicate your considered views? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Preswent.-There was something you wanted to tell U8. 

Mr. Patel.-Would it not be possible for the Government to earmark a 
portion of the revenues from the import duty for the handloom industry? 

President.-You mean the protectIve duty. The revenues will disappear 
('ompletely. The result of this i>rotective duty will he that the Government 
of India will have to raise fresh taxes to meet the shortage. 

Mr. Kastlo·/Jllui.-We are most anxious that there should not be even a 
single thread of imported cotton yarn coming into this country. 

P1'Csident.-Tllere was some point that you wanted to raise in connection 
with artificial silk yarn. 

lIlr. Kust·urbhu·i.-As fur as artificial silk yarn is concerned, we submit 
that there is real silk from which the mills are manufacturing or using silk 
which is of an inferior variety in the textile industry. 

Presidellt.-You want a higher rate of duty on artificial silk yarn? 
Mr. Kastll.rbhai.-Thut is so, hecause it is very important both from the 

point of view of the handloom weaver as well as the textile manufacturer 
that instead of using the foreign article he may use the genuine swadeshi 
artide whidl has to be had in abundunce in this country and there is no 
r(,aRon why they should not use it. 

rre.,idell.t.-That is to say you are looking at the question from the point 
of view of tbe Indian Silk Industry? 

Mr. Ka.sturldrai.-Yes, both from the point of view of the Indian Silk 
industry as well as Indian Textile industry or handloom industry as such, 
hecause, as I su~', our difficulties have heen manifold. 

rresidcnt.-You don't suggest that artificial silk yarn competes in any 
SP\lse with Indian cotton yarn? 

lIfr. Kasturbhui.-It does. 
Pre.,iderr.t.-Jt is really used for horders, for definite purposes, for which 

('otton yarn would not be suitable? 
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JUr. Kasturbhai.-It is not merely used for borders; it is also used for 
~ther things. 

I'resident.-That could be 'met by applying the duty on artificial silk 
goods to silk mixtures. If you applied the duty to mixtures would that 
meet the situation? ' 

111.r. Kasturbhai.-If you apply it to mixture, it will be in the woven form. 
It ,nil not be in the case of the artificial silk yarn as such. 

l'resident.-No. 
Mr. Kastm·bl/Ui.-If these artificial silk yarns are allowed to be imported, 

then not only will the genuine silk industry suffer, but also the textile 
and handloom weaving industry will suffer. 

l'·resident.-How? 
JUr. Kasturblwi.-Because of the swadeshi movement, if any manufacturer 

to-day is known to manufacture a cloth with a mixture of foreign stuff, then 
his goods become unmarketable. 

l'resident.-They are not saleable? 
Mr. Kasturl,hai.-Yes. Therefore it is important that he should haye the 

assistance of the silk yarn in such varieties where it is needed. That could 
only be developed and be had cheaper if the artificial silk yarn is banned 
as far as imports are concerned. . 

Prnident.-If there is such a definite unwillingness to buy goods which 
contain artificial silk yarn, cannot we trust to that for checking thil im
ports of artificial silk yarn? Is it necessary on top of that to have this 
restriction? 

.11r. Kasturbhai.-If we can trust to that, then there wonld not be any 
necessity for this Tariff Board to be sitting here to-day and considering the 
question of imposing an import duty on the foreign stuff that is being im
ported. As you know, the imports have fallen from <1,400 to 800 million 
~·ards and this reduction has taken place not merely because of the import 
·duty but because of the swadeshi movement. It is because that swadeshi 
epirit cannot be taken to be permanent, and there are bound to be ups 
and downs in the public spirit of the people, the import duties have to be 
there. 

President.-But I thought that your argument was this. If you allowed 
the handloom weaver to u~e imported artificial silk yarn, then that placed 
him in a handicap for this reaSOn that his goods which contained artificial 
silk yarn would be rendered unsaleable. . 

Mr. KasturIJhui.-Yes. 
l're .• ideTlot.-Thnt is the beginning of the argument. If that is so, if it 

is rendered unsaleable in the market, then obviously that is going to set 
matters right by itself. It is unnecessary for you on top of that to have 
this restriction? 

Mr. Kasturbhni.-He will never take to using the genuine stuff. After all 
the handloom weaver is an uneducated person and you don't expect him to 
diagnose the evils or the difficulties with· which he is faced. When he goes 
to the merchant, he will say "I don't want to buy it". The handloom 
weaver· will not be able to find out whether it is because of the foreign 
mixture that is there or because of the texture not being of the kind that 
is required that he cannot find a sale. He will merely attribute it to 
something which is an unknown entity. That being the position, it is 
most important. 

President.-Your argument is stronger from the point of view of the 
interests of the Indian silk industry. 

Mr. Kast1/.rbhai.-If you look at it, the argument is stronger from the 
reaction of the Indian silk industry, and I submit that it will help tbe 
textile industry and the handloom industry to considerable extent if the silk 
industry prospers. If we can get the genuine stuff cheaper than the artificial 
silk yarn, we will be using the genuine stuff. Is it not open to us to find 
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out what our requirements are? We find that our requirement is some' 
substitute with which we can replace the artificial silk yarn. 

President.-I believe this is precisely one of the grounds on which the· 
Mysore Silk Industry is seeking assistance? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As a matter of fact some of the mills in Ahmedabad. 
have been experimenting with the genuine silk as such, because they 
would not agree to use artificial silk yarn. They are handicapped because· 
of the price. 

President.-I wonder if yoilr Association can give us reliable figures. 
in regard to the quantity of handspun yarn in the country? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I don't suppose there will be any authority which will be
able to give you that information. 

PTesident.-We have been trying hard to get some figures. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-It may be said that it has extended considerably during, 

the last two years? 
President.-There 'is a conventional figure of 50 million pounds which is

given in the reports. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-700 or 750 thousand bales have been adopted in many 

reports for the last so many years. 
President.--50 million lbs. is derived out of 750 thousand bales. 750. 

thousand bales is the quantity of cotton used for non-textile purposes. 
Mr. K(l.sturbhai.-Yes, including the manufacture of handspun yarn. 
P1·esident.-It is very difficult to calculate from that? 
Mr. Kastm·bhai.-As far as the stuffing purpose is concerned ........... . 
J'resident.-If you multiply it by 400, what do you get? You get 

300,000,000 lbs. The usual figure is 50,000,000 lbs. I do not know what is 
the basis of that fig'tre. 

Mr. Kashwbhai.-That quantity cannot go in hand spinning. 
PTesident.-1\Iuch the greater quantity, of it is used for various other 

purposes. 
Mr. Kasfurbhai.-If "'e get statistics from the ginning factories. of the 

cotton produced, it would be easier to calculate the probable quantity that 
is being used for purposes like hand spinning. 

Preside/d.-Your Association has never tried to estimate it? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. 
President.-I am afraid there are a great many things which are really 

within your possibility but which you suppose are outside. Have you really 
applied your minds to this question of estimating the amount of yarn? Why 
don't you get hold of a young economist and ask him to do the research? It 
is a sort of thing that I would expect a body like the Ahmedabad Mill
owners' Association to do. He can go and visit the representative centres. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It will only be possible if the statistics that are being 
called upon by the Government of Indiw are reliable. As long 'as these 
statistics are not reliable, I do not know what purpose will be served by 
doing what ~'Oll suggest. 

Prnidellt.-When they are not reliable, 'voluntary associations ought to
supplement. 

1111. I\o,'tllrhllOi.-How can they do it? I doubt wheth~r the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee are getting figures of cotton ginned from all the' 
factories in India. If a statutory body like the Indian Central Cotton Com
mittee is not in a position to get the figures that are required, I doubt very' 
much whether any private Association or public Association as such, can 
get hold of figures. 

President.-Governments are, as you know, distracted bodies. They find it
difficult to concentrate. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As far as Indian statistics are concerned, we are lagging: 
very much behind. ' It is most important to have up-to-date statistics. 
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President.-I should like to know precisely, with regard to the imporll 
duty on raw cotton, whether you are prepared to accept the Indian CentraV 
Cotton Committee's suggestion? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-That is up to one inch in length? 
1I1r. Kasturbhai.-If you merely put down one inch, then what about the 

Ea~t African cotton which is being imported into this country on a very
extensive scale? 

President.-Some of it may be one inch or below? 
Mr. Ka .• tllrbnai.-It has deteriorated in staple from year to year. 
President.-Therefore you would distinguish between countries of origin. 
Mr. Kastltrbhai.-Yes, or bring down the staple to the staple that is in 

competition with the Indian cotton. 
f're.ident.-I do not know if there is an Indo-American Trade Convention?
Mr. Kastllrbhai.-No, there is none to our knowledge. 
President.-The questions 'relating to costs I do not want to discuss 

in a· puhliC' sitting. We propose to discuss them to-morrow in an in camer(l 
sitting. So I propose to discuss the later questions from 25. There is 
just olle point before we adjourn, that is with regard to hosiery yarn. The
H.)siery Industry has definitely put in an application for assistance and the 
I!:round on which we can make out a case for assisting the hosiery industry 
is that it is an industry which uses semi-finished material produced by a 
protected industry. If your industry is protected, then as the yarn is pro
duced by a protected industry, to find an increased outlet for products made 
by a protected industry is a logical thing to do because it helps the cause' 
of protection? 

Mr. Ka-.furbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Frolll that point of view, to what extent are your mills in a 

position to supply the hosiery yarn? 
M-r. KastI.Lrbhai.-As far as some hosiery factories are concerned in. 

Ahmedabad and round about Ahmedabad, they have their own spinning 
plant from which they get their yarn because their requirements are boundl 
to ,-ary from time to time. 

President.-I suppose that the only difference in the case of hosiery yar", 
is that it has to be wound on a cone? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is an easy matter. 
President.-Is there any other difference? 
1I1r. Kastltrbhai.-The difficulty is twist and the quality of cotton that is· 

used for hosiery yarn. 
President.-Supposing a hosiery factory wants 30 counts, apart from the

fnct that yarn is wound on a cone, is there anything in the intrinsic quality. 
that makes a difference? 

IJIr. Kastu.rbhai.-The amount of twist. 

President.-What is the difference in the twist? 

1I1r. Kastllrbhai.-There must be less twist and strength must be much' 
greater. It is generally made from superior mixings. 

President.-If as a result of protecting the hosiery indusfry there is a 
definite market in this country, say, for 10 million 1bs. of hosiery yarn, it 
would be worth while for you to consider the question of making it? 

Mr. Kastur'bhai.-Certainly. We are most anxious not only to supply the 
hosiery industry but also the handloom industry .. The only question is 
whether such a spinning concern which may be put up, can see its way to' 
make both ends nieet. 

President.-One of the difficulties of the hosiery industry is precisely this' 
yarn. They have to pay the duty. They are up against a severe competi
tion just now from Japan and in this recent enquiry-the emergent enquiry-
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we have not been able to assist- them because their goods are outside our 
terms of reference. I am worried about this question of duty on yarn abo 
from their point of view. In my opinion, it is a very promising cottage 
industry? 

Mr. KasturZ,hai.-1'here is no reason why India should not produce all 
the hosiery goods that she wants. 

J>nsident.-The bulk of the hosiery yarn is 308 to 408. Don't you think 
that we can altogether remove the duty on yam? 'Vould you like to think it 
-over? 

Mr. KlUtwrZ,hai.-From the national point of view, it is most important 
·that not a pound of yarn should be allowed to enter into this country and 
whatever sacrifice may be demanded we are prepared to make. 

J>resident.-If your industry were in a sufficiently organised position to 
tell us that the manufacturers would not put up prices if there was a 
protective duty on yarn, then the position would be different. But you will 
put up prices. 

Mr. Shantilal.-The moment the supply is greater than the demand, the 
prices are bound to come down. 

Preside'Wt.-It may take 15 years. 
Mr. KastU'rbhai.-The amount of imported yarn is so small that it only 

forms 4 or 5 per cent. of the capacity of the total number of spindles in the 
spinning mills which can easily be increased in a year's time or at the most 
two. 

President.-You would not like to put this point before your Association 
and consider it again? 

MT. KlUtwrbhai.-No. We feel very strongly that it is most important. 
President.-The trouble is that the Tariff Board feels equally strongly the 

-other way. I should like you to place such suggestions as may strike your 
Association before the Board. 

M1·. Kast·IITbhai.-What I subm;t is that even if you assist the handloom 
weaver or the hosiery manufacturer by taking off the duty and allowing him 
to make use of the imported yarn, he will immediately come against the 
ban of foreign made article and wi!! not be able to market his goods 
successfully. . 

President.-As far as the hosiery manufactures are concerned, we lut\-e 
had various representations from various Hosiery Associations in this country 
and none of them has told us that the use of the imported hosiery yarn 
has made their goods unsaleable. 

Mr. Kastlt1·Z,hai.-That is so up to now, but who knows there may not be a 
movement to stop the use of imported yarn? 

P1·esident.-It will be time to consider the situation then. Now we come 
to your answer to question 27. Your opinion of a reasonably economical size 
for a combined spinning and weaving mill is 25,000 spindles and 600 looms 
and that is taking a little over 40 spindles ttl a loom? 

-lIlr. KashtrZ,hai .. -Yes. 
President.-Are you allowing for any surplus spindle capacity or are 

you assuming that all the yarn produced in the mill is woven into cloth? 

Mr. Ka.~t-l£1"bll<li.-It all depends 'on the width of looms and spinning pro
duction from mill to mill. Spinning production is bound to differ accord
ing to the cotton used and also as regards weaving capacity according to the 
width of loom and attachment of dobby or drop box. 

PTe_~ident.-I want to know what are precisely the factors that you have 
taken into account in basing your estimate? 

lilT. Kastl£1"bhui.-That is an approximate. 
P1·esident.-I thought that probably your reason for fixing the spindlnge 

per loom at a little over 40 is that you assumed thnt your mill would be 
{'ngaged in the production of oloth of medium and finer counts. 
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Jb·. Kastu·rbhai.-1'io . 
.lb'. Slwnfilal.-We hat'e stated 208 and 30s. 
Z·rcsideltt.-I assumed if it was 20s we might take an average spindling of 

:lOs. but if it was 30. or above we must take some figure above 40s. 
Mr. Kasfu,ThIHAi.-As I said. loom or spindle is likely to differ due to the 

"ariation in the width of loom or cotton used in spinning. This size pf 
2.').!MJO s"indles and 600 looms has been fixed on the basis that the mil!' 
will ha"e Bome margill' for changing oyer from coarser counts to medium 
connts, that iB, from 20s to 30s and 80s to 405 if necessary. 

Z·resident.-In the main the mills that you haye in view will be engaged 
in the production of cloth ranging from 20s to 30s? 

.lIT. Ka.'lturbhai.-Yes. 
Z·rCRident.-There would, at the same time, be a margin for weaving 

higher conllts if it became necessary? 
Mr. KU.'lf",.bhai.-That is so. At the time while laying down a mill one 

has to consider whether it is going in for medium or coarser qualities of 
cloth and the quantity of cloth they are going to produce . 

. l're.ident.-If the demand for higher counts happened to increase it would 
be necessary to provide for more spindles? 

.lIr. Kasfurbhai.-Yes. 
Z·r ... iden.t.-On the figures that you. have given here may I take it that the 

Lota I production of cloth that you estimate for a mill of this size is about 
2,700.000 lbs.? 

.111'. Kasturh/lai.-It will depend entirely, as I said, on the counts spun. 
l'resident.-I must cOllllUit you to a particular figure because you have 

given 9,000 Ibs. Whatever the assumption, you have to stick to 9,000 Ibs. 
In that case may I assume 300 working days in the yeat:? that means 27 lakhs 
of pounds. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is so. 
Z·resident.-The total capitalisation that you give is lts. 24,75.000. 'l'hat 

does not include working capital? 
JlI'. Kaaturbllai.-That is right. 
Pre.!ideTbt.-If you have a capitalisation of 24'75 lakhs and a total produc

tion of 27 lakhs Ibs., may I take it that your idea of capitalisation is about 
14 annas per pound of cloth? 

.ll r.Kastu.rblwi.-Yes, it works out to that. 
President.-We have figures given to us by the Bombay Millowners' 

Association and their estimate works out to about Rs. 46 Iakhs and their 
total production of doth is 28! I .. khs of pounds. Taking their figures I get 
an approximate capitalisation of a rupee and half per pound of cloth 
whereas your figures work out to 14 annas per pound. You are basing your 
figures on 208 and 30s and, they are basing their figures on 30s and 40s. 
Allowing for that difference in the plant and machinery required for 20s 
and 30s as compared to 30s and 406 would you accept the difference between 
Re. 1-8 and As. 14 as normal? 

Mr. Kastu7·blw·i.-That wiII have to be worked out. After all the differ
ence comes in because of the coarser and finer counts. If the deficiency 
works out at such a high figure it is because there'is less production in 
finer counts than in coarser counts. 

Pres-ident.-We told the Bombay l\Iillowners' Association definitely to,give 
us a capital estimate for a mill of economic size producing 30s to 40s. You 
wiII admit that if we are going to continue protection hereafter it would 
be definitely on the basis that the industry must be in a position to capture 
that part of the market which is now catered for by imports and those im
ports generally are imports of finer counts. Therefore, we have got to base 
our figures on a capitalisation required for higher counts so that your 
figures have got to be translated into terms of 30s and 405 counts. I should 
like you to re-consider it. 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.-We shall prepare an estimate for 30s and 40s counts 
for that size of mill and submit it to you later. 

P1'esident.-H you are going to estimate your capital charges for the pur
pose of protection ,~'ou must base that on a capitalisation for higher counts. 

lUI'. Shantilal.-In the Bombay figures they have included Rs. 3 lakhs 
for land and Rs. 3 lakhs for dyeing and bleaching; we have not added these 
so that will make, a difference. 

Preside1lt,-Let us take these figures out, If you'take these two figures 
~ut their capitalisation would come down to Rs. 40 lakhs, 

Mr. Shantilal.-Yes, then you can compare, 
Pre,~ident.-You don't want to give your opinion now whether their 40 

lakhs would approximately correspond to your 25 lakhs? 
Mr, Kasturbhai.-We shall make our statement on that basis. 
P'/'esident.-I hope you will ,make your estimate entirely independent of 

the Bombay estimate. 
lUI'. Kasturbhai.'-:'Entirely. 
P./'esident.-They give 1,000 looms as the normal economic size; you give 

600 looms. That makes a little difference and I should like to be in a posi-, 
tion to make up our minds on this question. If you take the average mill 
capacity of the Bombay mills now and strike an average that comes to 
1,000 looms; am I justified in thinking that if you strike a similar average 
for Ahmedabad, the average will come .to 600? 

Mr. KCMturbhai.-It comes to' 560. 
President.-It will be roughly 600; that is rather a big difference. This 

is a matter in respect of which we as a body of laymen are 'entirely in the 
hands of the industry. But the difference between 600 and 1,000 is rather 
considerable and we would like you to consider it more fully and state your 
views on th!s question. 

Mr. Kasturblwi.-The position is this: with reference to. the bigger or 
smaller size of mills the difference that will come in will be in the overhead 
charges, that is to say, as far as the workers are concerned the number will 
be exactly in proportion to the number of looms or spindles that there lllay 
be in a particular mill. 

President.-I should like to put it rather differently. The way' in which 
costs are estimated in textile mills, the labour cost, say, per loom or the 
labour cost per certain number of spindles would be more or less the same, 
whatever the number of looms or number of spindles. Am I right? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 

Prfsidellt.-Therefore as far as that is concerned there is going to be no 
J'eduction per unit of cloth; as far as materials are concerned there is going 
to be no difference-

.JIlT. Kastm'bhai,-As far as interest charges are concerned there would be 
no difference; as far as power charges are concerned there would be no 
difference. 

Pres·iden-t.-I am not so sure about that. I will tell you why. As far as 
interest charges, insUI'anoe charges, supervision and office establishment are 
cOllcerned-

Mr. Kastt/Tbhai.-That I am keeping separate, 

Presidellt.-I do not know exactly how you allocate your overheads. The 
way I have understood it is this: you take your total interest charges and 
your total insurance charges over the whole factory in a particular period, 
say a yeJIr: you dh'ide that among the number of looms so that it works out 
to so much per loom. Is that right? 

Mr. Kastul'bhai.-Yes. 

P,'c,.idcnf.-If you are able to wah'e a larger quantity of cloth per loom, 
if the count of cloth is. such: .......... . 
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JIr. Kasturbhai.-For cloth J won't be able to weave a larger quantity 
per loom; the quantity woven will be the same. The only difference that 
-can c~)Jne into play is the supervision and establishment charges, but barring 
that Item there cannot be any difference between a smaller sized mill and a 
tigger sized mill in the proportion of 25,000 spindles and 40,000 spindleb. 

President.-Suppose you were considering the question of insuring your 
mill and ~'ou went to an insurance company, if your mill was a mill with 
600 looms and supposing there was another mill with 1,000 looms . 

.llr. KasfU1·blwi.-There will be a difference of not even one per cent. 
'The same rates will have to be paid and are being paid to-day for a mill of 
.50,000 spindles. After all you insure your block. 

President.-Supposing you had a mill of 600 looms and you go to an 
'insurance man; he allows you, let us say for argument's sake, Rs. 5,000 
premium; if your mill consisted of 1,000 looms is it your suggestion that you 
will be able to insure it for Rs. 5,000? 

J/r. Kusfu,·bhai.-No. J would have to pay proportionately. What we 
.do is this. We insure our machinery, buildings and process. Machinery and 
building~ will cost Rs. 25 lakhs in one case and Rs. 40 lakhs in the other 
case. "0 insurance will have to be taken as far as the block is concerned on 

"25 lakhs in one case and 40 lakhs in the other case. Insurance has got to 
be paid 80 much per 100-t per cent. or 1 per cent.-so it goes up pro mfa. 
It works out in the same ratio. Similarly with regaI'd to interest, working 
.capital and everything it is in the same proportion, and as I said the 
difference in the cost will no~ come in anything else but supervision and 
·establishment (·harges. 

PrPRidenf.-May I put it the other way: why not make it 300 looms? 

.1lr. Kn.,fllrhhai.-Then the unit will be much smaller and the supervi
.sion ehnrges will work ont at a much higher ratio. If I am engaging,.say, 
one head jobber drawing Rs. 150 for 30,000 spindles, even if I have only 
10.000 spindles I have got to pay him Rs. 150. If the unit becomes small 
super\'ision charges become higher. Apart from that take power: if I 
bave a reasonably proper plant then my costs will rise up or come down in 
proportion. If the plant is smaller the cost of 'power wiJ) be considerably 
'higher: a smaller unit also costs more to operate. 

Presidenf.-Therefore the power charges on a 1,000 loom plant will be 
lower. 

Mr. Kasturl,'wi.-"Not necessarily. If you have got a plant of 25,000 
spindles and· 600 looms you will still be in a position to have a plant whien 
can operate 40,000 spindles and 1,000 looms and it will work a mill of 
25,000 spindles and 1 000 looms as economically as it will in the Case of the 
fullest load. I have 'recently purchased a plant in which the unit is 1,800 
B.H.P. It will consume 8·2 of steam: at 900 it will go up to, say; 9, but 
at 1,200 to 1,300 B.H.P it will come to only 8'4. I will give you the exact 
'figures. 

President.-I should like to get these: it would be very interesting. 

lIlr. Ka.~t'U.rbhai.-You want the consumption of power per loom per 
,different plant per horse power? 

President.-What J was thinking of is this: you take a plant of 400 
looms another mill of 600 looms and another mill of 1,000 looms and then 
you ~ive me the charges required for a power plant corresponding to each 

'of these." 
lIlr. Kasturbhai.-What I am submitting is this, that t~e pow.er plant' in 

the case of 25;000 spindles mill can wOl:k. up. to 49,000 sp.mdles Just as our 
Secretary explained it to you. The posItion IS thIS that m ~hmedabad the 
Rystem is that we start with a small unit and then we slowly mcrease as we 
ffnd the finance and find the market. That being the position we cannot 
throw over the power plant and replace t~e 'power pia !It, because it is the 
most difficult job. Once the power plant IS .. nstal1e~, It must be t.here ~or 
a number of years.. Therefore what we do IS that If we are startmg WIth 
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25,000 spindles and 600 looms, we buy with a margin of 25 to 30 per cent. 
That has been done in the case of Aruna mills. 

President.-You'leave a margin? 
. Mr. Kasturbhai.-Y~s. 'Ye find actually from our experience that there 
IS no loss of power which w1l1 work out for so many thousand spindles and 
looms a year. ' 

P1·esident.-You mean there is no loss on account of power if you are 
working on a smaller number of looms. 

M'r. Kasturbhai.-The loss is there, but it is small. I will give you the 
figure, 8'2 per lb. and 8'4 per lb. 

President.-The difference in looms in the two cases. 
JJ.r. Kasf.urbhai.-The difference in horse power, the steam consumption 

per horse power. 
President.-'l'hese "two figures relate to what capacity? 
Jh. Kasturbhai.-I am working 1,800 B.H.P. My consumption will be 8'4. 

If I am working only 900, my consumption will go up. 
l'resident.-That is the sort of figures I want. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
P'residelht.-You know the difficulty I am trying to put. 
Jb·. Kast'IJ.rbhai.-My point is this: as far as the size of the mill is con

('erned it is immaterial whether it is 25,600 or 40,000. As far as the rest of 
the charges are concerned they will rise or fall exactly in proportion to the 
size of the mill. The only difference that will have to be aI'Counted for will 
be in the supel'vision charges and in the establishment charges. Have I 
made myself clear? 

l~'resident.-I think I understand the position with regard to supervision 
establishment and insurance charges, but still there is a question as far a~ 
power is concerned. I understand your position to be this. There is a 
('crtain minimum capacity which is 600. If you increase your capacity to 
mOl'e than 600, 80Q, 900 or 1,000, then what you save in respect of power is 
on the whole a negligible factor as compared with your expenditure on 
power on 600 looms. On the other hand supposing your capacity was less 
than 600, say 300, then the increase in expenditure on power will be consider
ably greater than what it would be on 1,000 looms. 

Mr. Kastm·bhai.-Yes. 
Prcsi,dent.-I would, like you to illustrate it by actual figures. 
Mr. Kasturbltai.-I will send you the figures. 
l'resident.-With regard to question 29 about depreciation I understand 

you would like us to recommend that special rates of depreciation should 
be allowed for double shift working. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
P'residerit.-That I think is a mutter between you and the Central Bourd 

of Revenue. As far as we are concerned our primary ('oncern is for the 
purpoge of protection to allow you a fair selling price which makes a reason
able allowance for depreciation charges. 'l'hat is what we are ('oncerned with. 

Mr. Kastl£rbhai.-Yes. 
P'resident.-If we calculate depreeiation on single shift rate not per-mill, 

but per unit of doth whether there is a special rate for double shift or not, 
you are snfeguurded, isn't that so? It is unnecessary for us to go into that 
question as far as we are concerned. Do you agree P 

Mr. Kashtrbhai..-It is all right. Your main concern is to protect the 
industrv. At the same time it is your ('oncern that the consumer should be 
protect~d. If the mills are allow~d to work double shift by making this 
allowan('e then there will be morf> doth on the market and therefore the 
('onsumer' will not stund a ('hance of the mills tnking at ull any higher price. 
That' being the position it is very essential that the depreciati01~ allowed 
for the night shift should b~ recommended by the Tariff ~ollrd. 
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Pr .. idrtlf.-If we gave you single rate of depreciation per unit of cloth, 
.and on every lb. of cloth that you sell you realise a rate of depreciatiou 
('orresponding to the single shift rate, then whether the Income-tax Depart
nlt'nt grants you sufficient allowance or not, you will be able to cover your 
charge under depreciation . 

.lIr. Kasturbhai.-For single shift it would be all right. For double shift 
we won't be able to cover. 

Presidrnf.-I will tell you how I am looking at it. Let us assume a 
{'al'italisatioll of Rs. 100 for 50 Ibs. of cloth. 

President.-Let us take a flat rate for the time being of 4 per cent., 
single shift rate on the whole block. That is to say you will be allowed 
Us. 4 on single shift rate for 50 Ibs. of cloth. That would be 4/50 per lb. 
nf (·Inth. You would like to have the double shift rate, exaCtly double of 
that, that is to say Rs. 8. Your output increases to 100 lbs. On our cal
culation you would get per unit of cloth Rs. 8. What you require is 8/100 
which is exactly 4/50. 

Mr. Kasfm·bl&ai.-But then becauie of the double shift working there 
will be more doth on the market and therefore the price at which the 
consumer can buy is bound to be cheaper. If ~'ou keep the position of the 
mills as it is under the present law, then there is little incentive to the 
millowner8 to work a double shift. 

I'resident.-You are not going to undertake double shift production unless 
there is sufficient market for it. At present there are about 800 million 
~'ards imported into this country. We want to rule this out and give the 
Indian mills a chance of working up to its capacity. If you undertake 
double shift product jon, you are undertaking it for the purpose of raising 
your production to the level indicated by the imports. 

Mr. Ka.,turbhai.-Yes. 
l'resident.-Therefore there won't be overproduction. There is no question 

of being able to lower the prices in the interests of the consumer. I don't 
think the consumer comes ,in very much . 

• 1Ir. Kasturbhai.-Why not? 
Pre.,idellf.-Because you are producing only 'such an amount as would be 

required in the existing market conditions . 
.lIr. Kasturbhai.-We are at present producing 3,000 million yards. 
l'resident.-If you get protection you will raise it to 4,000 million yards, 

so that there is no overproduction. You are simply taking the place of 
imports. 

M·r. Kasturbhai.-Why not? Instead of 4,000 million yards, if we begin to 
produce 4,500 million yards, would not the consumer come into play? 

President.-If you produce more than 4,000, more than the market is pre
pared to absorb, then my suggestion to you is if you do it on that basis, 
you throwaway the protective duty. 

M·r. Kastur.bhai.-That is true. 
President.-If you are going to overproduce, the result will be you will 

cut each other's throat to such an extent as to make the protective duty 
inoperative. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As we have stated in our replies, we look at it from 
this point of view, that the industry must be efficiently run and if there be 
overproduction the result will be that weaker concerns will stop. The posi
tion will be that those which are inefficient concerns will have to go to 
the wall and the country will get the cloth at the price which it is entitled 
to. 

P,·esident.-Even from that point of view, if you increase your production 
it is either because the imports have been ruled out or because inefficient 
mills have been ruled out. In either case you are producing what the country 
requires and if as a result of the lack of organisation among the Indian 
tpxtile mills there is production in excess of what the market requires, I 
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suppose it is in a sense a short-sighted policy. It is an advantage to the
consumer, but in the long run it is not. The only way in which the consumer 
can be benefited under this system is by your being able to reduce the costs 
but not being able to cut one another's throat. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is true. My point of view is that, that the pro
gress which has been made in the line of machinery is so great in recent years· 
that it is very important and desirable that the MiIIowners or the Managers 
should be able to throw out their old machinery as fast as they can. If I 
can afford to throw out my machinery installed in 1923, I would only be too 
willing to have it done because the progress that has been made is so great 
in the textile industry particularly, that it doesn't pay to stick on to the 
old machines. That could only be done if the fuIlest advantage is taken of 
the machinery that has been installed and the fullest advantage of the 
machinery that has been instaIled could only be taken if it is aIlowed to· 
work two shifts instead of one 'shift. 

President.-You -don't think on our method of calculation you would be 
safeguarded. Supposing we all owed you single shift depreciation on every' 
lb. of cloth that you seIl in the market, then your realisation wiII cover all . 
your reasonable charges under depreciation. 

lIfr. Kasturbhai.-That is so. As I have been saying if Japan has made' 
its advance ........... . 

President.-There I agree with you. I don't want to dispute that proposi-· 
tion. Supposing we based our estimated cost of production on 30s to 40s? 

JJl1'. Kastll.rbhai.-We will have to classify. 
President.-We base our duty on what it costs you to produce 30s to 40s· 

and we apply that to all your counts? , 
}.fr. Kasturbhai.-It would be an injustice to those spinning higher 

counts and also to those spinning lower counts. 
P1'esident.-It won't be an injustice to higher counts people but to lower 

counts people. By means of internal competition your lower counts would 
remain low in price.. On that you are going to give us figures. As far as the 
otMr question is concerned, the Central Board of Revenue has given a 
definite ruling and I have not been able to get facts which I could produce to 
counteract. 

Mr. Ka"turbhai .. -The position is thi~, that we wrote to the Japanese Consul' 
and we got a statement from him that the depreciation aIlowed in Japanese 
mills is 7! per cent. 

Presidcrd.-On double shift? 
lIfr. Kasturbhai.-Whether it is double shift or single shift, it is 71 per 

cent. on textile machinery. 
President.-That is a point which I am not able to understand. Look

ing into the income-tax rate of depreciation, for practicaIly every other in
dustry that we have inquired into, the rate without any exception is 7i per' 
cent. I don't understand why on the textile machinery depreciation should be 
charged at 5 per cent. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It was all very well in the old time when it was 
considered that stouter the machinery the longer it lasts, but the rules of 
economy have undergone a complete change of late years, and it is a' 
paying proposition for a mill agent to throw off his old machinery 'as soon 
as he can afford. I would like to throw off the machinery which I had pur-
chased 4 or 5 years ago,' because in working out my cost of production it: 
will pay me. 

President.-What the rates of depreCiation do not aIlow for is obsolescence. 

Mr. Kast1Irbllai.-Though they say they do allow for obsolescence they are' 
not actually d?ing it, in practice. 

President.-Most of the Associations from whom we have received repre-
sentations s~em to be satisfied with the rates of depreciation. 

Mr. Kasturb1Jai.-They are satisfied P 
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President.-Y es. 
Jlr. Kasturbhai.-They may be, because they may not I.e in the same 

.position to work double shift. 
President.-In the face of that admission from the. majority of manufac

turers in this country I am not prepared to make any suggestion on that 
'Point. 

President.-I come to the question of working capital, questions 30 and 31. 
'Can you tell me approximately what is the proportion of working capital 
locked up in your industry? I will tell you precisely what my point is. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Block is Rs. 15 crores. . 
Presidenf.-Not with reference to the block account. The whole purpose 

·of working eapital is to provide finance against your works expenditure. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Pruidenf.-There is a constant Bow. You must have finance to meet them. 

You don't want working capital for the purpose of meeting depreciation? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. 
President.-If you take the total works expenditure of a mill in Ahmedabad, 

supposing for example the total works expenditure is about Rs. 15 lakhs on 
raw cotton, stores, etc., and if I suggest that about half of that is the average 
amount of working capital that will be required, would I be more or less 
correct? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-If my turnover during the year in a particular mill 
is Rs. 36 lakhs. I should not be requiring more than Rs. 9 to Rs. 12 lakhs 
as working capital. 

President.-That is very interesting. I will tell you why I consider that 
as very interesting. I consider that a very good test. of the efficiency of 
current managE-ment of a mill is the proportion of working capita! to the 
mill's total works expenditure and the lowest figure that I have been able to 
get is "omewhere little more than half, between 50 to 60 per cent. of the 
works expenditure. We have enquired into .arious industries and often they 
asked us for 75 per ('ent. of the works expenditure in a year. In the one 
case they asked for 100 per cent. As a result of varied experience we now 
apply 50 per cent. of the y~ar's expenditure. That we consider a normally 
reasonable rate in India. If you are able to do it on 25 per cent. or 30 per 
cent., I should say it reBects great credit. I think that is the rate that we 
ought to apply in fixing our fair selling price for the industry. If your total 
works expenditure is Rs. 15 lakhs in allowing you for the interest on working 

·capital in the fair selling price, we calculate the interest on the working 
·capital of one-third of Rs. 15 lakhs. That, as far as Ahmedabad is con
-cerned, would suffice. 

Mr. Kasturl)hai.-Certainly. 

President.-There has been a great deal said about the extent to which 
·the Ahmedabad mill industry finances its capital expenditure by means of 
·short term funds and I should like very much to know the views of the 
Association. I will tell you precisely what I have heard about it and what 
I have been able to get by the examination of published statistics. The 
Banking Enquiry Committee has a statement of figures showing the propor
-tions in which various kinds of funds are used by the Ahmedabad Millowners. 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-Yes. 
Pl'esident.-From tbose proportions those figures were collected for about 

;56 mills. 24 per cent. of the capital was loaned by the Managing Agents; 4 
. per cent. was loaned by banks; 39 per cent. by public deposits, 32 per cent. 
by share capital and 1 per cent. by debentures. Those figures lire more or less 

·-correct. On these figures. taking ~'our capitalisation and your working capital 
on the basis you have suggested if a mill were financed on that basis in 
respect of fixed capital expenditure and working capital expenditure, on these 
figures I should say about 50 per cent. of your capital is plovided by short 
term funds. That is correct. 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.~Yes. 
President.~That theoretically is considered a very unsatisfactory arrange-

lllent because short, term funds by their very nature are capable of being re
called, whereas capital expenditure has to be incurred over a long period 
or returns on them have to be spread over a long period and therefore there
is a lack of balance. 

1111'. Kasturbhai.~We agree that it is not a desirable way of financing the
industry, but I beg to differ with you in this that it is not correct to say that 

, the finance employed is all short term loans beeause even if you refer to the 
Banking circle you will find that the deposits that they take for a year and 
over are termed as " long term deposits". As far as the question of financing 
the Ahmedabad mill industry is concerned, except in rare cases here and 
there, practically 95 or 98 per cent. of the mills are financed by yearly deposits. 
These yearly deposits are taken not at a particular period but all the year 
round. 

Pre.,ident.~Is the deposit plllced with the Company fot: a year and theu 
renewed? Is that the position? 

lIlr. Kastll-l'b1tai.~Yes. It is not a short term loan as it is termed because 
even in the Banking eirele, loans which are of a 10;lger duration than six. 
months are termed as "long term". 

President.~That is simply a matter of terminology. 
1111'. Kasturbll(/j.~Apart from that, as I say, these deposits are for yearly' 

periods generally speaking; that is to say, they run for full 12 months and 
they are taken all the year round, so that if any Company is in difficulties 
I1nd funds begin to be withdrawn, the Company does not get a notice of a 
week or a fortnight or 11 month but practically gets 6, 8 or 9 months to
arrnnge for finance and to settle upon a fixed basis. 

P1·esident.~'Vould you say as a statement of the normal position that the· 
Company would get on I1n averl1ge 6 months' notice? 

MI'. Kustwrbhai.-No. I am only pointing out that the deposits are 
plat'ed with the Company at various periods during the year. Every day of 
the year, the Company will receive big or sml1I1 deposits. 

MI'. Shantilal.-Day to day the deposits are accepted and day to day they 
mature. I may say that if the Company is in difficulties, the Agent will get 
notit'e from the first drawer, tlll'n from the second and so on. He will find 
that everybody is withdrawing the money. Because all the deposits are not 
due on any particular date, he will be able to Inanage from other sourees. 

['usidcllt.-They are not lump deposits? 
lIl-T. Kusturbhui.-No. The' Company will be in a much worse position 

if it had to go to a Bank. If it had been obliged to go to a Bank, very 
naturally and very probably, the entire loan would be due on one particular 
date-2, 3 or 5 lukhs or whate\'er the amount may be. Even if the Bank were 
to gi"e tbree months' notice, the Agent will fiad it certainly ten times 
Illore difficult to find the mone~' than under the system of deposits. In spite 
of that-it is my personal opinion-I agree entirely with you that it is not 
the ~oundest system of finunt'ing the mills. But as far as Ahmedabad is 
l'onl'£>rned, it has stood the test of time during the last 30 or 40 ~'£>ars and 
if the Agents are as vigilant as they have been in the past, there is no reason 
why it should not continue in the future. 

l'resident.-In the ahs£>lll'e of a regular system of industrial finuJl('e, 
probably the best system thllt l'all be arranged under present conditions is the 
system that you have been used to. Is that your position P 

lIlr. Kastltrbhai.-Not only thut, but I will have to tell you more when 
you pl"Oceed further with the Illunaging agency system. You will find that 
the confidence in the mills is lint derived merely from the status of the Com
pany but considerably deri"ed from the honesty and integrity of the mill 
agent. That being so, as long as that is not impaired, there is no reason why 
it should not continue. 

I'rt'sidcnt.-These deposits are pluced with the Mill CompanyP 
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Mr. Ka&tllrbhai.-Yes. The Mill Company receives deposits which are 
-generally speaking for a year. 

~>re.ident.-What precisely is it that attracts deposits to a Mill Company? 
'WIJl('h is the more important factor-is it the earning capacity of the Mill 
Company or is it the personal credit of the managing agent? 

Mr. Kastu.,.bltai.-There could not be any individual distinction like that. 
The Ahmedabad depositor is much more shrewd than the depositor in any 
other part of the world. I am not paying him any idle compliment when 
I say that he is always shrewd. As I stated in my evidence before the 
Banking Enquiry Committee, even though there were two serious crashes 
in the ~'ear 1923 when three or four mills were liquidated, the deposits of 
/lone of the other mills were affected in the least--not because every one was 
in a position to pay but because the Ahmedabad depositor generally-and 
the depositor in Ahmedaba!i Mills particularly-recognised that those con
('erns which had failed or those managing agents who had failed had very 
little to do in common with the rest of the Mill Agents. The deposits are 
renewed as I said on the integrity and honesty of the Managing Agents. 

Presidpnf.-What is the general position in Ahmedabad? I will raise 
that question later. Does the managing agent in Ahmedabad control as 
lIlany mills as be does in Bombay or is the number of mills under a single 
managipg agent smaller in Ahmedabad than in Bombay? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is a difficult ques..tion to answer. 
Pre.,ident.-Supposing you put it simply on the basis of arithmetical 

average? If you took the number of managing agents and also the number 
of mills and divided one by the other, what you get as the result would be 
higher or lower here than the corresponding figure in Bombay? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I have not tried it. 
President.-You can do it now. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-Can we do it? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-But the position in Ahmedabad is this. A Mill Agent 

in Ahmedabad will not take up a burden which he cannot carry. If my 
finance will not allow me to take up more than 3 concerns, I will be too 
eautious' before I think of the fourth. That is exactly the position in 
Ahmedabad. Before I launch out another concern I will make it absolutely 
sure that the finances regarding my three existing concerns are absolutely 
on the pucca basis, that is to say, no extra burden is taken over by the 
Ahmedabad Mill Agent than he can carry easily. That bas been the position 
up to now. 

Pre .• ident.-If the number of milIa under a managing agent in Ahmedabad 
is not more than two or three mills, then obviously the extent to which you 
('an commit yourself is very much less . 

• Vr. Kasturbhai.-The Ahmedabad mill agent has no other iron in the 
..fire like the managing agents in some other parts of India. 

Pre.~ident.-After all, in Bomhay, too, although they have many irons in 
the fire, all these irons are textile irons? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not necessarily. 
President.-It is not like Bengal where they have Jute and Iron. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-I don't like to name them. There are concems which 

are interested in other' industries. 
P1·esident.-After all, the only industry in Western India is the textile 

mill industry and most of your managing agents are interested in textile 
mills. Therefore all their interests are confined to that industry. Apart 
from periods of general depressio~, .you ii:nd that the depress!on in oue 
industry does not necessarIly cOlDClde wlth the depreSSIon lD a.nother 
-industry? 

ilfr. Ka.~furbhai.-As far as the Ahmedabad mill agent is concerned, he 
'is confining himself to the textile industry only. 
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President.-Is it more economical for you to get your funds in the form 
of deposits-I' am thinking of the rate that you have to pay-or in the 
form of loans from ma·naging agents? < . 

iIlr. Kastu1·bhai.-It works out to practically ·the same rate because th9' 
position is ·this. If we' get the deposits, as we have stated, the rate varies 
from 5 to 5i per cent. That is the average. I know that there are 
several concerns ~n Ahmedabad which can get deposits at 4i per cent. 
There are also concerns which have to pay 6 per cent. 6 is the outside limit 
and 4i is the minimum. But we have stated that 5 to 5i per cent. on an 
average is the rate that has been paid by the mills in Ahmedabad. If the 
managing agents were to advance loans to mills, the rate that he will charge 
will be 6 per cent. generally speaking. Though he advances money at 6 per 
cent., he does not realise more than 5 or 5i per cent. because the advances 

. that he makes are not for a period of a year. Whenever the mill requires· 
money, he has to advance and whenever the mill has any surplus, he will' 
have to take it back; thus he is at a disadvantage. He cannot deposit his 
money with the Bank. 

President.-What in your opinion is the rate of interest that we ought 
to take into account in fixing the fair selling price for the Indian industry? 
In the fair selling price that we are going to fix for the Indian textile 
industry, we have to allow for the interest on working capital. Supposing 
we accept your view that the working capital required is one-third of a 
year's expenditure, what exactly is the rate of interest that you would like 
us to take? If you take the ayerage of the past 5 years, don't 'you think 
that the average rate at which you haye been able to get your deposits is· 
between 5 and 5i per cent.? 

lIfr. Kastul'bhai.-No. 
President.-Don't you think that it would be a fair rate to take? 
lIfr. Kasturbhai.-No. 
President.-"'hy not? 
lIfr. Ka.sturbhai.-Because there are seyeral other concerns which have to' 

pay more than 5i per cent. 

Pl'eside-nt.-We have to provide for the normal year. You are prepared 
to concede that it need not be above 6 per cent.? 

lIf·r. Kastul'bhai.-Yes, as far as the working capital is c(mcerned. 
President.-6 per cent. on the working capital would be a. fair allowance? 
1111'. KastUJ·bhai.-Yes. 
President.-There is a small proportion of your funds derived in the' 

form of loans from Banks? What are the rules here about signatures? In· 
every case, haye you got to give two signatures? 

1111'. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Eyen where you are able to pledge? 

1I1r. Kasftl'rbhai.-Not in that caoSe. But Ahmedabadi will never go and 
pledge. 

President.-He will never do it? 
lIlr. Kasturbhai.-No. because the whole system depends on the con

fidence reposed in him by the public. That confidence will be rudely shaken 
if he were to give up this system and hypothecate his goods. He generally 
does not agree to hypothecate his goods. 

President.-If he does, his deposits will fall off? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-He is finished. 
President.-So, it is no use considering it? 
1111'. Kasturbhai.-No. 
President.-As regards the share capital which is about 32 per, cent. 'of 

the total capital, have you any idea what proportion of that is held by 
managing a.gents? Is it possible to say? 

Mr. Kastnrbhai.-It will vary between 33 to 50 per cent. 
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l'resident.-33 to 50 per cent. of the total capital is held by managing. 
agents? . 

Jtr. KasfuT"hai.-Yes, that is a very rough estimate. 
President.-I come to the next question of managing agents. '-We dis-· 

cussed this a great deal in Bombay. What I should like to do is to get a 
correct idea of the system of managing agents as it prevails in Ahmedabad. 
,,'hat I ha"e done is I have looked through a number of managing agency 
agreements in Ahmedabad and I have formed my own ideas of the normal 
position in regard to managing agency in Ahmedabad. My ideas on the 
subject are these. You may correct me as I go along. As far as the 
period of agreement is concerned, the general feature of Ahmedabad' 
agreements is that the managing agent shall be a permanent and non
C'hangeable agent? 

Mr. Kastll1·bhai.-Yes. 
J'resitlent.-That is more or less a normal feature? 
Mr. Kastllrbhai.-Yes. 
President.-As regards remuneration, there is no office allowance . 
.llr. Kastu1'bhai.-No. 
President.-Generally he is remrinerated in the form of a percentage on· 

sales? It is generally about 3 per cent.? 
]Jr. Kast,tl'bhai.-That is correct. 
President.-I have seen quite a number of cases where instead of apply

ing the percentage to sales you charge so many pies per lb.? 
1111'. Kastllrbhai.-Yes, 3 pies per lb. 
President.-"rbether it is charged one way or the other depends upon 

the option of the managing agent? 
illr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Preiident.-Now in addition to this percentage on sales, there is also w· 

certain percentage on profit derived from various transactions? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. It is included in the Articles of .... ssociation but 

it is more or less nominal. 
P1'esident.-It is never actual? 
lIlr. Kasturbhai.-No, because the position is this that in order to get 

the Articles of Association drafted, one has to go to his legal adviser, who' 
puts in all sorts of things which are not essential in a way. The managing 
agent, as far liS Ahmedabad is concerned, is merely dealing with the spin
ning and .... ea.ving, cotton yarn and cotton cloth, and his sole and only 
remuneration is from the sales of the cloth or yarn. 

President.-If, for example-; he does ginning? 
Mr. Kastllrbhai.-He may get 10 per cent., but it will not be any big 

sum. 
President.-Are there any mills which carry out ginning? 
11Ir. Ka.~turbhai.-No . 
. President.-There is generally a provision to this effect that if the Com

pany does not earn enough in any year to pa.y 6 per cent. dividend, then 
the managing agent foregoes one-third of his commission. Tha.t is a. normal 
feature? 

11Ir. Kasturbhai.-Yes. The normal practice is that he gives up half-in 
some instances full. 

Presidcnt.-Even more than one-third? 
l1lr. Kasturbhai.-As far as the legal obligation is concerned, it is one

third but I can cite von a number of instances where, though the legal 
obliO'~tion is one-third 'he has not hesitated to give up half 01' full whatever 
the ~ircumstan('es den:anded of him. 

President.-The managing agency, as far as commission is concerned',. 
is a kind of joint stock arrangement? 

1Ifr. Kastllrbhai.-Yes, but not always. 
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President.-Normally, you get a large number of people interested? 
lIlr. Ka.,turbhai.-Right from the beginning the managing agency system 

is worked on this principle that exc~pt two or three mill agents the rest 
started their concerns. in partnership with' other finaneiers. It is only 
recently that they ha.ve taken those partners into a limited liability concern, 
that is to say the whole finance is arranged not only by himself but in 
company with his partners; that is to say he will share the' commission 
with his partners. I dare say none of the mill agents in Ahmedabad is' 
earning more than 50 to 65 per cent. of the commission. 

President.-The rest is given to the people who help in floating \he 
concern? 

lIlr. Kast1Lrbhai.-And goes to the shareholders. 
President.-Is the managing agency generally an individual, or a part-

11eI'ship or a limited liability company? 
lIlr. Kasturbhai.-All the three. As I ,aid, if you take the whole of 

Ahmedabad there are not more than four people who own agencies in their 
own right entirely. 

P.resident.-'Vhen these other people begin to ha~'e interest in the com
mission are they generally related-I am 'not speaking of family relations
are they related on the basis of partners or on the basis of fnll members of 
the limited liability company? 

lIlr. Kastu1·bliai.-Both. 

Pre.!ident.-Which is the more normal? 

lIlr. Kastu.rbhai.-Ever since 1885 the ('oncerns that we started were 
started in partnership with private lJartners, tlmt is to say the agenl"y 
remuneration was being shared by the managing agent himself with several 
others. That lasted till 1921, when it was found that b~' having private 
partnership alone sufficient capital was not forthcoming and therefore in 
order to interest more people in the textile industr~' it was found desirable 
to put it on a wider basis, and the managing agency was turned into a 
limited liability company. Shares were._ made. out of the commission and one 
who brought in so much capital was given one commission share or so many 
commission shares 116 the case might be. 

Pre.!ident.--Supposing you had half a dozen people interested in ,-arying 
proportions in the commission derived from a particular company, the fact 
that these other people besides the managing agent are interested in the 
commission, does t1mt imply that these people have a voice in the manage
ment? 

lIlr. Kastw·blwi.-None at all. As far as the management of the mill 
company is concerned they llave a voice as far as the gh-ing of commission 
is concerned but even that right has been exercised in favour of the com
pany because they are not only partnl'rs in the commission but also share
holders. 

Pre .• id"ll·t.-But since ~'our commission is charged on sales and not on 
profit if J were a big shareholder in your ('ompany and you a.re managing 
agent and I am also a partner and in a particular year I find you are 
proposing to surrender ~-our commission I should naturally be inc.lined to 
question that and that may take the form of some sort of inquisito~ial 
investigation of ~-our management. To that extent J should be interferlllg 
with your management. It does not make for the healthy development of 
the il1dustr~· . 

.lIr. Ka .• tul'1J/H1i.-It has not happened so far. So far as Ahmedabad is 
cOlwerned somehow or other we llave been able to manage the partners so 
nicely that this difficulty has not arisen. 

Pre .• id"nt.-Am I right in thinking that taking the majority of manag;
ing agents in Ahmedabad they represent the first generation whereas in 
Bombav there is a larger number representing the tllird or fourth genera~ 
tion, therefore the habits of the man who built up the industry wouM take 
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the whole of his life time to change; when a managing agent is succeeded 
by his 80n or his grand,on there is 110 necessary guarantee that the habits. 
of the older generation will proceed . 

.1Ir. K".tu-rblwi.-If the mills as such are taken thev are more in the 
hands of the second generation to-day than in the first so' far as Ahmedabad 
is cont'el'ned. The second generation which has come out is equipped with 
much greater knowledge than the first generation. 

Prfsident.-The next point is the extent to which the managing agent 
performs for his company services other than those pertaining to his position 
as managing agent. that is to say to the extent to which he makes pur-· 
chases, arranges sales. insurance and various services of that kind. In your 
managing ageney agreements taking them as a whole the managing agent 
is gi"en the right to do all these things? 

JIr. Kasfu.1·bhai.-Yes . 
. J' .. esident.-The sngg"stion which has been made is that when you have 

a 8~·"tem under whieh the managing agent is allowed to render these various 
,en·i .. es his interest ('ODles in conflict with the interest of the shareholders. 
What is your view about it? 

.Vr. Kasturbltai.-How can there be differentiation of interest between 
the mill agent pprforming the various services ..... 

President.-Let us take the question of insurance. You are a managing 
agent; you are also an agent for a large insuranee company. 

111 ... Kasturbha.i.-That is not the custom in Ahmedabad. There may .be 
one or two isolated instances here or there but generally speaking the 
managing I!gent has nothing to do with insurance business. 

J'rP<,ident.-Take mill stores . 
.lIr. Kasturbltal.-You will rarely find instances in whi('h managing 

Ilgl'nts of a mill are interested in this business. 

l're<.ident.-What about purchase of cotton? 

.11 ... Kast'U/"bhai.--I dare say there is not one firm which is intere~ted in 
the commission agency business in cotton. All the cotton that is purchased 
is through people who are specialising as cotton commission agents but no 
mill managing agent lll\.~ got anything to do with purchase of cotton. 

J'resident.-You pass your orders to him and he places the orders 
wl"'rl'ver he thinks the best bargain can be made? 

.lIr. Kasturbltai.-No. All the powers are reserved by the managing 
agents. If I want to buy, Ray, 500 ca.ndies of Surat cotton, I won't let him 
know that I want 500 candies; I will merely tell him to get me 100 candies 
at su('h and such a rate. If he is able to obtain it he will telephone to me 
that this bargain has been closed at such and sudl a price. Then if I 
fel'l that it is an attraetive price I will ask him to buy further stocks. As 
he goes on operating he goes on informing me on the telephone or by tele
gram. Suppose I am huying at Lyallpur: I send a telegram to my cotton 
commission agent to buy 100 eandies at a particular price; if he is able to 
obtain ('otton within that pri('e he purchases and when the goods come here 
I pay for it. There he functions not only as a purchaser but finances it to 
the extent of paying the 'cultivator or the merchant from whom he buys 
cotton. No mill agent in Ahmedabad will pay him at that centre; he will 
only be paid. when the goods arrive here and he does all this work for a 
commission of i per cent. 

President.-The idea is that the managing agent and the commission 
agent are entirely independent parties? 

Mr. Ka .• tllrbhai.-Exactly. 
P-resident.-How exactly are your sales arranged? I understand you 

have got guaranteed brokers system. What precisely is this system? 
Mr. Ka.fllrbhai.-The duties that have devolved on guaranteed brokers 

are manifold. As far as Ahmedabad is concerned-not only has he got to 
make sales of goods that are manufactured by the mills: but he guarantees-
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<the financial liability of the merchants to whom the goods are sold; not only 
that, but the responsibility of finding what are the kinds of goods that are 
in demand in particular districts and what are the qualities of cloth that 
should be manufactured. by that mill company also falls on' him. 

President.-To a large extent the varieties of cloth that you produce are 
.determined in consultation with him P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes, and not only that: if the realisation is less than 
.also he is responsible for it. He has got to satisfy the mill agent that the 
price at which he effects sales for him will yield the largest aggregate sale 

.. and if he fails to do that he is asked to go. 
PTesident.-1 should like to know if there is any legal obligation. 
lIfr. Kasturbhai.-Legally he is not responsible, except in so far as the 

·financial aspect is concerned. . 
President.-You know the selling agency system in Bombay. I was told 

what the seIling agent in Bombay does: he not· merely guarantees the 
financiar liability but the contract, but here your guaranteed broker is not 
responsible for the performance of the contract? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. 
President.~Are managing agents as a rule interested in guaranteed 

-'brokers? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not as a rule. There may be instances here and there. 
President.-The obiection which has been is raised that when the manag. 

ing agent is interested in sales in that way outstandings tend to accumulate. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Very naturally he will not in his own selfish interest 

because his interest in the capital will be a.nything from 33 to 50 per cent. 
and unless he is prepared to lose that capital he would not get into partner. 
·ship with a commission agent who will not be able to carry out the duties 
.of a guaranteed broker. 

President.-That is a very interesting statement. If in a pa;rticular 
year there is no chance of earning a dividend on the capital then is it not 
worth while to get something out of the guaranteed broker? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-No, because the commission on which the guaranteed 
'broker works is as low as half a. per cent. 

President.-How exactly is the price determined for the purposes of this 
.commission? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Ex: mill. It is so low that I doubt whether in the 
whole world you would find a commission agent guaranteeing your capital 
and working at so low a commission. Out of that I per cent. he has got 
to meet expenses. Take for instance my own guaranteed broker: I sell 
goods worth about Re. 36 lakhs, he will get Rs. 18,000 commission out of 
which income·tax will take away about Rs. 3,000 to 4,000. It will lea",e 
'him Rs. 14,000. He has got to keep a car; he has got to keep at least three 
or four clerks, leaving a bare sum of Rs. 7,000 or Rs. 8,000 to dispose of 
goods worth Rs. 86 lakhs. For II> net profit of Rs. 8,000 to guarantee 
Rs. 36,00,000 is a job which no man in any part of the world will be 
inclined to do. It is only in Ahmedabad that they do it. 

President.-With regard to the question of control it has been said that 
·the terms of managing agency agreements are such that it is impossible for 
those who have placed money in the industry to make their wishes properly 
respected by the managing agents. If your managing agent is a permanent 
feature of the business and if the shareholders as a body are not satisfied 
with the way in which the mana.gement is carried on, then e",en assuming 
that the shareholders have a voice in the election of directors, the directors 
nave so little voice in the control of the management that practically the 
system works without effective control from outside. 

lIfr. Kast'llrbha.i.-It is not true. 
President.-I should like to understand the position clearly. As far as 

1 am able to understand the criticism made on the managing agency 
,system, it is this. There are two aspects to the question of control; there 
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ds the control by the directors directly upon the managing agents and there 
is the control of the shareholders upon the directors. There are a certain 
number of directors in every concern who are Dominated by the managing 
agents. As far as the other directors are concerned each year a. certain 
number of v&<'ancies occur: you don't get al\ the' seats falling vacant at the 
same time and therefore the extent to which a shareholder can exercise his 
privilege of removing an undesirable managing agent is restricted to one
third of the total directors. Then again he gets notice of an annual meet
ing only &even days before the meeting is to take place: he has got to send 
in his nominations about the fresh election of directors I believe 7 or 8 
days before the meeting. The result is that he has not sufficient time to 
&end in his nominations and therefore although there is provision for the 
election of directors by shareholders, that provision is ineffective for al\ 
practical purposes. That is generally the position as I understand it. The 
managing agent is therefore liable to have his own way and the whole 
object of the Companies Act, that those who have put money in the industry 
must have an effective voice in the control of the industry, is defeated to 

- the extent the managing agent comes in between the company and the 
shareholders. Therefore the managing agents must be brought under control 
by a suitable modification of the Companies Act. 

Mf". Kasturbhai.-The position is this. It is true th-at as far as directors 
are concerned they do not exercise effective control which may be desirable 
in the interest both of the concern and the managing agent, but as far as 
Ahmedabad is concerned, as I explained to you, the position of the managing 
agent entirely depends on the confidence that is reposed in him by the public . 

. The allegation that is being made by the shareholders that the Managing 
Agents are having their own way would not stand scrutiny as far as Ahmeda
bad is concerned. As far as Ahmedabad is. concerned, the position will be 
that he wiII lose the good faith of the public at large and will not be in a 
position to attract the deposits or to run his concern as he likes. The techni
cal position, as I explained, is that in other places it is the shareholders who 
are having an effective control on the management. I do not know how 
far that is true. If I may cite the instance of the P. and o. Company. 
Lord Inchcape had been its President. I daresa;v no one dared to he on 
the Board of the P. and O. Co., without the willing co-operation of Lord 
Inchcape as such. Though he may be a holder of only 15 or 20 per cent. 
of the shares, it will not be possible for the shareholders to change over the 
Board as they liked. At least the experience that we have got of many 
Companies in 'Western eountries is that after all the shareholders can 
exercise a certain amount of control over their Directors; otherwise it may 
become a nuisance. After all the management must vest in a person 'or a 
few persons. Then and then alone it can be managed effectively. Certainly 
if there are some defects which are very apparent and which must be rem&

·died, the shareholders must voice their feelings in the general meetingil 
when they are called and they should be set right either by the Directors 
or the Agent, but to expect that by giving wider powers to the shareholders 
a greater control will be exercised on Directors or the Agents may all very 
well look on paper, but in practice we dOlibt it very much. 

President.-Even if you are in a position to' make suitable modifications, 
even then the extent to which the shareholders make their wishes felt i,q 
very limited. Lord Inchcape is rather a misleading analogy: I will tell 
you why. If you have a very succe~sful l!l:,-n who has built up busines~ 
as a result of Ilis own personal merIts ablhty and so on aud people are 
prepared to place their funds in the industry by reason of his position in· 
industrv then so long as he is alive, the shareholdei"s are satisfied with the 
position.' There is personal confidence in the man, but as against ~m~- case 
of that kind you can cite two or three cases where the management.18 m the 

-hands of people who once inspired personal confidence but who have n?t 
been able to sustain their confidence and therefore the shareholders begm 
to feel tllat the original confidence is now misplaced. W:hen sitn~tions o~ 

. that kind arise. is it not the duty. of the State to prOVIde machmery by 
-which the shareholders m:\y bring the management· under control? ' 
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Mr. ,Kasturbhai.'-Yes. 
President.-As against Lord Inchcape take a man like Kreuger. To the· 

extent that the Managing Agency system is not mentioned at all in the Com
'panies Act, which is, a factor of which the law has taken no note, don't' 
you think it is in the public interest even if the 'abuses are confined to
individual cases that some attempt should, be made 'to regularise the position i' 

, Mr. Kasturbhai.~We have said in so many words in our representation. 
that Indian Companies Act may be modified. We are all for it. 

President . ..,...With a view to regularising the position of the Managing 
Agents in our industrial system.. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is to say there should be an effective controlof" 
the Directors over the Managing Agents. 

'President.-Yes and sharehoders over the Directors. You are quite 
prepared to face that. 

,Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
, President.-If a suggestion of that kind was made, the suggestion would' 

take this form that at the earliest possible opportunity the Government of" 
India should institute an ad hoc enquiry into the working of the Managing 
Agency system with a. view to making, if necessary, suitable modifications 
in the Company law. If a suggestion was made on those lines, you would' 
accept the suggestion P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Provided, that Committee is also ~mpowered, to look 
into the facts and figures of other countries where the Managing Agency
,system is not in vogue and then to form conclusions. 

President.-It must be a fully representative Committee. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-As it is, the Managing Agents have their part of the 

abuse from the public. After all in fairness to the Managing Agents, if 
any Committee is to be appointed, it should look not merely into the working 
'of the Managing Agency system in India but in other parts of the world" 
and from. that if conclusions were drawn, our Association would only be too· 
pleased to accept. 

President.-Your point is that it must be a part of the terms of reference'. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is wrong to go on abusing in season and out of 

season without there being grounds for it. After all just as there has been
Kreuger and other instances in Western countries there may be instances 
here in India of a Managing Agent defrauding the public or doing things 
for which other Managing Agents are accused. If such instances are there, 
conclusions must not be drawn that it is only in India that Managing" 
Agents are behaving in this way and wherever there are Boards of Directors. 
these instances are not in existence. After making proper enquiries, if' 
conclusions are arrived at and if the Managing Agents are given the' 
opportunity . . . . • . ' 

President.-They would of course be represented on that Committee. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Then I don't think our Association would have any" 

objection. 
President.-There are one or two points in connection with the Managing' 

Agency system. What is the normal number of Directors nominated by· 
Managing AgentsP 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-One. 
President.~n transfer of a Company's business most of the agreementa 

provide that the Managing Agents right should continue. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to assignment I understand the pOllition of' 

:Ahmedabad is that the Managing Agent can assign the interest of the whole
agreement. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes, that is only in recent agreements. 
Pr"ident.-It is not in the public interestsP 



llr. Kaaturbhai.-It is not. 
Pre.ident.-What is :!':our view. about the assignment of interestP· ·ltou 

.can. transfer to 80me other person the commission that you get from. tour 

.buslness. 
Mr. Kaaturbhai.-Yes. 
Preaiilent.-Do you think there is any harm in thatP 
Mr. KlUturbhai.-It is not desirable. 
Preaident.-What is the undesirable feature of it? 

. Mr. Kasturbhai.-The undesirable feature is this: what has happened 
lin the case of Tatas. A portion of what was a national industry was 
. assig.ned to the American Company. After all they would not have got the 
pubhc ~upport had it not been an Indian concern in the beginning. I am'not 
mstancmg Tatas merely for the sake of naming them. 

PTe&ident.-Leaving out that case, supposing it was assigned to an 
Indian Corporation, then what is the undesirable feature? . 

MT. KastuTbhai.-I think they ought to have gone to the shareholders 
'because those shareholders who may have subscribed capital for their require
.ments must have done it on the assurance of ability. 

PTesident.-What I am thinking of is this: when you assign the interest, 
you are not assigning the management. You are simply assigning the 
interests. ' 

MT. Kasturbhai.-Assigning interests will be different. If a large portion 
of the interest is assigned, then the interest that will remain for the Manag
·ing Agent in that concern will certainly be less. 

PTesident.-So that it will not stimulate him to do his best. 
MT. KastuTbhai.-That is possible. 
PTesident.-That applies to your partnership concern. Supposing your 

Ma.naging Agent has only 3 annas right, then the extent to which he will 
,-put his whole heart into the business is somewhat limited. 

MT. KastuTbhai.-Yes. 
PTesident.-Your objection to the assignment of interests applies also to 

·cases where interest is partitioned off. 
MT. KastuTbhai.-It will not where his interests are partitioned out. 

''Those shareholders who take a share in it know from the very beginning 
,that this is the interest of so and so knowing full well if they come to 
invest their money in that concern, they should not blame a.ny one. 
Instances are numerous where the Managing Agents have got only 3 or 4 

;annas commission. 
PTesident.-Take a case like this. When we started this concern '1 had 

'4 annas and you had 2 annas. After a few years it was so arranged for' 
some reason that I am the Managing Agent and I reduced my share from 
4 annas to 3 annas and increased your share sa.r from 2 annas to 3 annas, 

. would you agree to that. ' 
MT. KastuTbhai.-It should be done in consultation with the shareholder. 
P'resident.-Any change as compared with the initial position must be 

'lmdertaken with the consent of the shareholders. 
Mr. KaatuTbhai.-Yes. 
P1'eaident.-That is how you put it . 
. V1'. KastuTbhai.-Yes, but that is my personal view. 
P1'esident.-As far as the assignment of agreement .is· concerned. it is 

'e!1tirely against the public interests. There is no questIon about that. 
Mr. Kastwbhai.-Quite. ' 
I'Tf'sident.-I understand that when a Company is wound up,. the ~lanng~ 

'iug Agent i'l entitled to compensatio!,-, As far as Ahmedabad IS concerned, 
t.he ,')ompensation is calculated at 5 tImes. .. 

Mr. Kustu'I'bkai.-5 years average. Generally speakmg 5 tlmei!. 
E2 
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President.-It is 5 times the average of the past 5 years. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-'-Yes 5 times the average of the past 3 or 5 years. 
President.-You get the benefit of the pre-depression period. Have there-: 

been any recent cases? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-None. I submit (if it is possible for yo~ after 

exammmg us on this point about the Managing Agency system, be~a.use it 
has been thrown at us time and again), we would like you to examine us
and cross-examine us at full length and give us your verdict once for all. 
The Managing Agent is not so bad as he· is painted in the press and in 
the public. Some of the conclusions that were arrived at by the previous 
Tariff Board did indicate opinion in our favour, but still as they were not 
very specific, again this time when the Tariff Board has been appointed, 
yO\! hear everywhere that the sufferings of the whole Cotton Textile industry 
are entirely due to the action of the Managing Agents and you will find 
in your enquiry, that it is not so. 

President.-If we' are going to have an ad hoc Committee we may leave
the question to them. As a matter of fact as far as one can speak on the 
evidence that we have received so far, the extent to which the Managing_ 
Agency system-admitting all that has been said aga.inst-results in increas
ing the costs--is on the whole not· much. Even assuming that abuses of the 
kind that have actually .occurred in individual cases, the extent to which'. 
it has put up the costs of the industry is, I think, on the whole relatively 
small. What I say is the way in which the Ma.naging Agency system reacts 
on the industry is not in the direction of costs, but in other directions. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It doesn't raise the cost of production. 

President.-I will tell you precisely what I am thinking of. There are 
two ways of looking at this question from the point of view of the industry. 
The Managing Agency system is a bad system of management and any bad 
system of management must increase the cost. Therefore one reason at any 
rate why the costs of the Indian textile industry are high is that the 
Managing Agency system provides it bad system of management. The second 
line of attack that is the Managing Agent by reason of putting up the
costs of the Indian industry is losing the confidence he used to get from_ 
investors. If the object of protection is to develop the industry, it can do 
so only by stimulating further investments. If the investor has lost con
fidence in the Managing Agency system, then to that extent the continuance 
of the system is going to prevent the object of protection being fulfilled. 
h is not a question of cost, but simply a question of feeling entertained' 
by the investor towards the Managing Agency system. These are the tW(} 
points of view from which you have to look at it. Probably the more 
important point of view which would be justified if at all would be .the
second and not the first. Do you agree? 

Mr. ·Kasturbhai.-I don't agree. 
President.-Why? 
Mr. Kasfurbhai.-To sa.y that the l\Ianaging Agency system is losing the 

confidence of the public is not true at all in the case of the Ahmedabad 
mills. 

President.-Take the first. From your general knowledge of the position, 
do you think that we could get rid of the Managing Agency system? 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-We would be much worse off than we are. 
President.-In point of costs? 

Mr, Kasfurbhai.-Yes, be('ause to-day the identification with the concern 
that you get of the Managing Agent will not be had from any number of 
Directors howsoever well qualified they may be and howsoever competent 
they may be to look after the interests of the Company. Let me :roe a 
concern started in Ahmedabad or in any part of India by an economIst or 
a technologist. Let llim show to the investing public that he can take care-
of the public money in a better .way tha.n the Managing Age~ts in Ahm(lda-
bad have done. That will be the real test of the whole thmg. There are' 
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numeroWi technologist& in Ahmedabad and there may be a few economists 
too in Ahmedabad. I dare say if some one were to float a concern to-tiay, 
be would not get 1/Mh of tbe capital tha.t has to be had without the 
Managing Agent of Ahmedabad. 

PTe,;dent.-1 can understand in respect of economists. He would never 
raise capital. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-If half a dozen persons who are well versed in the 
theory and in the technical side of the industry were to meet together and 
start a concern, I doubt .whether they will be able to attract the capital 
that has been attracted by the Ahmedabad Managing Agents as such. 

Pre,ident.-You don't accept either of these points? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not only that. I am only confining loy remarks to 

Ahmedabad. I submit Managing Agents ha.ve not only run the concerns 
very efficiently but the economies that they have effected in running the 
concerns are such that no other way of running the concerns will result 
in those economies that have been effected by the Ahmedabad agents. 
Take an instance: A packet of pins that is coming into the mill which is 
only worth 8 annas. It is looked a.fter by the mill agent before it is 
allowed to enter the mill. I dare say that no Board of Directors will take 
1 I 10th the care that has been taken by the mill agent of Ahmedabad as 
,such and if you desire you may look into the working of any Ahmedabad 
('oncern, do not take the efficient concerns that are running, go to any other 
mill and see the working of it before you pass any final ruling on the good 
or bad management of the Managing Agency system and find out for your
self whether these mills are run not only efficiently and economically but 
also with the genuine interest in the business which will be lacking in 
any Board of Directo\'s that you may appoint to take charge of the concern. 

President.-If I suggested or if somebody suggested that one reason why 
the Indian textile industry was. in need of protection was the inefficiency of 
the managing agency system you would refute that as a definite lie? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Certainly. 
President.-Tllllot is an entirely untrue proposition? 

Mr. KasturbTtai.-Yes. There are also some Japanese exporters who 
have been saying that it is due to the managing agency system that the 
Indian textile industry is in' need of protection. We do not subscribe to 
that view. If they are able,' it is entirely due to the far-sighted policy 
which they have adopted in regard to their la.bour. As far as the technical 
side of the question is concerned, I daresay we can stand in competition 
with any Lancashire man or any Japanese, who may be there. 

President.-I am not in a position to contradict that. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-What I want you to find out is this: as far as ihe 
managing agent in Ahmedabad is concerned, whether he has taken charge 
of the concern and run it efficiently, economically and in the best interests 
of tbe shareholders as such or not? 

President~-There is only one other question arising out of that which I 
want to put to you. There has been a great deal of talk about the amalga
mation of textile concerns. You are definitely against it. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes, tftld I shall explain it to you in a second if you 
will permit me. There can be adyantagt; in amalgama.tion of concerns. only 
if we are put on a mass productIon baSIS. There can be advantage. In an 
amalgamation if it is possible to take out the concern from where It may 
have been located and amalgamate it with other cone'erns wherever they 
may be. That is not possib.le be"!luRe after all. ~he e('onomies that a~e to be 
had by ama.lgamation are elthel' In the> superVIRlOn charges or establIshment 
charges or the power house. I c~ncede. that there will be an appreciab~e 
'saving .if there ('an be ama.lgamatlOn WIth regard to power costs. That IS 
not practicable inas!llUch as the concer.ns are locatpd ~here th~y a~e. 
Regarding the questIOn of ma~s productIOn. we are defimtely agaInst It, 
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as far as Ahmedabad is concerned, we ,have always catered for markets in 
all parts of the country. 

President.-That is the essential point in my opinion. The real 
advantage of amalgamation comes in only if you are able to amalgamate 
that is to say if various mills are brough~ together into a single financiai 
and administrative system. If all the mills work as a single entity, then 
you can rearrange your plant and machinery in such a way that particular 
mills can manufacture principal lines of goods. That means that you have 
& market which admits of standardised production. On the other hand if 
the demand in your market is so varied that it is not sufficiently large for 
particular lines of goods, then to that extent the whole amalgamation scheme 
becomes difficult to operate P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-May I ask you this as against that: after all the great hold' 

which Japan has been able to have on the market is.by means of standardisa
tion, and if it is possible for Japan in the Indian market to get this hold 
by means of standardisa.tion, why should it not be possible for you P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is not because of standardisation that Japan has
got a hold on the Indian market but because of the way in which she has 
been able to handle her labour. She has handled it in a much better way 
than any other country in the world in this respect. While we did not look 
after the ho:using of our work people, while we did not look after the 
welfare of our work people, their education, their sanitation, etc., the 
Japanese manufacturers did all that right from the beginning. They housed 
their labour on the mill premises where they paid certain wages and exacted 
certain amount of work. If those figures are gone into, it will be at once 
seen that the great advantage which Japan is having to-da:f over any other 
country in the production of piecegoods is in its labour charges. 

Prp-sident.-Tha.t is one side of it but you cannot get away from the 
fact that the largest single item of imports· that come into the country is 
precisely the class of goods that admits of standardised production. If 
Japan can put its plain grey at such low rates, partly at any rate, as the 
result of standa;rdised production, I want to know why' the Indian mills 
cannot do it? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-If I can reduce my cost of labour to the extent that 
Japan has been able to do it, I daresay that I won't allow the Japanese 
cloth to be imported into India, but also I should be in a position to 
market it a.t a competitive price. I am not able to do it not because I 
have no standardised production but because my labour costs are so high 
that they will not allow me any margin to market my goods at such prices 
at which Japan is able to do. 

President.-What is the point about labour that you are trying to bring 
home to us I Is it the general conditions affecting labour that you are 
referring to or are you thinking primarily of the general standard of educa
tion? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Both. What I say is that they housed their labour 
in parlicular localities, gave them better sanitation, etc., costing about 6d. 
per day. What we did was instead of spending 6d. in looking after the 
sanitation, education, etc., and other amenities, we paid them higher wages 
with the result that we could not get the hold on our labour which the 
Japanese manufacturers could get on their labour. They did get the hold 
because their work people were so enchanted by these vuious little things 
that were done by the employers, that they were prepared to do any extra 
work which was demanded of them. If a frame teuter was looking after 
two sides, because of the amenities that were being provided in Japan in an 
increasing measure, he went on to look after 3 sides, 4 sides, 6 sides and 
even 8 sides. He may be paid 10 or 20 per cent. higher wages. But if the 
wages that are being paid for the kind of work that the Japanese worker 
does are compared with the wal!:es of the- Indian workman for the kind of 
work that he does, you will find that in India or even in Ahmedabad, we 
are paying considerably higher wages. 
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President.-Is. it your point that if you dispense your wages to' your 
. workmen not entIrely in the form of money wages but in the form of various 
amenities and 80 on • • • . • • .' 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-Now it is not possible. It is too late. 
President:-I am trying to get your point. If you are able to dispense 

your wages In the form not merely of money wages but partly also in the 
form of services or amenities, then for the money that you spend on your 
labour you get a more than proportionate return from your laboutP 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Decidedly. Not only that but also they would not 
have had any occasion to go to outsiders' and form Labour Unions or 
anything of that nature, wherein they are put up against the extra amount 
of work that has to be done: It is only in England and in India that you 
find these Labour Unions in the position in which they are. Both in Japan 
and in America, the progress that is being made in the textile industry is 
absolutely in ratio to the extra amenities that the labourer gets. In 1923 
if the worker was minding two sides, in 1931 you will find the same man 
minding 4 sides. 

President.-America and Japan are not models from the point of view of 
labour movement. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That may be. As far as the interests of labour are 
concerned, I don't suppose that they are not well looked after. On the, 
other hand to my mind they are better off in Japan than either in England 
'or in India. 

President.-There is only one other point that I want to raise and that 
is the point to which I made a reference this morning. You agree, don't 
you, with the Bombay Millowners' Association's suggestion that the most 
suitable form in which assistanCe may be given to the teXtile industry is a 
system of minimum specific duties. After all if you are going to have a 
period either of general or partial depression, any fall in price would 
straightaway reduce the measure of protection derived by the industry if 
you had ad, valorem duties. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore it is important that protection should take the 

form of specific dutiesP 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Are you agreealile to that? 
2Ilr. Kastwrbhai.-Yes. If you will permit me, I will consider the ques

tion and le11 you know. 
President.-I will tell you precisely Do you tqink all things considered 

that an extension of the present tariff system would be a better way ,of 
protecting the Indian industry than the system under which only ad ,!,alorem 
duties are levied? Before 1930, all the duties were ad valorem dutIes. In 
1930 they had ad vaZorem. duties subj.ect to a ~i!limum specific. dut:'!' on 
plain grey. I want to know whether In your opinIon the best thing IS to 
extend the system to all classes of goods P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I would consider that point and let you know. 

(Continued on Wednesday. 1st September. 1932.) 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Mr. Kasturbhai, regarding th~ ?D,:mbership you told 

us yesterday that it is a different system from wha~ l~ IS In Bo~b~y, namely 
that mill companies are members of your ASSoCIatIOn and It IS not the 
inanaging agents? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If that is so, suppose one mill company is a member 

of your Association then the managing agent generally represents that 
:Company on the ARilociation? 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-And if the managing agent is connected with four or five 

mills then he need not make his other mills members of the Association P 
lIlr. Kasturbhai.~He does because the benefits that are derived from 

becoming members of our Associatioll can only go. to such of the mills as 
are members of .the Association. There are several things in which indivi
dual mills will be interested and therefore they become members. Take for 
instance holidays. We come to an agreement with the local labour unions 
that such and such days should be fixed as holidays and those will apply to 
such mills as are members; then if there be any labour dispute the Associa
tion will handle such dispute if the mill is a member. If it is not a member 
then it will have to be settled by the labour union with the individual mill 
but if it is our member the mill will abide by the decision of the Associa
tion in coming to an amicable settlement. 

Mr. Bahi.mtooZa . .,-You consider not becoming a member a disadvantage? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. We derive benefits in various matters. There 

are communications from Government: whenever there is any importlloIlt 
communication our members are informed. If any member has any difficulty 
regarding, say, double shift we take the necessary steps to see that he gets 
allowance from the income-tax authorities for working double shift. Unless 
the mill iA a member of our Association it will not get the benefit of our 

. assistance. There is an instance where one mill is a member of our Associa
tion but another under the sa.me managing agency is not a member. That 
mill wrote to us about Bome trouble with the municipality and asked us to 
take notice of it. We said that as the mill was not a member of our Associa
tion we were not in a position to take any action until it became a member 
of our Association. 

Mr. BahimtooZa.-I will come now to the question which I did not 
understand very clearly: that is the question regarding the duty on import
ed cotton. As far as I know, you gave us to understand that your Associa
tion would favour a duty on imported cotton provided it was exclusively 
reserved for cotton imported from America of 1 inch to 1 inch staple. I 
want to know exactly how it ,,·ould benefit the cultivator? 

lilT. Ka.sturbhai.-I think there has been some misunderstanding in what 
I said. We don't mind duty being levied on imported cotton which comes 
in direct competition with Indian cotton irrespective of place of origin. 
But if you specify the sta.ple as one iuch it will be '\'"ery difficult for certain 
dasAes of cotton to be specified according to the length of the staple. Take 
for instance Kampala; there is no organisation which gives a certificate 
whether the cotton is 1", U' or 1r." and the differentiation is so small 
tha.t it will be extremely difficult for Customs purposes to find out the 
difference in Bombay, Calcutta or any other port. 

1I1r. Bahimtoola.-We discussed thill question at some length with the 
Central Cotton Committee and they gave us the number of bales that are 
brought into the market available for the mills and the total production. 
'You have laid down a broad principle that wha.tever cotton comes into 
l:ndia which competes with Indian cotton it should be protected? 

1I1r. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
lIlr. Bahimtoola.-Then you are differentiating tlle staple. Our infor

ma.tion is that if we are to protect the Indian cotton up to one inch that 
will be adequate protection to the cultivator. J suppose that if a.fter inves
tigation w'! arrive at that conclusion then you would have no objection? 

lIfr. Ka .• turll/r.ai.-No. 
2Ifr. Baldmtoola.-And you would not object to the country of origin but 

the staple? 
J/r. Ka .• flu'IJhai.-Yps. 
;11r. Rahintfool"'.-There is one point T "·ant to be clear about. 'Vhat is

the advantage whidl Ahmedabad has over Bombay? One of the points 
that arose was that ns far as taxation was concerned-levy of municipal 
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00II8, water tax and so on-a mill in Bombay we were told was paying 
Rs. 28,000 as against Rs. 8,000 in Ahmedabad. 

Mr. AlUtwrbkai.-That is not a correct statement. First of all you hav~ 
got to consider the size of the mill: if a mill has got 100,000 and another 
mill 30,000 spindles taxation is bound to differ. I submit that the size of 
an average Bombay mill is at least 30 to 50 per cent. bigger than an average 
sized mill in Ahmedabad. There is another point. I suppose in giving the 
ftgure of Rs. 8,000 as taxation for one of the Ahmedabad mills they have 
erred in not calculating the tremendous figure of over Rs. 8 lakhs that ue 
paid by the Ahmedabad mills as tax to the local municipality. 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-I would .draw your attention to paragraph 79 of their 
representation in which they state .. The Bombay mill, according to its 1930 
balance sheet, paid Rs. 28,000 by way of general tax, halalkhore tax, water 
charges, town .duty and cotton cess as compared with Rs. 8,OSI paid by the 
Ahmedabad mill". 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-That is entirely a wrong statement. 
PreBidellt.-It is wrong in the sense that it does not make allowance for 

the difference in size? 
Mr. Ka.turbhai.-Not only that but taxes that are paid by Ahmedabad 

indirectly are not included. Take the terminal tax: all the cotton that is 
imported into Ahmedabad for the manufacture of yarn and cloth is being 
taxed by the municipality. Surely that goes out of the pockets of the mills. 

PreBident.-Your point is that though they have taken the town duty in 
Bombay they have not taken the terminal tax in Ahmedabad? 

Mr. Kalturbkai.-Exactly, and the terminal tax of all the Ahmedabad 
mills amount to about 4 lakhs (If rupees. 

PreBident.-Could you give me the rate of this terminal taxI' 
Mr. Pahl.-Eleven annas per ton on coal: even the mills outside the 

municipal limits have to pay that. Then on cotton one aJlna per Bengal 
maund: it is going to be now increased to 0-1-3. Then there are machinery 
and ail other articles of mill stores. There is a special sclledule of so many 
annas per maund, so many rupees per ton, so many pies per thousand and 
so on. In addition to this we have got to pay water rate of two types: 
compulsory and metre charges which comes to over 4 lakhs. 

PrflBident.-In the case of the mill whieh happens to be outside the muni. 
cipal limits!' 

Mr. Ka.turbhai.-It is called upon to pay all these taxes except the 
water tax. 

Pre,ident.-That is to say eoal, stores, machinery and cotton are being 
taken from the railway station past the municipal area. Is no refund 
made? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. Not only that: piecegoods that are being manu· 
factured in mills outside the municipal limits when they come inside the 
municipal limits even for transit have got to pay taxes so that they are in 
a much more difficult position than those who are within the limits. Recently 
we came provisionally to an agreement with the municipality that some of 
the mills which are now outside the municipal limits will be included within 
the mnnicipal area. 

PreBident.-So that as a practical proposition the complaint has no 
importance since these mills have for municipal purposes been taken within 
the municipal limits, and it loses its force P 

Mr. Ka&turbhai.-That is so. 
Pre&ident.-If the location of the mill is considered to be theoretically 

within municipal limits then this burden will disappear? 
Mr. Pat d.-Not at present but after the whole question is finally settled 

by the municipality. 
y". Thzhimtoolo.-I have you got mills in the Native States as membl'n 

of your Association!' 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.--Can you approximately tell me what is the advantage 

derived as far aa taxation is concerned by a mill situated in the Native 
States as against Ii mill situated in Ahmedabad P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We will have to calculate that. 
Mr. Bahi'll~toola.-The second point which the Bombay Millowners' Associa

tion put as a disadvantage against Ahmedabad -is the question of labour 
that is regarding their "ages. Do you agree there? ' 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not in the least. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.--Can you give me figures to show that? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. But do not please draw us in this controversy! 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-40 per cent. of the total production is in Bombay and 

the last Tariff Board enquiry was concentrated mainly to Bombay and it is 
necessary therefore to know what disadvantage the Bombay industry is. 
suffering from as against other places. In paragraph 81 of their represep.ta
tion they say " . . little or no progress hM been possible in the matter of 
weaving costs. and it has to he admitted that even to-day the wage bill of 
Bombay mills compares unfavourably with that of Ahmedabad". We have 
no figures here, only they have made a general statement that they are
unfavourably situa.ted. 

Mr. Ka8turbhai.~Would it do if we give the wages paid in each depart
ment. But we may tell you that as far as the wages paid to women workers 
and men workers are concerned they do not differ by a rupee. 

President.-Would you send us the rates of wages in different depart
ments in Ahmedabad and then we can obtain the same for Bombay and 
make a comparison. If you could give us a statement of wages which are 
actually in force to-day in Ahmedabad we can get the rates of wages which 
are actually in force in Bombay and then make a comparison. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-May I point out that that may not perhaps give you 
the correct idea as to the labour costs in Ahmedabad and Bombay inasmuch 
as if there is any difference at all it may be-if I may use the word without 
any disrespect to my Bombay brotherB--that there may be some superfluous 
labour employed in the mill which may ndt be the CMS in Ahmedabad. I 
know for example that while there were about 12 or 13 people engaged in 
sweeping the compound of a mill in Bombay I doubt whether you will find 
even three men engaged in that work in Ahmedabad. It will make a big 
lifference; if you engage say, 10 men extra, the wage bill will amount to 
ts. 300. 

President.-That must be reflected in the labour costs. Do you get 1I\0re 
out of a single labour unit here than they do in Bombay? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As far as the weaving section is concerned yes. Apart 
from the weaving section I don't think there will be any difference. 

President.-I suppose the practice in Ahmedabad is that one man looks 
after two looms but if you take a particular kind of cloth, say 208 x 3Os, 
the output per 100m per day will be higber in Ahmedabad than in BombayP 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. . 
Prllsident.-Is it possible for you to commit yourself to any definite 

figures on that pointP If you can give me your output per 100m per day 
on typical kinds· of cloth, say of half a dozen varieties, we will ask for 
similar statements from Bombay and then we can make a comparison. 

Mr. Kast'Urbhai.-Yes we will give you, but it will differ with the width. 
'Ihere are about nine widths. 

President.-We will take the standard width. 
].f1 •• Kast'Urbhai.-Generally speaking it is 44" .01' 48" in Ahmedabad.-
President.-Could you give me 40" a~d48" P , 

,.Mr. Kast'Urb1tai.-1 think,it ~ay be desirable for you to· have· 40" and 56" 
or 62" instead of 48". " . 
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President.-Let us have 40"' and 52". 
Mr. llahimtoola.-What is the position as regards the purchase of cotton 

between Bombay and Ahmedabad? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We do not know what they do in Bombay but our 
purchases are made through commission agents who get t per cent. on all 
the purchases made by us. He himself is never a dealer in cotton. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am talking about the price now. In paragraph 80 
of their representation they say "Another special disadvantage from which 
the Bombay mills suffer is the relatively higher prices which have to be paid 
for Indian cotton owing to greater distances from cotton growing ~reas. 
This disadvantage is, however, counterbalanced to some extent by the greater 
range of cottons readily available to them, and the absence of railway 
freight on cotton purchased from abroad for the production of finer counts 
of cloth". So Bombay is at an advantage so far as imported cotton is 
concerned P , 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. I ·have taken out for my personal information 
from my mills the purchases made during the year and I find that on an 
average I had to pay about B.s. 6 to B.s. 7 per candy on cotton purchased 
in the districts. I make my pUfchases in the districts and up-country. 
They should be in. the same position to make purchases as we may be in 
Ahmedabad. I mean if we can buy from Surat which is 155 miles away, they 
are situated nearer than what we are. I don't think there is any difference 
between the freight from Surat to Ahmedabad and from Surat to Bombay. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are various other charges. The commission may 
be higher. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Why should there be any other charges if they make 
the purchase in the districts and get the cotton direct into their mills. 

'There should not be anything except the clearing charges which will be 1/IOth 
.of a per cent. higher. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Instead of buying it in the Districts, if they buy it in 
the C'otton Exchange that is the advantage they have claoimed. If they buy 
it from the exchange, then they have an advantage. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-You don't desire me to .express an opinion on that 
system. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I shall discuss the system at a later period, but I 
want to know whether you are getting cheaper than the Bombay Millowners 
having regard to the place say Surat which is equidistant. That is the 
only point I want to discuss at this stage. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-The point is that it is not desirable to purchase cotton 
from the Cotton Green inasmuch as whatever cotton you may get from Cotton 
Green is in my opinion bound to be adulterated and you cannot get it in as 
pure a quality as you can get, if you import direct from the district. If 
the cotton p\lrchased by the Bombaoy mills is costlier, then it is their own 
affair. 

President.-There is a suggestion in the' Tariff Board's Report of '1926 
that one advantage of Bombay is on account of the presence of the large 
market there, they need not stock to the extent tha·t you do, is there any 
point, and so they save interest charges. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-At least for 6 'to 8 months of the year, Ahmedabad 
also do not carry any stocks of cotton. That is to saoy 6 weeks or 8 weeks 
of cotton supply has to be carried by any mill whether it is situated in 
Ahmedabad or Bombay, because for lower counts the cottons that are being 
used are not used purely from one District, but they are blended from 2 
or 3 districts, because one cotton may be" superioJ' in colour aond another 
may be superior in tensile streJigth and the third .may have a better fibre. 
·Therefore in order to make the proper mixings, it is essential for any mill 
to carry 6 to 8 weeks' stocks in their own mills. We in Ahmedabad 
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generally adopt this system. Right from the beginning of the season, that 
is to say from December we hlllrdly carry any further stocks than to last 
us for 6 to 8 weeks, right up to the end of June. That is the period up to 
which there will be no break of the monsoon. Recognising that it is ·not 
a paying proposition, but actually some loss may have to be suffered by the 
mill, if they were to make their purchases of cotton during the monsoon, 
by the moisture that may be absorbed by the cotton, the .Ahmedabad mills 
follow the system of having stocks which would hlt!t for about 3 'to 4 
months, i.e., between the months of July and October. That is the only 
period when larger stocks than usual are carried by the mills. 

P-resident.-That is to say outside the monsoon period your stocks 
would be 6 to 8 weeks. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.~Yes. 
President.-It may be slightly longer during the monsoon period. 
lib. Kasturbhai.-:-It will be additional extra 8 weeks. We hwve definitely 

found it out that whatever may be the position unless cotton is taken in 
before the monsoon breaks, the loss to which the mills will be put will be 
certainly much heavier than the interest charges that will have to be 

. paid. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to as\ a question.: or two about the duty 

on, yarn. 
Mr.' Kastm·bliai.-Before I proceed may I make my position clear? 

Yesterday on the question of the President I said that we do not favour 
the abolition of the duty on foreign yarn and on further reference I said 
that I would consult my Committee and let you know its views whether 
we would be in favour of doing a,way with the duty ·on yarn above 5Qs. 
Eventually he asked me whether I could not reply to him on the spot 
and commit myself that the duties on over 50s yarn may be abolished and I 
said "yes". Since then I had con~ultation with my friends and we feel 
that as it is a question of principle we are opposed to it and I want to 
l·orrect the statement that I made yesterday. 

President.-:-You oppose it oD. the ground of principle? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 'Ve believe as far as India is concerned she 'is 

in a position to \!upply all her needs and there is no relllSOn why foreign yarn 
should be allowed to be im})orted into this country and if some scheme 
could be devised we are most anxious to co-operate with an:ybody that 
the Government may appoint-be it the Tariff Board or anybody and to see 
that the handloom wea,ver gets his supply at the cheapest rate. We are 
as anxious to develop the handJoom industry as any public man. 

P·resident.-Would you be prepared to put forward a concrete scheme? 
Mr. KQsturbliai.-l\Iost willingly. 

P7"esident.-Say by the 20th September could you let us have a note 
embodying a concrete scheme il!l respect of the retention of the duty on 
foreign yarn. It will be possible for you to IIIrrange for your sales in such a 
way that the handloom weaver will get it at a price whioh corresponds 
simply to the c.i.f. import price without the duty. That is to say you will 
arrange your sales in such a way that the price will not go up in accord
ance with the duty. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-The point is this: as you know there is a regular 
dumping of yarn from the foreign countries just as in the case or piece
goods. You will notice from the import figures that China particularly and 

npan have increased their expocts considerably in recent years. 

President.-That'is perfectly tl"Ue. I can accept thlllt statement. 

Mr. Kasturb7tai.-We are prepared to commit ourselves to this. 

President.-The point is this: the purpose of 'an import duty on yarn 
is twofold. First is to keep out imported. yarn altogether so that you may 
be able to supply that market. The second is not merely is the foreign yarn 
kept out, but you are able to get a better price as a result of the duty. 
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"What I am trying to suggest from the handloom weavers point of view is 
-"aMuming your proposition to be true that there is really no room for the 
use of any foreign yarn in this country then for the sake of argument· I 
will admit that a duty may be levied on foreign yarn simply exclusively for 
the purpose of keeping out foreign, but not for the purpose of enabling 
yon to get It price. If yarn is being landed in this oountry from China 
at dumping pri<'8, I guggest that the handloom weaver must get the benefit 

·of that price, but you produce it. . 
Mr. Kasturbllai.-That will be impossible. That is a proposition which 

-cannot be accepted. ' 
President.-Above 50s there is no inequity at all. I will tell you whv. 

If. a. mill which produces let us say 500,000 Ibs. of yarn, as III result of"a 
high import duty keeping out foreign yarn altogether, it is able to- raise 

· that from 500,000 to 750,000, its overhead charges come down. Simply as 
.s result of the foreign yarn being kept out of the market, it can increase 
ita output and get those economies which result from increased output. 

'"Thlllt is the only benefit it ought to get. 

Mr. Ka.turb1lai.-Without committing my Association to anything, I will 
submit my personal views on the matter. It is not our desire that we 
should have any exti"a advantage bY the import duties levied on the foreign 
yarns. We should be prepared-~is is my own personal view-to supply 
the handloom weaver Itt the minimum margin of profit which the Tariff 
Board after enquiring may fix. 

President.-That would give rise to various complications. I must say 
I have not formed any considered view on the subject, but your sugges
tion does not in the least attract me. One of the practical difficulties 
in my mind is this: supposing I accepted your suggestion thwt this duty 
should be continued and you would be prepared to supply yarn .to the 
handloom weaver at a price which corresponds to the c.i.f. price plus either 
the whole duty or a portion of the duty, that is your point? 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-No. My point is this: let the Government, bring 
forward a. bill which will fix that a mill will nO.t be entitled to any extrlll 
profit than it may be named by the Tariff Board. 

President.-That is quite impracticable. We can't do it. We have nO 
data for doing it. Even if we hlllve the data and if we are in a position 
to prescribe the schedule, we have no means of enforcing it. There are 350 
mills in this country. Administratively it is impossible. What will happf;'u 
is this: supposiug we levied a duty either at the present rate or the 

· enhanced rate on yarn as far as 208 IIIna below are concerned, yarn is 
being sold in the country t<Hlay at a price which is lower than the c.i.f. 
price, it is open to a mill if it is so inclined with a duty to raise the 
price on the coarser counts by about 25 or 30 per cent. We can't prevent 
them doing it. If they do it the person who suffers is the handloom wellIVer 
and as I said yesterday you cannot for the sake of the Textile Mill 
industry place a burden on the handloom weaver, the man who is .in the 
weakest position in this country. How can you place a burden on the 

· handloom wellIVer which he cannot bear? There are three millions of people 
engaged in that industry. 

Mr. Kasturblla"i.-I entirely agree, but the whole point that you missed 
is this: what you have got to find out is whether his ills are because of the 
import duty or because of the great swadeshi wave, that has 1)verta.ken 
the country and he is not in a position to market the goods made from 
foreign yarn. 

President.-My answer to that would be this. We have ha~.a g~eat deal 
-of statistical data presented to U8 by people who are enqUlrmg lUto the 
-handloom industry and the conclusion that I have tentatively formed .i.; 
that if you remove the. duty o~ yam, It ~a~r who makes ? annas wI!1 
make 6 to 6 annas 6 pIes. It IS a very bIg thmg to a man 1U that pOSI· 

· tion. That is the concrete fact staring you iIJ. the face. . 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.-Have the Directors of Industries given you the datllti"' 
,President.-I am speaking of information sent to us by about 8 Directors

of Industries. 
Mr. Kasturbha'i;-The data that was given to us ... -. 
President.-That is an old datlll. We have had a more recent a~d fuller

statement. That statement has been checked by' statement sent to us by
other provinces and I am perfectly certain that the removal of the dutll
would mean an increase of 1 to ,I annlll 6 pies in the wages of the handloom 
weaver per day. It is a very important question. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We are entirely in agreement. If there had been any 
difference of opinion as to our being desirous of enhancing our interests 
!'-t the slIICrifice of ~he handloom weaver, I can understand your point. Butt 
If we. are as anxIous perhaps more anxious to supply the needs of our
country than these various Directors of Industries may be then at least WEt 

must have a chance of submitting to you a scheme whereby we may be a,~le
to supply the ylllrn that is required for the handloom industry at' a com-
petitive price, but not at a dumping price. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Will you p)ease tell me what you have done at present 
for the handloom industry? Toat would help us to judge the position. 

Mr .. Kastwrbhai.-I think we may reWy in the words of the Director of 
IndustrIes, Bombay, Mr. Advani, who said thlllt all the Ahmedabad mills' 
have stopped spinning counts below 18s. That it gives not only an advan
ta~e ~ the handloom weaver but to a spinner who spins his yarn on the 
spInnIng wheel. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-I do not know whether he has glllined SUbstantially. r 
will tell you the two grievances under which the handloom weavers suffer. 
One of them is they say that the yarn that they get from the mills which' 
ill available in the market has less tensile strength than the ylllrn whicli' 
is used in the mills and therefore they have got to pay a higher price owing 
to the duty on yarn to get a better quality of yarn. Another point; is that 
the goods they market in the country with the cost of production which 
they h8iVe got to pay cannot stand in competition with the mill made goods' 
of similar quality. Therefore their suggestion is either get rid of the duty
on yarn on which I understand your Association holds very strong views. 
Apart from the merits of the question it is on a broad national point of view 
that you take your stand. The second point is how you will meet their 
suggestion, either there should be a cess on the comparable qualities which 
the Indian mille are turning out in order that they tnay be able to selr 
their stuff or prohibit the mills from turning out comparable qualities. 
These are the two important suggestions that have been put forward before' 
us in the -sha·pe of protecting the handloom industry. You have dealt with
one question. What about the other question P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-One question we have dealt with and that is the
quality of yarn. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-You have dealt with the question of duty on yarn •. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Quality of yarn we have dealt with in our replies to .. 

the questionnaire. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Where. You are referring, I take it, to the replies 

which you sent us. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-We are referring to our letter dated the 25th July. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-On page 2 of your letter dated the 25th July, you say 

.. It has been observed by the Assistlllnt Director of Industries that im
ported yarns have been offer.ed cheaper tha!l the mill made y~rns ' and ~et, 
in' spite of the reported dIfference both In' regard to qualIty and prIee, 
the consumption of imported yarns has decreased latterly owing to the
preference shown nowadays for cloth made from Indian mill made yarn' ". 
That does not cover my point). 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-We have stated, if I remember right, that it is always 
possible for us to manufact)lre the quality of yarn that is required' by the-
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~a.ndloom weaver and if he is prepared to pay the price for it, he can 
.always demand that quality of yam that he might need. We 8ay:-" It 
has been alleged however that the quality of the yam spun is not com

.para.ble with the imported production and therefore the progress achieved 
1B not. of much use to the handloom industry. In relation thereto, my 
-COmmittee has to state that various qualities of yarns are being spun by 
tbe mills in India and prices are charged IIICCording to the quality. We 

-can confidently Bay that there are certain mills which supply to the market 
.yarns as good as foreign ones. The increasing use of Egyptia.n and other 
eottODS for spinning fine counts may be mentioned in support of this 

'litatement " . 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Then, it is not a fact that the yarn which is used b,r 

the mill for their own weaving is not the same as is marketed for the 
.bandloom industry. 

Mr. Kasturbh{li.-It is all a question of price. Here are several milia 
,'hich run short of the yarn and they are prepared to pay the price. A 
.number of mills during the monsoon months particularly run short of the 
'Warp yarn, sud they get it if they are prepared to pay the price. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-What is the general quality of the yarn which is 
.found in the market and which is generally bought by the handloom 
weavers? Is it the yarn of the same quality as that used in the mills or a 
little inferior? 

Mr. Kast·urbhai.-A little inferior because the price is considerably 
'cheaper. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Yes, there is no doubt about that. What about the 
·other two suggestions P I want to know about the excise duty on the. 
-comparable qualities made by the mills? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We have said that we shall consider the question all-d 
.Iet you know. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The position raised by the handloom weaver is this. 
'The sari which they tum out costs Rs. 2-6-0 and the sari wbich is turned 
·out by the mills is Rs. 2-2-0. They want this additional 4 annas protection 
from mill made cloth. If you think that that should be given in the shape 
·of a duty or III cess which could be used as a Central Fund for the h~nd
loom weavers, then I don't wish to raise that question. 

Mr. Kast'Urbhai.-In reply to the President, we have said that we will 
,go into that question and let you have our considered views. 

Pr6lident.-That point is also covered by thatP 
Mr. Kastwrbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-Now I shall take up the 'question of the ·managing; 

.agency system. I think that it has relevance to Question No. 33., As flllr 
'as your Association is concerned I think you. have adopted the view that, 
you are quite prepared to accept the Buggestion of an ad hoc committee 
to go into the question of mlllnaging agency system as to how it ha,s, 
reflected particularly on the textile industry. All those charges which have 
been mentioned by the Board in Question 33 would be relevant to 'the 
issue that may be raised. But you will admit one fact that the question 
of ,appointment of a Committee IIInd the Government decision thereon would 
"take a considerable number' of years and I would like to know what would 
be the position during those three, four or five years, with regard to th& 
various kinds of commissions that are being charged lilt present. by the 
'industry as a whole. As far as Ahmedabad is concerned you. have replied 
"to that question by saying that no commissions mentioned in the questioll, 
&re taken by the managing agents. That does not cover the whole question
'because the question says whether direct or indirect. I want to know 
whether this statement stands good. as far as the indirect part is con
'cerned. By" indirect.", it is meant. that the managing agents themselves: 
may' not have their own stores. or may not purcha~e ,cotton themselves . o,t:, 
they may .~ot themselves b,e insurance age~ts,. hut .t~ey. may have .rela-tio~s, 
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or they may have part of the commission under a deed of· managing. 
agency in which they are interested. Is there a'lly instance of that kind 
with regard to the items mentioned in this question? 

Mr. Kasturbha(.-I may submit that if the ad hoc committee timt is 
proposed to be recommended to the Government of India is likely to take 
time and if it is desirable in the interests of the public tha·t the position 
of the mill agents should be defined with reference to the mill industry 
as such, as far as my Association is concerned, we are quite prepared to 
face any enquiry conducted by this very Board who may look into each 
and every detail and make a report as to the merits and demerits of the 
prevailing system .. As a matter of fact, you will remember, when I made 
that suggestion to the President, he said that he would rather leave 'it to . 
the ad hoc committee to enquire into the managing agency system. 

President.-You don't commit me to that stllltement. When I said 'that 
I would rather leave it to the ad hoc committee, it was simply made as a 
passing statement. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As far IllS Ahmedabad Millowners' Association is con-· 
cerned, we are quite prepared to face the minutest enquiry into the manag
ing agency system, its working and its effect on the textile industry as such 
(as far IllS the centre of Ahmedabad is concerned). With regard to your 
second question as to the various items mentioned in the questionnaire I 
will deal with them one by one. As regards office allowance and expenses, 
not a single mill company in Ahmedabad has anything in the nature of an 
office allowance or expenses. 

Mr. Rahinttoola.-Let me understand that point. As far as Bombay is 
concerned, office allowlllnce and office expenses are divided into two separate 
categories and I don't think you will be correct in saying that there are no 
office expenses. Office allowance is a fixed sum paid to the managing. 
agents in the shll!pe of remuneration. Office expenses on the other hand 
are expenses which are actually incurred by the managing agent in the office 
itself which he is running, namely clerks, typists, stationery and so on. 
This is the actual expenditure which the managing agent incurs and which 
i~ paid by the mill company. The other is a lump sum paid to the manag
ing agent for the services rendered to the Mill Company. As far as· 
expenses are concerned, I don't think you have given us any information. 

Mr. Ka,turbhai.-It is not correct to say that the managing agent
incurs any expenditure whatever in order to run the managing agency' 
business. Whatever expenses are incurred in running the business of the' 
Company will naturally be debited to the accounts of the Company. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is what is, meant by office expenses. So there· 
are office expenses. 

Mr. Ka,t·urbhai.-Whatever expenses are incurred by the Company will 
only have to be debited to the accounts of the Company, but any expense
that is being incurred by the managing agent as such will have to be· 
debited to his own account. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What are those expenses? 
Mr. Kalturbhai.-Take for instaonce his going to the mills and coming' 

back. He. is obliged to keep two cars. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-Are there no cars maintained at the expense of the 

mills? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. I am only saying that the Company is not debited 

with what the mBlnaging agent is expected to bear. Whatever expenses are 
debited to the Mill Company are expenses entirely incurred in connection 
with the running of the business of the Mill Company as such; 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-It is only a different name. If you will permit my 
saying so,. you have only given a different heading, whereas in Bombay' 
they have specified an item as office expenditure BInd office allowance. Office' 
expenses are incurred by both Bombay and Ahmedabad. You don't want 
to specify a head known as office expenditure, but as far as the expenditure' 
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ie concerned, it is more or less the same. You have also stationery, clerks, 
typists and so on. That ie what it comes to. 

Mr. Ka .• f1trbhai.-I am not aware of the Bombay system. As far as our 
system is concerned, I say that no office allowance is received by the manag
ing agent; nor is he receiving any allowance for expenses. Whatever 
expenses are incurred by the mill compaRy as such are debited to the mill 
company. As regards commission during the past five years, that we h8lve 
given in our statement. The next item is purchases of cotton, machinery, 
Btores, coal, etc. No mill agent is connected, as I told you yesterday, 
with the agent who is the purchaser of cotton. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Directly or indirectly? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Directly or indirectly, because I explained to you he 

is working on such a small basis that it will hardly pay him to have any 
partner in it. He is working on a half per cent. basis, out of which he 
has to bear the expenses and up-country office where he has to make the 
purcha.ses. Surely it would not pay him to give any share out of that. 
As far as machinery is concernedl there is none in Ahmedabad. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am not talking of Ahmedabad hut of mills belonging 
to your Association? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes,· I follow. As regards stores, there may be one or 
two instances wherein a mill agent may have a small share with the stores. 
merchant. 

President.-Make it half a dozen. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-I am saying this from my own knowledge of things.~ 

There may be an instance or two out of the Agents of 65 or 70 mills, 
wherein the agent may have some share. Regarding c08l1, there is none. 
As far as sales of cotton, yarn and cloth are concerned, there is none. As. 
far as insurance is conce~ned, there may be one or two instances in which· 
the managing agep.t may have something to do with the insurance premium. 

Mr. Rahimtopla.-You are saying ·approximately. You are I take it more
or less sure P 

Mr. KaBturbhai.-I am more or less sure about it. It is known to 118' 

who they are. As far as advertisement is concerned thex:e is none. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I will refer you in this connection' to the questioll' 
which we have raised regarding the guarantee brokers, That. is one of the· 
points raised by the Tariff Board in 1926. There is nothing as far ,ts. 
Ahmedabad is concerned? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-There is still one instance. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In spite of 6 years? 

Mr; Kasturbhai.-It is only one instance. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your Association cannot, by force of public opinion,. 
get rid of it? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It can only be done by legislation. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Yesterday you were telling us that approximately iti 

every Compa·ny about 50 per cent. of the shares were held by·1 managing 
agents? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I said 30 to 50 per cent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Between 30 and 50 there is a very 'big gap. I want· 
to know which is the approximate one? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-In some cases I know that as much a.s two-thirds or 
three-fifths of the shares are held by the managing agents themselves. 
There are cases in which 85 to 90 per cent. of the shares are held. 

Mr. Rallimtoola~~han we SIllY on an average 35 or 40 per cent. of the 
share capital is held by managing agents? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-40 per cent. will be correct. 
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Mr. Bahimtoola.-You have told us that as far as the managing agents 
~re concerned in Ahmedabad they are guided by public opinion and the 
public opinion is so strong that they dare not do things which are undesirable 
or are not in the interests of the Company. Is it true in the cll6e of the 
Companies which went into liquidation here the agents themselves have 
personally sufferedP There are certain mills which have gone into liquida
tion here and I want to know when a mill goes into liquidation, what is the 
position of an Agent of that mill P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-He is also completely ruined. There were only two 
i.nstanceswhich happened in the year 1923-24 and which were cited before 
the Tariff Board of 1926. Those were the instances in which the managing 
agents speculated in cotton and lost all the money and though it was repre
'Sented by some witnesses that they were not properly dealt with by Govern
ment, it was not a fact. As a matter of fact these two or three people were 
'sent to jail for three or five years. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-They have IIIlso lost with the mill? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-They are absolutely ruined people-almost beggars in 

the street. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That would be the position of the managing agents or 

the existing mills? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Naturally. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-That would bel' 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-Their interests are more or less identical with the mill 

'(,ompanies? . 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not only that, but if a managing agent were to mis

'manage or misbehave in a manner prejudicial to the public interests, he will 
'not get, as I said, any further support from the ·Ahmedabad public. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Support in the shape of depositsP 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is a most important item in the management. If 1 

manage my mills properly, I get the fullest public support. If I start a new 
llOncern, I will get the capital that I ask for subscribed in 24 hours' time 
or if I want deposits I will get them at considera.bly less rates than others, 
but if it is found that the mill under my charge is not well managed, then 
I will have to pay through my nose every time I approach the public. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Whether a mill is well managed or not is judged by 
the amount of dividends P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Not at all. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-In what way can the public come to know? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Ahmedabad business is more of a family affair. The 

ins and outs of one are being talked out the very evening. If some one hll6 
'Ilone anything which is against the public morality or against the routine 
working of the mill, it immediately comes out. If I purchased about 500 
bales of cotton tlHiay at· a certa·in price, it will be reported to every agent. 
In the evening he comes to know that Mr. Kasturbhai has purchased 
'Cotton at such and such a price instead of purchasing at such and such • 
price. Instead of purchasing at Rs. 13-2-0 if I buy at Rs. 13-4-0 they will 
come to know of it and if I happen to pay a higher price my reputation 
suffers. The sa.me is the case with regard to the purchase of stores and sales 
of cloth. If I sell to-day, say, 500 bales of piece-goods at a cheaper r,r 
higher price other agents, cloth brokers and every.one else will J>e in the 
know of it: it will be reported to most of them and they "lYill take action 
as they think best on . the reports received. _ 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-There were two points raised yesterday as far as the 
managing agency system is concerned, one was that the managing agent took 
81 per cent. commission on sales; that is the general prll-ctice in. Ahmeda·bad. 
Do you think that is a good practice? .. . 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I think it -is vely fair. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do you think it is fair to the shareholder?' 
Mr. Easturbhai.-Yes, because he is getting the work done at a. minimum. 

remuneration. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it not a. fact that wbether the company makes a.. 

.profit or not the agents are by this agreement entitled to get 3l per cent •. 
on sales? 

Mr. Easturbhai.-I concede tha.t, as far as the lega.lliability is concerned~ 
but the public being alive to it; it is rarely tha.t he is allowed to take th~ 
commission in spite of losses. If you like I will cite instances. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I a.m comparing the two methods, one commission on 
profits and another commission on sales. I only want to put it to you that 
commission on sa·les is no induCjlment to the mana.ging agent to work better' 
but as' far as commission on profits is concerned he gets no commission 
unless he works better. 

. Mr. Kasturbhai.-With the stake "'hich he has in the company, that is. 
the money he has put in the concern, he is prepared to work on that 
remuneration but if it is on the profit basis it will not be possible to have
anyone coming forwa-rd to take up the business. 

Mr. llahmitoola.-I a.m not discussing the minimum rate tha.t he should' 
get; it is the question of the system. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-On principle I &dmit that commission on profits is a. 
sounder proposition than commission on sales. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The second point was tha.t in the managing agency· 
system here there a.re various partners and whatever the extent of their
partnership is, as far as their position is concerned they are more or less. 
sleeping partners and if the mill is managed by one man whose share in the 
concern is of no consideration but is appointed managing director or what
ever it may be, and supposing one of the partners whose share may be very· 
little or very large feels that the management has not done well, hair. 
incurred losses instead of profits, has he any right to. question or interfere
as a partner? 

Mr. Ka8turbhai.-No. He is bound to be tackled by his other partners. 
but he can't be removed because of the losses. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-He can sell his shares? 
Mr. Ka8t'l/ll'bhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-There was a. point which was raised by the Iildian 

Merchants' Chamber that preference should be given to Indian raw materia.ls. 
Buch as coal, stores, insurance and so on as far as possible by the managing. 
agents who desire protection. 

Mr. Ka&turbhai.-We are entirely in favour of it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the practice? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-We would be quite prepared to have a recommenda.

tion from the Tariff Board that milla which do not favour swadeshi should' 
not enjoy protection because we believe th8lt if we' ask fo~ proter:tioD: it is. 
up to the publio to demand of us that we shall use nothmg which IS not 
swadeshi. 

. Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is a general. proposition which the ~oa~d will' 
'have to consider. I want to know what is the actual practice In the 
milla. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As far as insurance is concer.ned not one mill in· 
.Ahmedabad is placing its insurance with any foreign company; 11111 tho 
insurance is placed with Indian concerns. As far as stores are c,?ncerned' 
Buch of the articles as are Indian made are used and favoured In prac~ 
tically all the milla. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about coal? 
Mr. Ka&t'l/ll'bhai.-As far as C(!al is concerned we hlilve never handled any

foreign coal as such. 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.-Bengal and Central Provinces. 
President.-The bulk of it from Bengal? 
Mr. KlllSturbhai.-About half and half. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-We discussed yesterday the duty on artificial silk 

:yarJ;l. I want to understand the position more clearly. Your point is that 
at present for borders and so on mills are using real silk in place of 
.artificial silk. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. &himtoola.-And your point is that artificial silk competes with 

that and therefore you are not able to sell at a remunerative price and 
.therefore you want III prohibitive duty on artificial silk? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You don't want the Board to go into the question of 

the silk industry as such but your point is that the silk which is being 
used by you comes into competition with artificial silk. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Isn't there some kind of prohibition against the use 

of artificial silk P 
Mr. KlllSturbhai.-There is no question of prohibition: we have recog

·nised this truth that if we want to satisfy our customers we must supply 
them with swadeshi goods. If we mix it up with foreign silk or foreign 
artificial silk it will become difficult for us to market our goods. That 

. being so we have given up the use of artificial silk altogether. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is a different ground from the ground you have 
lIdvanced before. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-I am now pressing the point from the point of view 
.of swadeshi. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are pressing the national point of ,view? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-From the most selfish point of view. It will not be a 
paying proposition for a mill complllny to manufacture stuff which cannot 
be sold in the market. Even up-country mills which have been using 
artificial silk must be finding it difficult to market that as normally as one 
would like to. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is very difficult for you to speak of people who have 
not come in contact with the goods which you a·re manufacturing and J 
want to find out whether your goods have a better sale from the point 
of view that they are pure swadeshi as against those which are not entirely 
1!wadeshi. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Very decidedly the market· thlllt is being commandAd 
by Ahmedabad products to-day in various centres in India I have serious 
doubts if any other mills in any other part of India is commanding to the 
same extent because the consumer has an absolute guarantee that Ahmeda
bad products are pure swadeshi products. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards labour you told us yesterday that Jap:l:l 
has a distinct advlllntage and had it not been for that advantage Ahmedabad 
would be able to do very well. It is one of the great hindrances which th" 
mill industry is suffering from, that is want of efficiency in oompariaon to 
Japan. I want to know what is the position of labour here and wha·t the 
millowners have done for its welfare. 

Mr. Kasfurbkai.-As far as the last 14 years are concerned I rna,. s'ty 
that the nrst labour movement started in Ahmedabad in 1918. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I have raised this question because we have heard from 
various places that Ahmedabad is running its labour in n mann(lr which 
hblps the industry very substantially and we would like to h.ne some :dea 
as to how exactly you achieved this. 
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Mr. KQ8turbhai.-Qur relations with labour are most cordial. In an 
industry of the size of tbe Ahmedabad mill industrv there' are bound ro be 
tIOme dispntes with labour in Bt particular mill, but we have evolved a 
machinery whereby such of the displltes as occur have got to come before 
what we call the "Conciliation Committee" which deals with the minor 
-<juestions and if there are major questions the matter is referred to the Board 
.of Arbitration and their decision has always been accepted both by the 
labour union and by the Millowners' Association. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That means that labour as such is not in a position to 
go on strike at once? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-No. After the Board of Arbitration have dealt with the 
tJispute if there is any difference of opinion it is submitted to an Umpire 
,and hia decision, howsoever unacceptable it may be to the Labour Union 
-or the Millowners' Association, is given effect to by eithel' side. Thera 
have been iustances in which the Mill Company did not like the Award of 
the Board of Arbitration or even the decision of the Umpire Ll1t the Ass(,'Jia
tion took such steps as would make the a.ward enforcible on that Com
pany, 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the position if the labour is dissatisfied ",ith 
thl' award? 

Mr. Kastm·bhai.-The labour union take steps to _explain to them tha,t 
the one great principle that has been accepted hoth by them _ and the 
A&SO<'iation is the Award by a third party aud howsoever unwilling they may 
be thpy must accept the award once the dispute is submitted to the n(Jard 

-of Arbitrators. 
President.-That means the labour leaders have sufficient influence over 

their men to ena.ble them, even if the decision is adverse to them, to have 
it accepted because it is coming from a party which commands their con
fidence as well as that of the millowners. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-In cases where it is unacceptable to the labour as such 
the labour union will take steps to get it enforced as the Millowners' Associ8/
tion will take steps to see that an unwilling _ member accepts the Award. 

'Similarly if certain workers are not prepared to accept such an award then 
the Labour Union will have nothing to do with such workers as do not abide 
'by this decision. ' 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about the amenities? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-We are giving something like Rs. 15,000 annually for 

the education of our labourers. Members of the Association have formed 
into a group and have subscribed about Rs. 3 lakhs and from that fund 
about Rs. 15,000 a year are given for the education of labour. Then, time 
'and again, whenever labour asks for some other facilities they are made 
availa-ble to them as circumstances permit. For instance, we are very keen 
~n seeing that our labour gets out of the grips of liquor and we consulted 
-our members and got them to subscribe and to assist the Labour Union to 
-carry on propaganda at the mills so that our labour may get out of the 
'grip of the drink habit. We paoid them a sum of B.s. 8,000 or B.s. fI,OOO; 
besides that there are several creches in the mills where labourers' children 

-are kept and looked after: then there are dispensaries, hospitals, etc. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about housing? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Some of us have providea qua·rters. We have provided 

4,000 tenements which house 12,000 to 15,000 people. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-What is the total number of labour employed? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-75,OOO. -
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about the question of efficiency? If the labour, 

-as I understand from you, is so contented a.nd happy and has not the ghost 
-of a chance of going on strike have you not been able to persuade the 
'labour to adopt better methods by which you could get hetter efficiency? 

M1'. Kasturohai.-The difficulty we are up ~gainst is .this t~at the union 
'believes that if we were to raise them up to higher effiCiency It would meBtD 
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a displacement of several of them which is a big impediment in the way of 
any progress being made in the direction of labour efficiency. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.':"-I thought that should not come in the way of Ahm~da.
bad which is hlllving new mills every 'year or half a dozen in two to three
years. Therefore the labour which is displaced can be easily accommodated 
in' the new mills. . 

Mr. Kasturbha-i.-That could be tackled but up to now we have not. 
succeeded in dealing with it. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As you la·y great emphasis and quite rightly too I 
thought your Association would serve a very useful purpose by devoting their 
attention to this aspect. . 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We are devoting our attention to it. It is a very 
big question as far as the labour union is concerned and if the progress. 
thlllt we are looking forward to be made in that direction is to be practi
cable, that would be the bes.t thing to be wished for and we could easily dOo 
away with any protection whatever if we are in a position to educate our 
labour in the way we would like them to. 
- Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is there any inherent dislllbility that is preventing you 
or is it simply a question of getting a few men unemployed P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-The whole of Lancashire has gone on strike on tha.t. 
very imporlant question. It is an admitted fact that III weaver could 
manage more looms than he bas been accustomed to but as it is likely tOo 
displace his other brothers working in the same line they are not prepared 
to do it a.nd we are faced with those very difficulties. 

President.-Supposing as the result of protection it was possible for the
Indian industry to capture the whole of the Indian ma.rket, that is to say, 
1,000 million yards, and you adopted in the Indian textile industry an 
efficiency scheme as they were considering in Bombay, would not the labour 
thlllt would be displaced under the scheme find enough occupation P 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It would. 
President.-Of course it is a very theoretical calculation. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-There is an instance in my own mill, the new one

·that I showed you: there we adopted a system whereby one man looked 
after the two sides on the ring frame even in the other mlllChines we have
tried to reduce the number of men per 1,000 spindles to the frame. We can't 
take them to the maximum limits. I find in America one tenter can look 
after 17 to 18 sides of ring frames. 
. President.-That is much too ambitious. If we can introduce a system 
on the lines of the efficiency scbeme which was considered by the Fawcett 
Committee a·nd if we can give reasonable assurance that the amount (If 
labour under that scheme would find employment in the development of the 
industry that follows under a protective scheme, then it seems to me we can 
make a reasonable appeal to labour on that basis. 

Mr. Kasturb7lai.-The only solution that appea·rs to me feasible in this 
regard is I submit for your consideration that the Association or the Labour 
Union in such big centres where they may be existing should come to an 
agreement with each other-these are my personal views-that no more 
fresh labour should be recruited in that centre. 

President.-I see wha·t you mean. It is a sorl of pooling arrangement. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. All the la.bour that is engaged to-day in a 

particular industry in a particular centre will have to become members of 
that union. 

President.-That is to say Bombay. Ahmedabad, Cawnpore and CaJcutta 
must enter into some sort of concerted arrangement. 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-Not concerled with elllCh other, but concerted with 
their own local unions. They must have local unions . 

. Prtsident.-Supposing· the hulk of your mil1~ have got some kind of 
efficiency scheme here and you get a considerable number of labour dis-· 
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placed, it would be impossible for the Ahmedabad mills to absorb the wholl' 
of ~hat disP.la;ced labour. I think at the same time some other centre may 
be In a p081tlon to absorb that. You have in other words a system under 
which the labour will be pooled all round. Unless you do that on a large 
acale basis, it may not be possible. The immobility of labour is such that 
,you cannot po88ibly provide for it. If you do it on a small scale, I do not 
know whether that would provide a solution. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-If at particlllar centres efficiency is raised consider
ably, labour is bound to be affected in other centres. 

P":68id6nt.-1f another mill in Ahmeda.bad wants labour, it must not 
recruit labour afresh, but take a man who was displaced by some other 
mill which has adopted the efficiency scheme. 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-Yes. 
Mr.' Boag.-At the present moment this would not apply here becaUl!e 

-5 or 6 new mills are being erected. 
Mr. Ka8turbhai.-It would be incor):ect to say that. These 5 or 6 mills 

at the most do not contain more than 10,000 spindles and 200 or 300 looms 
~ach. Though they may be counted as mills, they are really not of the size 
<If one of the Bombay mills. 

Mr. Boag . ...:...They are still using more labOur. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Provided you protect us and provided thart the mill 

is. run efficiently, it may grow gradually into that size. As far as the 
numbers are concerned, it is a very misleading proposition to say' that so 
many mills are being opened out in Ahmedabad, while as a matter of fact 
they are mere small factories like a ginning factory or a pressing factory. 

Mr. Boag.-Whatever may be the size, it is absorbing a certain amount 
·of larbour. That is the only point I want to make. 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-That is true. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say that the Ahmedabad Mill industry does not 

-cater for the export trade in particular. You have not devoted any atten
tion to it or you find that the marrket is not suitable? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is not a practical proposition for Ahmedabad situated 
as it is 300 miles away from a port. The railway freight will form such a: 
large a.mount that it will not be in a position to oft'er its goods in the 
foreign market at competitive rates. 

Pr6sident.-It is not a practical proposition for anybody? 
Mr. Kastwrbhai.-I don't know that. I am aspiring to see centres 

-developed in India where the efficiency could be no less than what is obtain~ 
able in Japan. There is no reason why it could not be done. 

Prflsident.-If you are going to consider that a practical suggestion in 
·connection with the scheme of protection, if the Indian textile industry 
can't hold its own in a protected market, it cannot hold its own in an 
unprotected market. 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-Quite. . 
Mr. RahimtoozG.-I want to arsk you one more question. and that is 

regarding fine counts. Please see Mr. H~rdy's ~tatement questlOn N,!.l ('II~: 
trade in dhutis imported from the Umted Kmgdom and the Indian mlll 
production overlap to a small extent. You know that mo~t o~ the goods 
.imported from United Kingdom is chiefly of fine oounts and It will be neces
llary having. regllird to the terms of reference to find out to ,!"h:,-t e~nt 
Indian industry has made progress in fine counts an~ how fa~ It 18 commg 
in direct competition. I find that you .have dealt With .that 1~ your repre
sentation from pages 6 to 11. There IS also a co.ml?lamt :wh1<:h you ~ave 
made in your representation ye~terday about statlstIC~ :whl~h IS contamed 
on page 10. I would like to know exactly what the position IS as far as the 
fine counts are concerned.' Your position appears to be that there should be 
no preferential duty. You have raised that in the replies to the last 
question and it would be necessary for the Bolllrd to ~now exactly. what the 
position is. 
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Mr. Kasturbhai,.-My submission is that to measure from the statistics 'Jf 
counts the progress made by the industry is not correct in this much that 
the poundage turned out oj; finer counts from the same number of spindles 
will be considerably' less, than the poundage turned out of the coarser counts., 
'I'hat is to S&y suppose I have got 100,000 spindles spinning on 20s, my 
daily production will be something like 50,000 Ibs. If those very 100,000' 
spindles are engaged in spinning 40s my production will barely be 20,OO() Ibs. 
Hence to make a comparison merely from the poundage, in my humble view" 
is erroneous. The real progress made in the matter of the fine counts can 
only be compared with regard to the number of spindles that they have gone
over from the coarse to the fine. 

President.-But your st&tement is only 25 per cent. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-25 per cent. of the looms are on the fine. 
President.-What was it ill 1925-26? ~ 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We have stated that. 
President.-What exactly is the percentage? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-We have to work it out. 
President.-Gan you give me &n approximate figure? If you take the' 

total number of spindles and the number of spindles engaged on fine and, 
medium counts, what percentage would it work out. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We will have to work it out. 
President.-My own suggestion is this. I accept your point about pound

age. If you work it out on the spindleage basis, it will work out the
same. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It will work out the same as far as the same counts are
concerned. 

President.-What I mean is this. If you work out on the spindleage 
basis you will find over a period of 5 years on medium and fine counts that. 
ill above 30s, the proportion has nearly doubled. That is precisely the pro
portion you will get also on the poundage basis and my suggestion is in 
order to present this matter you ought to give the counts, the yardage and; 
the- poundage. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yardage will be available. We are going to give the' 
yardage per lb. 

President.-As a mater of fact when you say it was 9 per cent. "ilL 

1925-26 on poundage basis, it is 18 per cent., in 1931-32. That is to say
~he proportion has douhled. It is a very considerable increase. If YOll are
not satisfied with that, taking it on the yardage basis you will find that 
it has increased from 10 to 35 per cent. You can put it on both basis. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Particularly as the imports are measured in yardage, 
it will give you a fairly good idea as to how much cloth that is manu
factured in Ahmedabad will come in direct competition with the imported' 
cloth. 

President.-Your alternative suggestion on spindleage would be helpful. 
Mr. Kashl4'bhai.-I mentioned that in regard to the lower counts com

pared with finer counts. If merely the poundage of the coa,rser eounts with· 
the poundage of the finer counts is taken, it will not convey the correct 
idea. That was my point. 

Pruident.-I am afraid you rather misunderstood my point. I thought 
aboat- this point after we had inished the examination. Whaj; I did was to
omit from my ca.lculation all kinds of cloth which are woven from 20s
II1ldi aboTe, so that to &. very large extent I have eliminated the weight 
faetw. If YOll get a proportion on that basis to &. very large extent, yo .. 
are •• presenting the picture eorrectly. 

JEr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Pruident.-You can, as I said, take the yardage basis too. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.--Yes. 
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M".. RaAimtoola.-The only question which remains to be tackled from 
'the Tariff Board's point of view is the question about the ful1ilment of the 
<conditions of the Fiscal Commiasion. 

Mr. KlUturbllai.-It is very. kind of you to put this question, because 
we are anxious tbat due noti('8 should be ta.ken of those conditions. 

Mr. RaAimtoola.-There are three conditions laid down by the Fiscal Com
miasion. The first is that there should be enough raw material availa.ble in 
India and there should be a large home market. I take it that the terlile 
industry fulfila that condition. 

Mr. KastuTb1lai.-Entirely, 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-We will come to the second oondition. The second 

-condition is that it must be proved that the industry is not able to carry 
~n its work without sufficient assistance. 

Presideflt.-That condition is not fulfilled. 
Mr. Ka,turbkai.-What we submit is that if protection is granted.; 10'11 

lIhould be in .. position ultimately to do away with protection. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the third condition. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-The industry must be one which .without protection is 
not likely to do it. 

M".. Rahimtoola.-It is not likely to do it. The Chairman haa just 
Temarked that it doesn't apply to Ahmeda.bad. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Just as I explained, to measure the progress made 

by Ahmedabad by the six or dozen chimneys will be a wrong barometer to 
. apply. The real thing to measure it is by the number of looms and spindles. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it your opiniOil that the industry in Ahmedabad will 
-close down if protection is not givenP 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We aspire to supply the Indian home market to the 
fullest extent. We are entirely in a position to supply the home market· 
as such and unless protection is forthoominlt it will, not be possible for us 
to do that (without protection being gralllted). Just as I explained to the 
'Chairman yesterday, America which is technically much better equipped, and 
'which grows its own cotton, without proper protection against Lancaahire, 
'Could not do it, he('ause Lancashire being technically better equipped was 
able to export its goods to Amerioa. 

Mr. Rahimfoola.-Tt is a genera-i fact known all over the country tna.t 
you have tried to edu('ate the consumers or your customers as you call it t.o 
such an extent that they prefer Indian made goods as against the imported 
-ones. 

Mr. KastuTb1lai.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimfoola.-Therefore I do not know how too industry cannot exist 

'without protection. The foreign element doesn't come into the picture at 
a.JI. You even went to the extent of telling us that the imported yarn used 
by the handloom indnstry is a great handicap. because the customers do not 
lmy it not on the question of price, but simply because .they have used 
imported yam in their cloth. Therefore the position of the Ahmedabad 
industry is not such that if protection is not granted the factories wilt 
dose down. 

M1·. Ka,.turbilO.i.-The position is this that whatever public opinIon' hll6 
l)een f'ducated in recent times on this question, I dal'esay you wiII concede 
that it is impossible for anyone to educate the 350 millions of people in 
India. I conceive that as far as the larj!er proportion of educated classes are 
'Concerned. they have been educated in the. swade~hi sentimen~, but there ~re 
~Iasses which a.re ahsolutely uneducated and Ignorant wllI('ll do reqUJril 
doth a·nd who will not be' ahle to distinguish between foreign' and hOUie 
lllRde cloth. 

Mr. Ra.1tim.toola·.-1 was only confining myself to Ahmedabad industry at 
l'rf'!lent. You told me that puhlic opinion is so stl'ong that the article 
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which contained imported yarn, everything else being swadeshi, was not 
preferred simply because it conta.ined an element of imported ya,rn. 

Mr. Kast1.lll"bhai,--That is so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If that is so there "'ould be no difficulty in selling 

your stuff whether the industry is protected· or not. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-We are not selling our stuff in Ahmeda.bad alone. 

We are selling our stuff in a,ll the 4 corners of India. There is not a centre-
in which Ahmedabad cloth does not find a market. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You told me even on that point that your stuff was 
preferred as a.gainst the other mills' stuff, beca.use you are considered 
reliable M far as swadeshi was concerned . 

. Mr. Kast1.lll"bhai.-That is so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore as fa.r as Ahmedaba.d mills a.re concerned', 

their position is not so bad as the other mills. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-l do not know whether thlllt logic is entirely correct. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It follows from the swadeshi movement? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-To a very great extent it is correct. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is -the point. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards the third condition which you told me that 

the industry. li<fter the protection for a definite period would be in such a 
position that eventually it would be able to do away with protection. I 
'Would like to know what your views are. 

Mr. Kast1.lll"bhai.-It should come into that position. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is all right for us to make statements. It is neces

sary for the Boa,rd to go into the minutest deta.ils and work out figur~s 
in order to show that by giving protection for a sufficient number of years, 
the efficiency a.nd economy resulting thereby would be of such It character 
that the selling price after tba.t period is over would be such as to give-

. you a fair cha.nce of competing with the imported goods . 

. Mr. Kasturbhai.-As far as the machinery, equipment, la.y out, etc., are
concerned, India is in a position to equip the mills with the most up·to-date
machinery and tum out the qualities that are required by its various 
markets. The only question, as I explained to you yesterday is technique. 
1'0 train our labour a,nd to get effective efficiency in producing our cloth 
would necessarily take some time and for that period we require protection 
if we are to' stand in competition with the imported goods. 

I 

Mr. Rahim.toola.-Would you be in a position after a period of ten 
years, supposing protection was granted, to get your labour trained in such 
a manner as to get efficiency, if not equal to Japan, at least to a very 
great extent better than what it is at the present juncture? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We hope to. As far as certain departments are con
cerned we have certainly gone as far as it is humanly possible to go. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.--So far as they are concerned, you don't expect any 
improvementP . 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-No; that is, in the recent plant that has been installed, 
there are ahout half a dozen or eight departments, out of which two or 
'three depart.ments are so well equipped that their costs of production will 
be the minimum that can be had in any pa,rt of the world. 

Mr. Rahimtoolal.-What are those departments? 
Mr. KlUfurbhai.-Blow room, high speed winding, warping, sizing and' 

d,rawing. 
President..-High draft spinningP 
Mr. Kaatwrbhai.-Yes. 
Prtsident.-Everything except automatic loomsP 
Mr'. Kasturb7tai.-I will explain to YOll. Even in the ring frame ther& 

is scope for further improvement. As I say we haT'e .made it possible-
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to-day in our recently installed frames for one man to look after two sides. 
:We do aepire thlilt he should be able to look after 4 sides and thus reduce 
the cost of production. As far as the power plant is concerned, it is the' 
most modern and I doubt whether any other centre could lay claim for such 
reduced cost of production as far as power plant is concerned excepting 
the matter of high freight on coal which is a proposition beyond our 
l'emedy. ' 

1I1r. llahimtoola.-That is due to the railway policy? 

Mr. Kasturbhai,-Yes. As far as our power plant is concerned and as 
far as certain other departments are concerned, we have gone to the 
maximum limit. 'fhe only departments that need improvement' are the 
spinning section and the weaving section. 

President.-As my colleague pointed out, if we are to establish a case 
for protection, it is necessary for us to prove definitely that the third 
~ondition of the Fiscal Commission is satisfied. It is possible for us to make 
a.general statement of the kind that you have indicated. If you install an 
up-to-date machinery, and if you improve your layout and things of that 
kind, it is reasonable to expect that substantial economies will be effected 
but in orda. to bring the case home to the Legislature and to the public 
it is neooliyary, I think, to translate those general statements into statistical 
:terms and I should like very much the Ahmedabad Millowners' Associllltion 
to help us in this matter. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-<lertainly. 
President.-I want in the first place to remove any fears that may arise 

in your minds by the kind of sl1ggestion that we are making. Speaking 
from my experience of other industries I ca>n say that an applicant for 
protection is rather frightened because he gets the feeling that on those 
costs we would base the protective duty. Speaking for myself and my 
<colleagues, we have no idea of doing anything unfair to the industry. What 
I am really asking to-day is I want you to give me as flllr as the data in 
your possession will permit the extent of the economies which would be 
brought about by the introduction of the new plant and methods that you 
have in mind? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We will do that. 
President.-If we can establish that at the end of ten yea>rs the Indian 

industry would be able to dispense with protection except to the extent that 
protection is' afforded by a normal revenue duty, in that case, the third 
<condition of the Fiscal Commission is absolutely fulfilled. On such figures 
as I have been able to see-I am speaking very tentliltively-the suggestion 
that I am making is this. If the general level of wholesale prices in this 
eountry and throughout the world goes up to where it stood in the earlier 
'yearB-Bay 1929-then you get a nett increase in your return because even 
if cotton and stores go up in the sa>me proportion there would be a certaill 
margin. If the level of wholesale prices could be pushed to the level of 
1929, and 'if the Indian textile industry could bring about a reduction of 
about 10 per cent. in their labour, overhead and other charges, then it 
.acrns tome that the Indian industry would be able to withstand competi
tion with the assistance of 81 revenue duty of 10 to 15 per cent. That is 
the sort of general idea I want to have. If I am able to establish that 
proposition I have completely established the case for the protection of textile 
industry. If I am not able to establish the proposition on those lines, then' 
r am afrlllid I may convey to the mind of the Assembly the natural appre
bension that protection of this big industry is going to be a perpetual 
burden to the country and when it is an article of universal necessity, that 
prospect is something that has to be reckoned with. . 

Mr; KaBtwrbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Apply' your minds to the suggestions I have made. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-If I CIIIn give you the cost of production of various 
items calculated on the old basis so far as it goes and on the new basis 
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tI:1&t. has been adopted in a mi'll of fairly good size-52,OOO &pindles and 1,100> 
~will that be enough for your purpose? 
. PresidBnt.-Yes, the kind of costs that you anticip8lte on that mill. 

Mr. Kast1Lrbhai.~That is not an anticipation, but .it has been actuallY' 
put into operation. ' 

President.-If in addition to that you could also give us an estimate of 
further economies in the new mill it would be helpful. 

Mr. Kastwrbhai:-That will be problematical. I will try, if you like. 
President.-You give it on that basis and the assumptions we shall make? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-I will give it for a mill run in 1930 with the machinery 

that was then available, and the lines on which it was running then IIInd tht' 
lines which we have adopted in recent years for turning out these finer
varieties. 

President.-I think that will do for our purpose. 
Mr. Kasturbhai·.-I suppose I have to give you all the ('ost~, power and' 

everything. For what counts do you want us to give this? . 
Presidellt.-1 should like you to give me figures in respect of counts where· 

the competition is keenest. You had better give for 30s to 40s? Don't you 
think that would be the best? 

Mr. Kastw/'bhai.-Yes, for 40s on an average including bleaching and dyeing' 
charges. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards the managing agency, there is one point 
that I want to discuss with you and that is in comparison with Bombay. We 
are told in Bombay that one of the reasons why the managing agency system 
is necessary is that the Bombay mills are unable to get the necessary finance· 
without the double signature. I suppose that this is not the case as far as 
Ahmedabad is concerned. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We are getting our finance from the public, but if we 
are to go to the Bank, however first class the stability of the mill company 
may be, money cannot be had without a second signature. 

Mr. Raltimtoo/a·.-That is what the Banks insist on if you go to the 
Banks. That is another' point. I say that the system in Ahmedabad is of 
such a nature that there is no point in going to the Bank because the neces
sary finance that they J'equire for their working capital can be had by short.· 
cleposits or long term depo~its and therefore as far as the managing agency 
system is concerned it is not necessary to retain it on this ground? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Absolutely necessary on that very ground. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-Tell me how? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-As I said yesterday the Mill Company which gets. 
deposits does not get them on the standing or status of the Company but. 
on the standing or status of the Mill Agent; As I explained to you yesterday. 
if any technologist or economist were to come forward in. Ahmedabad '!'nd' 
start a concern, he will not be able to get the necessary capItal. The capItal 
tnat is to be had-whether share capital or working capital-it is to be had' 
only on the integrity and status of the party who comes forward as the
Managing Agent. 

MI'. Rahimtoola.-That was exactly my point. Here the system is
different. The public have confidence in the managing agents. In the other 
case the Banks, irrespective of any consideration, insist on two- signatures, 
whether it is Ahmedabad Millowner or any other millowner. Tlw system 
is such from the Bank's point of view that two signatures are required, viz:,. 
the signature of the Mill Agent representing the Company as well as hIS. 
own personal signature. That is not the case in Ahmedabad. Your system 
is worked more by the public having confidence in a part~cular Mill Agent 
who is able to get the necessary fin8l~ce. That was lily pomt. 

Mr. Kast-ul'bhai.-The Managing Agent is an indispensable entity liS far 8$ 

Ahffiedll bad is concerned. 
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Mr. Bahimtoola.-Aa far a8 finance is concerned? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes, as far as the Ahmedabad textile industry is 

concerned. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-There cannot be any mill in. Ahmedabad without the

system of managing agents' 
Mr. Kadurbhai.-That is so. As I said, however capable a technical man 

may be, he will not be able to get the necessary capital. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-I am now talking of managing agents. You are dis-

tinguishing between managing agents and managing agents. . 
Mr. Kalturbhai.-Merely with technical qualifications you cannot get 

capital. UnieBB the managing agent is of a certsn status, you won't get the' 
capital. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Even if he floats a mill? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Jlr. Bahimtoola.-Under the present system? 
Jlr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-There are just two or three small points on which I should like 

a little more information if you could give it. The first one is with regard 
to the purchase of cotton. You told us yesterday how you arranged the 
purchase of Indian cotton. What is your system for the purchase of Egyptian 
,.nd African cotton and Uganda cotton? 

Mr. Kastllrbhai.-As far as Uganda cotton is concerned, the premium is. 
always over the Broach cotton. . That premium is found out and an offer is 
made to the merchant at a particular premium. 

Mr. Boag.-Where do you' buy it? 
.11'1'. Kastll·rbhai.-In Bombay as well as in Ahmedabad? 
Jlr. Boag.-You buy it here too? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. There are commission agents who sell it on half a 

per cent. commission basis. Regarding the Egyptian cotton, we get the 
samples and if they are approved, their prices are found out and counter 
offers are made, that is to say, if a particular sample is quoted at Rs. 35(}1 
and if in our estimation it is worth only Rs. 325 or 330, an offer will be made 
to the party who has s,!-bmitted the sample at about that price. 

Mr. Boag.-Who are the parties who submit the samples? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Local commission agents. 

Mr. Boag.--So that as far as you are concerned, the system is practically 
the same-I mean the system of purchase of African cotton is the same as. 
the system of purchase of Indian cotton? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-And the rate of comJ1lission is the same in each case? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-There are one or two points with regard to labour. Is most 

of your labour local or does it come from o1'ltside? 

Mr. Kastllrbhai.-Generally speaking up to recently, up to three or four 
years back, most of our labour was recruited from round about Ahmedabad
say within a radius of about 50 miles from Ahmedabad. Recently there· 
have been some importations from the United Provinces and some of the
Northern Provin~'es. They are not much; still there are some importations. 

Mr. Boag.-What proportion do they bear to the total? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-We have not got the exact figures. 
Mr. Boag.-Roughly what is the proportion? 
Jlr. Kast1lrbhai.-Not more than foul' or five per cent. 
Mr. Boag.-What is your system of recruiting labou~? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Generally, now-a-days, since the Labour Commission 

criticised the method of recruitment, it is now handed over to the Assistants: 
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iin the mills who will do it with the approval of the head of the Department; 
-·that is to,say, if I am starting a mill, there would be a certain number of 
-Qpplicants who would like to be taken in. The Assistants in that depart-
.ment or mill will interview them if. it is a new concern. 

Mr. Boag.-Take the case of the new mill you have just started? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-In my case every applicant has been interviewed and 
interrogated by the. Secretary of the Company and the particulars obtained. 
,Such of the applicants as were found desirable were taken in, the rest being 
turned out in order that there might not be any bribery for getting the job. 

Mr. Boag.-You have eliminated .the jobber altogether? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.--Jobbers have been engaged also. Their power has been 

taken away. Take for instance the weaving sheds. Formerly it was the 
head jobber who used to bring the line jobbers. It was open to him to 
'engage those whom he liked. In our case the head of the weaving depart
ment has interviewed several line jobbers and selected tbose whom he liked 
·and engaged them. 

Mr. Boag.-Is that practice commonly adopted by the mills? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-It is getting common. I cannot say that it is common 

:in all the mills but I think that it is getting into vogue. 
Mr. Boag.-With regard to wages in answer to Question 35 you say" Wages 

have been standardised in spinning section in Ahmedabad by mutual consent 
-of Labour Union and the Association through the Arbitration Board. In 
:the weaving section increments, etc., have been granted by the Arbitration 
Board" . Does that imply that the wages in the spinning sections are uniform 
for all the mills in Ahmedabad? 

Mr. Kasturbllai.-Yes. In most of the departments in a mill, the 
standardisation of wages has taken place. It is only in one or two depart
ments where standardisation has not taken place, but wages are paid more 

'or less on the same basis. -
Mr. Boag.-Does that apply also to the mills which are not members of 

.your Association? . . 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes, except those mills which may be weaving very fine 

'counts where wages may be different. 
President .-Bince when was this standardization system enforced? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Bince 1920; it has progressed since then. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-At present it is more or less a general practice? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-I think you said yesterday that you increased the wages three 

'01' four years ago P 
Mr. Kasturbkai.-In 1930. 
Mr. Boag.-Was that in all departments or only in some departments? 
Mr. Shantilal.-It was in all departments, 5 per cent. in departments 

helonging to the weaving section and 8 per ~nt. in the spinning section. 
President.-You mean taking the whole industry and dividing it into 

-spinning and weaving? 
Mr. Shantilal.-Yes; winding to weaving 5 per cent.-that was the award 

·of the umpire ........... . 
Mr. KaBturbhai.-The position is this: in 1923 because of the great depres

-sion that came over the industry, there had been a wage cut of about 15i 
per cent. and in 1930 the labour union dragged us to arbitration and got 
-this increase. 

President.-They got back a portion of what had been cut in 192:iP 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-The only other point I wish to ask you about is your reply 

to question 42 with regard to the definition of plain grey goods. You want a 
~odification of the definition P 
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Mr. Ka&turbha.i.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-I should be glad if you could explain exactly what is the neces

*ity for this modification. 
Mr. PateZ.-It is given in Appendix B of our representation. Plain Grey 

Shirting goods were passed off as " Tigris" by the device of transverse woveu. 
headings at a lower rate of duty. 

Mr. Boag.-What does they mean exactly? 
Mr. Kaaturbhai.-They are divided into pieces of five or six yards with III 

little transverse woven heading. . 
Mr. Boag.-These transverse woven headings are introduced into the pieces. 

in order to take them out of the class of plain grey goods? 
Mr. Kaaturbhai.-It may be sold as plain grey but no sooner there is a. 

transverse woven heading it does not come under plain grey. These are used 
as small dhutis. 

Prerident.-I think in "arious ways the tariff definition of plain grey 
have to be altered. 

Mr. Kaaturbhai.-The whole schedule has to be altered. 
Pre,ident.-You were going to give us a note later on regarding the 

question of variation of premium on cotton. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We can give it to you now. There was a very big· 
variation in the premium that was being paid and I have brought with me 
Ii. chart to show at a glance what the difference is (shown). It does not move. 
exactly in the same proportion; but goes up or down. 

PreMent.-That is to say, the general course is uniform, but the ups' and' 
downs differ in proportion. 

Mr. Ka,turbhai.-The proportion is very much different (explains with 
the help of the chart). 

Prerident.-What are the other points? 
Mr. Kaaturbhai.-I spoke to you with regard to the requirements of the 

handloom industry that 450,000 spindles should be able to meet all the. 
requirements of yarn: I ought to have mentioned then that I calculated it 
on the double shift basis. 

Pre,ident.-In that same connection if you look at page 15 of your replies 
to the questionnaire, are these figures of yarn based on single shift or double. 
shift? 

Mr. Kaaturbhai.-Single shift. 
Pruident.-Then on 600 looms do you get 9,000 lbs. of cloth per day ot 

single shift? . 
Mr. Shantilal.-Yes, it is 20s and 80s and -it includes the size. 

PTerident.-Size may be taken at about l/loth or 1/lith. If out of 8,OO()O 
pounds of yam you get 9,000 pounds of cloth about 12 per . cent. is the size? 

Mr. KastuTbhai.-Yes, it works out at 12 per cent. 

Prerident.-"out of the 9,000 lbs. half is bleached and half grey. There. 
is no size in bleached and the size is confined to grey. If the sizing weight ou.. 
grey is 12 per cent. the average over the whole output ........... . 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-It will be in the nature of 35 per cent. on the warp. 

. President.-Taking this 9,000 Ibs. as composed of half bleached and halt 
grey what figure may I take as the average sizing weight? 

Mr. Kaaturbhai.-l,ooo lbs. 
PTerident.-Taking out the sjging weight you get 8,000 lbs. P 
Mr. Kaaturbhai.-Yes. 
P';e,ident.-That gives you per loom about 13 lbs. of 20& to 80s. 
Mr. KaatuTbhai.-Thiil is for a new up-to-date mill put up to-day. 
PTeaident.-"on 408 and 50sP 
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Mr. Kasturbhai.-ours will be a bit higher than Bombay. As far as 
Ahmedabad is concerned it produces cheaper. , 

President.-I think it works out to 9 Ibs. per loom in the case of 30s and 
40s. It does Rot correspond to 208 and 3Os. . 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-I will submit to you the figures that we have worked 
out: it will be approximately the same. . 

Mr. Shantilal.-For 30s and 40s the total is 70; iIi. 20s and 30s the total 
is 50, so the consumption will be in the ratio of 7 : 9)( 7 +5 that comes to 12 
and odd. That approximately corresponds with our figure. 

Presiderot.-What is your spindle capacity: how many ounces does it work 
to per spindle? 

Mr. Sha1/,tilaZ.-A little over 5 oz. 
President.-I think the Tariff Board in 1926 got a figure in their evidence 

that on 20s you get about 6t or 6!l? 
Mr. Shantilal.-We· are getting about 7 to 7!. This may be accounted 

'for by the fact that we have been pushing ahead since then and we are now on 
·a bit higher efficiency than we were then. 

President.-Would you take on 20s a figure of 61 oz. per spindle per dayP 
Mr, Kasturbhai.-You should rather take a higher figure: for a new mill 

it is very much higher. 
President.-Are there any schedules of standard figures in connection with 

the spindle output and average loom output? 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-There are books on it, but I may tell you that as far 

as new mills are concemed every time the standard figure given by the 
Lancashire machinist has been surpassed not in one mill but in several mills 
in Ahmedabad. 

President.-What it amounts to is this, that in your mills your efficiency 
is over 100 per cent. 

Mr. Kast·urbhai.-No. Efficiency is the standard efficiency. But take for 
instance 4Os: if you ask a Lancashire machinist he will give you a produc
tion of hardly 3 oz.; as a matter of fact. we are getting 3'5 oz. 

President.-What is the standard by which you calculate the efficiencyP 
What is your 100 per cent.? Where do you get standard figure? When you 
give a percentage of that kind obviously you have got a standard in view. If 
you are making 6 oz. and the standard is 10 oz. then your efficienC'y is 60 per 
cent. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Standard will differ in this manner, that the spinning 
speed will differ from mill to mill. If there are four mills installed in 
Ahmedabad two mills may like. to run their mill at 10,000 revolutions, the 
other two at 10,500, and thus the standard will differ . 

. President.-When you get a standard figure that standard figure involveg 
particular revolutions per minute? 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.-Even if the revolutions are the same production may 
differ to a considerable extent. If I am using cotton in 40s which is 1!6 
staple and if the other mill is using cotton which is l!N, my production will 
be considerably higher because the speed at which the rollers will be running 
will be considerably greater. . 

President.--Can't I discount' that factor by suggesting that the output 
-should be stated in terms of particUlar counts? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-The point is this. There are standard speeds at which 
the machines are run, but in Lancashire you will find that no spinner will 
advise you to go beyond 9,000 revolutions per minute and the spindle-speed 
lu~re we are thinking of going up to 11,000 and 12,000. That does mean that 
we propose to use higher quality of yarn. There are turns per inch according 
to th" counts. So for 208 there should be 18 turns per inch. I find that by 
1l:lying a little higher for my cotton, the turns per inch I am able to put in 
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will be a little less. Though the staudard which has been accepted 'by 
many technologists is 18, I may be able to spin 208 at 16 turns per inch 
'land if my turns per inch are less, then my production will be proportion-
'ately higher. . 

Pre.ident.-As far as laymen are concerned, the effect of this discussion 
·upon my mind is that it is a most dangerous proposition to attempt to com. 
,pare one mill with another on the basis of mere efficiency figures. The kind of 
factors involved in the particular efficiency figure may be entirely differen,t 

;.and therefore the comparison might be entirely vitiated. 
Mr. KlJ8tvrbhai.-Yes. 
Mr. 8hantilal.-The efficiency of the two mills might be the same, but. at 

"the same -time the quantity of production may be different. . . 
Prflrident.-There is only one point which I want to raise in oonnection 

with the scheme of protection. I put that question to practically all the 
-applicants for protection and I should like to know your views on that. As you 
know from the questionnaire the way in which we are going to tackle the 
.question of measuring the protectiou is this: we are going to calculate .. 
. fair selling price _mill for the Indian industry. We are going to compare 
that not with the import price, but with the realised price. As you will sea 
from the questionnaire we have &Sked for the realised price. What we are 

'going to do is to take the difference between the fair price ez-mill and the 
'realised price e","mill less duty. The difference between·that is going to be. 
"fixed as the measure of protection. That is the way in which we propose 
to work for the obvious reason that you cannot take an import price,beCause 
you can never tell which kind of cloth competes with which kind of cloth. 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-We shall consider that and let you know our viewB. . 

President.-It is a point which has been raised in the questionnaire. If 
!you are going to consider and give us a note later on, I will tell you precisely 
the difficulties arising from it. We are thinking of taking not the c.i.f. 
import price, but the realised price, because it is difficult to fix the precise 

.elasses of imported cloth and Indian cloth which compete with one another. 
Now the danger of taking realised price ia this: The realised price is deter

. mined not merely by external competition, but it is also determined by 
• internal competition. There is no scheme of protection which can protect 
you against internal competition to the extent that your realised price ia 
below the import price by reason of internal competition; we must adjust the 

-realised price. On what basis are we to make the adjustment? In other 
words if it were a question of simple external competition your realised 
price on plain grey might be 10 annas. Since there is .. lot of internal 
competition in that kind of cloth, your realised price is 9 annas. The differ-

·-ance between 9 and 10 annas is not a matter against which we can pOBSibly 
• protect you by means of tariff and therefore it is no use taking that into 
account. On what basia can we make allowance in the realised price for the 
·depression due to internal competition i' 

Mr. Ktuturbhai.-That is .. question which is pOBSible of solution. It may 
look dogmatic, but I have been saying that' unless the statistics are prepared 

-in .. manner which is very scientific ........... . 
President.-No kind of statistics will help you. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-That will immediately tell me whether there is ·ever

lapping in· that claBS of trade or there is no overlapping. If there is no 
overlapping and still the profits left to the mills are less, then naturally the 

. -conclusion will have to be............ . 
Pruident.-I will tell you why. Supposing we take a particular class of 

"plain grey, particular dimension, particular reed and pick and so.on as our 
representative standard of cloth, unless you are going to ask the Govern
,ment Department to produce statistics "With regard to the production of each 
-individual variety of . cloth· in the country, you cannot get any data. for 
. settling the question. The way in which we are trying to tackle the questio~' 
".is: we want to fix the duty on plain grey and let us say we take the kind 
~of plain grey to which there is the utmost foreign competition as somewhere 
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.'hove 30s. Let us say we are taking one of your mills as representative._ 
W. k.ke the COll1s pi a. typical Ahmedabad mill in regard to 30s plain grey. __ 
We get. ~ particular figure and to that we add depreciation, profit. aud get
our price. Then we take the actual price realised by that mill for that cloth. 
The problem is, to what extent the realised price has been depressed by the
internal competition? Your answer is, unless we know to what extent there· 
h8tlf lleen overlapping in respect of that particular cloth, the question cannot 
be answered. The Director General of Commercial Intelligence must produce -
sta.tistics with regard to the output of each individual variety of cloth in the 
country. That is impossible. The statistics won't help you. It is your
instinct and your accumulated knowledge that must help you. I sholild like-
1011 110 lIOusider this point and send us a note as to ths lines on whica you 
think in a practical way we ell." tackle that. We can', get mathematically 
aocuraw results. 

M •. KQ8wTbkai.-That is to say you want to know how internal competi-
~eD II3B be eliminated in arriving at the margill which should be leh to the -
Indian millsP 

President.-Yes. It is a difficult point. Ultimately if we don't get any 
co~tructive suggestion from the industry, we make assumptions. I should like
very much to get suggestions from the industry. 

Mr. Kastu.rbhai.._1 shall suhmit a small point. Take for instance the
dhlltitrade. Out of 950 million yards, 300 and odd million were being
imported in recent years. They have been eliminated and to-day the whole-
dhll~ requirement of 950 million is being met from the Indian production. 

_ Pre3ident . ....:Practically the whole of that. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-From that an easy solution can be arrived at as far as· 

the dhnti manufacture is concerned. There is no depressing effect because 
of the internal competition in the country; because the requirements of the·· 
eO\lnV)1 are no more or no less than 950 million. If we can get broad statill
tics born the Government, not of a particular piece or of a particular variety, 
but 'broad statistie&-there are six main varieties that we are turning out.-
if we ean get those six varieties differentiated properly, then we can imme
diately oome to the conclusion whether there is overlapping or there is no
overlapping, whether that line of trade is suffering because of the internal
competition or whether it is Buffering because of the external competition. 

Pre&ident.-As far as dhutis are concerned we have got figures. I can 
aSS\Ulle that the quantities of dhutis produced in this country are more or
less approximate to the demand of the Indian market, is that not so? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore you can assume that there is no undue depression' 

of price on account of the internal competition; I get a realised price from· 
a particular mill. I assume that as far as the realised price is concerned, 
that represents more or less external competition. 

Mr. Kasflurbhai.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore the problem disappears as far as dhutis are con-

cerned. Can I make an inference from dhutis that I may apply to all other
classes? 

Mr. Kasturbhai.-To a certain extent. 
Pruident.-HowP 
Mr. Kastu.rb1tai.-If I were to submit to you the figures of the realisation 

in II or a representative mills of Ahmedabad, then you would find that the· 
difference between the realisations of particular counts of cloth is not governed' 
only by the external competition. 

Pruident.-I will leave you to do the result in the meantime .. If ~ou will' 
give me a note embodying your views on the subject, we can conSider It later-
on. 

Mr. ¥CJSturb1tai. __ Yes. 
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J"toeaideM.-Thtt point ill this: ill the case of pr. realin" b, a tIilll ... 
_-«odoWD fflr U7 particular eIaII of goeda, to .hAt eUeat ill the :realised ,I'M 
below the Ie .. 4etermi.eII Ity eltteraal toinpiltitio. as thereault of interll~ 

-aoJapfl.itioa ~ tit. Indian anillsP 
Mr. Kut1lP'6A4i.-We willeetid you It nl)te later bU.. in uthet words toll 

would like us to divide them compartmentally-the different factors whicll 
-come into play in competitioD with Indian cloth. 

P,..,i4 ... t.-U the import priDe uf the nearest cotnparahle imported clot" 
HI 12 annal anti yonr realised price hapllells flO be 11 BUM, then I thi:Bli: 

,Oil this data yo. can 8a1 that tho realised price is leBS than the .,HIlI! detei'. 
· milled by estemal competition by one anlla. 

Mf'. K0.9h.wbhfJ4.-That is not at aU a difficult proposition. No soonet thail 
_ mteraal eompetitiol1 is brought ill, it tnakes the issue somewhat compliMted. 

Pnsident.-At whatever level we may fix our tariffs, we c'an't protect you 
agaiast the duty between 12 and 11 anna.. Therefore if we raise the dut, to 
the extent of this one anlla .hich is the result of competition, that is B 
burden we place on the consumer for which the industry gets no commensurate 

· return. It would be an unnecessary element we have to introduce into 
the duty. If the industry gives no suggestion, in the end we will say that 

-OD the whole we consider that 10 per cent. would be necessary, which will be 
harmful to the industry and therefore you have got to be very careful. 

Mr. Ka,t.rbkai._I .88 asked yesterday to consider and tet you kno1t as 
to what we desire. with regard to the protective duties, whether specific or 
ad valorem duties. Our considered view is that the present prices are 'Vety 

.low and as you know they are not the normal course of prices, but they are 
considerably lower than the normal level of prices. That being the position, 

.. even if you decide to recommend specific duties, they should be eased 011 thll 
normal level of prices and noll the prices prevailing at present. That is one 

· question. We would rather wish that you may be pleased to recommend 
.. that the specific duties at a certain figure be levied or ad valorsm duties 

'lFhichever may be higher, because unless that condition is specified, it will 
.not have the necessary effect. 

President.-That il really the suggestion .that we put to YOll yesterday'
What we are considering is an ad valorem rate subject to 80 minimum specific 

.duty. 
Mr. Kasturbhai.-That will meet the point. May I submit to you two 

,or three points for yonr further consideration? It does appear that two or 
· three important points have not been touched by you and that is particularly 
with regard to the cotton import duty and we are very, VIlry keen about that. 
If you at all desire us that we should make satisfactory progress in the matter 
.~f Bpinning fine counts juet as the previous Tariff Boord decided to rec:om
Jttend to the Government, it is most important that the duties on imported 

· cotton must be done away with. I am not talking of the cotton tha.t comes 
in direct competition with Indian cotton, but cotton lFhich iii not in direct 

.:competition with Indian cotton. The duties on that must be immediately 
· abolished. The other point that I wanted to press upon you lFas with regard 

.. to the duties oil dyes and machinery. The duty on dyes should be done awa, 
with. I am prepared to prove for your record that I had a big dyeing depart-
1I1ent in otte of my mills and because both of the existing difficulties com-

· bined with the extra import dutieS it had to be closed dowil fully for two· 
.months. 

Presidenf.-But then supposing I replied to your sugg~8tion in ,this fo~P 
· The present protective duties were not based on the. Ta.r~jf Bo~rd s el!-qull'Y. 
They were really fixed on arbitrary levels. SUPPOSIng m thIS e~qull'Y we 
take into account as part of your costs the du~y on raw cotton WIt~ reg~d 
to the finer counts, the duties on dyes and machine~ and fuI: y~ur fa~r se~g 

.pJ"ill8 on that basis and give you & specUic duty as agall~st that faIr selhng prIce 

.~lculated in that way would not that tneet your pomt P 
Mr. Ka.'h,rbhai.-I~ may 110t, to thi. extent, that it, will raise, the price 

.of our cloth. After all it is well known that the bUYIng capacIty of t&e 
F2 
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cpnsumer, is only limited, particularly with regard to the dyed std. l' 
can understand that point with regard to the stores or machinery, but parti"" 
cularly with regard to the dyed std, you know how very keen the Indian·· 
labourer is whose means are very low, how keen he is to get the dyed stuff and
to levy. a duty on, the ~yes is certainly .against pushing the dyed goods in .the 
market. . 

President.-I look at the question from the point of view of the industry: 
in this way,. It is open to us undoubtedly to make a suggestion to the 
Government of IllIiia that the duty 'on machinery and the duty on dyes 
should be removed. What the Finance Member and the Government of India. 
may decide as to the best mean" of meeting the financial requirements of the. 
countrY, we are not in a position to forecast. Supposing in spite of our 
suggestion, on financial grounds, the Finance Member is unable to accept it. 
where are wei' 

Mr. KlUtu,rbhai.-Either on financial grounds or on political grounds, if. 
the Government do not accept your recommendations, we have not got power, 
to force them to agree. 

President.-Is it not therefore better to safeguard against a risk of that.. 
kind? 

Mr. Kastu,rbhai.-That means indirectly agreeing to the duty. 

President.-you had better place on record your strong protest. I under
stand that the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association desire to place on record, 
their strong protest against the duties. 

Mr. KlUtu,rbhai.-If any progress is to be made, it must be made with. 
regard to the dyed goods. After all, we are in a position to make progress· 
in that line and there is no reason why we should be hampered in that 
progress. As I pointed out yesterday, these prints and chintz we are turning 
Qut in good quantity. I got figures from one of the mills and to my great 
amazement they worked out to as much as 5 per cent. I also did not think 
that the percentage would work out as high as that. One of my friends who. 
gave me the figures is turning out prints and chintz which are in direct com
petition with the Lancashire std. He also finds that it works out to as 
much as 5 per cent. 

M".. Rahimtoola.-And it is likely to increase? 

Mr. KlUtu,rbhai.-Yes. It is the duties which are hampering. German.. 
price has gone up. On top of that, Government has levied this duty. 

Presid/lnt.-I believe that India is the largest market in the world for: 
printed goods. 

Mr. Kastu,rbhai.-Exactly. Even the meanest Indian desires to have dyoo_ 
stuff. Why not allow him to get it at the cheapest price? 

Pruident.-We will consider that point. What else? 

Mr. Kasturbhat.-As regards the question of period of protection to be' 
granted it has been admitted now that two or three years will be too short ' 
a period in which the industry could make any progress. You yourselves have· 
leen the results that have been achieved by your recommendations with. 
regard to the Sugar industry. Although you recommended a very heavy duty, 
it is going to result in such a competition after two or three years. At least 
in that one important item you will be making the country self-au.fficient in 
its supplies and it is not a small achievement to my mind. We are' very 
proud that the Tariff Board took such a long view of the matter and recom
mended sufficient protection to be granted for a sufficiently long period, so. 
that the industry might grow in each and every centre and meet the country's .. 
requirements. We hear to-day that sugar mi~ls are put up in Lahore, in
Mysore, in Travancore and other places. There is no suitable centre in. 
India where sugar mills are not cropping up. That is the way in which, 
India should be made self-sufficient with regil.rd to 'the supplies of cotton
cloth and therefore I submit that protection snould be for a sufficiently long: 
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period to enable the industry to turn out the stuff that. is !equired, to meeO. 
the foreign competition. 

Pnftdent.-You think that from that point of view 10 years would be· th6' 
sort of period which you would like. . '.' 

Mr. Ka.!turbhai.-Yes. I submit to you this that it will take at leaa"i 
two years for anyone to put up a mill fitted up for fine counts. It is most. 
difficult, practically impossible, in our view. 

PTesident.-Can you give me some kind of detailed data by which this 
period of ten years is substantiated P It is better to have these things in the 
form of a note. If you can give me detailed data, it would be helpful. 

Mr. KastuTbhai.-Yes. 
President.-When we come to that part of our report in tariff enquiries, 

we generally find we have no data. We simply say "We think that such 
and such a period is most suitable JJ. 

Mr. Bahimtoola..-Your suggestion is that the mills, as situated, are in a 
position to manufacture all the goods that are being imported into India. 
At present, as you know, there are various kinds of goods manufactured abroad 
coming into India. I suppooe that the mills in India are capable of turning 
out those qualities of goods provided a sufficient period of protection is given. 

MT. Ka.!tuTbhai.-Not all the goods; particularly in the case of finer counts, 
it will be next to impossible to tum out the goods without a fresh plant. If 
I have got machinery in my mill to spin 208 to 30s, it is next to Impossible 
to turn out finer rounts on that machinery, the whole problem being a 
matter of quality, efficiency and general setting up. 

Mr. Bahimtoola..-That is exactly my point. The period that you are 
asking for is a long period and I want to know whether you want such a long 
period in order to enable India to manufacture all the qualities of goods that 
are now being imported. . 

Mr. Ka.!turbhai.-Yes. 
MT. Bahimtoola..-There is no inherent disability attaching to th~ Indian 

'manufacturers in the matter of production of those qualities which are now 
imported into India. 

MT. Ka.!turbhai.-I would suggest, if time permits, that you should see for 
yourselves the qualities that are being turned out by one or two Ahmedabad 
mills which are far ahead of other mills in other parts of India. 

MT. Bahimtoola..-Including Bombay? 
Mr. Ka.!turbhai.-Yes. That is a fact. Unless you see those qualities you 

will not get a proper idea of what the industry is capable of doing and 
whether the products that are being turned out can easily stand in competi
tion with products that are being imported. 

President.-We will consider that. Is there any other point? 

Mr. Kastwrbhai.-No. I shall send you the figures that I have promised, 
soon. 

President.-I should like all the things which you have promised us to be 
sent to us by the 20th of September. 

Mr. Ka.!turbhai.-Before we proceed may I correct one statement? In 
reply to Rahimtoola I said that there may be one or two instances in which 
the Agents may be ~nnected with the purchase of stores, the sale. of cloth or 
things of that nature. My remarks should apply to the Managmg Agents 
firms and not to mill companies. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-I would like you to give us II: statement showing t~e 
different kinds of rommission charged by the Managmg Agents, because thiS 
subject has been engaging the very keen attention of the public at large in 
Bombay as well as in Ahmedabad and it must !.lot ~e told so f!ir as the Board 
is concerned that they did not make proper enqmry. That IS why we went 
into it at considerable length with the Bombay Millowners' Asso('iation and 
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the, supplied ua With. a statement giving the number of milla affected and the 
kinds of commission that the Managing Agents are drawing. They have Bail. 
about Ourrimbhoys.in that connection that an agent might haTe 16.01' 17 
mills; 1 atn not insisting on your giving the statement to-day, but if ,.ou 
can Bend the statement later on, it will be useful. 

Mr. Kutwrbhai.-I will ascertain the intotmation and supply it to you. 
'that is .. rough estimate 1 have given. 
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CUJARAT HOSIERY FACTORY. 
EvitIeDee of Mr. C. C. DA.LA.I. recorded at Ahmedabad; 

Friday, Zad SepteDaber 1932. 
Preride1l.t.-Mr. Dalal, ygur concern is a proprietary c(U!.cernP 
111". ~ ....... Ytl8. 
I'relident.-Yoll are the sole proprietorP 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
,P1'eaide1l.t.-How long ago w .. tLe factory started P 
Mr. DalaZ.-IIl 1908. 
Preside1l.t.-Have you been making both cotton and woollen fabrics since 

1908P 
Mr. Dalal.-Before 1922 I was not manufacturing woollen fabrics, and 

since then I have been manufacturing both. 
Prelide1l.t.-In answer to the first and second questions you give us some 

figures of the number of factories and the number of hands employed; Where 
exactly did you gather these figures P 

MI'. Dolal.-From the Director of Industrie •. 
P1'eride1l.t.-That is to lIay, all these factories for which you give figures are 

factories which are recognised &II such u~der the Factory Act P 
M1'. Dalal.-Yes, and I would ask you to take also tbe 'Madras ; figures-

14 factories and 679 baRds employed. 
Preside1l.t.-You know'the figures published by the Director General of 

Commercial Intelligence and Statistics regarding the quantity of hosiery goods 
ill hdia. What has been your impressionP Are those figurescorrectP 

M1'. DalaZ.-They are somewhat lower because I suggested some two or 
three years back that there was a. big hosiery factory in Madura and the 
Director General, did not know of it. 

P'l'Uids1l.t.-Is it worked by power P 
Mr. DalaZ.-Yes. 
Preaide1/,t.-Is it a joint stock concllrnP 
Mr. DaZaZ.-I do not know. 

, P1'8sident.-Thll total production of the Bombay Presidency according to 
the Director General of Commercial Intelligence is 369,000 lbs. for lil31-32. 
From your own genllral impression of 1;he extent of hosiery produ~ion ill 
Bombay do you think that figure is, approximately correct for the PresldencyP 

Mr. DaZaZ.-That would be correct. 
Pr6sident.-For the Bombay Islllnd his figure is 71,000 lbs. That would 

be correct too P 
Mr. DalaZ.-Yes. 
Pr6side1l.t.-The process of manufacture of hosiery good~ is a fairly simple 

process as far as I understand it. I observed your factory at work. What 
~ppe:o.s is tha1; you get your yarn and the first step in the process is, that 
you wind it on cones j that winding is done by machine worked by power aDiI 
from the winding machine it passes on to the knitting machine where the 
thing is knit into fabric. It is then in grey condition, and then it passes 
on to the bleaching section: after it is bleached it is calendered an~ after 
calendering it is cut into pieces. That is done IIy hand, and then it goes 

'iato the tailoring department where the sewing it done on maclWle and! tlile 
'machine is worked by power, and after that it is simply .. matter of folding 
and packing the material. 

M1'. DalaZ.-It is pressed before it is folded. It is pressed ill. a steam 
press: 
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President.-All except cutting in this process is done by power? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-8uppose it was 'possiblil' for textile mills in India to sell their 

yarn wound 'on cOnes, then you could dispense w~th your winders? 
Mr. Dattil.-Quite so but for the manufacturing of coloured goods it would 

be necessary to have our :winding department because we do not know what 
colours we would require at any time. Colour would change according to the 
taste of the market. 

President.-8upposing you got yarn of particular colours wound on cones 
available in a textile mill, then 'in that case you could dispense .with, your 
winding P . ; '. 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. '. 
h~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~ 

,any. other special feature about hosiery yarn which distinguishes it from 
ordinary yarn? 

,Mr .. Dalal.-It should be softer than the reeliIi.g yarn and the counts should 
be spun from a higher quality of cotton. 

President.-ls there any difference regarding the twist? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes, there ~ less twist. 
President.-That ~ what makes it softer? 
Mr. Dalal.-Softness depends entirely on the twist. If there is more:twisi 

it becomes harder, if there is less twist it is softer. 
Presiden.t.-8o what you want is yarn with less twist? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. ' , 
President.-If the hosiery yarn is softer yarn in the sense that the twist; 

is less, may I take it that there is less work on it in the spinning mill; if 
you want more twist it will involve more work? . 

Mr. Dalal.-Broadly speaking if you use better quality of cotton you can 
get a higher production by giving less twist. 

President.-If you put more twist obviously there would· be more work 
in the spinning mill? 

Mr. Dalal.-With less twist there is liability of :breaking and the. work 
has to be done more carefully so they have to use a better quality of cotton. 

President.-What exactly do you mean by better quality of cotton? Are 
you speaking of the staple? . 

Mr. Dalal.-Supposing they are spinning 26s with a particular cotton: 
if out ·of that they spin 20s that would be good yarn. 

President.-If you had .cotton out of which you spin yarn of 25s, for 
hosiery purposes you would have to spin out of it 20s? 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-There is no other special feature? 
Mr. Dalal.-None. 
President.-What about the tensile strength? 

Mr. Dalal.-It will be somewhat less than the weaving yarn. 

Presi·dent.-Because the strain put upon it on the knitting machine 
is less than on a loom? 

Mr. Dalal.-:There is less strain, but it gives a softer feel to the fabric if 
the yarn has less twist. . 

President.-Taking the kind of work done by a loom and comparing it 
'With the kind of 'Work done by a knitting machine, the material may be less 
strong 'in the case of a knitting machine because the 'strain put on the 
material is less. That is true? 

Mr.' Dal"l.-Yes. 
President.-Generully the yarn you use in hosiery is folded yarn? 
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Mr. Dalal.-No, because it would break the needle. 
Prelident.-You say in answer to question 3 that you buy your yarn from 

the local mills. 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
Prelident.-Widl. regard to that I want you· to look at your answer to 

question 10 where you Bay the yarn bought by you last year was 153,569 .lbs. 
If you look at your total production given in answer to question 4, the 
total quantity of cotton hosiery that you produced was 26,403 dozens. If 
I take a dozen approximately as 3 lbs. then I get a figure of somewhere 
about 80,000 lbs. but you bought 153,569 lbs. What did you do with the rest I' 

Mr. Dalal.-A large quantity of yarn is used along with woollen yarn for 
mixed goods. 

Prelident.-The quantity of cotton yarn represented by 26,403 dozens is 
yam used exclusively for pure cotton hosiery and the rest is used for mixtures I' 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
PTuident.-Taking your production for 1931 can you tell Iile what approxi. 

mately was the quantity of woollen yarn that you usedI' 
MT. Da/aZ.-It would be about 75,000 lbs. 
PTuident.-And about 72,000 lbs. of cotton yamP 
MT. Dalal.-Yes. 
PTuident.-If you translated this into terms of woollen vestsi' 
MT. Dalal.-Woollen goods are mostly jerseys, pullovers, coats and we 

manufacture a very small quantity of underwears. 
PTuident.-I suppose I should be right in saying that taking your total 

production in 1931 the proportion of cotton production to woollen production 
is 90 : 75. . That would be correct I' 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. I cati give you the value also. The value of woollen 
goods manUfactured was Rs. 3,35,629 and of cotton goods Re. 1,55,196. 

PTelident.-From where do you get your woollen yarnP 
MT. Dalal.-From France mostly. 
PTerident.-Can't you get it in IndiaI' 
Mr. Dalal.-There are two woollen mills in Bombay and I gave them a 

trial in 1929 but I found that they were not able to supply the quality we 
wanted. 

Prerident.-You use a certain amount of Egyptian yarn? 
MT. Dalal.-I imported some but I did not use it. 
President.-What exactly was the purpose? 

MT. Dalal.-For knitting undervests. 
PTesident.-Is it used in conjunction· with ordinary yarn? 
Mr. Dalal.-No, by itself. 
PTelident.-If you take a vest made entirely of Indian cotton yarn and a 

vest of the same dimensions made of Egyptian yarn approximately what 
will be the difference in price? 

MT. Dalal.-At the most we would make 3 to 4 annas more. 

PTuident.-Is there a big market for superio~ vests? 
Mr. DalaZ.-No. . . 

. Prerident.-If you were to look into the· import figures you would find 
that the imports of vests from England or from America are very small but 
almost the whole of i~ comes from Japan, and they are all cheap vests. 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
PTesident.-In 1931 did your factory work right through'the yearP 
MT. Dalal.-Yes. 
'Prelident.-At full capacityi' 
Mr. DaZaI.-No. 
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Prllsidllnt.-When the- market is dun and! yol1 finQ yO'll cannot dispolltl of 
yO'ttt goode- and' yOll! have' to eonsider curtailing, production, generally what, is 
the method you adopt for doing so: do you stop working for certain d'ays or 
do you stop some of your machines P 

M".. DaZab.-W. step some of the machines. 
:PrIlBids-nt......Ifhlfll is What happened I snppose ill 1931? 
Mr. IJalal.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-The number of knitting machines that you have is !lOP 
lit,.. Dalal.-Yes. This year I have imported 20' more machines: laet ysar 

it, was 70. 
Presidllnt.-Were all these 70 machines at 1Vork last year? 
Mr. Dalal.-No. 
P'l't8id6ft,t.--on all average how many of your machines were at work P 
Mr. DalaZ.-About'40. 
P¥8&idllnfJ.~Thete would be a corresponding reduction, I suppose in the 

working of your sewing machines? \ 
Mr. DaZal.-The sewing machines we now have are quite sulfficient for 

finishing the work done on half the number of machines. If I were to 1Vark 
at full capacity I would have to instal 14 or 15 more sewing machines. 

Prllsident.-As the factory is at present arranged your sewing capacity' is a 
little less than the knitting capacity? 

Mr. DalaZ.-Yes. 
President.-What exactly do you estimate as the wastage of yarn in the 

manufacture of vests? 
Mr. Dalal.-About 25 per cent. on the net weight of the goods' 

manufactured. 
Presid81l>t.-That is to say, if you produce 100 lbs. of ready vests theIr your 

loss is 25 per cent. of yarn: in other words on 125 Ibs. of yarn you get 100 
Ibs. of vests. Is the wastage generally so high P 

Mr. Dalal.-It is made up as follows:
l per cent. to 1 per cent. in winding. 
2. per cent. in knitting. ' 
10 per cent. in bleaching. 
5 per cent. ill' outting, and about 
7 per cent. in sewing. 

Prssidllnt.-There is no loss in calendering? 
Mr. Dalal.-No. 
Prllsident.-That is a, much greater proportion of waste than in a textile 

mill. ' 
Mr. Dalal.-That is so. 
Presidefllt • .....sa. that when you pay this protective dut)' on :rarn 25 per 

cent. of the duty you pay on the waste? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
Prllsident.-If you look at the details you have given in answer to question 

5 what precisely was the kind of yarn )'ou used in: counts II' 
Mr. Dalal.-20s for plain vests. 
President.-In a la;rge number of Indiall faotories they usei ylml of 

slightly higher count. 
Mr. DalaZ.-I don't think so. They are 208 or even coarser, 1&; 
Presi/ient.-U you have to buy counts higher than 208, would ~' be able 

to get it locally P \ 
Mr. Dalal.-We would be able to get SOs. 
P1'esident.-If you made the whole of yourbosiery up'to your Ca.paIOit,' of 

80s, would you be able to get all the yarn you want? 
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Mr. Dalal.-3OB would mean a very fine quality. 
Preridmt.-What proportion of 80s could you expect normally to b~ 

.aleableP 
Mr. DalaZ.-That quality is only saleable for three months in the year-

March, April and May. 
Preridllfl.t._The demand is seasonal. 
Mr. DalaZ.-Yes. 
Prerident.-What are the other materials that you use? 
Mr. DaJal.-8ewing threads and oil. 
Prerident.-I should like to know how you have calculated your labour 

ClhargeJl. Y01l give a figuN of I) atlnas per do.an vests. How exactly is it 
calculated P 

Mr. .n.lal.-Every month we take dowJl the labour costs divided by the 
number of dozens of vests produced every month. 

P1'e.ident.-Supposing the previoua year you were working 'TO machines ... 
,J/r, DalQZ.-There WIllI 118_ a time when I worked the whole factery. 
Pre8ident.-Assuming that you worked 'TO machines in the previous year 

.ad 70'1 are omnpelled to work 40_ to "0 this yeaI' win you be able to 
correspondingly bring down the labour? 

Mr. Delal.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-There is no standing labour whatever the output is P 
Mr. DalaZ.-No. 
President.-Then you simply take the quantity of labour engaged per 

month, you take the output per month ,and then divide one by the otherP 
M'I". DcUtU.-Yes. 
p .. uident._Tben how do YOll allocate it on the woollen? 
M'I". Dalal'.-Manufacture of woollen or cotton does not make any differ

ence at all in the labour. 
Pre8ide1l;t.-What you have done here is to take youI' wage bill for the 

month and then divide it by the total quantity of hosiery inchiding both 
cotton and woollen? 

Mr. DalaZ.-Yes, but we make provision for coats, pullovers and jerseys 
whefein a little extra labour is employed. We make provision for 8 annas a 
dozeD, for those goods, subtract the amount and divide ~tby the whole output. 

Pre,ident.-you take the number of woollen garments that you have made' 
during the period, multiply that by 8 annas, deduct that amount. from the 
total costa alld divide it by the total number of dozens. 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. . 
Prerident.-Does your repairs and maintenance include the cost of needles? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-What is the cost of these needles? 
Mr. DaZal.-FoI'JPedy it was Rs. 10 per 100, now it is Rs. " per 100. 
Presiden.t.-Is there a standard gauge? 
Mr. Dalal.-For plain vests generally it is 12, 16 or 20. 
Prerident.-What il! the Jif4t of these needles? 
Mr. DaZal.-It would survive a month. 
l'T8sident.-How exactly is your calculation made here? 
IIr. »aZal.-We take the number of needles used up, take their costa 

and divide it. . 
Presiden.t.-How are the allocation of lIupervision and estaltlishment charges 

madeP 
Mr. l)aJal.-That also is divided by the number of dozens. 
President.-I don't quite understand this iigu~ of " annas that you give. 
Mr. DaZal.-That includes selling expense also. 
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President.-What part of it is selling expense? 
. Mr. Dalal.-I have got. a man whom I pay Rs. 150 a month: he is my 
salesman. He goes to Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi and other places. 

President.-I suppose his travelling charges are extra? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. . 
President.-H it works out to 4 aunas a dozen then on your total output 

of 1931, namely 26,403 dozens. . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
Mr. Dalal.-That is on cotton goods only. 
President.-What figure would you like me to take for woollens? 
Mr. Dalal.-24,000 dozens. 
President._That is about ..50,000 dozens; that is about Rs. 12,500 per 

year. Then your supervision charges come to Rs. 1,000 a month. 
Mr. Dalal.-That includes everything-supervision, establishment and office 

expenses. 
Pnsident . ...,..That is rather on the high side? 
Mr. Dalal . .,.,....I have got to engage a mechanic for this small factory whom 

I pay Rs. 150 a month. 
.President._Rs. 150 for the' mechanic and Rs. 150 for the salesman and 

about Rs. 100 for travelling charges. 
Mr. Dalal.-Travelling charges I calculate under miscellaneous. My 

engineer is paid Rs. 100.; there are five sepoys: that is Rs. 100. 
President.-Why do y~u want a regiment of sepoys? 
Mr. Dalal.-For controlling the labour. 
Mr. Boag.-What is the labour strength? 
Mr. Dalal.-165. All of them are not at work; they work by rotation? 
President.-I suppose it also includes a certain allowance for the 

management? 
Mr. Dalal.-No. It is a proprietary concern. 
President.-All this consists simply of actual outgoings? 
Mr. DalaZ.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The selling expense is only Rs. ISO? 
Mr. Dalal.-That is all. 
President.-Rs. 1,000 a month for a factory of this size I should be inclined, 

'subject to correction by you, to consider rather high-I mean for supervision 
'charges. Would you be able to account for the whole of this? 

Mr. Dalal.-Certainly. 
President.-Every bit of it is salary paid to some individual employee? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-Tell me how you do your packing? 
Mr. Dalal.-We pack half a dozen in cardboard boxes. These are made 

outside. 
President.-And each box has a lid having your own trade mark? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-Where do you get your labels made? 
Mr. Dalal.-We get them from Bombay. These are rather expensive,: it 

costs Us Rs. 6 per thousand.' . 
Presidenot.-When you say you pack it at 3 annas, is it material or labour? 
lII·r. Dalal.-Material and labour combined, because we get these boxes 

made outside the factory. 
President.-At what price do you buy these P 
Mr. Dalal.-Rs. 6-4 per 100. That comes to 2 annas per dozen. 

President.-In what form the imported hosiery. goods are packed? 

Mr. DalaZ.-They are packed in cardboard boxes. 
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President.-More or less like yours? 
.Mr. Dalal.-Yes and one annas is the cost of the wooden case. 
Pre.ident.-How many boxes are there in a wooden case? 
Mr. Dalal.-40 dozens. 
Preoident.-Half a dozen in a cardboard box? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-You would have 80 cardboard boxes in ,a ~ooden case? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-So that your cardboard box for half a dozen would cost YOI1 

-an anna each? 
Mr. Dolal.-Yes. The wooden case costs meRs. 2-8. 
Preoident.-At what, rate have you calculated depreciation? 
Mr. Dalal.-o per cent. 

, President.-In this you have calculated at 5 per cent. 5 per cent. or. 
;what capitalisation? 

Mr. Dalal.-.-5 per cent. on the cost of the machine . 
. President.-What exactly is the figure you have taken. How did you get 

this 5 annas. I take it this 5 annas is the average of both the cotton and 
the woollen. 

Mr. Dalal.-Dep·reciation and interest. 
President.-,-Interest on what? 
Mr. Dalal.-Interest on the capital outlay. 
President.-You mean interest on the block? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
Preoident.-It also includes the intereRt on whatever 'working finhnce you 

'i"equire. 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-At what rate the interest charges are calculated? 
Mr. Dalal.-6 per cent. 
President.-Do you consider this 5 per cent. as satisfactory depreciation 

'.rate? 
Mr. Dalal.-No. 
President.-What do you consider a fair rate!" 
Mr. Dalal.-10 per cent. 
President.-That is, 10 per cent. as a fiat rate on the whole block? 

, Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
Pruident.-Is there any difference as regards wear and tear between your 

:knitting machines and sewing machines? 
Mr. Dalal.-Sewing machines wear off much quicker than knitting machines. 
President.-10 per cent. is ,the tate in America? 
Mr. DalaZ.-I have given you the rates. 
Mr. Boag.-10 per cent. in England and 20 per cent. in America~ 
President.-Income-tax Department allows you 5 per cent.? ' 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-The same rate as the textile machinery? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing we raise the depreciation rate to 10 per cent' r can 

:you make a rough calculation and tell me b~ h?w ,much you would have to 
raise that figures? What is your present capItalIsatIon? , " 

Mr. Dalal.-I have spent Re. 2,10,000 on machinery and ~. 75,000 on 
building. lJi. building I calculate 21 per 'cent. only • 

. President.-If we gave' you 21 per cent. which is the .rat~ allowed by the 
Income-tax Department, it would come to Re. 1,850. 
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Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
Pr/lsident.,...()n 1;h~ other if we allowed you 10 pelT cent., it would come \Pc.' 

Rs.21,000. 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. ' 
Presid/lnt.-The totll~l number of garment. i. 5O,00Q. 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. That would increase it by about 3 annas, th.ough r 

myself have been writing down 7. per ceJ,lt. 
P1'fJsid/lnt.-The actual rate that you have taken here is I'i pe~ eent. 
Mr. Dqlal.-Yes. 
Pr/lsident.-The only point that I want to raise is this: wheCll was .he" 

amount actually spent on m,achinery i' 
Mr. Dalal.-Grl/odually, not i,n one year. 
President.-When was the last substantial expenditure? 

. Mr. Dalal.-For the last 4, or 5 years I h~ve been spending Rs. 25,000" 
every yea.. . 

P,:esident.-If you were to put up a factory like yours tlHlay, hking
buildmgB and machinery, what 110 you think it would cost. You have given 
Ulil a. figu~e which is lIO~what lower than yo.ul'l. 

Ml'. DalaZ.-801D9 of the machines were jacquard. Here the figures Iha~' 
quoted are for plain machines. • 

Pr/lsident.-If we proceeded on your figures here, we should be able to put. 
up all the plant, machinery, power plant and BO en fo,"about one lakh of 
rUPies. If I added about Rs, 50,000 for buildings, Rs. 1,50,000 ought to· 
enable me to put up a plant. 

Mr. Dalal.-I have put up a plant which is necessary for a hig factory. 
Pr/lsilient.-Have you included that in your capitalisation i' 
Mr. Dalal.-No. I have put up a French knitting machine to supply

neck pieces. It would be working not more than 20 days every year. It is 
ne~sary for me to have that machine so that my goods might be of good' 
quabty. 

Presid/lnt.-What precisely does that machine do? 
Mr. DalaZ.-Knitting neck pieces only. 
President.-That is to say all the neck pieces on the vests are -done on' 

that and when the neck pieces are done, that machine has nothing to do. 
Mr. Dalal.-No. It is a big machine 44" diameter. 
Prtsident .. -Why did you omi1; it from your caJ?~tlj.lisation? 
Mr. Dalal.-Any knitting factory starting here can get neck; pieces ~rom' 

me. I can supply 6 or 7 factories with that one machine. 
P""sident.-Could you not get a machi,ne of smalle~ capacity? 
Mr. DaZal.-There is the difficulty of sewing it, whereas this one knits one· 

whole width in one round. If we are to buy a German machine, it knits -
that piece in six or seven revolutions and that luloll to be cut at the joints· 
and there is a wastage. This goes on in a &pilla! way. 

Prtsident.-Cs,n't yOll get a. smaller machine which goes on in a. spiral' 
way with a smalle~ clI,p~cit~ P 

Mr. Dalal.-No. 
Pr/lsident.-If the l\1achiue is so indispensable, it looks tQ me that. it Ollght 

to find a place in your capitalisation. . _ 
Mr. Dalal.-I a.m given to understand that a monopoly is given in Japan 

to one f~tory and the other factol"iea have to bQY them from this factory. 
Prtsident.-What is. the P~C9 of that mach41eP 
M(', Dalal .. --Rs. 5,000. 3 or 4. j~lle.r<1 m~hines ell,ch costing ~. 5,000. 
Pr/lsident.-They are rather bauries. YOll eoW4 do without them. I will 

g~v.e ,ou one lakh of rupees for you~ pll!nt &D.d t;Il&chinery: ancl Its. 50,000-
for your buildings. . 
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liT. Dalal.-I have also to il'lStal a Vf!!rY big French calendar maclUa~. 
I"f'tftlUftI.-Wby do you waitt such a big calelldat macllineP 
Yr. Dalal.-For calendering that fabric. Without that my ins'talliD« 

'French neck machine would be useless. 
PrelideM.-What does that cost? 
Mr . .Dalcl.-Rs. 5,000. 
Prnuu .. t.-I give yow. another Rs. 5,000. That comes to Rs. 1,56,000. Is 

· there anything more P 
Mr. Dolal.-As regards buildings also we have got to keep big r;<MI.wns, 

'1Iecause we have to store our goads for six months, 
Pre&ideflt.-I am inclined to think that Rs. 1,50,000 would be a fair eati

· mate of capitalisation. 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes, for a factory producing about 200 dozens. 
Prelident.-In that case you can more or less leave the figure of 5 a_as .. 

-it stands. 
Mr.·Dalal.-Even with 10 per cent. depreciation. 
Pruidefl.t.-May I take it then that if you realise Rs. 3-3-10, yow. would 

· cover all youI' working expenses and your depreciation and you get .. return 
· of 6 per cent. on your capital. 

llr. Dalal.-Yes, but there is no agency commission or anything of .that 
sort. I must get my profit. In the case of mills they have got an Agency 

· commission of 3 or 3i pel' cent. 
Pre&ident.-You have not included any charge for management? 
Mr. Dalal.-No. 
Pretident.-I.allow you 2 annas for that . 
• llr. Dalal.-If we are able to make headway agaiast Japan, even nat I 

· annaa would be quite su!l6.cient. 
Pruidefl.t.-If we gave you 2 annas, th~n Rs. 3-6 would make 'you 

thoroughly comfortable. 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
Pr6lident.-Let us come to the c.i.f. price of hosiery goads siJlIilat .. 

sours. 
Mr. DalaZ.--Since then I have had to rectify ibis. 
Prf).*fl.t.-Wh&t ill the latest figure? 
MI'. ~.--I have got indindllal samples and indi-ridual prices. 
Pre&ident.-That is since the yen began to depreciate. 
Mr. D4lal.-These ardara were placed in May. Aftet 8I!Jidinlt this tepre-

· aentatiOft to yft &Del the &DSWe1'8 to JOur questionnaire, I asked 80me 01 my 
customers to give their individu.al figures and one of them waa kinll eDoagll tie 

: send them to me and they are very interesting. (Handed in.) 

Pre.ndellt.-You had better give US the 1'Ilpe6 pl'icel!. 

111'1. Dolal ....... yes. (Samples shown and explained.) It is Rs. l-i5-9. 
Prerident.-Per dOEn vests as agaiDst yoill' Rs. 3-6. 

Mr. Dalal.-And the duty is 25 per cent. Without that it is Rs. 1-15-9. 

Pi'eMefl,t.-Take it pra~icaIly lUi Rs. 2 including the landing charges ana 
:8ft on. . 

M.,.. baZal.-Tee. " 
Pretident.-Taking the present prices at the present rate of ezclt~nge yo .. 

'Would require Rs. 1-6 per dozen vests P 
Mr. DaZaZ.-Yea. 
Preridetl.t.-That is the Qnt,- you would require? 
ilr. 1JaloJ~'tei. 
Pretidefl.t.-Bnt if the yen behaved bet6er, 14u' CIIMlIII tlG '4fieta • tu~. 
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Mr. Dalal.-It would depend upon the exchange. 
President.-:-That is what I say. For argument's sake let us take the duty

that you require as Rs. 1-6 per dozen, in what form should this duty be,· 
fixed? The obvious thing to do is to levy a duty of Rs. 1-6 per dozen vests, 
but then it occurred to us that if you did it in that form, the knitted fabric' 
may be imported, the tailoring being done here, so that you can't fix it per
unit of vests. Then the only alternative is to fix it per lb. of knitted fabric ... 

Mr. Dalal.---'I do not know whether the poundage is given in the invoice .. 
President.-What is given in the invoice? 
Mr. Dalal.-Only the number. 
President.-What is your suggestion? 

'. Mr. Dalal~-'-I think a specific duty or some pel'centage whichever is higher.' 
would suffice. 

President.-If you have a specific duty, you must assess the specific duty 
on some kind of dimension. 

Mr. Dalal.-If weight is given in the invoice, then there would be no ~ 
difficulty. . , . 

President.-There is no other measurement given in the invoice. 
Mr. DalaZ.~No. . 
.President.-Supposing for example next March the Legislature decide to. 

'have a specific duty' on knitted fabric per lb., I suppose within 3 months 
from then invoices wilt begin to show the weight. What would happen in the· 
meantime? 

Rai Saheb.-The CustOlUS will open the boxes and weigh it. 
Mr. DalaZ.-(Sample shown.) This is made out of 30s yarn, sleeveless. The

price is 1 yen and 45 cents and at present exchange it comes to Rs. 1-10, 
and the average size is 36". 

Presidem.-You have never tried this. 
Mr. DalaL-We can never think of it. 
President.-There is a large hosiery factory in Rangoon. They are manu-· 

facturing round about 30s. I think they get their yarn from the Harvey 
Mills, Madura. 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-If you like to think over this point as to, from your point of 

view, what would be the best way of assessing the specific 'duty, you might. 
send us a note later on. I do believe the other difficulties are real difficulties. 

Mr. DalaZ.-Yes. 
President.-The output of hosiery factories would be liable to excise duty. 

! Mr. Dalal.-Last time when the Tariff Board enquired, they didn't give us·· 
.a:py protection at all and they levied an excise duty. 

President.~Why did you not raise this question through your representa-
tives in the Legislative Assembly when the 1930 bill. was under consideration? 

Mr. Dalal.-I wrote to the Commerce Member and he said that the matter' 
was receiving the consideration of the Government of India. 

President.-Somehow or other in Bengal they were not paying the excise . 
duty. . 
. Mr . .'Dalal.-It was I who brought that to the notice o ,the Government· 
there. I was selling my goods in Calcutta and I found my competitors were . 
not paying the excise duty. Till the last moment the factories in Native· 
States never paid the excise duty. There is a very big hosiery department 
in "the BangaloreCotton and Woollen Mills.- . 

President.-You don't like to pay any more excise duty? 
Mr. DaZal.-If all are treated alike, it is a different thing. 
President.-If you look at your list of machines that you give in your' 

i'apitalisation estimate, what do these prices represent~ Are these the latest· 
d,l'es .that you have been able to get? . . 
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Mr. Dalal.-Very recently. LlUlt year I installed about 3 French machines. 
They cost me about Rs. 2,600. Since then the exchange has gone up. 

Preaident.-That is how you calculated it. 
Mr. Dalal.-It would cost more than Rs. 3,000. At this price you 'WOUld. 

be able to get English machines. 
Preaident.-Does a sewing machine cost Rs. 625? 
Mr. Dolal.-Yes since the exchange went up; otherwise it WIUI costing; 

Rs. 525. They are all American machines, Singers. 
President.-Sewing machines are American and the knitting machines are 

English? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-The ;Hosiery Manufacturers in Japan are a very well organised. 

body? 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-Most of their sales are done on a combined basis. There is a. 

Japan Hosiery Manufacturers Association P 
Mr. Dalal.-Quite so. 
President.-Till 3 years ago it was possible for Indian manufacturers to

make hosiery goods on the pattern of Japanese goods and sell them here with 
their own labels. You have not had any experience of that matter. Have
you had any negotiations with Japan Hosiery Manufacturers Assoc;ation 
regarding matters of sale? 

Mr. Dalal.-No. 
President.-In some parts of India I believe what happened was that the 

Indian importer of hosiery goods imported the hosiery goods bom Japan and! 
the Japan manufacturer allowed him to use his own Indian label. ,Three 
years ago the Association decided that should be stopped. It was ·then I. think. 
that quite a considerable number of importers in India began to think of 
manufacturing their hosiery goods. 

Mr. DalaZ.-At least not a single factory was started in Bombay. At least. 
in. Rangoon I WIUI given to, understand that a factory was started last year. 
He has his own office in Japan and he hlUl started a factory in Rangoon. 

President.-This is practically a cottage industry in.Japan. 

Mr. Dalal.-I have stated that in my representation. There the knitting 
is done in certain factories; bleaching is done somewhere else and sewing. 
is done in a third factory. If you take it like that, it is a cottage industry. 

President.-Knitting factories and, sewing factories are not big factories. 
My own idea is that they are .very small factories. " 

Mr. DalaZ.-Each of them having 20 to 25 machines. 
President.-It is: really running on, a cottage industry basis, but the

advantage they have is in spite of these factories being on a cottage industry 
baSis, they have been, able to organise it effici~ntl!. so that for purposes of sales. 
and so on they work practically as one orgamsatlon.. ' 

.M.r. Dalal.-Yes. 
President.-So that in that respect they 'have a great advantage over, the

Indian manufacturers? 
Mr. Dalal,.-Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-1 only want to ask one or two questions about yarn. III 

answer to question No. 11 you have mentioned h~re tha~ you buy m<ll!tly 
Indian yarn. In the last paragraph you say that It. doesn t pay the Indian. 
mills to manufacture the same. '" 

Mr. Dalal.-I mean Egyptian yarn., 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say Egyptian yaJ;n you have not used at all. 
Mr. Dalal.-I was using 4,000 to 5,000 lbs. of foreign yarn. ~ buy mo~tly 

Indian yarn. The foreign yarn that I buy is deep coloured browDish EgyptlaD 
7arn. No cotton mill imports such deep coloured cotton. 
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Mt'. RaA.imfuofa.-It ill erttirllly used for the hosiery business? 
Mr. Dalat.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Supposing protection is given, even then YOIl wo.tId bot 

lbe in" pasitian '0 "R<i~ oompletely laciiaft :;aI1l P Would you be able ta dis}HlIlSe 
"'With deep coloured Egyptian cotton P 

Mr. Dalal.-That much lIInall quantity of 4,000 to 5,000 Ibs. I wit! hue to 
iml>0fi. in a yeer.·. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-If protection is gtai!.ted, lIrodlietion ",ill go upI' 
y,/,. Daltil.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-To that extent this will go up P 
Mr. DalaZ.-Yes. 
Mr. ~ahimtoota .. -Your present requirement is 4,000 to 5,000 Ibs. of 

Egyptian yarn. That will also go up. 

Mr. DelaZ.-TBe demand for better class of goods is very small. If yon 
:look into the import figures, yon will find that one machine fot the whole 
·of India will be manufacturing more than the imports. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-You. are not concentrating on 30sP 
Mr. Ddlal.-No. 
lIlr. Rahitnfoola.-Yoll are using 4,000 to 5,000 lbs. of yarn on 20sP 
Mr. Dalal.-The foreign yatn is of 80s counts. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are turning out a small quantity of 30s? 

Mr. DalaZ.~That is the Egyptian yarn. The sample I just showed is made 
~from Indian or American cotton. 

Mt'. Rahimtoolcz.-What I want to find out is whether there will be any 
"iiiftloulty, supp08iag protection is granted to the Indian industry, for your 
finding suitable yarn from the Indian mills. 

Mr. DaZal.-As I am myself putting up a spinning plant, I will Spill it 
myself. 

Mr. Raltimfoola ....... The yarn which is spun in the mills is not suitable for 
.you. 

Mr. Dalal.-It is with the Itteatest di1flieulty that I am using it. M,. Bo.l1.imt6oCcr;.-There is DO inh~rent rlifficulty if they choose to 'make 
'itP 

Mr. Da.lal.-Nll. 
Mr. Ba1timt~ola.-It is only becaUse, according to your statement, the 

-demand is small that they are ftofi manufacturing it P 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. 
Mf'~ RoAitnfo()/a.-Iwould like to ask about oompetitiOh with Japan . 

.Japan is )'I)ur chioef competitor alld you haTe put down that Japan sw.ppliee 
more than 75 per- t)ent. of the imports. Cal1 you tell Ull exactly what 8II'e Uie 
/percentages of other countriesP 

Mr. DalaZ.-Ver;yo little. Stockings and Bocks for 1931-82 from Ullited 
Kiagd:om were 1,543 a.OII8US aD.tifrom Hongkong 167,764 dozens. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-They are all Japanese owned mille!' 

Mr. Dalul.-Yes. Germamy 
Dalj • 
Czechoslovakia 
Japan 
tJ'tl1.1le4 StlltU· of AlDeriea 

Total 

DoIleDs •. 

S,302 
1,339 

807 
1«,81.( 

11,916' 

835,798· 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-And the percentage of India against the in\ported is only-
13 per cent. . 

. Mr. ~l.-A& reiuda Iadian tiwz'e is 'PO olasaitication and they .. re .. Ill 
given a8 hosiery. The figures t.bat I gave jll8t _w _e for stockings and socks.. 
and for ~nderwesr thll figufeli "re an foUQ.wsl_ 

United Kingdom 
German,. . 
Japall 

D~D8. 
916 
G30 

8ll1,Ul 

Out of a total import of 314,917 orluelllt, .Japan'. sham was 312,121 dozens. 
Mr. Rahimtoola ...... Tbat;. ill. 'NI"J big thing. 
I'resW.,.,t.-oa III ,"ClllIIIQ ealculaii.on I auggeat if yo1l tab the wllalelndiall< 

market for hosiery gQl)dB. 85 ~t CQt. W ItIlpp1ie~ by· in\ports and 16 per
cent. is supplied by Indian fabnca. These are rAther 1JIU!I8f.ding figv.r8ll. We
are proceeding merely on a poundage basis. J allJ. cllnvflrtiQg the do",,,, tisure& 
into II! .. OIl .. alPb~rary t.uie. 

Mr. Dalal.-Quite BO. 

President.-But the thing that interests me is tbi6. 1:1' these 1i.gures are 
correct and if there is gcWig io be a JI'ial'Ut fop (lhe hosiery goods and if the
Indian industry is able to capture the whole of the import market, there is. 
a market for 10 million Ibs. of yarn. 

Mr. DalaZ.-There was a suggestion in the last Tariff Board's Report that.. 
the mills might take up the manufacture of hosiery goods. My suggestion 
is that the mills should not take up the hosiery manufacture. I would cite
an instance. There was a Hosiery Department in the Morarjee Gokuldaa 
Mill. They produced a large quantity of hosiery goods and they were not 
able to sell them. Therefore they had to stop manufacturing. 

President.-I can't see the slightest advantage of a textile mill undertaking; 
hosiery manufacture. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are mills in United Provinces having Hosiery I)e... 
partments. 

Mr. DalaZ.-All of them are working on woollen only. Cawnpore Woollen. 
Mills have got a department working on woollen only. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about internaicompetitionP 
Mr. DalaZ,-At least this year I have found that internal competition. 

haa begun in woollen goods. As regards cotton goods we are not able to make
any headway and all that we Boll is due to the swadeshi movement. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is nothing like internal competition? 
Mr. DalaZ.-Not yet. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The price is governed by the Japanese price? 
Mr. Dalal.-Quite BO. They pay UB 4 to 6 annas more. That is due to the

swadeshi movement. If you compared with Japan, we would not stand at all. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I find you have given the number of factories in each. 

province? . 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes. We got the information from the Director of Industries. 
M.r. Rahimtoola.-My information is that in Bengal there are 46 and you 

have put down only 17.- Is it in reply to your letter that he stated there ar& 
17 at presentP 

Mr. Dalal.-Yes. There are the factories Tegistered under the Factoriea 
Act. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-But then there·may be .many unregistered factories? 
Mr. Dalal:-I can't flay. 
Presilknt.-I think the point is a factory is not regis~red unless it em

ploys 20 and is also worked by p.ower. 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes •. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-There may be small factories? 
, Mr. Dalal.-May be. 
President.-If it is worked by power and the number of hands is less than 

20, it does not come under the Factories Act. 
Mr'. Dalal.-It is at the discretion of the Factory Inspector. Even if the 

number of hands is 10, if he thinks that it sb.ould come under the Factories 
.Act, it will come under the Act. 

Mr. Boag.-There is only one thing I should like to ask you about. You 
.said just now that you are putting up a spinning factory. Is that because 
'you think it would be an economy to spin your own yarn I' 

Mr. Dalal.-It would give me better yarn. 
"Mr. Boag.-8imply to ensure a supply of better yarnP 
Mr. Dalal.-Yes, because the plant that I am putting up is 4,000 spindle. 
Mr. Boag.-When do you expect'it to be workingI' 

, Mr. Dalal.-In November. 
President.-What kind of output would you get out of 4,000 spindlesI' 
Mr. Dalal.-About 2,000 lbs. 
President.-Half lb. per dayP 
AIr.' Dalal.-Yes, I would be spinning 148 and 208. 
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11IE HOSIERY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION. 

Evidence of Mea.rs. MANO MOHAN MUKHERJI and LALIT 
MOHAN MUKHER]I recorded at Calcutta on Wednesday, 

14th September, 1932. 

Pr~sident.-Mr. Mukherji, you are Vice-President of the Hosiery Manu-
facturers' Association?' . 

Mr. Mukkerji.-Yes. 
Pr~sident.-In your reply to question 1 you .give us what you believe the 

-total number' of hosiery factories in Bengal. The number that you give 
. is 150: out of that you say 44 are power driven and the rest are cottage 
factories of the ordinary type. .. . . 

Mr. Mukk~rji.-Yes. 
President.-What proportion of these factories, taking the' power driven 

:.and the other factories, is represented in your Association P 
Mr. MllkTterji.-About 20 power ,driven factories 'out of 44. 
President.-Are· any of the cottage factories included in your member

.ship? 
Mr. Mukkerji.-No. 
President.-If you take the total output of hosiery goods in Bengal, 

roughly what do you think is the proportion represented by factories whicb. 
are among your members? 

Mr. Mukkerji.-In the Association most of the big factories are repre
sented. 

Pr~lident.-Would it be correct to sa.y that if you take the total output 
of hosiery goods of all the factories in Bengal, the factories who are members 
-of your association represent somewhere about 50 per cent .. of the total 
'output? 

Mr. Mukkerji.-It is more than 50 per cent. excluding the hand driven 
section. We have no idea of their production. 

Pre3ident.-You don't accept, I take it, the figures 'of production shown 
in the Government returns P 

Mr. Mukkerji.-No. Because so far as hand machines are concerned 
-there is no la.w by which they can be compelled to give figures of production. 
-So that portion goes out; • 

Presidtmt.-I, find in 1931-32' the figure returned in the publication of 
'the Director General of Commercial Intelligence is 586,427 lbs. for Bengal. 
'which I suppose you would suggest is very much on the low side P 

Mr. Mukkerji.-Yes. They have mentioned onlY,15 factories in Bengal. 
" Prelident.~Have you any idea on what basis these figures are collected 
i,lfobably all the cottage factories are left out and they have. probably 
oCOntained returns from the power driven. factories? 

Mr. Mukkerji.-Not even all. . 
Prelident.-What I am trying to get at is this; under the Factories Act 

does every power driven factory come within the scope of that· Act? 
Mr. Mllkherji.-Eve~ among the power driven hosiery' factories those in 

-which the number of labour is below 20 hands do not come under the Act. 
Presid~nt.-Therefore it is the figure of product!on in, those 'p,?wer driv~n 

factories which, come under: the Factories Act whlch would be ll!.cluded 1I~' 
these publications: would that be a correct surmise to· make? 

M".. Mukherji.-Yes., ' ", 
President.-Your total figure of power driven factories is 44: you de~uct 

1.; Olnd that leaves 29. :Would it be correct to say that all these power drlven: . 
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factories employ less than 20 hands P In any case you contend that as far
as power driven factories aJ.'8 concerned you represent more tha. iiO per cent. P-

Mr. Mu,kherji.-Yes; practically most. of the factories in Calcutta. and: 
its euburhs. ' 

P,!,esident.-Can. you give me roughly the totai eutput of YOUl' UJ.embersP" 
Mr. Mu,kherji.-We have given the l\llt of factories and their output. 

in the Appendix. ' 
.r9'e&id8nt.~That Comes to a little over 1 million doze~. 
Mr. Mu,kherji.-That is the maximum on double shift. 
Pre8ide1lt.~What do you call double shift? 
Mr. Jlu,kh.erii • .,....J.6 to 19ihouJ.'s. 
P.,..,ideft.6.-'I'he discrepancy between yOIU' iig1lrll and 'th~ ~ Ge~ 

ral's figure is so very greai; that either YOI1 must be very wI'OI'Ig M the-
Director General must be very wrong. • 

Mr. Mu,kherji.-We can't be wrong because tlwlre is the list of the
facl!oriea with the capacity of oach factory. 

Mr. Boag.-How maRY of these machilleS are working to fulil capacityP" 
What proportion of then 3,753,()(J(). lhe. is aotually being pI1Qduoe~? 

. ·Mr. Mv,kherji.-Very few factories are working double shift to year. 

Mr. Boag.-What relation does actual production bear to this capacity!" 

. Mr. Mu,k1J.erji.-Some of the factofies have stopJ?ed work this year. 
Take Mill No. 9 ia our Appendix it is partially workmg. A part of it is. . 
'working under a separate name. No. 28 has stopped working. No. 26 has; 
stopped working and sold. No. 28 has curtailed production. No. 36 has. 
stopped working. 

ltfr. Boag.-No. 26 is a fairly big factory? 

Mr. M1£kk.rji.-Yes. Ii; had all Japanese machi.as . 
. M1'. Boog.-If YGur suggestion 'is correot tlaatmost of the falltoriea- are 

working single shift and their single shift capacity may be taken as. Irep~ 
I18llting their actual output, then we ·may take about 1 million lbs. as their
total annual produotion? 

Mr. Mu.kler;i.-Yes. That will leave about 2 million lbs. 
President.-The first point I want to raise with regard to the general' 

iBBue is this: I don't know if you remember the observatiODS made Ill' the· 
Tariff Board regardiDg your industry in 1926. The statement that they 
made then was that if a protective duty were levied on hoaiel'3" goods, the 
advantage of that would mainly go to the textile mills. having hosiery 
departments and therefore' smallell hosiery: f&Qtories would get very little
advantage. That was p1&tfol"1l"8l'd as an important consideration agai:nst 
tlt.e, pant of any ,lIptoial assistance for the hosiery industry. I notice you 
deal with that point in the Ilupplementary representatioll that you !.lave 
sut. us. I take it tba.t your position is this: that the demand fo;!' particula~ 
kinds of hosiery goods is a demand which is so varied-variable partly from 
season to season and partly also variable from individua~ to individual "or' 
groups of individuals-that the result is that standardililld production is 
e:dremely difficult and utI'lConomielll. Therefore since standardised produc
tion is Dot likely to be eCOllomical in respect. of hosiery gOtXlIlo large SOBle
facwiN wo.ul~ not. have any advantage over you. Am I rightp 

Mr. 1Ifukh.erji.-Th&t i& exactl,. our eontention. 
Pwsideft,t.-I put this poillt to the represelltatives' of ~ lmiian 

Chamber of Commerce 0ne of whom is oonnected with the. Kesh01'am Cotton
Mills which has a hosiery department anel the general kind of view th.;t
you SUggest did not appear to them to be quite correct. They 1:hought that 
the clifference.in de~g.IiI, and the difference in sizes on account of these
yarioationa was not so great. as to, render standliLrdised production difliCllIt,. 
not to say impossible. What have you to say. to that!' 
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Mf'. Mukkerii.-ln tile first place, our aIlblllisswll is that even m: Eoglanci 

'yo. will 61U1 .hat as Jweieries· are inW!peBdent of big cotton textile mills. 
I. ~ lleccmcl plaoe. fl'OlII tile _me report of the Tariff Board you will find 
that In Japan the average number ef WOl"kers ill. hosiery factories is ab01lt 10. 

Pf'eament.-1,973 wa.s the number of factories in Japan in 1924. 
Mf'. Mukkerji.-Yes and the number. of oJileratives employed W&II 8,027 

men and 11,495 women. Many of these factones would be very small as it 
1I"01lI.d be ob.i0U8 from tile fact that the ftllinber of operatives elnployed in 
them average less than 10. 

Pf'erideM.-I>oea that exactly meet the point? 
Mf'. Mukkerji.-That is one point. In the seconcl place possibly you 

might have noticed that in Bombay BOme of these big mills tried to intro
duce hosiel"! manufacture and they have not BU'CCeedeci 'rety milch. 

Pf'eRa&nt.-8upposing we gave them adequate protection. then: they 
mi~ bd it worth while. • 

JI.,. Mukherji.-If you like I could show you lOme of the things that are 
neW' IIOW ill abe market which would give you some idea of the diJference in 
·qualities. 

Pf'e,ment.-May I have a look at them? 
Mr. Mukkerji.-Yes, (samples shown) •. There is a very large difference.in 

the kiads of yarn, in the prices and ill shapes and sizes. There ill a. large 
dUfere_ in patterns. They change from time to time during the year 
and cllange after two or three years almost completely. 

Pn,ident.-Yot! mean certain patterns and designs which had been in 
the market say far It or 4 years have now QOIIlpletely disappeared and other 
patterns and designs have taken their place and your point therefore is as 
patterns and designs are replaced with that hequency, then you must have 
·a plant which ill sufficiently small to adapt itself. 

Mf'. Mukkerji.-Yes. 
Pre-aident.-If you' take undervests made mainly of 20s can yen tell 

me from your knowledge of the market how many different varieties are 
there in respect of sie and in respect of design P 

Mf'. M'Ukkerji.-Kesora,m MillS are manufacturing only one particulat 
kind, 16s. 

Mf'. Rahimtoola.-They are turning out' different dimensions. chest 
measurement from 22 to 38. 

Mr. M1Ikherji.-There ate different aiJles of machines to produce diJferent 
.sizes. 

Mf'. Bahimtoola.-They produce about 10 or 12 different. sizes. 
Mf'. Muklerji.-8ample shown and explaiaed. While samples were being, 

'shown, it ~as expla.i.ned thai the varieties in hosiery consisted mainly of: - . 
(1) V mati". in sims, . 
(2) Varitles in shapes alid designs ill tailoring, 
(3) Varieties in teztiZe pl'bdllced froll1different counts and qualities 

of yarn, 
(4) Varieties of pattef'M a'll4 deaigns in labric, viz., tucked stitch 
• open mesh, etc., produced from d~fferetlt machines with small 

p1:'odulltion. 
'The i-resident enqUired il.bout the counts and qualities of yarns in the' 
nll1111e8. From samples of one factory 9 varieties an,d patterns ill te~1ire 
and fabric "'ere shown while hom sampms of tiro other smaller factorIes 5 
1Iooh ~arietiell from each factotY were shoWn. It ~as fni'thet pointed out 
that there wa.s hardly any' smaller f~ctoty which was confined to on!, one 
kUrd bf terl1lre or patterJl in fabtlc, whereM Kesho~ .. m Cotton. mdl ~or 
example COIloontrated into manufacturing only out!', k!'lld of. tenure, 'IIUI., 

. that procluced fr~ 16s ~unt. So :tha~ ~u~Y spell:kmg while the .maYet' 
factories "'e1'e 11116nlllfBct\li.'mg an the 4 V'8netletl lIlentumed .bove the Keshoo. 
ram Cotton mill was manufacturing only the lst and: and varieties ~ar:tiaU1· 
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Mr. Boag' enquired, showing a particular open work v~rlety, jf. it was 
impossible for cotton mills to manufacture that variety. It was ~xplained, 
in reply that it would not be economical for them to manufacture all these, 
varieties. All these 'are from different patterns. 

President.-Supposing a textile mill decided to produce "these differen~ 
kinds, would it be ,Possible for them to manufacture? 

Mr.'Mukherji.-It, is not possible, because they cannot supply all the· 
counts in small quantities. ' 

President.-The point is really not the material. but the, machines. 
Mr. M'Ukherji.-Both. 
President.-Wbat I mean is this: they don't make particular kind of' 

yarn in their own mills. They can buy yarn and if they have got a Certain' 
number of machines they put the yarn on the machines and since they have 
a large number of machines and the power is derived from the same source-
both for' the Textile and for the bosiery department, tbey run the machines 
more economically tblAn you can and tbey get their yarn at- the same price
as you get. 

Mr. Mukherji.-The difficulty is this: some of these yarns are American, 
Bome Egyptian, some of them are dyed yellow, some of them natural, some 
of them bleached, some are article silk and mercerised. If they bave to· 
purchase the entire output, they cannot find sufficient market in any part 
of India. It has got to be distributed all over India. In fact you will.
find the production of this factory sold all over India so tbat if the big 
mill bas to purchase these different kinds of yarn in small quantities frotp' 

,different mills,they don't get any special advantage. 
President.-I quite admit that. They are 'on the same footing as yoU' 

are where it is yarn of different kinds wbich they bave got to buy from 
outside. But the power witb which tbe machines are run, that is ~ matter 
on which they are likely to have a fairly considerable advantage over you. 

Mr. Mukherji.-I am coming to the power factor. Bombay has a unique
advantage of having power at 2 pies per unit supplied by the Tata Hydro 
Electric Company in bulk. That is the unique position with ~ard 10' 
Bombay. 

President.-Why do you call it uniqueP 

Mr. M'Ukherji.-For the simple reason in Calcut.ta it was ,2 annas per' 
unit. 

. P7·esident.-I do not know what you aregoiug to build on it, but I had 
better enter a caveat straightaway. If a mill on the Bomba.y side had its 
own generating plant, a mill of reasonable '('.apacity a 'thousand looms and" 
30,000 spindles, they would be able to get their"-electricity cheaper than. 
what they are getting from the Tata Hydro Electric Company. 

Mr. M'Ii,kherji.-I am not sure of that, because coal in Bomba:! is very 
dear. 

President.-'Coal is equally dear in Ahmedabad. 

Mr. Mukherji.-Yes, but not so in Calcutta. The price of coal is R6. IS· 
a ton whereas in Calcutta it is Rs. 6 or Rs. 7. That is the advantage of.. 
Calcutta over Bombay so far as coal is concerned. That is why the Hydro 
Electric Company is growing very' much in importance in the City of" 
Bombay and to-day many big mills in Bombay are getting their supply 
of power from the Hydro Electric Power Company. 

President.-As far as the cost of coal is concerned, Ahmedabad is in no
different position from Bombay. In Ahmedabad I believe the cost of power
in mills which have ,their own generating plant are lower than the rates 
at which electricity is supplied to the Bombay mills by' the Tata Hydro.: 
Electric Power Company. 
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Mr. JIukherii.-I have never studied that question. What I want to 
-submit to you is that 80 far as power in Calcutta is concerned it haa taken 
an entirely different tnrn. You have possibly heard that the Calcutta 
Corporation has started making their own current at a very much cheaper 
~st, t pice per unit and the Calcutta Electric Supply Company has recently 
tntroduced a new rate for small motors. 

Prerident.-Have theyP 
Mr. Mukherii.-Yes and it used to be 2 annas. Now it is 56 kilowatts 

for 2 annas and the additional units at only 2 pice a unit. In the consul
tative Committee I asked a question: what would be the rate for small 
power if a motor ran for 24 hours and the reply was ·62 anna. That is 
almost 2 pice, the 8ame as the Tata Hydro Electric ,Power Company .. That 
is the preaent position 80 far as power is concerned. 

Prerident.-Your cost would stand at Bombay level. 
Mr. Mukherii.-Yes 80 far as power i8 concerned. We have other dis

advantagee. 
President.-About the tailoring department there ia a factor where 

.standardised production ia not likely in the least to be economical. " 
Mr. Mukherii.-It has not yet been standardised to our knowledge in 

any part of the world, in England, in America, in Germany 'and certainly 
not in Japan. 

President.-What I was inclined to think was thst the strongest element 
in the case in your favour is that the tailoring charges are apparently the 
/bulk of the labour cost in a hosiery fa('tory. 

Mr. Mukherii.-Yes. 
Prerident.-To the extent that standardisation cannot be undertaken in 

-respect of tailoring, to that extent therefore a small factory which is in a 
position to give minute personal attention might have quite a considerable 
<advantage over a large textile mill. 

Mr. Mukherii.-Exactly. There is one point in this that if the hosiery 
mill started knitting the fabric alone and they could be sold in the market 
as fabric as the other hig mills, and if it ended there, the big mills woul!l 
nave got an advantage over small mills and there would be no small mills 
in existence at all in the world. It is just as if a mill which manufactured 
longcloth said that it will start manufacturing shirts also. 

Prerident.-Where there is a duty on the finished product, where you 
can import a semi-finished product in order to escape the duty, whether 
-you can do that economically will depend entirely on the extra proportion 
of cost borne by the process of finishing the semi-finished material into the-' 
.finiahed product. 

Mr. Mukherii.-Exactly. 
Pre,ident.-¥our contention is that since that proportion leaves a very 

-wide margin, it is not very likely that the textile mills would have, the 
.. dvantage over you which the Tariff Board supposed in 1926. 

Mr. Mukherii.-Quite so. Following that example, if a. textile mill 
'which manufacturee. longcloth started manufacturing shirts also, there ia 
very great difficulty and no one has ever tried to do it here. 

Pre3ident.-Then they have not tried to do that but at present there 
happens to. be no inducement. Supposing there was a very high duty on 
'shirtS, what would' be the position P Supposing on imported shirts we- levied 
a duty of 75 per cent. and the duty on longcloth remained at. 20 per cent. P 

Mr. Mukherji.-Even then the duty would not be much, because the 
largest quantity of shirts are manufactured out of the. country. a.nd I supp~ 
11. very small portion is imported as shirts. The dlfliculty lD our case 18 

'accentuated more by the fact that in the manufact~ring. of the shirt, .we 
need a special sewing machine. One kind of. machIne w~ll d? for sewmg 
the shirts, but if you will kindly go through 0!le. of the~ bamans, (sample 
·shown) you will find how many kinds of seWIng machInes are necess!,ry~ 
(Samples shown and explained.) .-
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Pt'eaiaen6 .. -That is really how Y(lU get this 'la,rge proportion of tailoring: 
ClOIIl4IsP 

Mr. Mukher;ii.-Yes. 
Pre .. ide"t.-I should like to get. some idea. of the difference bet1Veen 

hosiery yarn and ordinary yarn. You have given us a statenle~t of tbl\S& 
things. As I understand it the position is this: hosiery )'!/orn bas got to be
softer. 

Mf'. M'Ukherii.-Yes. 
Pf'uident.-It bas got to be more uiliform: 
1If'. M'Ukherii.-Yes. 
Pf'.rilnt.-It has got to be wound 01'1 cones. 
Mf'. Mukhe1'ji.-Preierably. 
President.-Unless of course you have your own .winding machines, is 

that rightP 
Mf'. M'Ukherii.-Itwould be more costly to wind it from hanks. 
Pf'eSident.-Therefore one special characteristic of hosiery yar~ is that 

it must be wound up on cones. The question of softness in hosiery yarn is. 
reall;t the question of the amount Gf twist. 

Mt'. Mukherii.-Yes. The amount of twist is much smaller. 
Pf'eaident.-Wben the twist is smaller? 
Mf'. Mllkherii.-About 45 Ibs. test. 
Pf'esident.-I am trying to u.nderstand it in a general way. 
lIr. M'Ukherii.-About 45 is the test of yarn which is suitable for hO$iery 

and a much higher test is necessary for the textile mills. The J:ea!IOIl is 
this that in hosiery the yarn has got to pass through needles and therefore 
lIecessarily they have to be. very elastic, so that when the needles go down, 
they will not break and they will stretch a little, and. the loops are formed 
at that stage. Therefore in order to have a yarn which satisfies that require-
ment, necessarily the staple should be bigger. ' 

President.-When your yarn is softer in order to provide the necessary 
tensile strength, you should have superior quality of cotton. Therefore in 
the case of hosiery yarn of 20s you have got to have for its manufactqre 
cotton which is considerably longer in staple' than what would be required 
for ordinary yarn of the same count. 

Mf'. Mukherii.-Yes. 
President.-What about the manufacturing charges? Would they .be 

'higher in the case of hosiery yarn? 
Mf'. Mukherii.-They will use better quality of cotton and th~re(ore the 

wastage will be smaller. 
President.-The final price wowd be higher, but the cost of raw cotton 

would be counteracted by loss of manufacturing charges, because you don't 
have the same amount of twist. It makes very little difference. 

Mr. M'Ukhe1ji.-Yes. . 
Prssident.-Have you any objection to our mentioning the cost of yarn 

publiclyP I am not going into your other costs . 
. Mf'. M'Ukherji.-I have no objection. 

Pruident.-You need not give me the price of a particu.lar factory. 
May I take it that Bomewhere about 9 annas would be the cost of yarn P 

Mf'. M'Ukhe1'ji.-Now it is higher. . 
p,.esident.~That is 20s.? 
Mf'. Mukhe-rii.-Yes. 
p,.esident.-I remember that they have got a, figure of somewhere "bov,t 

6 ~as 6 pies for 20s at a hosi~I7 factQry in .. nother part of the OOUlltfy. 
Ho\V cnn there be this big differenceP 

Mr. Mukherji.-At thal price we calmo' get even weaving yat"1I iu 
Calcutta. 
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Preliden.e.-I cannot understand it. As far &8 I know, hosiery fara is 
JIIlaDufacturecl in India only by the Madura mills!' 

Mt". MuUsrji.-Their staple is longer. The, ttse Cambodia cotton. 
Pre'iden.t ....... Where do ;rou get this kind of :ram hom' 
M.,. Mv.kherji.-From Madura. 
Pt"l!siden.F.-What is the freightP 
J/.,. Mukh4f;i.-About 8 pies per lb. 
Prelidefl,t.-If 9 annas was the price of hosiery yarn of 20&, what ia the 

~rresponding price of ordiaary yarn of 20s P 
Mt". M"khsrji.-Rs. 6-6-0 per 10 lb •• 
Preliden.t.-What does that come to per lb. P 
Mr. Mv.kherji..-8 an8as 6 piel, 
Presiden.t.-It is a difference of about an anna between the hosiery yara 

.aad the' ordinary yarn P 
Mr. Mukherji.-Yes. 
Pttlident.-Is that the ordinary difference between, the two? 
Mr. Mukherji.-yes, in India. The prices of American yarn and Egyp

'tian yarn are still higher. 
Preside1l.t.-But this 9 annas is not for yarll wound 011 conesP 
Mr. M16khsrji.-Yes, it used to be. It is this Madura yam that is &bnost 

iJ:.Variably uaed in all the factories. 
Pterident.-I find that it is being used practically all over the coull'ryP 
Mr. Mukherji.-Yes. 
PrBsident.-And ill BurmaP 
Mr. Mukherji.-Yes. 
Mr .. Rahimtoola.-I am told that one mill ill Bengal is turning. out a.. 

large amount of yarn for hosiery purposesI' 
Mr. Mukherji.-I am not aware of any such mill. 
M ... L. M. Alakherji.-Dhakeswari mill is making but not much. 
Prestdel\t.-That mill has just started P 
Mr. L. M. Mukherji.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you tried that yarnl' 
Mr. L. M. Mukhsrji.-Some of the factories have tried. it. 
M.,.. Bahimtooltl.-How does that compare' 
Mr. L. M. Mukherji.-They use a higher quality of cotton, so the COBC;ia 

Iligher. 
PreSide1l.t.-They are using (Os for 24sP 
Mr. Mukherji.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the difference in price betweell the Madura' 

,yarn ahd Dhakeswari yarnP 
Mt". L. M. Mukherji.-One anna. 
President.-I should like to ask yon, if ,ou take the factoties in C'alOlltta 

.as a 'Whole, what proportion of the total 'Output is represented by llOiton 
and 'What proportion by 'Wool or artificial silkP Ie it possible to make l1li1 
-estimateP 

Mr. M1£k1terji.-Cotton represents the major POrtiOIl. 

~t"t8ident.-By major portion would you say 75 per cent. i' 
Mr. Muk1l.erji.-More than that. 
MT. L. M. Mukherji.-About 90 per cent. 
President.-What about the rest? 
MT. L. M. MuUttii.-Nerl comes th6 ariificial Bilk. 
Pt'CBidefl,t.-For BOCks P 
Mr. :Muk1l.flrii.-For bania,n,. 
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President'.--':WhY is wool such a small proportion I' 
Mr. MukheTii.-Much capital will have to be sunk in it. Of 'course we-

do, but on a small !,cale; . . 
Mr. L. M. Mukherji;-We have only one month's market. 
~resident.-In respect of woollen goods you get a bigger market in Upper

IndiaI' 
Mr. MukheTii.-In Ludhiana they have some factories which manufacture-

woollen goods. . 
President.-Quite enough to supply the market there? 
Mr. L. M. MukheTii.-Yes. They are also sending their articles to 

,(Jalcutta during the cold weather. 
President.-Jf you take the hosiery goods made of artificial silk yarn, is· 

the industry able to hold its own? 
Mr. MukheTii.-There is not much competltion from Japan just now in 

that line. . 
President.-We were told on the other side of India in respect of woollen 

vests that the hosiery factory was able more or less to hold its own? 

Mr. MukheTii.-Exactly. Possibly it is due to the fact that Japan has 
to pay a higher railway freight to. upper India. 

P*,esident.-The factory that. I am thinking of is the Ahmedabad factory. 
The stuff is made in Ahmedabad and a good deal of it· is exported from 
Ahmedabad. They have to pay the freight from Ahmedabad to Upper India 
markets just as the Japanese people have to pay the freight from Calcutta. 
In spite of that on the woollen part of the output, they can more or less 
hold their own. In fact, that part of the production is regarded as the· 
stay-by of the industry? 

Mr. MukheTii.-They· have almost changed over to wool. They appear
ed before the last Tariff Board also and since then they have changed oveli> 
completely to wool. 

President.-Quite a large proportion of their output is cotton. In res
pect of woollen goods, for the Upper India market Ahmedabad stall1is more 
or less in the same position as you do and to a considerable. extent the 
Ahmedabad hosiery factory can meet its losses on cotton hosiery by the
surplus it is able to make on woollen hosiery goods. Why cannot the same-
thing be done here? . 

Mr. MukheTii.-The manufacture ·of woollen hosiery is a different. thing: 
altogether. 
. Pruident.-It is the same plantP 

Mr. Mukherji.-It requires a different machine. 
President.-In what way are the machines different? 
Mr~ MukheTii.-The machines are entirely different. 
Pr8sident.-How do they compare in price with the cotton hosiery 

machinery? Are they much more expensive p 
.. Mr. MukheTii.--,Some oftheD) are. 
"::President.-The figure ·that We have for a cotton knitting machine is 

Re. 2,500. 'Would the knitting machine for wool be somewhere about 
Rs. 3,OOOP 

Mr. L. M. Mukherji.-Rs. 2,500 is not the price now .. 
President.-Have you any objection to discussing the prices of machinery 

in public? As soon as we come to your confidential figures we want to hold 
the sitting in camera. What. about your anSWeT to Question 71' These
are current rates? 

Mr. MukheTii.-Yes. 
Prc.~ident.-The machinery is made in what country? 

'Mr. J~. M: Mukherji.-Most of thE'm are GE'rman machil!88,·but all the
sewing machines a·re Americap. 
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Mr. Ml£kherji.-Some of the machines are also English. 
President.-You give a total capitalisation of Rs. 11 lakhs? 
Mr. JIl£kher;i.-Yes . 

. President.~What do you estimate to be the capacity of a.plant taking 
thiS cost? Your caD. take some kind of standard size, say 30s. Supposing. 
you take that as a standard product, what do you consider to be the maxi
mum capacity? 

Mf'. L. M. Ml£kheTji.-We have given that in the margin. 
Pruident.-I have to add these things up? 
Mf'. L. M. Ml£kherji.-Yes, about 120 dozens working single shift. 
Pf'esident.-In what 'time? 
Mf'. L. M. Ml£kheTji.-Per day of 10 hours. 
president.-Are you quite Burel' 
Mf'. L. M. Ml£kherji.-81 hours. 
Pf'esident.-l00,OOO lbs. of yarn is the annual capacity on a single 'shift. 

approximately? • 
Mr. Ml£kherji.-There are Bome socks at about 1 lb. per dozen. 

President.-Even if you made aliowance for that, still the figure stands 
at that level. What do you estimate the total output to be on the basis of 
poundage of yarn? . 

Mf'. L. M. Ml£kherji.-l00,OOO lbs. 
President.-on a single shift P 
Mf'. L. M. Ml£kherji.-Yes. 
President.-There is nothing really to, prevell.t you from working double

shift? 
Mf'. Ml£kherji.-Nothing except the market. 
President.-If we gave you adequate protection and the market in this 

country WIlB more easy to capture for you, theD. there is nothing to prevent 
you, from goiBg double shift? There is not the difficulty which the ,textile 
industry has about women. There -is no such difficulty as far as you are 
concerned? 

Mf'. Ml£kherji.-None that we know of. 
President.-Except that you have to U;cur a little more depreciation? 

Mf'. Ml£kherji.-I think that that would be much b~tter from our point 
of view because if there is more depreciation, the machinery can be changed 
much oftener and we will be more up to date. 

Presiden,t.-If there is a big depreciation, you need not allow for ob,soles
cence? 

Jff'. Ml£kherji.-The machinery is changing so rapidly that if any ona 
has got to keep abreast of times, it has to be changed much oftener than 
we can afford. 

Pf'esident.-I should like to know at what rate on this block that. you 
have estimated, depreciation should be calculated? 

Mr. Mukherji.-We have said that for the purpose of income-tax 5 per 
cent. is now allowed, but we think that 10 per cent. would be· the proper 
figure. . ' 

Pf'esident.-I am inclined to think that 5 per cent. allowed by the Income
Tax Deparlment ill not suitable. 

Mr. Mukherji.-Further we have 'shown that so far as sewing machines 
are concerned, 5 years would be a useful life for these machines. They run 
at a very high speed. 
. Pf'esident.-Supposing we accept the rates ~ha~ you ha:ve proposed that 
IS, to, say supposing we allow 10 per cent. on kDlttl1~g machmes, 20 per cent. 
on sewing machines a.nd 5, per cent. on other machmes-have you any other 
machines? 
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Mr. Mukherji.~ 
Preside",t.--'Ba~ fOU Ml.1 boiler' 
Mr. Mukkerji.-No. 
Prssidsnt.-And \!iItppoeing We anow you III per tten.. on bllildinga 011. 

:that basis 1 want te know Iaow iltllCh it would Will. to per lb.' YtJuhan 
-to take. from the ~ given ill nply *" Q\\'eStiOll f. the tio8t of iIIn ~ 
.machines. Oan you give me the approximate cost pet lb. P Abbut 
Rs. 15,000 including buildings at 21 per cent.. tkat .orke ollt to about' 

:2t annas per lb. . 
Mr. lIl .... kkerji.-About that. 
PreBident.-That would be a fair rate on J'ottr figures. Eveu. on the 

higher rates that you have proposed I think 2 to 21 &IlDBS would be .. fair 
rate to take. . 

Mr. Mukkerji.-Yes. 
Presiden.t.-With regard to the current prices of imported hosiery that 

. .you gif'e, are these the latest pricesI' 
Mr. M1£kkerji.-They are for the month of June 1932. 
Preside1i-t.-What are the CUrrent prices? 
Mr. Mu"ksrji.~They have g~e down further. 
Pi'lJride~t.-W8 have .been getting information during the put two days 

~s<regards cotton piecegoods. The c.i.f. price in yen of Japanese piece
.goods has gone up very considerably. I do not know whether that applies 
to hosiery. I do not know how far the statement is COlTect but yesterday 
the representatives of the Marwari Chamber of Commerne were here ~nd 

·they gave us the cost of Japanese cloth the invoice price of which hall gone 
up in the course of two months from 4,'5 yen to 6'7 yen. 

Mr. Mukherji.-I can't say what would be the reason. The exchange is 
. going down. " 

President.-There are two things, the first a rise in the price of eo\iIs'n 
which started 011 about the 6th or 7th of August alld thell in addition '0 

"that it would appear that the costs of the Japanese industry in respect of 
indigenous material, power, labour and so on are going up by re&SOll of the 
higher level of prices. After all depreciated currency means a higher level 
-of prices. What I should like yqu to do is this: I want you to send us a 
. statemellt of the latest prices of imported Japanese hosiery goods ~d give 
us if possible both the o.i.f. and the wholesale market prices. 

Mr. M ... kherji.-Would it be pOIIsible for yon to lVrite to the Customs 
~DepartmentP 

President.-We will try to do that. As a matter of fact if you liOuld 
'get the current wholesale market prices we could work back on it .Wld 
''Calculate the c.i.f. prices. What I should like you to do is to gi.e us the 
Whole8ale market ptice~ of Japanese hosiery goods. Give us t.he rupee 
prices. 

Mr. Mukherji.-To-day's el'change is 89. 
Ptei(ded.-!t is not entirely a matter of exChange. If the suggeiltilln 

made to us is correct that the invoice price is going up then you can't 
"aettle the question 011 th& ell:changl! ratio. 

lit. Mt£kkerji.-To-day cotton has gone down by 31 points. 
Pr8lident.-What is the price iJo..day of Broach cottonP 
Mr. Mukherji.-Rs. 215. 
Mr. Bahimtooia.-But the yen has gone up: it is 89P 
Mr. MuUerji.-Yes. Possibly there is an upward tendency because it 

"was given out that the cotton prospect. in America was very bright. 
Prerident.-What I should like to1l to get is tit find out and give ~e 

-the wholesale market price of imported hariery goods of th~ lIam& quaht, 
-which is comparable with yours. " 
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MY'. M"UeTji.-Yea, hut we wot&ld also 8ubmit th .. you miglW uk the
CutDmB Departme~ to quote figures in the interest of tile ~ eDn_ 
eamed. To-day We undenrtand the pr~ for Japan_ hosiery haa gone-
do_ by another 10 per cent. . 

MY'. Ba1\irn.toolG.-I would like to draw your attention te yonr lUHIWM to. 
question 10. You say YOIl use about 91 per cent. of India!!: :JllI1l. Ie it more· 
or less on a compulsory basisP You underetand what I mean, dOll't yea? 
YOtI know the 8wadeahi feeling in the cwnVy h~ ginn impet_ ill . Indian· 

'. miU. and thM i8 one of the reasons why they are using Indian:Jlll'L Is. 
that also the reason why you have been com'pIlUed to nile lndiaa y~rJ!oP 

Mr. M"khtnii.-I am BOt. sur4l. 
MY'. Bahimtoola.-You gave us to understand that h,siery yar. sh9lUd be

IIOfter IUld therefore you w.nt long staplll cptton. As you bow, lang .. aple 
cotton yam at present ill available only in small llualltitil\S fOf· the bOMie:ry
industry, and having regard to the fact that you want to specialise in that 
quality of yarn, but using 91 fer cent. of the yarn which is lIelow 408, 
doesn't that affect the quality 0 the goods you make!' 

MY'. Mukherji.-The position is this: with imported yarn the "rice
becomes very much dearer and the l1larket becomes very much restricted. 

MY'. Bahimtoola.-You are not using it simply because of the pfica
factor, are youI' 

Mr. Mukherji.-I think mostly that is 80. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-Bupposing a man comes to buy goods ill the mar1te1;, 

does he enquire whether the yarn used is Indial!- or not? 

MY'. Muk1r.erji.-I can't exactly tell you lIecause we are pnly selling to. 
wholesale dealers. . 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-This point was strongly brought out in cQllIlt1f)tion 
with the handloom industry that the man who wants to buy it will npt; buy
unlees he has satisfied hilDSelf by asking questious whether the yam used' 
by them is foreign or not. 

Mr. Mukherji.-The answer to that is this, that there is with the con-· 
SUlllers a certain amount of demand for articles m"de in Indi;. and the· 
fact that it is so is horne out by the fact that ,JapaneSll manufacturers are-
eending out articles frOIll Japan which bear the name of our own factory· 
and are selling them in Oalcutta. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.~You ar~ llot a1l1e to tell me whether swadeshi81D has, 
helped to market your goads jI 

Mf'. Mul:herji.-It has. 

Mr. Rahimtoola..-If it is so then this method which you can an· 
unfair method may be employed by foreigners to sen their goods. 
. Mr. Muk1r.erji.-One reason for tha1; is that the consumer want.s Indian
articles and the second is that the quality of Bengal hosiery ~ood!l' is ill 
eertain respects better than Japanese. goods. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.~With reference to your supplementary representation, 
what we have been told as regards piecegoods is somewhat different. ID 
the case of piecegoods the difficulty, it is !la.id, is thai! the IlPUl\try of origin
is not mentioned but they cannot use the same trade mark. They &imply 
get the thing sold as Indian article because 'under the presen1J law the. 
country of origin need not be mentioned. What is the difference between· 

• piecegoods trade and hosiery goods trade in tl1is respect? 
Mr. Mukhflrji.~There is no distinction there except. this that we have. 

been making representations to the Government of IndIa for a num.ber of 
years: we first drew the attention of the ~mmerce ~em.ber to thIS fact 
and at our request a bill was introduced lD the LegIslatIve Assembly by
Mr. K. O. Neogy to amend the In~ian MerQhandis~ Mal"k.s Act. Ther~. 
if I remember. aright, if !In. article .IS m~nufactured. lD IndIa eVl!ry detaI~ 
llas got to be printed on It lD Enghsh-llIZ6 and varIOUS other thlDgs-snd: 
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jf they are not done penalties are attached to Indian manufactures. Ii a 
foreign manufacturer does not do any of the conditions which is impQ.!!ed 
o(In the Indian manufacturer no penalty is attached to him. That .is the 
loophole there which the Japanese manufacturers are taking advantage of, 
.and you have possibly heard that even in textile articles like cloth and 
-other, things coming from Japan this is taking place: mill khadi coming 
.from Japan is being sold as pure khadi here. 

Mr.·Bahimtoola:-<lan you show us a representative article from Japan 
<which competes with your goods and bears the same trade mark? 

Mr. M'Ukherii.-Yes(shown). 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-This is purely the work of the Indian dealers? 
Mr. M'Ukherii.-Yes. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-'-On page 9 you say that all the important parts are 

'repaired and replaced locally. Is it done departmentally by the small 
factories or is there a workshop? . 

Mr. M'Ukherii.-They are independent workshops. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-You simply hand it over to them? 
Mr. M'Ukherii.-Yes. 
Mr. ,Bahimtoola.-'-On page 2 of the supplementary representation you 

-are complaining of the price of Indian cotton going up P Does it bear any 
relation to the yam that you use? . 

Mr. M'Ukherii.-Yes. It has actually gone up since we have represented. 
iWeare now paying As. '9-6. 

President.-You wrote this representation early in June? 
Mr. M'Ukherii.-We are now talking of the supplementary representation. 
President.-What I am thinking of is this price of 9 annas has now gone 

'Ilpto 9 annas 6 pies. Does that 6 pies represent the increased price of 
~~p . 

Mr. M'Ukherji.-It is very difficult for us to answer that question. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-You are making a statement here and you should be 

-in a position to answer that. 
Mr. M'Ukherii.~We have entered into contract with the mills and whether 

that 6 pies is really due to the rise in the price of cotton, or not, I do not 
'know. 

Mr. Bahimto;Za.-You are making one suggestion here that even if 
'Protection is granted to you, you are complaining of the apathy of the 
Bengal Government in not creating an institute for training people. 

Mr. M'Ukherii.-The idea is this: in other countries you will find th&t 
there are some, industrial schools where the workmen are taught, so that, 
that portion of the cost really belongs to the State. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Do you find any difficulty in getting trained men? 
Mr. M'Ukherii.-We have to train them and that goes to our cost. To 

that extent we are helping the industry. We have got a Weaving Institute 
run by the Industries Department. In Calcutta the, Government has got a' 
technical institute known as the Calcutta Technical Institute but owing to 
·the difficulty of funds, these things are not started. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-There would not be any initial expenditure in having 
;;0 create a separa.te Deparj;ment? 

Mr. M'Ukhe1-;i.-No. 
President.-We proceed to examine the costs. Hereafter the exam ina.

-tion will be, in camera, so that any visitors who are not connected with 
Hosiery Manufacturers' Association will kindly withdraw. 
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J I 
THE NEW INDUSTRIES, LIMITED. 

Evidence of Meslrl. NEHAL SINGH, SRIKISHANDAS J£THMAL 
and MOHAMED SYED, recorded at Calcutta OD Thursday, 

the 15th September, 1932. 

l're.iden.t.-Ml·. Nehal Singh, your concern is a limited liability com-
pany? 

Mr. Singh.-Yes. 
President.-What is the total capital? 
Mr. Singh.-Five lakhs of rupees is the authorised capital, 1,00,000 is 

the actual paid-up capital. We could not get more than a lakh of rupees. 
President.-You started operations in 1932? 
Mr. Singh.-Before 1922 we were a private concern and then in 1922 it 

became Il umited liability company. 
President.-When exactly did the factory start operations? 
Mr. Singh.-In 1919. 
President.-8o that the factory started in the boom period? 
Mr. Singh.-Yes. 
President.-Wbat would be your total capacity if your plants were fully 

working? 
Mr. Singh.-We had no chance so far to work to our full capacity. Our 

total capacity is about 2 lakhs of lbs. a year and we have done up to 90,000 
Ibs. so far, in 1929. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have given your figures in bundles? 
Mr. Singh.-These are about one pound bundles. 
President.-At present I suppose 60 per cent. of your plant is idle? 
Mr. Sing h.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-That is since 1929? 
Mr. Singh.-Mostly since 1929. 
President.-Are there other braid factories in Calcutta? 
·Mr. Singh.-There are two others, but both of them are practically 

closed. One is working now and then when market is good. 
President.-They have the same capacity as yours? 
Mr. Singh.-About half the capacity of our factory. There are 10 braid 

factories at Dacca and four in Delhi. I am authorised and putting this 
case on behalf of the other Oalcutta factories. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They are all proprietary concerns except yours? 
M·r. Singh.-Yes, Sir, and they join with me in this request for protection. 
President.-Is it possible for you to give us what the total· consumption 

is in Bengal? 
Mr. Sin,gh.-I kied to get IOctilal statistics from the Customs Department 

;;''Bd the Director General of Commercial Intelligence and they have given 
1,200 to 1,500 cases, each case containing 100 lbs. 

President.-You mean the total import is 150,000 lbs. in the Calcutta 
port? 

Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-So that there is not enough market even for your full out

. put? 
Mr. Boag.-Is this braid used in any other parts of India? 
.Mr. Sin,gh.-There is some ill!Portation into Karachi. The braid is used 

also in United Provinces, Bihar and Puniab and is sent from Calcutta; 
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President.~1 take it tha.t your factory ~ould be able to supply the market 
in Calcutta? \ 

Mr. Singh.-My factory is supplying practically the whole demand of 
Bengal. Even Punjab, United Provinces and Bihar take some quantity 
from Calcutta. 

President . ...,...:l'he position is, leaving out the factories in Dacca and 
up-country, if you take 1929 as the normal year when you produced approxi
mately 100,000 lbs. and the imports were about 200,000 lbs. a year, the 
total consumption in this part of India was about 300,000 lbs. Supposing 
you take that as the total consumption then your factory and the two 
existing factories in Calcutta together can just supply the requirements of 
the CaJcutta market. 

Mr. Singh.-l'he other two Calcutta factories made 50,000 lbs. in 1929, 
so that the total would come to 350,000 Ibs. 

President.-When was your ma.chinery bought, all in 1922? 
Mr. Sing h.-After ·that we have also bought some machinery: that was 

two years ago, but we purchased most of the machinery in 1922. 
President.-You must have bought them at the top price? l'he prices 

tha.t you give for machinery, are those current prices? I notice that you 
take the exchange at Is. 4d. 

Mr. Singh.-l'here are the transport charges: we have to add that. 
l'hen again sometimes there is breakage, and such other kind of things has 
all been taken into consideration in fixing the exchange at Is. 4d. 

President.-l'hese· prices that you give for your machines are c.i.f. prices? 
Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-Aud you have allowed 121 per cent. for transport? 
Mr. Singh.-What I have given in the statement is the price of the 

machine: at Is. 4d. exchange also covers freight and insurance charges. 
President.-You have roughly taken 121 per cent. a.~ allowance for freight 

and insurance ~ 
Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-What about erection charges? 
Mr. Singh.-I have put it very clearly in the estimate submitted and as 

low as possible. 
President.-These are all German machines? 
Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir, but the part which is lying idle is American made. 
President.-You have given us two cost statements of which I am finding 

it rather difficult to follow your more recent statement of costs. l'hese are 
a Bort of approximate estimates and the other is actual? 

Mr. Singh.-l'hat which I have submitted with my application is the 
actual; no depreciation, insurance, cost of building and selling commission, 
etc., are shown there. 

President.-Let us proceed on the basis of this cost. l'he yarn that you 
use is double yarn? 

Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-Where do you buy it? 
Mr. Singh.-In Calcutta: Madura yarn and' Mysore yarn ue the best 

in the market; both are good quality long staplt>s. 
President.-9 annas is the current price of yarn? 
Mr. Singh.-To-day it is 0-9-6. 
President.-What kind of power are you ·using? 
Mr. Sing h.-Electric power: we are getting it from the Calcutta Electric 

Supply Corporation. . 
President.-Wha.t do you pay for itP 
Mr. Singh.-2 annas per unit. 
President.-The wastage of yarn you estimate at 6 pies per unit: that is 

approximately 5 per cent. Where does the wasta/;l;e occurP 
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Mr. Sing h.-When the yarns are broken at time the machines are work
ing. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You don't utilise the wastage in any way, do youi' 
Are you able to sell the wastage? 

1J!r. singh.-We did three or four years ago but the price fetched was 
Dommal. At present no demand for same. 

President.-How do you do your packingi' 
Mr. Singh.-ln the same form as Japanese goods. 
President.-Your selling commission is rather high i' 
Mr. Singh.-10 per cent. is not high: after all one has to live. I have 

Been in foreign countries they charge as much as 40 or 45 per cent. as 
profit on Buch class of goods. ' 

President.-If you look at your statement of expenditure (Statement A) 
what you call stores consumed, that includes yarni' 

Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-Your selling expenses are the highest, next to yarn? 
Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-I have not seen, any other industries where the selling ex

p~nses are so high in relation to other expenses. This c-i.f. price that you 
give of Japanese goods, how long ago was this price rulingi' 

Mr. Singh.-To-day's price is in the vicinity of 75 sen. 
Pre8ident.-If you take the exchange at 90 the price would be slightly 

higher than shown here. 
Mr. Singh.-It would be 0-10-9 against 9 annas. 
President.-So that the prices have slightly advanced? 
Mr. Singh.-Yes. The exchange is going down from day to day. 
President.-But the main difference in the price is due not to exchange 

but to the increase in cotton prices so that if we allow 6 pies more for your 
yarn al!d take the c.i.f. ;price of Japanese yarn at 0-10-6, it will be a fair 
comparison. 

Mr. Singh.-The price of yarn at that time was 9 annas. 
President.-Similarly take a price of 10 annas 6 pies for Japanese. 
Mr. Sing h.-Yes, Sir. 
Pre8ide11.t.-What is the kind of duty that you want? 
Mr. Singh.-Will you please see in this connection page 547, Volume IV 

of the last Tariff Board's report, which explains our full demands. 
Preside11.t . .....:What is your proposal? 
Mr. 8i11.gh.-100 per cent. duty. Minimum period 10 years. There is no 

reason why other countries should be allowed to import if my country, can 
produce. I can give satisfaction to my buyers. If there is any little trouble 
(which is even not) that can be arranged as we undertake production on a 
large scale to meet the demand of the wh!Jle country. ' 

President.-If we take your cost' and make a reasonable allowanc~. for 
depreciation, profit and so on, and take the difference between that and the 
current Japanese nrices and fix the duty at that level, whatever it is, it will 
be a fair way of doing it. , ' " 

Mr. 8inqh.-This is a difficult question. 50 -per cent. protection duty'is 
nothing. You have given 50 per cent. for textile. 'How far is the Textile 
industry going to benefit i' There is a hue and cry all over India that it· 
should be !In a sli4ing scale, owing to the very unsettled condition' of 
exchange. - . _ 

Preside11.t.-What you want us to. d<? is to fix the duty at, s?ch a hig,h' 
level that no amount of exchange vanatIon can affect the protective scheme;

Mr. Singn.-Yes. That is really what I want as there is no auestion. of 
monopolv here. There will be sufficient internal competiti(ln in this ,if ,pro~, 
tection is granted. 
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.r'l'esifl_nt.-It is rather a, slmple case and I don't thin1t it is necessary 

to questIOn further. 
Jl[r . .1lah/!mtoola.-You are at present confi~Eld: to Japan. 
Mr. Singh.-Yes, Sir, the only country that is importing into India is 

Japan. . 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How would you compare the Japanese imports to total 

imports? 
Mr. Singh.-No other country is importing. Czechoslovakia imported a 

small amount some time back but not ~ow . 
.l\fr, R4himtoola.~What about Germany? 
M'I:. Sing7~.-Nothing is coming from Germany. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-At present the imports are entirely from Japan? 
Mr.. Singlt,.-Yes, Sir. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is entirely peculiar to Bengal. 
Mr. Singh.-'-It is consumed mostly in Bengal and some quantity in 

Bihar, United Pl'ovinces and Punjab. Samples shown and explained 
(sample of plain braid and square braid known as Ghunsi and Muktakeshi). 

Pr~.ri~ent.-:Th~y are all called Iv;aids. 
Mr. Sin,gh.-Yes, cotton braid or Ghunsi; my prayel' is also for squaa-e 

braid known as Muktakeshi. 
President.-The Customs people have described it as cotton braid. 
Mr. Sinyk.-Yes. In this connection I want to point out to you one 

thing and that is at the time when the excise duty was introduced, we had 
to pay. 

President.-You. don't want a refund of it? 
Mr. Siny7~.-No. Government are too poor to pay it. Whenevel' an 

enquiry is made into the Tenile industry, we are neglected. If we are 
to subll\it QuI' s~atement to the Statistics Department and to pay such 
duties as may be l!\vied on the Textile industry-if there is to be a cess 
for the improvement of cotton, we will also be asked to pay it, I am sure. 
We request that we may be given the benefit of such duties as may be 
levied on imp!lrts for the improvement of the· Tenile industry. Last time 
the duty was again increased on non-British goods, but braids were left 
out. The next point I want to urge is tha.t t.he Customs be advised to keep 
separate statistics to enable me . . . . . 

Prsside'!tt.-You mean the actual imports of cotton braid? 
Mr. Sinyh.-Yes . . Cotton bl'aid and square braids and not to be lumped 

with other things. That is a very important point. This is an article of 
pure luxury. As I told you it is worn round the neck, waist, arms, etc., so 
it is not an article of neeessity at all. 

pr~si~ent.-If we were to place braids on the same footing as piecegoods 
'Y.olll~ yoll be Satisfied with the same rate of dut;y? . . 

Mr. Singh.-No, Sir. 
Pre~ident.-You want to ('orne illto that category? 
Mr: Singh.~There are things which come in like ~he artificial silk undef 

textiles. My I!-rticle is purely a luxury. Supposing 10 yea.rs aftef protec
tion goes out, I should stand on luxury basis and will b~ ablla to compete as . 

. the prQPer hr~ury duty will protect us. 
P"t>5id''"'t.~That question does not cle~rly come ~nder the protective 

schem.. . 

Mr. Singh.-I have been memorialising the Government of India ever 
since 1927. Now that you are taking up this matter and going to wl'ite 
your report, I hope that you will be good enough to take. iRio cOtlsideration 
wha.iI I have urged and make· suitable recommendations for thEl protAlction 
of the braids (Ghutlsi and lruktake.~hi) on such a basis that no afllount of 
e¥challga. variation oan affect the protective scheme anel this itld~try is 
savell frow. ruil~ from foreign unfair competition. . 
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mE CALCU'ITA nOUR MILtS ASSOCIA'TION. 

Evidence of Messrs. _R. C. LEWIS, D. McEWAN, F. C. rtm and 
1. S. WRIGHT, recorded at Calcutta on Thursday, the 

15th Ser-tember, 1932. 

President.-Gentlemen, you represent the Oalcutta Flour Mills Associa-
tion? 

Mr. Fyffe.-Yes. 
President.-When was the Association started? 
Mr. Fyffe.-In lanuary this year. 
President.-How many members are there hi your Association? 
Mr. F-yffe.-Seven. 
P·resident.-Are there any mills outside your Association in Oalcutta P 
Mr. Fyffe.-Yes. There are two mills, and one under erection. 
President.-Seven out of 9 are your members? 
Mr. Fyffe.-No. I should say 7 out of 10 because there is one mill under 

erection. The larger mills are members of our Association. 
P!esident.-The greater part of the output in Calcutta is represented by 

your Association? . 
Mr. Fyffe.-That is correct. 

, Pre.'lident.-The total grinding capacity of the mills represented by your 
Association is considerably in excess of the Indian consumption, is it not? 
That is what you try to make out? 

Mr. Fyffe.-Yes. 
P1·esident.-Taking your figures, the total capacity in maunds ot wbeat 

amounts to 43,23,OOO? 
1I1r. Fyffe.-Yes. 
President.-That is about 13 lakhs cwts. of wheat? 
Mr. Fyffe.-Yes. 
President.-I am trying to compare thai with the IndiaIi consumption 

which may be calculated in this way. The Indian production that YOll give 
for 1931 is about 30,000 maunds. That is the output of the mills who are 
members of your Association, or is it the output of all the Calcutta millB~ 

Mr. Fyffe.-This is the output of the membership mills. 
President.-The total output in Calcutta would be somewhere about 

35,000 maunds. If I take the total output of the mills in Calcutta in 1931 
and not merely of your members, it would be something more than 29,916 
maunds, or approximately 35,000 maunds. 

Mr. Fyffe.-I can't say anything. on that wit~ any ~egree of acc~ra~y. 
I am not quite sure what the capaclty of the mills outslde the AssoClatlOn 
is. This figure of 29,916 is not our capacity. . 

President.-It is your output? 
lIlr. Fyffe.-Not even our output. 
President.-What is it then? 
1I1r. Fyffe.-You can take that as our sales. 
President.-Did you produce very much more than that? . 
Mr. Fyffe.-We regulated our production according to our. saies .. 
President.-Therefore that may be taken as your actual production on 

th~d.P . . 
Mr. Fyffe.-Quite so. If you add another 15 per ce~t. or say2() per cent. 

on tha.t for the outside mills that would be somewhere about the total pro
dilction. 
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President.-That would be somewhere about 35,000 maunds. 
Mr. Fyl/e.-Just about that. 
President.-The. total imports of starch in 1930-31 was 438·096 cwts. 
Mr. FyI/e.-Yes. 
President.-This 35,000 maunds .would come to 26,000 to 27,000 in cwts. 

so that altogether you get a total Indian consumption of starching material 
in 1931 of approximately 500,000 cwts. 

Mr. Boag.-Are there mills in other parts of India making starching 
material? 

Mr. FyI/e.-Yes, there are in Cawnpore area. I think they purchase 
their Hour from the local mills because we have been asked on several occa
sions to tender for annual requirements to these mills and our prices have 
been our main hindrance because there are mills nearer than ours to compete. 

President.-Are there any published figures of the output of Hour in 
India? ' 

Mr. FyI/e.-Not at present but these figures are under compilation. 
President.-By your Association? 
Mr. FyI/e.-By the Director General of Oommercial Intelligence. We 

have been asked to give figures. 
President.-In any 'case it is perfectly clear that your total capacity, 

taking the whole production in India., would be considerably above the Indian 
consumption I' 

Mr. Fyl/e.-Oertainly. We only took our figures. iWe have eliminated 
Bombay and other places. 

President.-At present you are using mainly Indian wheat, are youP 
Mr. FyI/e.-Yes. 
President.-That is since the duty was levied P 
Mr. FyI/e.-Since April 1931. 
President.-Is it possible for you to give us some idea of the extent to 

which the import duty on wheat is reHected in the price of Indian wheat 
as compared with ~mported wheat? 

Mr. FyI/e.-If I understand your question aright, it works out like this: 
Australian wheat at to-day's market price is roughly 29 shilling U. K. per 
quarter. Eliminating the factor of exchange on 29 shillings U.K. basis, 
you can get Australian wheat c,i.f. Calcutta, including landing charges and 
duty at Rs. 1-13-0 per maund, costing about Rs. 4-15-0 per maund landed 
including duty. 

President.--On that calculation you would not be able to give me what I 
want. 

Mr. FyI/e.-Without duty the price of Australian wheat is Rs. 3-2-0 and 
Indian wheat to-day is about Rs. 4-3-0 in Calcutta, delivery at mill siding 
per maund. 

President.-That includes the freight: approximately what is the freight? 
Mr. Fyl/e.-Rs. 1-3-6 Montgomery, Rs. 1-4-0 to 1-4-6 Lyalll!ur. 
President.-If you deduct the freight the price of Indian wheat less 

freight is slightly less than the c,i.f. price of imported wheat? 
Mr. Fyl/e.-I have given you a figure of Rs. 4-3-0. You want to know 

the freight from' Lyallpur? 
President.-That gives you Rs. 2-15-0 Indian. 

Mr. FyI/e.-Against Rs. 3-2-0 for Australian. 
President.-Are these comparable classes of wheatP 
Mr. FyI/e.-No. 
President.-Are .they the same kind of whea,tP 
Mr. FyI/e.-Australian is superior in quality. 
President.-Would you put any money value on the difference in quality? 
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Mr. Fylfe.-It would depend whether it is Western Australia or Southern 
Australia. Western Australia is usually the better wheat. I should put the 
difference in value at 6 annas per maund in favour of Western Australian 
Wheat. 

President.-Putting the Indian wheat on a comparable basis, the Indian 
wheat would be in price about 2 to 3 annas per maund. That would mean 
about 4 annas a cwt. in excess. 

Mr. Fylfe.-Yes. 
President.-So that out of a duty Rs. ~ you get 4 annas actually 

reflected in the price. That is the total extent to which the import duty has 
caused the wheat to advance. 

Mr. Fylfe.-I have given you a figure of Rs. 4-3-0 as to-day's price, but 
it has been very much higher than that. Up to Rs. 4-7-0 to Rs. 4-9-0. 

·Preaident.-I will take Rs. 4-7-0. Supposing we put the excess in the 
Indian price normally as 8 annas, that would be a good outside figure to 
make. 

Mr. Fylfe.-Yes. 
President.-What I want to do is this: you give your wastage. Out of 

186 lbs. you get 112 lbs. of flour. 
Mr. Lewi,.-Yes at 60 per cent. extract jon. 
President.-That is to say wastage is 40 per cent. 
Mr. Lewis.-It is not wastage actually. 
President.-If you took 186 lbs. of wheat, you could get out of it 112 lbs. 

of flour. 
Mr. LewU.-Yes. 
Preaident.-What happens to the rest? Is it ~old? 
Mr. LewiB.-Yes. 
President.-What kind of price does it realise? 
Mr. LewiB.-It would really depend on the demand. 
President.-Supposing you took a normal demand, if you took the average 

of the past year? 
Mr. Lewis.-Bran is a commodity that fluctuates according to the demand. 
President.-What price did you realise on your bran, last year? 

. Mr. Fylfe.-Rs. 1-10-0 to Rs. 1-12-0 per maund. 
President.-On the wastage of 40 per cent., taking 74 lbs. as the wastage 

you realise about Rs. 1-12-0. 
Mr. Fylfe.-I don't quite follow your calculations. I have a table show

-ing the quantity of wheat required to produce a certain per cent. of white 
flour at various per cents. of extraction. 

President.-You can't give it at 60 per cent.? Is it a difficult calcula,tion? 

Mr. Fylfe.-I can give you the calculation later. 
President.-on the figures of wO:stage that you have given, if you take 

100 lbs. about 40 lbs. is the wastage. 
Mr. Fylfe.-on 70 per cent. extraction it would require 400 lbs. wheat 

to produce 280 lbs. of flour. 
President.-120 lbs. is the wastage. 
Mr. Fylfe.-Yes. Flour is described as white flour. They may be of 

different grades and the balance of 120 lbs. is termed as low grade attap 
and bran. 

President.-That makes the calculation much too detail for our purpose. 
All that I want you to give me is this-if at 60 per cent. extraction it means 
40 per cent. is wasted, but it has a selling value in the form of bran. If 
you realise the average price of the market for that 40 lbs. of bran, what 
in terms of wheat or in terms of value that means? I want to know your 
nett wastage leaving out the value that you. realise for your utilising the 
waste. 
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Mr. Fyffe.~We teckon that if we realise half wheat price for bran and 
about wheat price for attah, we are running on a level cost neither make a 
profit nor loss. . 

President.-Th~t would not meet my point. Let us take it like. this. 
You' are using 100 lbs. wheat; you get 60 Ibs. Hour and you lose 40 lbs. 
On this 40 lbs. you realise a value which in terms of wheat would be how 
many lbs., so that I may add that to the 60 lbs. and the difference between 
that and 100 lbs. would be your nett wastage, is not that right? 

Mr. Fyffe.-Wastage in value or wastage in wheat? • 
President.-Wastage in value? 
Mr. Fyffe.-For the purpose of calculation let us take 100 maunds of 

wheat. We get 60 maunds of flour and 40 maunds say of wab-tage (other 
products). On to-day's market price for 60 maunds of white flour, we will 
get Re. 5-2-0 per maund ea: mill, with bag. In 40 maunds of other products 
we will get about Ri. 2-12-0 per maund. 

President.-Supposing I took it at Rs. 5, I would be right. 
JJlr. Fyffe.-Yes, about right. 
President.-May we take thEi wastage as half of it? In other words your 

nett wastage would be 20 maunds. 
Mr. Lewis.-It would be a little less on these figures. 
P'l'esident.-How much less? 
Mr. Lewis.-That depends on the price you are taking for wheat. 
President.-If you make allowance for variations in the price, you can 

roughly say that the nett wastage would be 20 pet' cent. 
Mr. Lewis.-Yes. 
President.-If you take 100 maunds of wheat you get 60 maunds of flour 

and the balance of 40 maunds you sell in various ways. 'NVe consider your 
realisations as having fetched back your wheat. Therefore the nett wastage 
is 20 per cent. On that you get no value. That is clear waste. The duty 
you pay on that is absolutely lost? 

Mr. Lewis.-Yes. 
President.-If 8 annas a maund is the excess in the Indian price on 

account of the duty, that per cwt. would be about 10 annas 6 pies. To that 
you have got to add 1/5th which is the wastage on which your duty is 
completely lost. That gives you very nearly 12 annas 6 pies. That is what 
the Government of this country ask you to pay, while they allow the im
ported production to come in free. That is to say on every cwt. of flour 
that you make in this country, you have to pay 12 annas 6 pies. 

Mr. Fyffe.-Yes. 
President.-Including the duty payable on the wasted material, it comes 

to 12 annas 6 pies, whereas the man who makes Hour abroad and exports to 
this country is allowed to land it in India duty free; so that comparing 
your position as producers of staa-ching material with the producers abroad, 
your disability works out to 12 annas 6 pies? 

M'I<. Fyffe.-Yes, per cwt. 
President.-Now the e.i.f. price of Farina starch is Rs. 8 per cwt. You 

give a price of Rs. 5-14-0 per maund. Have you got any later quotation P 
What is the latest you have? Farina I take it is the commonest kind of 
starch? 

Mr. Fyffe.-That is the most common starch. 
President.-We had better base our calculation on that? 
Mr. Fyffe.-Yes. 
President.-What is the c.i.f. price nowP 

Mr. McEwan.-Rs. 7-8-0 per cwt. 

President.-I am inclined to think that it would be loWer. 

Mr. McEwan.-Rs. 7-8-0 is the figure to-day. 
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President.-Rs. 7-8-0 is a price which suits our calculation. 
AIf'. FyHe.~I have a qu.otation dated the 22nd August from a firm in 

Bombay. There are two qualitie&-Superior Farina Rs. 8-4-0 and Rino 
brand extra Buperfine Rs. 8-12-0. 

President.-Is that c.i.f.? . 
Mr. FyHe.-That is the price f.o.r. Bombay. 
President.-Are landing charges included? 

. Mr. FyHe.-Yes. That is the price at which the firm in Bombay will 
despatch to Calcutta. 

President.-There is no duty on that!' 
Mf'. FyHe.-No. 
President.-Is it the c.i.f. plU3 landing charges? 
Mr. FyHe.-Yes, to f.o.r. Bombay. 
President.-So that if you took it as Rs. 8-4-0, then 12 annlloS 6 pies 

would be somewhere about 12 per cent. If we took 12 annas 6 pies as the 
duty that you had to pay, and if we were going to equalise your positio.n 
with that of the importer, then we would have to levy only a duty on their 
starch of 12 annae 6 pies per cwt. 

Mr. FyHe.-Yes. 
President.-If we gave you 15 per cent., it would be all right? 
Mr. FyI/e.-Yes, plul surcharge. 
President.-So that what is required in ord81: to provide tariff equality 

for the Indian manufacturer on starching materia.l is a duty of 15 per cent.? 
Mr. FyHe.-Yes, by that method of calculation? 
President.-If you like, you can look into that calculation and see whether 

there is any flaw in it. If there is, you can send us a note later. 
Mr. FyHe.-We will do so. 
President.-Your suggestion is that the duty on starching materials 

should be levied at the same rate as on chemicals or ordinary kinds of wheat 
and flour. . 

Mr. FyHe.-What we are really asking for is an ad 'Valorem duty of 20 
per cent. as in the caSEl of Wheat and Wheat Flour. 

President.-Since you require about 15 per cent. in order to make your 
position at present prices equal to that of the importer and since 15 per cent. 
is the normal revenue duty in this country, we can make a proposal that 
star('hing materials should bear the general duty. For the present the 
general ordinary duty is 25 per cent. and a surcharge of 20 per cent .• so 
that your proposal is justified on the costs that you have. 

Mr. FyHe.-That would be 15 per cent. plus the surcharge. That would 
~e the measure of protection. 

President.-It won't be protection; it will be simply giving you tariff 
equality. 

Mr. FyHe.-Yes, if you express it that way. 
President.-We have figures from cotton mills to show the extent to which 

a duty of 20 per cent. would raise the cost of the Indian manufacturer. 
We have got no figures from jute mills. Supposing we decide to levy a duty 
of 20 per cent. by how much would that raise the cost of manufacturing jute? 
Would you be able to give me a calculation? Obviously that is a point 
which we have to consider. 

Mf'. FyHe.-1t is not going to be heavy. 
Pf'esident.-It is not negligible. Would you be able to give us a state

ment on that? 
Mr. FyHe.-Yes. 
Pusiden·t.-Please send us a note later showing the extent to whioh 

a duty of 20 per cent. on starching material is likely to affect the cost of 
jute manufactures. . 
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Mr. FyI/e.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Some of the Cotton Mills whom we have been hearing this 

week have said that starching materials made in this country are not 
suitable for sizing all qualities of cloth. They have mentioned particularly 
the finer quality of cloth and said that for that quality it is necessary for 
them to use imported starch. 

Mr. FyI/e.-In reply to that we can say that in 1926-27 170,16P cwts. 
were only imported as against 438,096 cwts. in 1931-32. 

Mr. Boag.-But the mills have only in the last few years been making 
the finer qualities of cloth. 

Mr. Fyl/e.--Certain tests have been carried out with gum dragon and it 
has been fou.nd that Ollr flour gives very good results from this mixture so 
far as the question of adding weight is concerned and reducing the per
centage of breaKage. 

Mr. McEwan.-I am prepared to make a statement tha.t wheat flour with 
China clay, gum dragon and thlj. usual antiseptics will give equally good 
results on any counts on which they may want to use it. 
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